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PUNJAB TO SEEK REVIEW OF IG TRANSFER

BOMBING Bhima Mandavi, four security men dead as blast
tears through SUV, police say MLA was cautioned over route
Ritesh Mishra
n

Ritesh.Mishra@hindustantimes.com

RAIPUR: ABharatiyaJanataParty
(BJP)legislator,BhimaMandavi,
and four other accompanying
him in a convoy of vehicles were
killed when Maoist rebels triggered an improvised explosive
device (IED) in Chhattisgarh’s
Bastar on Tuesday, two days
before theregionvotesinthefirst
phaseofthe2019generalelection.
The IED was detonated when
the convoy was passing through
ShyamagirihillsinsouthChhattisgarh’s Dantewada district at
about4.30pm,thepolicesaid.The
Bastar Lok Sabha constituency,
where Left-wing insurgents are
active,voteswith90otherparliamentarywards on April 11 in the
firstphaseofthegeneralelection
staggered over seven phases.
Mandavi’s convoy was heading towards Kuwakonda in Dantewada district from the Bacheli
area,about450kmfromstatecapitalRaipur.AlongwithMandavi,
the MLA from Dantewada, a
driverindentifiedasDanteshwar
Maurya and three security personnel, district force troopers
Chhagan Kuldeep, Somdu
KawasiandRamlalOyami,were
killed in the blast, police said.
The bullet-proof sports utility
vehicle in which the legislator
was travelling was blown up in
the attack. Mandavi had crossed
the same stretch of road on Mon-

US ATTORNEY GENERAL TO RELEASE MUELLER REPORT ‘WITHIN A WEEK’
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BJP MLA among
5 killed in Maoist
attack in Bastar

Campaigning ends
for Baramulla,
Jammu seats

RSS leader, bodyguard killed
in Kishtwar; curfew imposed

HT Correspondent

Ravi Krishnan Khajuria

n

letterschd@hindustantimes.com

JAMMU/BARAMULLA:Poll campaign

ended on Tuesday evening in
Jammu and Baramulla Lok
Sabha constituencies where voting is scheduled on Thursday in
the first phase of the five -phase
Lok Sabha elections in Jammu
and Kashmir.
As many as 10,70,014 voters
would be deciding the fate of 24
candidates in Jammu Lok Sabha
seat, The main contest is going to
be between Jugal Kishore
Sharma of the BJP and Raman
Bhalla of the Congress.
In Baramulla, as many as
13,12,148 voters will decide the
fate of 9 candidates in the fray in
Baramulla constituency where
1,749 polling stations have been
set up. The constituency is
spread over three districts of
Baramulla, Kupwara and Bandipora.
››P7
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JAMMU: Suspected militants shot
dead a Rashtriya Swayamsewak
Sangh (RSS) leader and his
bodyguard inside the district
hospital in Kishtwar on Tuesday, in the second political killing in the communally sensitive
town since November 1 when a
BJP leader and his brother were
gunned down.
Police said the assailants fired
indiscriminately at Chandrakant Sharma, 50, a pharmacist at
the hospital, and Rajinder
Kumar, his personal security
officer, in the afternoon.
Sharma was critically
wounded and had to be airlifted
to the Government Medical College and Hospital in Jammu,
where he succumbed to his injuries. Kumar died on the spot.
It was not immediately clear
how many attackers there were
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The mangled remains of the vehicle BJP MLA Bhima Mandavi was
HT PHOTO
travelling in on Tuesday in Chhattisgarh’s Dantewada.

Pak agency opposes
Lashkar man’s bail
Imtiaz Ahmad

day with a team of district
reserve guards on a journey that
had passed without incident,
Dantewada’s superintendent of
police(SP)AbhishekPallavsaid.
Director general of police DM
Awasthi said Mandavi had been
warned of a possible Maoist
attackonTuesday,buthedecided
to go ahead with the journey.
“After winding up his Lok
Sabha campaign, Mandavi
started moving towards Kuankonda bazaar and then the station
house officer of Kirnadul police
station, Sheel Aditya Singh,
calledhimandrequestedhimnot

to continue the journey,” Awasthi said. No personnel were
around to clear the road nor had
security arrangements been
made on the way.
The MLA continued his journey with three vehicles in the
convoy,Awasthisaid.Duringhis
campaign,Mandavihadsecurity
cover of about 50 personnel in 10
vehicles.
Girdhari Nayak, special
directorgeneral(anti-naxaloperations), said about 30 Maoists
attackedtheconvoyaftertheIED
blast, but fled after security personnel fired on them.

http://read.ht/JS4
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ISLAMABAD: Pakistan’s Federal
Investigation Agency (FIA) has
movedtheIslamabadHighCourt
(HC) seeking cancellation of the
bail granted to Lashkar-e-Taiba
(LeT) operations commander
Zakiur Rehman Lakhvi, who is
wanted in India for plotting the
2008 Mumbaiattacksthatleft166
people dead.
Pakistanimediareported FIA
referredtotheconfessionalstatementofAjmalKasab,theloneterrorist arrested for the Mumbai
attackswhowasexecutedin2012,

and said it clearly established
Lakhvi’s link to the Mumbai
attacks. In its appeal, FIA has
alsocitedthethreatsthejudgesof
theanti-terrorism courthearing
thecaseinPakistanandFIAprosecutors face as well as the reluctance of the witnesses to depose
against the accused.
Lakhvi was one of seven men
arrested in Pakistan for their
involvementinplanning,financing and directing the attacks. He
wasreleasedonbailfromRawalpindi’s Adiala Jail in April 2015.
His current whereabouts are
unknown.
CONTINUED ON P11
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Chandrakant Sharma

or how they reached the hospital, Kishtwar deputy commissioner Angrez Singh Rana said.
The assailants decamped with
the weapon carried by the personal security officer, another
police officer said.
“We have imposed a curfew
in Kishtwar town and the army
has staged a flag march. The
army and other paramilitary
forces remain deployed. Soon
after the incident, there were
protests but we have controlled
the situation,” Rana said.

Sharma is the top Rashtriya
Swayamsewak Sangh leader in
Kishtwar who had worked for
the security of the minorities at
the height of militancy in
Jammu and Kashmir in the
early nineties.
This is the third attack on him
since then.
The attack comes two days
before the Jammu-Poonch parliamentary constituency votes
on April 11 in the first phase of
the general elections.
Kishtwar, part of the Udhampur-Doda constituency, is
scheduled to go to polls in the
second phase on April 18.
This is the second political
killing in Kishtwar town since
November 1 last year, when BJP
leader Anil Parihar and his
brother Ajit Parihar were killed
by militants. Violent clashes
had followed and town was
under curfew for over a fortnight.

>htworld p14

NIRMOHI AKHARA
OPPOSES GOVT’S
PLEA TO RETURN
LAND IN AYODHYA
NEWDELHI: Nirmohi Akhara, one

of the litigants in the Ayodhya
case, moved the Supreme Court
onTuesdayopposingtheCentre’s
plea which seeks to return to the
originalownersthe67.390acreof
“non-disputed” land it had
acquired around the disputed
RamJanambhoomi-BabriMasjid
site.
The Nirmohi Akhara, in its
fresh plea, has opposed the Centre’s application by which it had
sought modification of the
SupremeCourt’s2003ordersoas
to allow it to return to original
owners the “non-disputed”
acquired land.
The application has said that
the Centre has proposed returning of acquired land to Ram Janambhoomi Nyas and that there
aremanytemplesontheacquired
land and their rights would be
affected.
››P11

Charges filed against Franco
nun rape
case
BISHOP IN THE DOCK
K
HT Correspondent
n

letters@hindustantimes.com

THIRUVANANTHAPURAM:

Ten
months after a police complaint,
and five years after the crime
allegedlytookplace, ex-Bishopof
Jalandhar diocese Franco
Mulakkal was formally charged
with the crime on Tuesday.
Last June, a nun accused the
high-ranking clergyman of raping her for a period of two years,
starting April 2014.Some of the
chargesmentionedincluderape,
non-consensualnon-penilevagi-

n

Franco Mulakkal

nal intercourse, illegal confinement,criminal intimidationand
destruction of evidence.
Of the 83 witnesses listed, 25
are nuns and 11 are priests. The
statements of 10 main witnesses
havebeenrecorded.Thechargesheet has been filed in the firstclass judicial magistrate’s court
in Pala, Kottayam district.
This is the first time in the

country that a charge sheet has
beenfiledagainst a clergymanof
therankofbishop.“Aftermonths
ofstruggle we arehappy thecase
is coming to a logical conclusion...This is the happiest
momentforus...truthwillprevail
finally,” said Sister Anupama,
who is one of the five nuns residing at the Missionaries of Jesus
ConventinKuravilangadinKottayamdistrict thathave stoodby
the complainant, also a resident
at the same convent, since she
first spoke up against Mulakkal.
In June 2018, when the survivor filed a complaint with the
police. She and the nuns, who
moved to the convent where she
stayed in May, did so after they
appealed to the church authoritiestotakeactionagainsthimfor
over a year, but to no avail.
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A BROOM (AAP’S POLL SYMBOL) HAS A VERY SHORT
SHELF LIFE AND EVERY WOMAN KNOWS THAT WELL

> BIKRAM SINGH MAJITHIA, SAD leader

EC order biased, will seek
review of IG’s transfer: CM
BARBS FLY Jakhar too hits out at election watchdog, says its functioning has
come under cloud; accuses Akalis of trying to delay sacrilege, police firing probes
HT Correspondent
n

letterschd@hindustantimes.com

WILL URGE EC TO REINSTATE
KUNWAR VIJAY, SAYS AAP

CHANDIGARH :Punjab chief minis-

ter Amarinder Singh on Tuesday
said the state government has
decided to approach the Election
Commission of India (ECI) seeking review of its decision to
relieve inspector general of
police (IGP) Kunwar Vijay
Pratap Singh as a member of the
special investigation team (SIT)
that is probing the 2015 police firing cases.
Calling it a biased order,
which was issued in response to
a complaint by an Akali leader,
Amarinder said it is tantamount
to direct interference in the
investigations into the firing
incidents and that he has decided
to ask the EC to reconsider the
matter in the “interest of justice
and constitutional propriety”.
The Akalis have been trying
unsuccessfully to scuttle the
investigations into the sacrilege
and police firing incidents that
took place during their tenure
and are now resorting to desperate measures to save their skin, a
government spokesman quoted
the CM.
Amarinder, the spokesman
said, is of the strong opinion that

n

CHANDIGARH : The Aam
Aadmi Party (AAP) on
Tuesday said it does not
agree with the decision of
EC to remove gating sacrilege and police firing cases.
Punjab AAP president
Bhagwant Mann said the
probe will be affected by the
senior officer’s removal
and it is an emotive issue for
Sikhs all over the world.

Capt Amarinder Singh, CM

the EC is acting in a highly biased
manner at the behest of the ruling BJP at the Centre which is
making a desperate bid to save
itself and its allies. The Akalis in
Punjab are facing another defeat
and the BJP is trying to save it,
he said, adding the nexus
between the saffron party and
EC was manifest in the latter’s
recent orders that were clearly
skewed against the Congress.
“The SIT, of which the IG was
a key member and instrumental
in aggressive investigations, was
to bring the culprits to the book
and take the probe in the 2015
case to its logical conclusion. It
has been carrying out its investigations as per the directions of
the Punjab and Haryana high
court which in its January 25

“The Election Commission of India should rethink
its decision. The Shiromani
Akali Dal will not decide
who can probe the sacrilege
issue. First, they discredited retired judge Ranjit
Singh who was heading the
inquiry commission and
now an upright police
officer is being targeted,”
HTC
he added.

Sikh outfits come
out in cop’s support
HT Correspondent
n

letterschd@hindustantimes.com

FARIDKOT :Sikh outfits led by Sarbat Khalsa-appointed parallel
jathedar of Damdama Sahib, Baljit Singh Daduwal, on Tuesday
held a protest at the Bargari
gurdwara against shifting of
inspector general of police (IGP)
Kunwar Vijay Pratap Singh
from the special investigation
team (SIT) probing the police firing cases on the orders of the
election commission.
The protesters raised slogans
against the Shiromani Akali Dal
(SAD), the state government and

EC. The Sikh leaders gave an
ultimatum to EC till April 11 to
cancel the transfer order or they
will hold a protest at its head
office in New Delhi.
“We strongly condemn the
transfer. SAD is making noises
against a thorough professional
to save its skin. The SIT is progressing in the right direction
and that is why SAD complained
against Kunwar Vijay Pratap.
They knew they were going to be
indicted for their role in the firing incidents at Kotkapura and
Behbal Kalan sooner or later,”
said Bhai Jaswinder Singh
Sahoke, a Sikh leader.

At heart of controversies, IG’s two interviews
Ravinder Vasudeva
n

ravinder.vasudeva@hindustantimes.com

CHANDIGARH: It was two TV inter-

order had even declined to transfer the probe to the CBI. The
investigations undertaken by
the SIT were of the nature of a
statutory requirement under the
Code of Criminal Procedure
(CrPC), in which even courts do
not interfere. The EC is simply
not authorised to interfere in
such a matter,” he added.
Amarinder urged the EC not
to allow its integrity to be compromised in such manner by the
vested interests of the ruling BJP
and its allies.
Punjab Congress president

Sunil Jakhar too lashed out at
the EC saying its role and integrity has come under a cloud.
“The people of Punjab know who
is guilty. The Akalis are trying to
delay the probe but they cannot
stop the inevitable. The truth
will come out. An upright officer
is being subjected to petty politics while Niti Aayog vice-chairman Rajiv Kumar was let off the
hook for violating the poll code.
There is nothing incriminating
in what Kunwar said. The EC has
dented its creditability,” Jakhar
said.

views the Election Commission
(EC) of India took cognisance of
when it relieved inspector general (IG) of police Kunwar Vijay
Pratap Singh as member of the
special investigation team probing the October 2015 police firing
incidents of Behbal Kalan and
Kotkapura.
The interviews show the senior cop taking digs at the Shiromani Akali Dal (SAD) leaders,
particularly former minister Bikram Singh Majithia.
In his complaint to the EC,
Akali Dal’s Rajya Sabha member
Naresh Gujral raised objections

n

Kunwar Vijay Pratap, IG

about the IG giving frequent
interviews having “high political
ramifications during the model
code of conduct”.
The complaint states that the
IG took potshots at Majithia in
interviews to a regional channel
on March 17 and 18.

Cancel IG’s transfer in a week or we will launch stir, says Mand
HT Correspondent
n

letterschd@hindustantimes.com

BATHINDA:Acting parallel jathedar

of the Akal Takht, Dhian Singh
Mand, on Tuesday demanded
cancellation of transfer of inspector general of police (IGP) Kunwar Vijay Partap Singh from the
SIT that is probing the 2015 Behbal Kalan and Kotkapura police
firing incidents.
Pratap was relieved as SIT
member on Monday by chief secretary Karan Avtar Singh on the

orders of the election commission
(EC). Addressing the media in
Bathinda, Mand, who last year
spearheaded the Bargari Insaaf
Morcha that staged a little over
six-month-long dharna demanding action against those guilty of
sacrilege and police firing, said
the transfer be cancelled within a
week or they will launch a stir.
“The move amounts to rubbing salt on wounds of Sikhs as
the IGP was leading the probe in
the police firing cases from the
front. The Sikh organisations will

n

Dhian Singh Mand

submit a memorandum to the
election commission officials in
New Delhi on March 12 against
the transfer,” he said.

03

“We will also hold a meeting of
all the Bargari Morcha stakeholders and will announce a new
plan. With this transfer, the functioning of SIT, which was doing
good work, will come to a halt.
The transfer has been made at the
behest of the SAD-BJP as it was
going to nail the main culprits of
police firing, including top Akali
leaders,” he said.
WON’T BE PART OF
MAND’S PLAN: DADUWAL
Parallel jathedar of Takht Dam-

dama Sahib, Baljit Singh Daduwal said he will not join any programme called by Mand against
the IGP’s transfer until Mand satisfies him with the reason for calling off the protest last year.
Daduwal had parted ways with
Mand, alleging that Bargari
Insaaf Morcha was called off in
haste by Mand. “Today’s situation is also the result of calling off
of Bargari Morcha in haste,” he
said over phone. “We will oppose
the transfer by holding protests
independently,” he said.

‘SIT STOPPED FROM
QUIZZING DERA CHIEF’
In a statement, United Akali Dal
chief Mohkam Singh said the
election commission is playing
with fire as Sikhs sentiments
were hurt across the world with
the transfer of the IG at the behest
of SAD. “The Badals in conspiracy with BJP stopped the officials
from question the Dera Sacha
Sauda chief who is lodged in a
Rohtak jail. If SIT questions the
dera chief, the Badals will be
exposed,” he added.

While replying to a question
during one of the interviews, the
SIT member said: “Jithe tak tussin pucheya ki Bikram Majithia
ne personal attack kita hai, main
una bare koi comment nhi kar
sakda haan, kyunki una da jo
level hai, jekar mainu comment
karna pavega, te mainu vi uss
level te jaana pavega, (As far as
your question on Majithia’s personal attack on me is concerned,
I cannot comment because to
respond to him, I will have to
stoop to his level).”
He adds: “Te sare Punjab nu
pta hai, te jo bi desh-videsh which
rehnde ne, unaa sareyaan nu pta
hai ke unaa da ki level hai (And
the entire Punjab and people
across the globe know Majithia’s

level,” he said.
To another question on Sukhbir’s allegations against him, the
IG said he won’t comment. But he
is quick to add that the SAD
chief’s statement was not less
than a threat to a public servant.
“Una da lehjaa ek dhamkaun
wala lehjaa hai, ik public servant
nu,” the IG said.
“If you watch the interview,
you can see the officer behaving
like a political leader,” said Gujral. The SAD has also quoted the
IG, in which after summoning
former CM Parkash Singh Badal
to Amritsar for questioning, he
asked why Badal could not come
to Amritsar when he is enjoying
free security cover and a fleet of
luxury vehicles.

EC is anti-Sikh:
Simranjit Mann
SANGRUR: Shiromani Akali Dal
(Amritsar) chief Simranjit Singh
Mann on Tuesday termed the EC
anti-Sikh for ordering the transfer of the IG out of the SIT probing
the 2015 police firing cases. At a
press conference, Mann said,
“The order to shift the IG shows
an anti-Sikh approach. Singh was
probing the roles of ex-CMParkash Singh Badal, Sukhbir Badal
and former DGP Sumedh Singh
Saini,” he said.
HTC
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shortstories
EC GIVES NOD TO
POSTING OF 269
COPS IN STATE
CHANDIGARH :The Election
Commission of India (ECI) on
Tuesday gave its nod to the
posting orders of 269 police
officers. Chief electoral officer,
Punjab, S Karuna Raju said the
state government has sought
clarification on the posting
process of 269 police officers in
separate investigation cadre in
the Punjab Bureau of Investigation and the commission said it
has no objection if the state
HTC
initiates postings.
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IndiafumesasCanadaadds
addendumtoterrorreport

3 BOOKED AFTER
Punjab Bureau of
Investigation to probe 14-YR-OLD RAPED
drug officer’s killing IN TARN TARAN

KHALISTANI EXTREMISM The move comes after some Sikh groups argued
that non-violent support for a separate state was not a threat to Canada

murder
in mohali

PERCEPTION GAME

EC nod to e-tendering
CHANDIGARH: EC has given a nod
to e-tendering for procuring raw
material for jail factories. Chief
electoral officer, Punjab S Karuna
Raju said the ECI had no objection
to purchase of dietary, daily use
items and raw material for jail
factories through e-tendering,
provided no undue publicity and
political mileage be taken by
HTC
anyone in the matter.

Rahul Gandhi to visit
Jallianwala on April 13
CHANDIGARH: Congress president Rahul Gandhi will visit
Jallianwala Bagh in Amritsar on
April 13 on the occasion of centenary of the massacre. The state
government had extended an
invite to Rahul, who will be
accompanied by CM Amarinder
HTC
Singh.

5.37kg heroin recovered
along Pak border
FEROZEPUR: Police recovered
5.37kg heroin from a border area
in Ferozepur on Tuesday. Police
and BSF searched the field and
HTC
found the contraband.

Anirudh Bhattacharyya
n

letterschd@hindustantimes.com

TORONTO: The decision by the

Canadian government to insert
an addendum to qualify the reference to Sikh/Khalistani
extremism in its 2018 public
report on the terror threat to the
country has left New Delhi exasperated.
The addendum to the “2018
Public Report on the Terrorism
Threat to Canada” has
attempted to describe its concern
to those “who support violent
means to establish an independent state within India”.
A senior Indian official
described the move as “capitulation” by the Justin Trudeau government. The report was originally released in December last
year. What has irked India even
more is that the inclusion of this
section for the first time in the
annual report was also part of
discussions when the CanadaIndia Joint Working Group
(JWG) on counter-terrorism met

n

Members of the Sikh community gathered at London’s Trafalgar
Square giving call for a referendum in August 2018.
FILE PHOTO

in Ottawa last month.
India’s viewpoint has been
that Canada should crack down
on support to separatism in any
form that is being promoted in its
territory. There is concern that
the public safety and emergency
preparedness department that
published the report and then
amended it, had buckled before a
concerted campaign undertaken
over the past three-and-a-half
months to delete the entire section or face political consequences in a year that will witness federal polls in the country.

A statement released by
Canada’s minister of public
safety and emergency preparedness Ralph Goodale had noted
the change, as it read: “Public
Safety Canada has posted an
addendum to the report that
acknowledges that this new language should be considered in
lieu of the existing language in
the report.”
The addendum is in line with
demands from some groups that
had argued that non-violent support for a separate state was not
a threat to Canada. Further

alterations may be in the offing
in future reports, as Goodale also
said that a review of the report
continues.
“I met community members
to ensure that there is a better
understanding of how threats
should be communicated without disrespecting any communities,” he said.
As this review continues, it is
apparent that in outlining a
threat, it must be clearly linked
to an ideology rather than a community. The government should
always carefully select terminology that focuses on the intent or
ideology,” said Goodale.
He also noted the report “was
based on a careful review of
intelligence and information
from the Canadian security and
intelligence community, but the
language used to describe some
threats
unintentionally
maligned certain communities”.
This, he said “is contrary to
the intended purpose of the
report, and is not in line with the
values of the government of
Canada.”
The government was “committed to applying a bias-free
approach to the terminology
used to describe any threats
inspired by ideology or groups,”
he said.

Cong govt undoing gains we made
during SAD-BJP rule: Sukhbir

Bathinda AAP
leaders seek ticket
for local candidate

Aneesha Sareen Kumar

HT Correspondent

n

letterschd@hindustantimes.com
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BATHINDA: The Bathinda unit of

mani Akali Dal (SAD) president
Sukhbir Singh Badal onTuesday
accused the Amarinder Singhled Congress government of curtailing majority of the schemes
started by the SAD-BJP regime
during its 10-year rule from 2007
to 2017.
Addressing the party workers
at Koom Kalan near Bhaini
Sahib (Ludhiana district), which
is part of the Fatehgarh Sahib
Lok Sabha constituency, the
Akali Dal chief asked them to
gear up for the elections and take
on the ruling party in the state
aggressively. He appealed to people to vote for the party’s candidate from the seat, Darbara
Singh Guru.
Sukhbir said the Congress
after coming to power closed
down ‘sewa kendras’ that benefitted a lot many people as the
newgovernmentwantedtoshow
them in a poor light. “It pains me
to see the heritage street in
Amritsar which is not being
maintained properly. The main
gate erected at the entrance of
the holy city was not lit the other
day. The heritage street was full
of garbage. There were stray
dogs roaming around and the
beautiful plants have withered,”
he said.
“Captain put a full stop to the

the Aam Aadmi Party (AAP) has
urged the party to field a local
candidate for the Lok Sabha elections. The party is considering
giving ticket to Talwandi Sabo
MLA Baljinder Kaur or Bathinda
Rural legislator Rupinder Kaur
Ruby from the Bathinda segment.
A letter addressed to party
president and Sangrur MP Bhagwant Mann, core committee
chairman and Budhlada MLA
Budh Ram and other members,
has been signed by party leaders
who are in the race for ticket
from the segment, including
Bathinda district president Navdeep Singh Jeeda, trade wing
state vice-president Anil Thakur,
district joint secretary Bhupinder Bansal and Bathinda city
unit president Amrit Lal Aggarwal among others.

Shiromani Akali Dal president Sukhbir Singh Badal addressing a rally at Koom Kalan village in Ludhiana
GURPREET SINGH/HT
district on Tuesday.

World Kabaddi tournament.
This is uncalled for.
He also addressed rallies at
Payal and Samrala (both in Ludhiana district) which are part of
the Fatehgarh Sahib segment.
“For Shagun scheme, the Congress had promised to enhance
the amount from ₹15,000 to
₹51,000, but failed to do so. Even
pension scheme for the old,
infirm and women met the same
fate. Disbursal as part of the ‘atta
and dal’ scheme has slowed
down. The Congress promised to

give sugar and ghee in its manifesto but it remains to be fulfilled. Scholarships for scheduled caste (SC) students have
been stalled.
Calling Amarinder Singh a
liar, he said the CM committed a
sin by swearing on Gutka Sahib
and not fulfilling the promises.
“During the last assembly poll
, Punjabis, especially Sikhs,
voted out of their reverence for
Guru Gobind Singh and they
believed that no one can go back
on an oath the 10th guru.

GANGSTER GOOF-UP

Cong clips halqa chief’s wings,
Lal Singh to oversee campaign
Vishal Rambani
n

CONGRESS WAS LEFT
RED-FACED AS RANDEEP
KHAROUD, WHO IS
FACING CASES, SHARED
THE DIAS WITH PARTY’S
PATIALA NOMINEE
PRENEET KAUR AT A
RALLY RECENTLY

rambani@hindustantimes.com

PATIALA : The fiasco involving a

gangster joining the Congress in
the presence of Patiala candidate Preneet Kaur has spelled
trouble for Sanaur halqa
in-charge Harinderpal Singh
‘Harry Mann’, as the party has
decided to clip his wings by roping in six-time MLA Lal Singh
to look after Lok Sabha
election campaign in Samana
and Sanaur.
Harry Mann and his son
reportedly had recently felicitated gangster Randeep Singh
Kharoud’s entry into the party
at a rally, which has put the
party in a tight spot. Harry
Mann switched to the Congress
from the Akali Dal in 2016.
Besides, Preneet has also
called in her trusted aide Rajpura MLA Hardial Kamboj, who
had been the district Congress
president for two decades, to
spearhead the campaign in
rural areas.
Harry Mann is not new to
controversies. In the civic body
elections last year, while
addressing a public meeting in
Devigarh in Sanaur segment,
from where he lost the assembly
polls, Mann in his speech could
be heard asking the party workers “don’t let opposition parties
use force, don’t be suppressed
by them...hack them and come
to me! I will ensure that no one
touches you”.
Then he courted a contro-
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Gangster Randeep Singh
Kharoud joined the Congress
at a rally in Patiala on
Saturday.

versy for allegedly using unethical tactics to appoint his man as
the chairman of Sanaur Municipal Committee, which he
couldn’t do.
“Not only this, there is widespread discontent within the
party cadres against Harry
Mann as he in a bid to create his
own group, undermined the
local leaders, who were close to
former minister and Mandi
Board chairman Lal Singh. The
party has taken note of his all
such activities,” said a leader,
requesting anonymity.
Sources said after the Kharoud fiasco, chief minister Capt
Amarinder asked Lal Singh to
take charge of Samana and Sanaur segments, which are part of
Patiala Lok Sabha segment. Lal
Singh’s son Rajinder Singh is an
MLA from Samana, but the
former is more popular than his
son in the area. He was a keyaide of Captain during his previ-

ous tenure as the CM (2002-07).
As per plan, Lal Singh will work
in tandem with Preneet Kaur
and Harry Mann has also not
been divested of his responsibilities.
To build up an effective campaign, Preneet has also roped in
her trusted aide MLA Hardial
Kamboj to spreahead campaign
in the rural areas of Patiala and
Dera Bassi constituencies. Twotime MLA from Rajpura, Kamboj had won by a record margin,
but he was keeping a low-profile
over denial of ministerial berth
or any other key post.
Meanwhile, Sanaur MLA and
SAD leader Harinderpal Singh
Chandumajra said, “The entry
of gangster has exposed the
criminal connections of Harry
Mann . People of the area are fed
up and ready to punish him by
voting against the Congress, as
many false FIRs have been registered and corruption was at an
all-time high.” He said even the
presence of senior leader Lal
Singh won’t change the situation for the Congress.

AAP LEADER LAPRAN
JOINS AKALI DAL
The SAD poll campaign got a
boost as Aam Aadmi Party
(AAP)’s candidate in the last
assembly poll, Gurpreet Singh
Lapran, joined the party at
Payal.
He was welcomed into the
party by Sukhbir. Addressing a
gathering near Samrala, Sukhbir said the Congress government will collapse like a pack of
cards once the results of the Lok
Sabha poll in are announced.

JALLIANWALA
BAGH APOLOGY
ISSUE IS WORK
IN PROGRESS: UK

n

justice for neha shoree
HT Correspondent
n
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CHANDIGARH : Chief minister Captain Amarinder Singh on Tuesday handed over the murder
probe of drugs authority officer
Neha Shoree to the director,
Bureau of Investigation.
An official spokesperson said
the probe has been handed over
to the Bureau of Investigation
director Prabodh Kumar, following request from Neha’s family
members.HerfamilymettheCM
at his official residence to
request for shifting the investigation out of Mohali district.
Neha, the zonal licensing
authority, food anddrugs administration, Punjab, was shot dead
in her office at Kharar on March
29 by Balwinder Singh, 49, whose
drugs licence had been cancelled
by her in 2009 following a raid on
his chemist shop in which illegally kept intoxicants were
found. After firing a shot at
Neha, Balwinder shot himself
too with his .32-bore pistol.
Neha was a daughter of Captain Kailash K Shoree, a 1971 war
veteran who retired from the
army in 1980.
The official spokesperson said

n

Neha Shoree was shot dead
in her office at Kharar on
March 29.

the CM also asked the chief secretary to inquire into the lapses
in the issuance of arms licence to
the accused by the Rupnagar
police and the district
magistrate. The chief secretary
will also inquire into the subsequent sale of weapon to the
accused by a Rupnagar-based
arms dealer.
The chief minister said
nobody would be allowed to
interfere or intimidate any public servant in the discharge of
their duties and assured Neha’s
family of justice.
During the meeting, the family members expressed apprehension that there was a wellplanned conspiracy which led to
the killing of Neha and requested
for an in-depth investigation into
the matter. They also raised
questions on the alleged suicide
by the accused and raised suspicion of his elimination too, in
order to cover-up a larger conspiracy.

letterschd@hindustantimes.com

LONDON: British minister Mark

Field on Tuesday said seeking an
apology for the April 13, 1919,
Jallianwala Bagh massacre in
Amritsar is a “work in progress”
among ministers, officials and
the British high commission in
New Delhi.
Responding to a debate in parliament, the foreign office minister repeated London’s hitherto
policy of expressing “deep
regret”, and added that there is
an “ongoing sense of consideration” in the government over the
issue. “It is not appropriate for
me today to make the apology I
know many would wish to come.
I can assure the House that this is
a work in progress. It is an active
debate taking place among ministers and among senior officials
and our high commissioner in
New Delhi,” he said.
“I recognise the enduring and
very deep feelings and emotions
this incident raises not just here
in the House, but continues to
raise across the world… This
was a tragedy and a shameful
episode in British history.”
Field said the high commission had been asked to visit the
memorial site in Amritsar on
April 13 and lay a wreath. There
will also be a public acknowledgement of the centenary and a
sense of “deep regret” in events
organised in the UK, he said.

three persons a day after a
14-year-old girl was allegedly
raped in a village which falls
under Bhikhiwind sub-division
of Tarn Taran district. The incidenttookplaceonSunday.Police
say they registered the case on
Monday after the victim lodged
hercomplaint.Theaccusedhave
been identified as Ranjit Singh,
GurpreetSinghandBhagwaniof
the same village.
In her complaint, the victim
said, “On Sunday, after completing domestic work at a house in
thevillage,Iwasreturninghome
at around 1 pm. One of the
accused, Ranjit Singh’s house is
on the way. When I was crossing
Ranjit’shouse,thethreeaccused
forcibly took me inside.”
She said, “Ranjit Singh raped
meinoneoftherooms,andwhen
I started raising an alarm, the
three of them fled the spot. After
this, I came back home and told
my parents everything.”
Assistant sub-inspector
(ASI) Balwinder Kaur, who
is investigating the case, said,
“Onthecomplaintofthevictim,a
case under Sections 376 D(rape)
and 3-4 of Protection of Children
from Sexual Offences (POCSO)
Act has been registered
against the accused, who are
absconding.”
She said the girl has also been
medicallyexaminedatPatticivil
hospital.

Sunam MLA Aman Arora to
head AAP poll campaign panel
HT Correspondent
n

PARTY TO NAME
CANDIDATES FOR
BATHINDA, KHADOOR
SAHIB AND LUDHIANA
IN A DAY OR TWO

letterschd@hindustantimes.com

CHANDIGARH: The Aam Aadmi
Party (AAP) on Tuesday
appointed Sunam MLA Aman
Arora as chairman of the party’s
poll campaign committee for the
13 Lok Sabha seats in Punjab.
AAP Punjab unit president
Bhagwant Mann announced his
appointment after a meeting of
the state core committee with
Delhi deputy chief minister and
Punjab affairs in-charge Manish
Sisodia at the latter’s residence
in Delhi.
“The decision to appoint
Arora was unanimous. The committee will plan the campaign
strategy and schedule of star
campaigners and other leaders
for the May 19 elections,” he said.
Arora said he would constitute the committee in a week or
so and draw a detailed schedule
to fire up the election campaign
in the state. AAP legislature
party leader Harpal Singh

HTSPOTLIGHT

n

Aman Arora

Cheema said the party would
expose the Congress government for its “total failure to fulfil
its poll promises and the SADBJP combine for its divisive politics during the campaign,
besides showcasing the achievements of the AAP government
in Delhi”.
RETHINK ON NOT
FIELDING MLAS
The state core committee, which
has already decided its candidates for 10 of the 13 parliamentary seats, also discussed the
names ofprobable candidates for

Bathinda, Khadoor Sahib and
Ludhiana
constituencies.
Though the party leadership had
initially decided not to field legislators after some of them showed
unwillingness to contest, it is
having a rethink now. “As the
criterion for candidate selection
is winnability, all probable candidates were discussed in the
meeting. We will name the
remaining three candidates in a
day or two,” said a party leader.
Talwandi Sabo MLA Baljinder Kaur is among the party
leaders being considered for the
Bathinda seat from where party
rebel Sukhpal Khaira, who quit
the AAP to set up his separate
party, is contesting.

JALLIANWALA CENTENARY

Udham Singh became a villain
in Britain, and a hero in India
RELIVING Dramatic saga
of patriot’s angst and
revenge re-created by
London-based Punjabi
author Anita Anand
Nirupama Dutt
n
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TARN TARAN : Police have booked

letterschd@hindustantimes.com

KOOM KALAN (LUDHIANA) : Shiro-

n

HT Correspondent

CHANDIGARH: “The moment he pulled the
trigger, he became the most hated man
in Britain, a hero to his countrymen in
India, and a pawn in international politics. Joseph Goebbels himself would
leap upon Udham’s story and use it for
Nazi propaganda at the height of the
Second World War. In India today,
Udham Singh is for many simply a
hero, destined to right a terrible
wrong.”
This is how author Anita Anand
sums up patriot Udham Singh (18991940), who indeed is a hero to Indians
for avenging the Jallianwala Bagh
massacre of 1919 in Amritsar, as she
traces his dramatic journey from the
east to the west toavenge agravewrong
in her latest book ‘The Patient Assasin:
A True Tale of Massacre, Revenge and
the Raj’, due to be released in India of
April 13, the centenary of the blooddrenched Baisakhi a hundred years
ago. It has already been released in the
UK and is making ripples.
Legend has it Udham Singh, a lowcaste Sikh boy from Sunam, who, after
his railway crossing watchman
father’s death was taken in by the Central Khalsa Orphanage at Amritsar,
was present at the at the massacre site.
However, Anand argues “whether he
was there when the bullets started to fly
or not, the massacre in Jallianwala
Bagh was transformative for Udham
Singh. He was both forged and
destroyed by the events of 13 April 1919.
The massacre became the catalyst
turning him from a hopeless, faceless
member of India’s oppressed masses

n

The cover of book ‘The Patient
Assassin’ authored by Anita
Anand (below).

into a man who would strike one of the
most dramatic blows against the
empire”.
The author also points out in the
deeply-researched book that the British authorities wanted to separate
Udham’s assassination of Sir Michael
O’ Dwyer, governor of Punjab in India
from 1912 until 1919, and described the
Jallianwala massacre as a corrective
action, from the Jallianwala Bagh Massacre. The reason for this was that a

large number of troops from India,
more so Punjab, were engaged on the
side of the Allies in the war.
While telling the story of Udham
Singh who waited 21 years to take his
revenge, the author goes into the stories of the two Raj as well as the immigrants from Punjab to the US and the
UK giving them a rare personalisation
and readability. She also takes the
reader through the world as Udham
Singh travelled finding some anchoring in being associated with the Ghadar
Party. The sense of defeat the Udham
felt when General Reginald Dyer died
in July 1927 till his killing of O’ Dwyer
at Caxton Hall in London of March 13,
1940, by shooting at him twice is narrated in minute detail, so also his trial
and execution. What makes this book
so intense is that it is almost as though
the author knows the way to this of history by heart and takes the reader
along.
This is explained when the author
says: “The massacre was indeed monstrous, and I have grown up with its legacy. My grandfather, Ishwar Das
Anand, was in the garden that day in
1919. And was to live with survivor’s
guilt the rest of his short life.” She adds
that her husband’s family history was
also woven with this event as his ancestors were salespersons from Punjab
who settled in England in the 1930s.
One of them shared a room with a man
called Udham Singh. She says, “The
happy-go-lucky Punjabi would turn
out to be the ‘Patient Assassin’ of this
book, deified in India, the land of my
ancestors, but largely unknown in
Great Britain, the land of my birth.”
Anita Anand, a radio and television
presenter, made her mark by first writing the biography of Princess ‘Sophia:
Princess, Suffragette, Revolutionary’
on the grand-daughter of Maharaja
Ranjit Singh (2015), then co-authored
with William Dalrymple ‘Kohinoor:
The History of the World’s Most Infamous Diamond’ in 2019, and now brings
alive the little known facts of the martyr’s life in the ‘The Patient Assassin’.
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TWO HELD FOR
FRIEND’S MURDER
KARNAL: Police arrested two men
for allegedly killing their friend
whose body was recovered from
the fields of Kohand village in
Karnal on Tuesday. Investigation
officer Deepak Kumar said victim
Neeraj Kumar was strangled to
death by Ranbir Sigh, a resident of
Sonepat district and Surender
Kumar of Bettiah district, Bihar.
They also stole his ATM card and
withdrew ₹11,000 from his
HTC
account.

3 booked on charges of
extortion in Gurugram
GURUGRAM: An athletics coach
filed a police complaint, alleging
that at least three men came to
his property in the Basai industrial
area on Monday afternoon and,
using an earthmover, demolished
a wall and the gate of the property with the alleged intention of
occupying it. In the police complaint, Vijay Pal said that the
accused men had been threatening him for the past six months,
asking him to either pay money or
vacate the property. “I had
purchased the land in 1987 and
have all the documents. The
accused men are part of a local
gang and have been trying to
extort money from me. I have
shared the CCTV footage of the
incident with the police,” he said.
The police said the accused were
HTC
on the run.

Man arrested for robbing
car in Gurugram
GURUGRAM:A man was arrested
for allegedly robbing a car from a
driver near the gate of a consulting firm on the old Delhi-Gurugram Road in Palam Vihar on
Monday morning, said the police.
According to the police, the
incident took place around 10 am
when the victim, Mohammad Arif,
who provides pick-up and drop
service to the staff of the firm,
had just dropped an employee at
the gate. Arif, 38, said that he had
just exited the gate when a car, in
which three men were seated,
HTC
blocked his path.

Govt sets up committee
to inspect playschools
GURUGRAM : In a move that aims
to regularise the functioning of
playschools in the city, the
department of women and child
development (WCD) of the district
has formed a block-level committee, which will inspect all playschools in the city and issue
certificates of registration. The
development comes six months
after the WCD, Panchkula, directed that playschools abide by
guidelines issued by the National
Commission for Protection of
Child Rights (NCPCR). According to
officials, around 400 playschools
in the district have been identified, but the actual number could
be much higher and would be
HTC
known later.
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KARNAL: A man arrested from

Punjab for smuggling of liquor
managed to escape from the custody of Gujarat Police from a
roadside dhaba in Kaithal district on Tuesday.
On Sunday, the police had
brought two accused to Taran
Taran for investigations in a

HT Correspondent
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DAYLIGHT MURDER Kin allege accused had fight with victim
some days ago over a petty issue and nursed grudge against him
HT Correspondent
n
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ROHTAK :An 18-year-old boy was
stabbed to death allegedly by
eight students in Jind’s Uchana
town on Tuesday afternoon,
police said.
The deceased has been identified as Mohit Kumar, a resident
of Narwana town in Jind.
Police said Mohit, accompanied by his uncle Surender
Kumar, was going to Uchana on
his motorcycle to appear in
Class-12 examination being conducted for open school students.
On the way, the duo noticed
that eight youngsters riding on
three motorcycles were following them. Suspecting trouble,
Mohit sped his bike but due to

18-YEAR-OLD MOHIT
KUMAR WAS GOING TO
APPEAR IN CLASS-12
EXAM ALONG WITH HIS
UNCLE WHEN THEY
WERE ATTACKED
crowded road he lost control
over his vehicle and collided
with an SUV near Uchana old
bus stand.
Both Mohit and his uncle fell
down from their motorcycle.
When Mohit tried to run away on
foot, the assailants stabbed him
multiple times with sharp-edged
weapons. His uncle who tried to
save him was also attacked. The

Piccadily sugar
mill shuts down,
farmers protest
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KARNAL: The management of Pic-

cadily sugar mill at Bhadson village in Karnal on Tuesday shut
down the crushing operations
following directions of a team
formed by the National Green
Tribunal.
The team comprising officials
of the Central Pollution Control
Board and Haryana State Pollution Control Board (HSPCB) had
conducted an inspection in the
mill last week, following which it
ordered the closure of the mill
and its distillery, as the mill was
found flouting the norms.
“Following the directions of
the officials, we have shut down
our distillery and sugar mill as
we cannot disobey the orders,”
said Karam Singh, cane adviser
to the Piccadily sugar mill.
He said, “We are trying to
comply with the directions of the
NGT and have started construction of a boundary wall of the

MILL MANAGEMENT SAYS
IT STOPPED CRUSHING
OPERATIONS FOLLOWING
DIRECTIONS OF TEAM
FORMED BY NGT
mill, but the mill would resume
crushing only after it gets orders
from the authorities concerned.”
The closure of the mill has agitated the farmers who started a
protest outside its gates and also
blocked the Indri-Kurukshetra
road.
Ram Pal Chahal, president of
Sugarcane Sangarsh Samiti,
said they have started an indefinite protest and the next course
of action will be decided in a
farmers’ panchayat on Wednesday. “Where will we sell our produce now? Farmers will not be
able to hold back agricultural
labourers, who now want to go
back to their homes,” said Ajay
Kumar, a farmer.

liquor smuggling case. When the
cops were returning along with
the accused to Gujarat on Tuesday, they stopped at a roadside
dhaba at around 9pm.
Sub-inspector Karsan Bhai of
Tharad police station, Gujarat,
said accused Gurvinder went to
bathroom and managed to
escape from the backdoor of the
bathroom.
The police had arrested Gur-

vinder and Hardip Singh of
Amarkot Meer village in Taran
Taran and booked them under
various sections of Gujarat Prohibition Act.
Kaithal police station
in-charge Pradeep Kumar, said
an FIR has been registered
under Section 224 of the Indian
Penal Code (IPC) and efforts are
on to arrest Gurvinder, who is on
the run.
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FARMERS ARE UPSET WITH THE BJP AS THEY ARE
NOT GETTING ADEQUATE PRICES FOR THEIR CROPS.

> KULDEEP BISHNOI, Congress leader

Class-12boystabbed ELECTION2019
todeathinJind,eight INLD to field honest candidates on
all Lok Sabha seats in Hry: Abhay
studentsbooked

Liquor ‘smuggler’ escapes from
Gujarat cops’ custody in Kaithal
HT Correspondent
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assailants fled the spot when
some people tried to help the victims.
Both the injured were rushed
to a nearby hospital where Mohit
was declared brought dead.
His uncle, who was reported
to be stable, alleged that the
accused are all students who had
a fight with Mohit some days ago
over a petty issue. Nursing a
grudge, they killed him, he
added.
Based on his statement, the
police booked the eight assailants by name on murder charges, Uchana SHO Rajpal Singh
said while adding that no arrests
have been made so far.
It is yet to be ascertained how
many of them are juvenile, if
any, the SHO added.
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KARNAL: A day after his closed
doormeetingwithHaryanachief
minister Manohar Lal Khattar
in Delhi, Indian National Lok
Dal (INLD) leader Abhay Chautala on Tuesday said his party
would field “honest and hardworking candidates” in all the 10
Lok Sabha seats in the state.
He said the BJP had failed to
announce it nominees for all the
10 seats as it did not have suitable
candidates.
Abhay, who was addressing
party workers in Karnal and
Kurukshetra, said the INLD
would announce its candidates
on April 15 after discussion with
party chief OP Chautala.

›

The BJP has failed to announce its candidates for all
the 10 parliamentary seats as the party apparently
does not have suitable candidates.
ABHAY CHAUTALA , INLD leader

The INLD leader described
the BJP election manifesto as’
jumlebaji (fake promises)’, saying the saffron party had failed to
fulfill its promises made during
the last elections. “They have
again come out with new promises,” he said.
“The Congress is not in position to form a government at the
Centre and the BJP will also not
returntopower.IftheINLDwins
5-6 Lok Sabha seats in the state, it
will support a government

which will protect the interest of
farmers and poor,” he added.
Earlier, addressing the gathering, INLD state president
Ashok Arora accused the BJP of
seeking votes by taking credits
for achievements of soldiers.
Arora, however, made it clear
that he did not have the desire to
contest the Lok Sabha election
from Kurukshetra. “But, I am
willing to contest the assembly
election from Thanesar. I will
follow the directions of OP Chau-

tala on the matter,” he added.

BJP CANNOT MISLEAD
PEOPLE AGAIN,
SAYS DUSHYANT
Jannayak Janta Party (JJP)
leader Dushyant Chautala has
also accused the BJP of making
false promises in its election
manifesto. “In last elections, the
BJP managed to deceive the people with their false promises. But
this time they cannot mislead
them again,” he said while
addressing a gathering at
Pehowa in Kurukshetra.
On the possibilities of JJP’s
alliance with the, he said the
party’s election committee had
submitted its report to party
chief Ajay Chautala and a decision would be taken by him.

No plan to contest from Hisar: Barala
HISAR: Putting to rest speculation

that he may contest from the
Hisar Lok Sabha seat, Bharatiya
Janata Party (BJP) state presidentSubhashBaralaonTuesday
said there have been no discussions in the party in this regard.
Barala was talking to mediapersons in Tohana assembly segment of Fatheabad district.

SC families allege
boycott over land
dispute in K’shetra

He said, “The party will soon
announce the names of candidates from Hisar and Rohtak
seat.”
Barala said, “The BJP government put an end to dynasty politics in Haryana and gave corruption-free governance. The BJP
will come to power at the Centre
HTC
and in the state again”.
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DHNANI (KURUKSHETRA): About 30

Scheduled Caste (SC) families of
Dhanani village in Kurukshetra
district have alleged “boycott”
fromtheSainicommunityfollowing a dispute over 11 marlas of
shamlat land.
The SC families, mostly Ramdasias, said they were not being
allowedtobringfeedfortheircattleastheyhadtocrosstheplotsof
Saini farmers to reach their
fields. “The Sainis have also
imposed a fine of Rs 5000 on anyoneformtheircommunityfound
helping us,” they said.
“We are also unable to purchase anything from shops as all
the business establishments in
the village are owned by people
from the Saini community,”
Sukhdevi, an elderly woman,
said. “The two flour mills in the
village are also owned by Sainis
and they have refused to grind
ourwheat,”saidanotherwoman,
Ram Kali.
VillagesarpanchNeelam,who
belongstotheRamdasiacommunity, said the problem started
aboutaweekagowhenthevillage
panchayat constructed a boundary wall on the land meant for
hada-rori (burial of animals) .
Policesaid saidmembersofboth
the communities were called on
Tuesdayandtheyassuredtosort
out the matter on Thursday.

n

Senior Congress leader Kuldeep Bishnoi with Congress workers at
Adampur in Hisar on Tuesday.
HT PHOTO

Kuldeep Bishnoi
denies seeking BJP
ticket from Hisar
HT Correspondent
n
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HISAR: Senior Congress leader
Kuldeep Bishnoi, who has
launched a door-to-door campaign in the Hisar Lok Sabha
constituency, on Tuesday
denied reports that he is lobbying for BJP ticket from the
seat.
Addressing a workers’ meeting here, Bishnoi said, “For the
past few months, people are
spreading various kinds of
rumours about me on the social
media. Some people have even
spread a rumour that I am in

touch with the BJP leadership
for getting the party ticket for
Hisar Lok Sabha, which is baseless.”Lashing out at the BJP,
Bishnoi said farmers are upset
with the saffron party as they
are not getting adequate prices
for their crops.
“Government agencies are
purchasing only 25 quintal mustard seed per farmer. Mustard
growers are upset and forced to
sell their produce to grain markets in neighbouring states,” he
added.
He said the Bishnoi family
always worked round the clock
for the common people.

Abhay-Khattar meet fuels
speculation of BJP-INLD tie-up
Indian National Lok Dal (INLD) leader Abhay Chautala’s
meeting with Haryana chief minister ML Khattar on Monday
has renewed speculation about possibility of an alliance
between the ruling BJP and the opposition INLD in the state.
Though leaders of both parties have denied the possibility
of a tie-up, people familiar with fresh developments said a
poll pact may well materialise after INLD supremo Om Prakash Chautala gets out on parole from the Tihar jail . Chautala’s plea for parole will be taken up by the Delhi high court
on April 12. The INLD, which has lost considerable ground
following a bitter family feud, is desperate to have a tie-up
with the BJP, said a political observer. “It will be a win-win
situation for BJP as it will dictate the terms and conditions
of the tie-up.”

Book on how to rig polls
A book “How to rig polls” authored by Nic Cheeseman and
Brian Klaas kept on Punjab’s chief electoral officer S Karuna
Raju’s shelf is creating curiosity among the visitors. The official, who is the state head for the conduct of Lok Sabha polls,
said he would read the book after elections are over. “What’s
the point reading it then, read it now,” suggested one of the
reporters. The book’s brief on an online selling site says it
details about limitations of national elections in promoting
democracy, with examples from India, United States and African and South-American countries.
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Last Date of submission of online application with late fee
of Rs. 200/- is 02.05.19, of Rs 500/- is 05.05.19 and of Rs
1000/- is 10.05.19.
Dates of Entrance Test for UG/PG programmes are 11th to
14th June, 2019.
Date of Entrance Test for B.Ed. course is 23rd June 2019
(Sunday).
REGISTRAR
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spiceoflife

Congress Sarpanch
among four arrested
with intoxicant pills

Sparrows’ story didn’t end happily ever after
Randeep Dhillon Mand

L

ooking at the starlit sky
fromthebedroomwindow,
Iwouldcoaxmymotherto
narrate a bedtime story that
never ended. “Once upon a
time,” she would begin, “there
was a rooftop full of grains. A
sparrowcame,tookagraininits
beak and flew away. Another
came,pickedupagrainandflew
away. Yet another sparrow
came...and so on.”
The story was fairly believable, for I saw sparrows around
meandgraindryingontherooftop was a familiar sight too.
Iwouldwake uptothesound
of sparrows chirping outside
the window. While lounging in
the lawn in the evening, it was
commontohearthe shrillchat-

IN NET In separate incident, police seize 1kg heroin from
two smugglers at Amritsar’s Dalam village after a tip-off

wouldrepeatthis line onbehalf
of the hapless creature, “Yeh
mera bhi toh ghar hai.”
Further in the story,the protagonist’s neighbour locks the
houseandleavesforavacation.
Thesparrowgetslockedinside.
Ittriestobreakthewindowwith
its beak, helped by its partner
outside.
As their struggle continues
for days, the protagonist is no
longerabletostandtheagonyof
the hungry, thirsty birds with
wounded beaks. He hands over
a stone to his son to break the
glass and set the birds free.
As I was growing up, times
were changing. The new architecture didn’t incorporate the
roshandaan (ventilator) or the
crevicesandnookswheresparrows would build their secure

THESE ORDINARY
LOOKING BIRDS WERE
TAKEN FOR GRANTED
AND NOW WE CAN’T
EVEN RECALL THE LAST
HVING SEEN THEM
tering made by large groups of
sparrows on trees.
That was also the time I read
a story in my Hindi textbook
titled Mukti. Annoyed by the
cheeky, uninvited guests in his
house,theprotagonistremoves
their nest and as the tiny bird
flies around noisily he hears it
saying,“Yehmerabhi tohghar
hai (This is my house too).”
Every time I saw an adult
demolishing a bird’s nest, I

nests. People no longer sat outside to clean grain and offer
crumbs and seeds to sparrows.
Theirnumbersstarteddwindling. We never bothered to
count them. These ordinary
looking creatures were taken
forgranted.Afterall,theydidn’t
possessthemagnificenceofpeacocks or the singing prowess of
nightingales nor the articulation of a parrots. They had no
religious significance. Commonly found, they didn’t even
have the charm that rare sightings of migratory birds held.
It took long for the decline in
theirnumberstoregisteronour
collective conscience.
Now we can’t even recall the
lasttimewesawagroupofsparrows twittering gleefully and
hopping from one spot to the

letterstoeditor
APEX COURT’S WELCOME
DECISION ON VVPAT
n

Additional inspector general (AIG) Rashpal Singh Rashpal Singh, STF, Amritsar, with other officials
showing recovered items during a press conference on Tuesday.
SAMEER SEHGAL/HT PHOT

HT Correspondent
n

letterschd@hindustantimes.com

AMRITSAR: The Special Task Force

(STF) wing of Punjab Police
arrested four persons, including
a Congress sarpanch, with the
recovery of 350 intoxicated pills
and 1.10 kg heroin from their possession in two separate incidents, here on Tuesday.
In the first incident, the STF
arrested sarpanch Sukhwant
Singh of Harsha Chhina village
under Raja Sansi police station
and his aide Baldev Singh of
Teda village under Jhander
police station, with intoxicant
pills. In the second case, Sonu of
Khanwal village and Davinder
Singh of Aliwal village (both
under Ajnala sub-division) were
arrested with 1.10 kg heroin.
‘HEROIN SUPPLIED BY
PAKISTANI SMUGGLERS’
As per the police, the sarpanch
had been smuggling intoxicant
pills in Amritsar area through a

chemist shop, which was taken
on rent by him in Harsha Chhina
village while those arrested with
heroin had been getting the supply of heroin from Pakistani
smugglers, said the police.
STF’s additional inspector
general (AIG) Rashpal Singh
said, “Assistant sub inspector
(ASI), Harjinder Singh, got a tipoff that Sonu and Davinder have
been working as heroin smuggler in the area. The informer
told the ASI that the duo were in
contact with some international
smugglers in Pakistan. Soon , a
team led-by deputy superintendent of police (DSP) Kashmir
Singh began patrolling in Dalam
village.”
He said, “During the patrolling, the police team stopped a
car. When the team searched the
car, they seized 1.10 kg heroin
and a .32 bore pistol with three of
its rounds from two accused.”
He said the duo accused have
been booked under Sections
21-25-29-61-85 of the Narcotic

1984 ANTI-SIKH RIOTS

Sajjan accuses CBI
of tutoring witness
Press Trust of India
n

Drugs and Psychotropic Substances (NDPS) Act and 25-54-59
of the Arms Act at STF’s Mohali
police station. He said, “During
questioning, the accused told the
police that they had been getting
heroin from Pakistani smugglers. We are also trying to ascertain the client, whom the
arrested men were to supply the
heroin.”
Rashpal Singh said, “ASI Sarabjiot Singh got information that
sarpanch Sukhwant Singh along
with his aid Baldev Singh was
involved in paddling intoxicants
in the area. The ASI along with a
police team conducted a raid and
arrested the duo and recovered
350 intoxicant pills from their
possession. The arrested sarpanch had taken a chemist shop
on rent in his village and had
been smuggling the pills from
last few months in the area.”
“A case under section 22-25-2961-85 of the NDPS Act has been
registered against the accused,”
he added.

NAME CRAWLING
STREET AFTER
MARTYRS, SIDHU
WRITES TO CM

PM MODI HAS NO
CHALLENGE
PMNarendraModi’slargerthan
life image is mainly because no
opposition leader, including
Rahul Gandhi, has been able to
project himself as someone worthy of leading the world’s largest
democracy. Everybody knows
thatModi’sdemonetisationmove
was a disaster, the GST was
poorly executed, the infrastructure is in a shambles, unemployment is at an all-time high, economic statistics dished out by
ministries are soft and the coun-

n

n

Sajjan Kumar

KUMAR’S COUNSEL
SAID THE WITNESS WAS
GIVING INFORMATION
CONTRARY TO HIS
POLICE STATEMENTS
OF 1985 POINT TO HIS
BEING TUTORED
Kumar as one of the accused and
given every detail about Surjit to
thepolice.Idon’tknowiftheyhad
recorded it or not.”
Theadvocateappearingforthe
former Congress leader said:
“Singh has been tutored. It was
evident from the previous statement and today’s statement.”
Anotherwitness,ChamKaur,
had on November 16 last year
identifiedKumarbeforethecourt
as one who had allegedly
instigated the mob to kill Sikhs.
Kaur had told the court that she
had seen Kumar allegedly
addressing a crowd in the
national capital’s Sultanpuri
area in 1984.

The Election Commission of
India’s decision to remove the
Punjab inspector general of
police Kunwar Vijay Pratap
Singh from the SIT looking into
the 2015 sacrilege and firing case,
is disappointing. Singh was carrying out his duty honestly in
accordance with the rule of law,
but because SAD was feeling the
heat, they sought his removal to
save their own skin as he would
have exposed their complicity in
the incidents.
Harkanwar Kaur

As always, prior to elections,
political parties are dishing out
bigdreamsandmakingtallpromises to voters. These must be
taken with a pinch of salt, but
manyofuswillyetagainbelured
–evenbytherulingparty,which,
prudence demands, must be
judgeduponwhetheritdelivered
on its promises made during the
2014elections.Thisiswhatvoters
must evaluate, and not fall for
leaders speaking from the welldecoratedstages.Arulingleader,
who has fulfilled his promises
does not need to address people;
his work speaks for itself.
HL Sharma, Amritsar

VOTERS CAN’T BE
BEFOOLED THIS TIME
This refers to your editorial, ‘The
BJP’s vision for the 2019 poll’ (
April 9). As far as national security is concerned, there is no
doubt that the BJP leads over all
parties on this issue. But on
other issues raised by the BJP in
its manifesto, voters are sceptical because of the party made
promises during the previous
elections too which remain
unfulfilled. Moreover, all politi-

gagandeep@htlive.com

JALANDHAR : Followers and

priests at more than 80 churches
under the Diocese of Jalandhar
observed special prayers as a
mark of support to former
bishop of Jalandhar Diocese
Franco Mulakkal after Kerala
police filed a chargesheet
against him in the nun rape case
on Tuesday.
Gripped by tension and anxiety, Mulakkal’s followers held
morning and evening prayer
meet at their respective
churches.
Meanwhile, sources at Bishop
House church said it was a routine day at the church except
few administration-level meetings where no one discussed the
chargesheet.
A follower at St. Mary’s
Cathedral said on the basis of
anonymity, “We have offered
the prayers for Mulakkal while
we have full faith in the judicial
system.”
Priest seeking anonymity
said the prayers offered were
kept low-profile as the diocese
did not want any controversy.
Bishop Mulakkal was
arrested in September 2018 but
later Kerala high court had
granted him bail and barred his
entry in the state. He returned to
Jalandhar and now lives in the

CHECK POPULATION
TO RESOLVE MOST ISSUES
The Comment page articles ‘The
world must develop sustainable
food systems’, (HT, April 8),
which advocates healthy food for
all, and ‘Guaranteed employment is good way to ensure minimum income in India’ by Radhicka Kapoor, making the case
for secure jobs for all, have
ignored the fundamental need
for population control. That is
the world’s most pressing issue.
Healthy food will remain a
dream until population growth
is checked.
AK Sharma, Chandigarh

PUBLIC SHOULD REALISE
THE POWER OF EACH VOTE
With the elections approaching,
the politicians are again indulging in dirty politics. They have
again begun to make false promises, and are using caste, religion
and region as the talking point
for their agenda. Political parties

rupymand@gmail.com

n

The prayers offered at Sacred Heart Catholic Church were kept
low-profile on Tuesday as the Jalandhar Diocese did not want any
HT PHOTO
controversy.

Bishop House but sources privy
to him said that he also has
another private house.
Sources further said Mulakkal didn’t do public interactions
and remained in his house while
another source observed that he
has been devoting maximum
time by offering prayers as
compared to earlier schedules
before being booked in the
case.
A message was sent out to the
priests and followers of
churches under the diocese on
Monday to hold special prayers
for the former Bishop.
STATEMENTS OF
83 WITNESSES IN
THE CHARGESHEET
Save Our Sisters Action Council
released a statement that there
are 83 witnesses including three

Bishops, 25 nuns in the chargsheet filed in nun rape case.
Sources said several nuns had
also met police over the delay in
the filing of the chargesheet.
The special investigation
team formed to probe the rape
allegations has charged former
Bishop under the sections of
rape, criminal intimidation and
wrongful confinement.
Mulakkal is accused of raping
the nun between 2014 to 2016.
Father Kuriakose Kattuthara,
another member of the clergy,
was found dead at a church in
Hoshiarpur’s Dasuya town in
October 2018.
Currently, Mulakkal’s aide
Father Anthony Madasserry is
facing controversy after being
arrested along with his aides by
Khanna police with unaccounted ₹9.66 crore.

and their workers never inquire
into the problems of public
except when it’s election time.
They are busy humiliating other
parties and paint a gloomy picture of the others. Instead, politicians should analyse their own
work and highlight their
achievements. The public
should know the importance of
each vote and make a critical
assessment of the promises.
Neha Bansal, Nabha

MUD-SLINGING AND
BRAGGING BEGIN AGAIN
Amid noisy campaigns by political outfits ahead of the 2019 parliamentary elections, candidates
in the fray are yet again indulging in dirty political slugfests
and senseless bragging. They are
least bothered about the concerns of the public. The latest
announcement by the Congress
chief regarding guaranteed minimum income is one such political gimmick as it is almost
impossible to implement such a
social security scheme on the
ground. Why make foolish
announcements which later lead
to disappointment.
Karan Singh Vinayak,
Chandigarh

H AWA L A C H A RG E S

Role of two cops under
scanner, took detour to
reach Khanna after raid
Ravinder Vasudeva

Gagandeep Jassowal
n

cal parties must present a road
map for growth of the country
instead of making hollow promises through manifestos. This
time voters will not be fooled.
Sanjay Chawla, Amritsar

n

BISHOP IN THE DOCK
K

CHANDIGARH: Tourism and Cul-

tural Affairs minister Navjot
Singh Sidhu on Tuesday wrote
to CM Amarinder Singh to
name Crawling Street near
Jallianwala Bagh after the martyrs.
The street got it’s unusual
name from the punishment the
British meted out to locals. General Reginald Dyer, who had
ordered his troops to fire at a
crowd of more than 20,000 people gathered at Jallianwala
Bagh on Baisakhi day, had
issued an order that no one
would walk through the street
where a missionary Marcella
Sherwood was attacked.
The locals who needed to pass
through it were told to crawl.
Sidhu said in his letter, he
would suggest some names for
rechristening Crawling
Street. He also slammed PM
Narendra Modi for not supporting Punjab for the centenary
celebrations.
“The Jallianwala Bagh
Memorial Trust that manages
its affairs is under the PM. I had
requested the Centre to release
a special package of Rs 100 crore
to revamp infrastructure at the
memorial for which we need to
rise above party lines. Though
₹20 crore had been received for
setting up a commemorative
landscape and museum, it is
lying unused as the trust has not
issued a no objection certificate.”

REMOVAL OF PUNJAB
IG POOR DECISION

RULING PARTY’S WORK
SHOULD SPEAK FOR ITSELF

nun rape
case

letterschd@hindustantimes.com

n

The writer is a Jalandhar-based
freelance contributor

ramesh.vinayak@hindustantimes.com
try is being fractured through
divisive politics. Yet, there is no
clear alternative in front of the
Indian citizens. The problem is
thatwehavehighlyqualifiedprofessionals, but we do not have
capableleaders.Modi’sperformance in the last five years has
been average to mediocre, and
thenthereisRahulGandhiwhois
just unable to present a cogent
profile of himself or a coherent
vision of the India he will build.
So, Modi looks powerful solely
because the opposition cannot
position a strong leader.
Rajendra Aneja

Special prayers for Mulakkal
as police file chargesheet

HT Correspondent

letterschd@hindustantimes.com

NEW DELHI: Former Congress
leader Sajjan Kumar submitted
in a Delhi court on Tuesday that
the Central Bureau of Investigation(CBI)wastutoring akeywitnessina1984anti-Sikhriotscase.
The fact that the witness was
giving information contrary to
hispolicestatementsof1985point
to his being tutored, Kumar’s
counsel said. The submission
cameafterJoginderSingh,whois
awitnessandthecomplainantin
the case, told the court that certainfactswritteninthestatement
givenbyhimtothepolicerelating
to the case were false.
Singh was being cross-examinedbeforedistrictjudgePoonam
A Bamba when he said that contrarytohispreviousstatementto
the police, he did not run away
fromhishousewhensomepeople
cameandlootedhishouseduring
the riots.
Threepersons—Sajjan,BrahmanandGuptaandVedPrakash
— are facing trial on charges of
murderandriotingpertainingto
the killing of SurjitSingh (Joginder’s cousin) in Sultanpuri.
Singh had said in 1985 that
some people entered his house
andlootedpreciousjewelleryand
money.Hesaidheranawayfrom
his house and did not recognise
any of them.
When the defence counsel
pointed out that in his previous
statement, Singh had not named
the accused, the witness told the
court: “I had named everyone. I
had taken the name of Sajjan

The decision of the Supreme
Court to count VVPAT slips of at
least five booths in each assembly segment should be welcomed. This process will
increase the voters’ confidence
and dispel the doubts regarding
fairness of the SVMs. Matching
of VVPAT slips the vote count in
five randomly selected EVMs
willrequiremoremanpowerand
may delay the declaration of the
results by a few hours. But this
exercise will strengthen the
democratic process.
Subhash Vaid

other, flying away as soon as
theysensedahumangettingtoo
close for comfort.
I wonder how relevant some
of our bedtime tales and songs
would be for generations to
come.Perhapsachangeofcharacters would be needed in the
taleinwhichthecrowandsparrowcookporridgetogetherbut
the famished sparrow polishes
off the entire dish, while the
crow bathes to refresh for the
meal.Ourancestorsmaynever
havethoughtthatthefolksong,
“Saada chiriyan da chamba
ve”wouldonedaysymbolically
denote not the departing bride
but the doomed status of the
bird itself.

ravinder.vasudeva@hindustantimes.com

CHANDIGARH: The special investigation team (SIT) probing charges of missing ₹6.65 crore seized
from Jalandhar priest’s residence has found that two cops
took an unusual route via Moga
while coming back to Khanna
after the raid.
Whilethefirstpolicepartythat
left with the boxes of cash recovered from the priest’s house at
Partapura on the outskirts of
Jalandhar reached Khanna via
theshortestPhagwara-Ludhiana
route,twocopsandacivilianwho
was a police source, remained in
the house citing a “suspicious”
movement at the first floor of the
building.
The cops left the house of
Father Anthony Madassary of
FranciscanMissionariesofJesus
a few minutes later and conductedsearchesbeforetakingthe
Moga route rather than coming
ontheNationalHighway-1which
is just few meters from the
priest’shouse.“Theyfirstwentto
Moga,thenLudhianaandfinally
reached Khanna. The probe
raised a suspicion on the role of
twocopsandthesourceastowhy
theywenttoMoga,”saidasenior
police official privy with the SIT
report.Theysaidsincetheywere
not aware of route to reach
Khanna,theytookaroadleading
toNakodarfromPartabpuraand
later preferred to remain on that
route to reach Khanna.
Thetwocopsdidnotreportany

SIT HAS ALSO FOUND
GLARING PROCEDURAL
LAPSES BY THE
KHANNA POLICE IN
CONDUCTING RAIDS
cash recovery and joined a team
involved in the operation at
Khanna, where the income tax
officials counted the cash recovered during the operation,
according to the SIT probe.
On March 29, Khanna police
claimedofrecovering₹9.66crore
from three cars on NH-1. Later
the claim fell flat and it emerged
thattheKhannapolicehadraided
the priest’s house in Jalandhar
from where they recovered the
cash.OnMarch30,thepriestsaid
that Khanna police did not
recover cash from any checkpoint,asclaimedbyit,butraided
his house, and failed to disclose
₹6.65 crore in the recovery.
“The role of a deputy superintendent of police involved in the
operation is under the scanner
andthetwocopsweresaidtobein
touch with this officer,” said a
senior officer.
TheSIThasalsofoundglaring
procedurallapsesbytheKhanna
police in conducting raids and
has raised questions over the
leadershipofKhannaSSPDhruv
Dahiyawhoclaimedthatthecash
was “hawala” money.
SIT head and Praveen Sinha
was not available for comments
despite repeated attempts.

Man gets 12-year jail for murder Sacked SGPC staffer
HC to Umranangal: Respond to
bid on wife, killing unborn child who attempted
recalling order within two days
THE COURT ALSO
suicide
stable
SLAPPED A FINE OF
ARRESTED IN THE
2015 FIRING INCIDENTS

HT Correspondent
n

letterschd@hindustantimes.com

SANGRUR : The court of Sangrur
district and sessions judge Balwinder Singh Sandhu sentenced
a man and his aide to 12-year
imprisonment for plotting the
murder of his wife and killing
her unborn child. The court also
slapped a fine of ₹1.55 lakh each
on the convicts.
The court convicted the
woman’s husband Sandeep
Singh, 22, of Banga village and
his associate Rajat Kumar of
Moonak under Sections 307
(attempt to murder), 316 (causing death of unborn child
amounting to culpable homicide) and 120B (conspiracy) of
the Indian Penal Code (IPC).
The convicts will undergo

₹1.55 LAKH ON SANDEEP
SINGH, THE CONVICT,
AND HIS AIDE

12-year rigorous imprisonment
(RI) under Sections 307 and
120B, besides, 10-year jail under
Section 316 of the IPC. “All sentences will run concurrently,”
read the court order.
The police said Sandeep
wanted to get rid of his wife as he
found her “unattractive”. The
incident took place near
Ghaggar river in Moonak,
around 60km from here, on January 5 last year when the
woman, 24, was attacked by
Sandeep’s two aides, one of

whom has been acquitted.
Police said Sandeep was coming with his wife in a car from
Ratta Khera to Banga and
stopped for smoking near the
Ghaggar. The assailants fired a
shot that hit the woman in her
stomach.
She was rushed to a private
hospital at Tohana in Haryana
from where doctors referred her
to CMC Hisar. Though she survived the attack, doctors could
not save her foetus.
The police said the bullet hit
her from the driver’s side and
her husband did not turn up
even once after admitting her at
the Hisar hospital. The case was
registered at Moonak and later,
the police recovered a .315 bore
pistol, her jewellery from the
accused.

HT Correspondent

AMRITSAR: The 22-year old sacked

employee of the the Shiromani
GurdwaraParbandhakCommittee (SGPC), Sarhusan Singh
Sukhman, who consumed poison, was stable and talked to the
mediapersonsatSGPC-runGuru
ram Das Charitable Hospital,
hereonTuesday. The22-year-old
SGPC employee had consumed
poisononMondayandwasstated
to be in critical condition.
Sukhman said, “The employees have been sitting on hunger
strikeforthepast12daysagainst
the SGPC move to sack 523
employees and the gurdwara
bodyhasnotpaidanyattentionto
theirdemandofreinstatingthem.
Thisforcedmetocommitsuicide.

SGPC president Gobind Singh
Longowal, chief secretary Roop
Singh and senior vice-president
RaghujitSinghVirkareresponsible for creating such situation. I
will lodge a police complaint
against the trio.”
Jarnail Singh Sakhira, representative of Akal Takht parallel
acting jathedar Dhian Singh
Mand,whoissittingwiththefastingsackedemployees,visitedthe
hospital and enquired about
Sukhman’shealth.Congresscandidate from Khadoor Sahib, Jasbir Singh Dimpa, also met him
anddemandedactionagainstthe
SGPCauthorities. SGPCauthorities could not be reached out for
their comment.

n
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CHANDIGARH : A Punjab and Hary-

ana high court bench on Tuesday asked suspended inspector
general of police (IGP) PS
Umranangal to respond within
two days on an application
moved by the Punjab
government on recalling of
order of “interim protection”
granted by a high court bench
on March 7.
After refusal by the bench of
justice Ramendra Jain on April
2, the matter was listed for hearing before the bench of justice
Raj Shekhar Attri, which sought
the suspended IGP’s response
by April 11 on both the applica-

KOTKAPURA POLICE
FIRING CASE,
UMRANANGAL IS OUT
ON BAIL GRANTED BY
A TRIAL COURT ON
MARCH 11

tions of recalling of order and
advancing the hearing from
April 23 fixed by the previous
bench.
On March 7, the high court
bench of justice Ramendra Jain
had ordered that a seven-day
advance notice be served to him
before initiating any action in
the cases pertaining to 2015

police firing incidents.
On March 18, the state had
moved a plea for recalling of the
order, accusing Umranangal of
making false submissions in the
March 7 plea and questioned the
manner in which the plea got
listed for hearing. During the
hearing on the plea on March 29,
the court fixed the next date of
hearing for April 23. However,
on April 2, the bench of justice
Ramendra Jain recused from
hearing the matter while hearing another application filed by
state on advancing the hearing
from April 23.
Arrested in the Kotkapura
police firing case, Umranangal
is out on bail granted by a trial
court on March 11.
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Formeranti-pollactivist,ShivSena
loyalist,physiotherapist,allinpollfray

J&K HC REFUSES
INTERIM STAY ON
CIVILIAN TRAFFIC
RESTRICTIONS

HAT IN THE RING The three Lok Sabha constituencies in Kashmir valley will go to polls in five phases
Ashiq Hussain
n

letterschd@hindustantimes.com

SRINAGAR: A former anti-election

campaigner, Shiv Sena loyalist,
non-Kashmiri constitutional
expert and a woman entrepreneur are among 39 candidates in
frayforthethreeLokSabhaseats
in the Kashmir region.
SajjadAhmadDar,30,whowas
once a campaigner of election
boycott,istodaywooingyouthsto
put their “own man into the system”.AnIndependentcandidate
from Srinagar, where National
Conference president Farooq
Abdullah and 11 others are in
fray,Darisalsotheyoungestcontestant in the region.
“Inthelastassemblyelections
in 2014, I spent 14 days in custody
forcampaigningforelectionboycott. I was then branded anti-national, though I had constitutional and democratic rights to
protest peacefully. Now, I have
realised that we should fight
within the system,” said Dar, a
resident of Kulgam in south
Kashmir.
Although he has mentioned
Class 12 as his educational qualification in the affidavit, Dar
claimed he was a graduate and
had misplaced his certificate.
He has been teaching in a
coaching centre and banking on

n

n

Ridhwana Sanam (in white hijab), who is head of a physiotheraphy
HT PHOTO
centre, during her election campaign in Anantnag.

his10,000currentandformerstudents for support.
“I can surprise Farooq Abdullah, who was elected to the Lok
Sabha with just 7% of polling in a
by-election. The remaining 93%
didnotvoteastheydidn’thavean
option. This time a youth has
giventhemsomehope,”headded.
Budgam resident Abdul Khaliq Bhat,40, has filed his nomination papers from Srinagar as a
candidateofShivSena,although
thereisnegligiblesupportforthe
rightwingpartyinKashmir.But
this has not deterred him from
campaigning among a select

group of people.
Bhat, who claims that his
brotherwaskilledbymilitantsin
1994,banksonmigrantKashmiri
Panditsandpromisessecurityto
families of policemen who have
been fighting militants.
“When there is Shiv Sena, the
families of policemenneed not to
fear anybody. I also request Pandit families to vote for me,” he
said while sitting in a highly
secured hotel in Srinagar.
Holding NC, PDP and Congress leaders “responsible” for
the deterioration in Kashmir situation, Bhat said they should be

Abdul Kahliq Bhat

HT PHOTO

senttojail.DownsouthinAnantnag constituency, apart from
People Democratic Party (PDP)
president Mehbooba Mufti, Ridwana Sanam, 39, is the only
woman candidate.
A greenhorn in electoral politics,Sanam,managingdirectorof
aphysiotherapycentre,isfroma
political family. She is among 18
candidatesfightingfromtheconstituency.Sanam saidshe would
give tough competition to MehboobaMufti,stateCongresschief
Ghulam Ahmad Mir and
National Conference candidate
Justice (retd) Hasnain Masoodi.
“Commonpeopledon’tlikeMehbooba as her government was a
failure. I think people want to
give me a chance because I come
with no past baggage,” she said
sounding confident.
Sanam decided to take a
plunge into politics following

harassment of Kashmiris in rest
ofthecountryafterthePulwama
attack. “My cousin was in jail for
15 days in Dehradun on false
charges. And I think there is no
honestvoicefromsouthKashmir
in parliament. I am from grass
roots,havegoodcommunication
skills and can raise my voice for
mypeople,”shesaid,appealingto
youth and women to come forwardandmaketheirvoiceheard.
Shams Khwaja, 57, raised a lot
of traction on social mediafor filing his nomination papers from
Anantnag.
A Delhi resident, Khwaja has
doneLLMfromJamiaMiliaIslamia. He claims to be a constitutional expert and a Supreme
Court (SC) lawyer. His affidavit
mentionsthathehastakenaloan
of Rs 2 crore from his brother,
wife and three friends.
In north Kashmir’s Baramulla, National Panthers Party
candidate Jahangir Khan,46,
doesnotpossessaPANcard,land
or a house.
He has been living in his
father’s house and has so far
fought elections four times without any success.
Thistimeheispitchedagainst
nine candidates, including NC
veteranMohammadAkbarLone
and PDP candidate Abdual Qayoom Wani.

election
2019

BATTLEFIELD J&K
Mir Ehsan
n

mir.ehsan@htlive.com

SRINAGAR : Campaigning for the
Baramulla and Jammu Lok
Sabha constituencies in Jammu
and Kashmir came to an end on
Tuesday.Theconstituencieswill
go to polls in the first phase on
April 11.
Almost all mainstream political parties ran an invigorating
campaign in the constituencies
despite lack of poll fever in some
urban pockets of Baramulla.

On the last day of electioneering, National Conference vice
president Omar Abdullah and
People’s Conference chairman
Sajjad Lone held rallies at Handwara, Pattan and Sonawari in
Baramullainalastbidtowoovoters.
Spread over 15 assembly segments in Baramulla, Kupwara
and Bandipore districts of north

Kashmir. The constituency has
13,17,738 electorate.
Officials said three and twotier security had been thrown
around 1,728 polling booths,
dividedinto various zones as per
the threat perception.
Ninecandidatesareinthefray
for the Baramulla Lok Sabha
seat.Inthe2014elections,itwasa
virtual head on contest between
the NC and Peoples Democratic
Party.However,theconstituency
is likely to witness a four-corneredcontestwiththeemergence
ofPeople’sConferenceasanother
regional force in Kashmir and
former Langate MLA, engineer
Sheikh Rashid, throwing his hat
inthering.Rashid,whoranasuccessful campaign and attracted

good crowd at his rallies, has
spicedupthecontestwithformer
IAS officer Shah Faesal extending support to him. “I couldn’t
reach every place. I promise you
that after the election I will try to
reach every village, especially
remote areas. This time people
should give me a chance,” said
Rashid in a video message,
released on the last day of campaigning.
In Jammu, comprising
Jammu, Samba, Rajouri and
Poonchdistricts,atoughbattleis
on the cards as political analysts
predicted no cakewalk for the
BJP which is trying to retain the
seat. The BJP aggressively campaigned for its candidate Jugal
Kishore.

n

letterschd@hindustantimes.com

SRINAGAR: Jammu and Kashmir

highcourtonTuesdayrefusedto
grantaninterimstayonadministration’s order banning movement of civilian vehicles on the
national highway two days a
week,sayingitwouldbeinappropriate to pass blanket injunctions.
Bureaucrat-turned-politician Shah Faesal through his
counsel advocate Tassaduq
Khwajafiledapublicinterestlitigation(PIL)inthehighcourthere
on Monday, seeking quashing of
the order passed by state administration last week.
Several other politicians,
including leaders from the
NationalConferenceandthePeoplesDemocraticParty,andsocial
activists have filed PILs before
the high court on the matter.
The public interest litigations
challenged the ban in the high
courtandtermeditasviolationof
fundamental rights guaranteed
under Article 19 and 21 of the
Indian Constitution.
A division bench of Chief
Justice Gita Mittal and Justice
Tashi Rabstan directed the
administrationtofileitsresponse
to the public interest ligations
beforeorbythenextdateofhearing on April 19.

NIA set to grill him
Press Trust of India
n

letterschd@hindustantimes.com

NEWDELHI: JKLFchiefYasinMalik
was Tuesday shifted to Delhi’s
Tihar Jail after the NIA secured
hisproductionremandinconnectionwithacaserelatedtofunding
of separatists and terror groups
inJammuandKashmir,officials
said.
Malik, who was arrested last
month and shifted to Kot Balwal
Jail in Jammu, will be facing
questionsrelatedtofundingofhis
organisation from the National
Investigation Agency.
TheJammuandKashmirHigh
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HT Correspondent

Campaigning ends for Baramulla, Jammu Yasin shifted to Tihar,
NINE CANDIDATES ARE
IN THE FRAY FOR THE
BARAMULLA LOK
SABHA SEAT THAT
COVERS OVER 15
ASSEMBLY SEGMENTS

region

Court has reserved its judgment
onapleaoftheCBIforre-opening
three-decade-old cases in which
Malik was an accused.
The Jammu Kashmir Liberation Front (JKLF) chief is facing
charges of kidnapping and murder for being allegedly involved
in abducting Rubaiya Sayeed,
daughter of then Union Home
Minister Mufti Mohammad Sayeed in 1989 and killing of four
IndianAirForcepersonnelinthe
early part of 1990.
NIA had approached a special
courtinJammu,seekingMalik’s
remand for custodial interrogation in the terror-funding case.

TERROR-FUNDING CASE

Mirwaiz again
appears before NIA
NEWDELHI:Separatist leader Mir-

waiz Umer Farooq Tuesday
appeared before the National
InvestigationAgencyforthesecondconsecutivedayforquestioning in connection with a case
related to funding of terror
groups and separatist organisations in Jammu and Kashmir,
officials said here.
The Mirwaiz came to the NIA
headquarters under police protectionandwillbequestionedon
the matter of funding of his own
party -- Awami Action Committee-- andHurriyat Conference,a
conglomerate of several separatist organisations, the officials
said. The Mirwaiz is the chairman of the Hurriyat Conference
which has in the past engaged
with the NDA and UPA-led governments for talks to find a lastingsolutiontotheKashmirissue.
TheNIAhasalsosummonedNaseemGeelani,sonofpro-Pakistan
separatistSyedAliShahGeelani,
on Tuesday but it was not imme-

diately clear whether he was
appearing before the agency or
not. TheNIAprobeseekstoidentify the chain of players behind
the financing of terrorist activities, pelting of stones on security
forces, burning down of schools
and damaging of government
establishments. The case names
Hafiz Saeed, the Pakistan-based
chief of Jamaat-ud-Dawah.
It also names organisations
suchasHurriyatConferencefactions led by Syed Ali Shah Geelani and the Mirwaiz, the Hizbul
MujahideenandtheDukhtarane-Millat. Ahead of his appearancebeforetheNIA,theHurriyat
Conference chairman tweeted,
“In Delhi today with my colleagues for the NIA summon,
effortstomalignleadershipforits
political stand won’t work.
Inspite of harassment Hurriyat
willcontinuetoseekpeacefulresolution of the Kashmir issue.
Urge people back home to stay
calm and peaceful.”
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‘RSS leader’s killing is attempt
to create fear ahead of LS polls’
HT Correspondent
n

Wanted for
murder, gangster
opens fire at
Amritsar man

letterschd@hindustantimes.com

AMRITSAR: A gangster, Angrej
JAMMU: Reacting sharply to the

killing of RSS leader and his body
guard in Kishtwar town on Tuesday, the BJP has demanded a high
level probe into the incident and
has blamed the National Conference, People’s Democratic Party
and the Congress for bolstering
militants.
The RSS leader and his security guard were killed on Tuesday
when a militant opened fire at a
health centre in Kishtwar town,
prompting authorities to impose
curfew and call the army to maintain law and order in the communally sensitive region
Addressing a press conference
here, state BJP chief spokesperson Sunil Sethi said the senior
RSS leader was fighting against
militancy in Kishtwar for over
three decades.
”He was the civilian face of
anti-militancy forces in the area.
Today, we have lost him in a terror attack but he has left behind
his principles for us,” Sethi said,
adding that “selective” killing of
Hindu leaders in the region can
lead to migration.
Terming it as an intelligence
failure, he demanded a high level
probe and a review of the security
situation in the state. “Targeted
political killing of RSS leader is an
attempt to create fear among people so that they don’t come out to
vote,” he added.
He lashed out at political parties for “strengthening militancy
in the state”. “The recent statements of NC and PDP were in sup-

›

Condemn this act of
terror. Seems like part
of a bigger plan to incite
communal tension. Urge
guv to initiate a probe.

n

RSS activists protesting the attack on their party leader at
Kishtwar, in Jammu on Tuesday.

port of militants. The Congress
manifesto, which talks of revocation of AFPSA and Disturbed
Areas Act (DAA) has bolstered
the militants. We, as political parties, should be careful that our
statements do not hamper the
national interest,” he said.
Former chief ministers Omar
Abdullah and Mehbooba Mufti
also condemned the killing.
“Unequivocally condemn the
brutal murder of Chandrakant &
his personal security officer in
#Kishtwar today. There can be no
place for targeting political operatives like this. I hope the residents of the area will cooperate
with the administration & maintain calm,” Abdullah shared on
his Twitter handle.
BJP national vice-president

MEHBOOBA MUFTI, former CM
HT PHOTO

and in-charge of Jammu and
Kashmir Avinash Rai Khanna
too condemned the killings. He
said, “Sharma was a nationalist
who had been raising voice
against the anti-national elements in erstwhile Doda and
worked to strengthen the nationalist forces, besides inducing a
sense of security in minorities”.
In a condolence message, the
state governor prayed for peace
to the departed souls and
strength to the bereaved families.
The governor has directed
civil and police administration to
review the safety and security of
all important installations, establishments and public places and
maintain strict vigil to thwart
“the nefarious designs of the forces inimical

›

There can be no place
for targeting political
operatives like this. I hope
the residents will maintain
calm and cooperate with
the administration.
OMAR ABDULLAH, former CM

NOTICE INVITING e-TENDER
The Hospital Engineer (RAC) PGIMER, Chandigarh invites on behalf of the Director PGIMER Chandigarh Percentage rate bids from the ( Sr no.1,3 original Equipment
Manufacturer/Authorized dealer/ specialized agencies),( Sr no. 2 manufacturer/ authorized dealers) on two bid system (Eligibility cum technical bid and Financial Bid)
who fulfil the eligibility criteria for the following works:
Sr.
No.

NIT No.

Name of Work

Estimated
Cost

Earnest
Money

Period of Last date and time Last date and
Last date and
Completion of submission of time of opening time of opening
of Eligibility bid of Financial bid
bid

1 PGI/Engg/ RAC/2019/40 CMC of air conditioning units (Blue star make) Rs. 7.10 lac
Rs.
installed at various locations Nehru Hospital
14,210/PGIMER, Chandigarh

Twelve
months

2 PGI/Engg/ RAC/2019/39 Expansion renovation of Dining area at NINE Rs. 8.55 lac
Rs.
PGIMER, Chandigarh HVAC
17100/-

45 days

15.04.19 upto
15.00 hrs

15.04.19 upto
16.00 hrs

16.04.19 upto
15.00 hrs

3. PGI/Engg/ RAC/2019/38 Three shift Operation Preventive maintenance Rs. 39.65
contract of Central AC plant installed at ATC PGI,Chd.
lacs

Twelve
months

15.04.19 upto
15.00 hrs

15.04.19 upto
16.00 hrs

16.04.19 upto
15.00 hrs

Rs.
79300/-

12.04.19 upto
11.00 hrs

12.04.19 upto
15.00 hrs

13.04.19 upto
11.00 hrs

The tender forms and other details can be obtained from the website: www.tenderwizard.com/PGIMER and official website of the PGIMER www.pgimer.edu.in.
Press notice is also available on www.eprocure.gov.in. Contractors are requested to get their firm registered on the website www.tenderwizard.com/PGIMER for
participating in e-tendering process. (Helpdesk for registering 09257209340 & 08054628821).
HOSPITAL ENGINEER (RAC)

Singh of Fateh Singh Colony,
who was booked for shooting a
Congress councillor dead,
opened fire at a 36-year-old man
in a broad daylight.
Congress councillor from
ward number 50, Gurdeep Singh
Pehalwan, was gunned down by
some unidentified men at a wrestling arena in the busy Gol Bagh
area of the city in June last year.
Soon after the incident, police
booked Angrej Singh and a dozen
other persons. Police had earlier
claimed to have arrested most of
the accused involved in Pehalwan’s killing.
Police have also registered a
fresh case on Tuesday against
Angrej on the complaint of the
Paramjit Singh of Gate Hakima
area.
In his complaint, Paramjit
said: “On Monday, around 1pm,
I was present in my house when
the accused came on a motorcycle. Soon after parking his bike
outside my house, the accused
started firing at me. He opened
three direct shots, but I, somehow, managed to save myself.”
He said: “Around seven years
ago, I had a minor scuffle with
Angrej over playing cricket.
Since then, he is nursing a
grudge.” Gate Hakima station
house officer (SHO) Gurminder
Singh said: “On the complaint of
the victim, a case under Sections
307, 506, 34 of the Indian Penal
Code and 25, 54, 59 of the Arms
Act has been registered against
HTC
the accused.”

BJP can sack me if
they have a problem,
says Anil Sharma
HT Correspondent
n

WEAPON LOOT:
NIA SUMMONS
FORMER PDP
LEGISLATOR
HT Correspondent

letterschd@hindustantimes.com

n

lettercchd@hindustantimes.com

SHIMLA : Even as the Bharatiya

Janata Party (BJP) remain indecisive over the fate of power
minister Anil Sharma, the cabinet minister on Tuesday said the
party is free to initiate action
against him if they have a problem.
“When we had joined the BJP,
we were not Aaya Ram Gaya
Rama (frequent floor-crossing)
for them (BJP). Now suddenly
we have become villains for the
saffron party after joining Congress,” the minister said.
“I will resign from the cabinet
if asked to do so. I have never
defied the chief minister. If he
asks me, I will quit the cabinet at
once,” Sharma said.
He said he has already
informed the party regarding
his decision to not campaign
against his son, who is contesting from Mandi.
“It is very clear that I will not
campaign for the BJP nor for my
son Aashray. As my son, he
has my blessings,” said Sharma,
who criticised the BJP leaders
for unnecessary blowing
the issue out of proportion.
‘MY SON WAS
UNDERESTIMATED BY
THE BJP’
Sharma said the chief minister
should rise above politics
and should not comment or
make statements which does
not behove a person of that stature.

SRINAGAR: The National Investiga-

›

I will resign from the
cabinet if asked to do
so. I have never defied the
chief minister. If he asks
me, I will quit the
cabinet at once.
ANIL SHARMA, HP power minister

“I had myself apprised the
chief minister about Aashray’s
plan to seek a ticket from Congress. BJP leaders had then
underestimated him by saying
yeh dulha nahin baraati
hoga,” Sharma said, adding that
the party backtracked on its
plan to field Aashray from
Mandi.
“The BJP had earlier planned
to give ticket to Aashray and
later backtracked and fielded
Ramswaroop Sharma,” the
power minister said.
Sharma said he will complain
against malicious messages being circulated with
his image on social networking
sites by BJP workers and will
take up the matter with
chief minister Jai Ram Thakur.

tive Agency (NIA) has summoned
former PDP legislator Aijaz
Ahmad Mir in connection with
the theft of weapons by a special
police officer (SPO) from his official residence at Jawahar Nagar
here last year, officials said on
Tuesday.
The NIA served summons on
the former lawmaker through
Zanipora police in Shopian district, asking him to appear before
it in Jammu on April 12.
“I have received the summons.
It is in connection with the theft
weapons from my official residence,” Mir said, adding that he
would appear before the NIA on
April 12. SPO Adil Bashir Sheikh
had fled with seven AK assault
rifles of Mir’s personal security
officers and the licensed pistol of
the legislator from his Jawahar
Nagar residence on September 28
last year. The case was later
handed over to the NIA for investigation.In March, the NIA
arrested three persons in connection with the incident Ahmad
Mir. During investigation, it
emerged that Adil Bashir Sheikh,
Yawar Ahmad Dar and Rafique
Ahmad Bhat had fled with the
weapons from the ex-MLA’s
house in Srinagar “as part of conspiracy hatched by Kashmirbased leadership of the proscribed terrorist organisation
Hizbul Mujahideen (HM), the
NIA spokesman had said.

OFFICES OF THE DIRECTOR TRANSPORT U.T. CUM
CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER, CHANDIGARH CITY BUS
SERVICES SOCIETY, PLOT NO. 701, INDUSTRIAL
AREA, PHASE-I, CHANDIGARH
CORRIGENDUM
In reference to the e-tender bearing Reference No. 2181/AOCCBSS/CTU/2019 dated 05.03.2019 uploaded on the website chdctu.gov.in for
inviting e-tenders for "Hiring of 40 Nos. Midi (9.0 Mtrs) HVAC Fully built pure
Electric Buses including Bus Charging Stations on kilometer basis for a period
of 10 years" and with respect to pre-bid meeting held with CTU Committee
Members and prospective bidders on 25.03.2019 in U.T Guest House, Chandigarh.
All the queries received are under consideration and may take some time. In the
mean time last date of opening of Technical Bid is hereby extended from
12.04.2019 upto 03:00 P.M. to 24.05.2019 upto 03:00 P.M.
Sd/Director Transport-cum-CEO
Chandigarh City Bus Services Society, Chandigarh.
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EXPANDING
YOUR HORIZONS

Modernmedicinerequires
embracingacurriculumchange

09

www.facebook.com/htedu

Taking a gap year is not a
bad idea if one is confused
CAREER COUNSELLING

URGENT There is a need to increase the overall number of healthcare professionals to meet the growing demand
Dr. Poornima Baliga
n

letters@hindustantimes.com

India has 479 medical colleges,
thehighest numberinthe world,
andmorethan67,000MBBSseats
in all. But the best hallmark of
medical education is not just the
numberbutthecapabilitiesofthe
professionalsthatgraduatefrom
these colleges. It is no secret that
the professional abilities and
competence of doctors is greatly
influenced by their training and
the practice settings that they
havebeensubjectto.IstheIndian
medical graduate getting the
right education or is there an
inane need for change?
THE CURRENT SYSTEM
Given these parameters, we can
say with certainty that the current medical education system
andthecurriculumthatliesatits
base, is not as desired or needed
levelsinthecountry.Itis,inmost
instances,knowledge-basedwith
a special focus on learning psychomotorskillsthatareimparted
inthemoretraditionalclassroom
oriented lecture methodology.
Here, learning is mainly driven
by the teachers’ individual
knowledgebaseandenthusiasm.
But the current curriculum
impartsnothingontheimportant
aspects of professionalism and
doctor-patient communication.
These key skills are left to be
acquiredthroughasystemofrole
modelsintheworkspace.Butthis
isoftennotenoughtomakeagood
doctor out of a student, because
this is too important an aspect to
be left to chance.
Thecurrentsystemguidesthe
students through standard textbooks, which in many cases, are
notupdatedtolatesttechnologies
and innovations. Moreover, the
skill assessment is done based
largelyonthememorizingability
of the students- on recall of facts
studied in a classroom. It is very
rarely a demonstration of
selected skills, which usually
happensinasummativepattern.
This doesn’t allow any room for
improvement for the student
withoutlossofprecioustimeand
resources. Skills imparted this
way, fall short of the desired
needs of the medical profession,

n

What is needed is a radical shift in the way the basic medical curriculum is to be designed.

and certainly fall far short of
what the country needs in its
medical professionals.
We now need a long overdue
effort to make changes in the
medical education that will
address the issue of both quality
and quantity of medical practitioners in the country.
THE FUTURE OF MEDICAL
CURRICULUM
Whatisneededisaradicalshiftin
thewaythebasicmedicalcurriculum is to be designed. Clearly,
over the years, the kind of diseases that plague India and Indians,haschangedfrominfectious
in nature, to being attributed to
lifestyle anomalies. So the wellnessneedsofthepopulationhave
changed,anditistimethecurriculumformedicalstudieschanges
fromtreatmentfocusedon a preventative one. This should influencethefacts,systemsandtreatment algorithms being taught in
the curriculum.
Another important aspect is
proper training for a better communicationsystembetweendoctorsandpatients.Severalpatientdoctoraltercationsarerelatedto
improperorinadequatecommunication.Thedisparityofresources between the haves and havenotsiswidening.Thiscallsforan

increased awareness regarding
thesocialdeterminantsofhealth
amongdoctors.Themanagement
of patients today is no longer the
jobofa“jackofalltrades”doctor,
but of multi-disciplinary interprofessional teams. The basic
examination system that has
stayedthesamefordecades-rote
learning techniques, does not
take into account the interpersonal skills of doctors, nor the
humanitarian criterion.
Besides, most curriculum in
medicalschoolsinIndiadoesnot
consider the latest technology
innovations,withoutwhichthey
lack world-class medical skills
and abilities.
The 21st century needs a
revised curriculum to train doctorsintheskillsneededtodeliver
quality services in the complex
health care delivery system. It
needs a system which is more
technology oriented and evidence-based. The curriculum
will have to instill habits of mind
and behaviour to enable the doctors to stride through the scientific, technological and social
changes likely to occur throughout their medical careers. Doctors today need to be lifelong
learners.Skillsneededtobecome
aneffectiveleaderandamember
of multi-disciplinary teams with

Retirement kitty vs
Zomato’s trial
paying for kids’ education for engineers
Vivina Vishwanathan
n

vivina.v@htlive.com

MUMBAI: Schoolfeesareoneofthe

most common dinner-time conversationsacrosscities.Overthe
years, school fees have been
increasing at a faster pace than
income growth. Parents and
financial plannerspointouthow
the cost of their entire education
isnowtheannualfeeofaprimary
class.“Ihaveafriendwhosechildrengotoaninternationalschool
where the fee for two is ₹11 lakh.
Mycolleaguesendsherchild toa
private school where the fee is
around ₹4 lakh. The cost of primary education can start from
₹3-4 lakh in metro cities and for
high-endschoolsitcangoupto₹5
lakh,” Mrin Agarwal, founder
director, Finsafe India Pvt Ltd.
Healthcare and education continuetoseedoubledigitinflation.
Ifyoudon’tpaycloseattention
tothisexpense,itcanspilloverto
othergoalswhichyoumaynotbe
able to meet. Here is why:
CHILD’S EDUCATION, A
PRIORITY
“Ourdatashowsthatthetopgoal
for a parent is child’s education
andnotretirement.Whenwesay
prioritise,peopletendtofocuson
education. In our survey almost
60% organised sector employees
can’tmeettheirmonthlyexpense
regularly.Alsowecan’ttellthem
to compromise on child’s education.Itisasocialproblembecause
itissopersonal,peopletendtonot
takeanobjectivecall,”saidNitin
B. Vyakaranam, founder and
CEO, Artha Yantra. Parents are
unabletomaintainthebalanceof
income and expense. “If you are
spending a large sum of the
moneytowardsschoolfees,itwill
alsobringdownyoursavings for
other goals. It is going to eat into
your retirement kitty and other
emergencyfunds.Iftheschoolfee
is a large part of your salary and
you are spending beyond what
you should, then it has a big
impact on your overall finances.
You need to know how to strike
therightbalance,”saidAgarwal.
HOW TO STRIKE THE BALANCE
According to financial planners,
therearetwothingsthat youcan
do—start planning for your
child’seducationearlyandfactor

›

It is not about how
much you should
spend on your child’s
education, but how much
you can afford to spend.
You need to see what the
total education expense
means for the family.
ITIN B. VYAKARANAM, founder and
CEO, Artha Yantra

Zomatoiscallingallengineersin
India for a ‘Trial week’. Introducedin2015,TrialWeekisaconcept where engineers from all
overthecountryregistertowork
withZomatoforaweekandeventually secure a place in the firm.
Zomatowillencouragewomen
to register. The selected candidates will be divided into three
groups and called out in April
(8-12th, 15-19th and 22-26th) to
workatZomato’sHeadquarterin
Gurugram,Haryana.Candidates
will also have mentors from
Zomato’sengineeringteam.HTC

PTI

a sound understanding of social
justice and health economics,
willhavetobeimparted.Innovative teaching and assessment
methods will have to be incorporated into the curriculum to
makeiteffectiveandsustainable.
THE DRIVERS OF CHANGE
The foremost thing is that the
governmentregulatorsshouldbe
thefacilitatorsofchange.Thepolicyshouldbeformulatedaccordingtothecurrenttrendsinmedical education at the global scenario and incorporate the global
bestpractices. Thepolicy should
facilitate toptenofthebestmedical colleges in the country to
come together and create a roadmap to structure a curriculum
with innovative teaching and
assessment practices, as a pilot
study. Once successful, this
structurecanbeimplementedas
the curriculum in medical colleges across the country. To run
this new curriculum, better
teachersarealsoneeded,andthat
willbepossibleonlywhenthesalariesareattractiveenoughtoget
good talent, which is not the case
today.
INNOVATIONS IN
TECHNOLOGY
Technologyshouldbeusedliber-

ally but judiciously to meet the
requirements of the modern day
medical educational needs.
Mobility based teaching and
learning methods will increase
the engagement points for the
younggenerationintheireducation. This can also be used to
carryoutformativeassessments.
Mobile-based impartment and
cloud-basedinformationcanenablethestudentstoattendlectures
at their convenience. Flipped
classrooms using Moodle can
help in improving outcomes of
student-teacher interactions.
Technologyplaysapivotalrolein
impartmentofeducation,butthe
curriculum needs to be forwardlooking enough, to start with.
The institutions should welcome positive change and adapt
totheevolvingmedicaleducation
tools, concepts and approaches
requiredtobringaboutthemuchneeded changes in the teaching/
learningmethodologies.Resources cannot be a constraint in the
adoption of latest technology. A
shift towards technology-assisted learning is inevitable and
needs to be realized .
CHALLENGES TO
CHANGE AND HOW TO
WIN
The immediate challenge will be
to make these changes pragmatic. The need to rapidly
increase the overall number of
healthcareprofessionalstomeet
the growing demand, will make
smallgroupteachingandpersonalizedassessmentmethodologies
impracticable within the traditional setup. Innovative use of
technology,suchasonlinegroup
discussionsandassessmentswill
help us bridge the gap. The challengewill bethelackoftechnical
expertiseoftheexistingteaching
faculty.So,thefirststepwouldbe
upgradingoftechnologyskillsfor
the faculty members.
Essentially, a judicious mix of
technologyandgoodplanningon
the part of institutions, assisted
by government regulatory and
policy support, should pave the
wayforapragmaticchangeinthe
medical curriculum in India.
The author is Pro Vice Chancellor,
Health Sciences, Manipal Academy of
Higher Educatio

USHA ALBUQUERQUE
I am studying in the arts stream in
class XII and I am weak in maths
and accounts. I am also not
strong in economics. I am very
worried about what course I
should opt for given that my creative skills are also not that good.
When thinking about your
future, it is important to consider
what you can do well, rather
than focus on what you cannot
do. Every one of us has a range of
different talents any one of
which could enable us carve a
career for ourselves. So it is
essential to know and figure out
what you are good at, the kind of
person you are and the work that
will interest you, before starting
out on your career. You can
explore a number of fields of
activity that interest and excite
you and try to understand the
kind of work you will be doing in
each and assess your own suitability for such work. You may be
good with communications,
have social skills, get on well
with other people. If so, you can
consider careers like hotel management, advertising, corporate
communications, event management, marketing, all of which
you can take up after graduation
in any subject. If you are not
interested in academic subjects
, but have some good skills and
interest in computers, travel,
fashion, beauty, catering, fitness
etc you can also do vocational
courses, now available as a
Bachelor’s degree in many universities. These courses are
mostly job oriented and can
qualify you for a job as soon as
you complete the programme.
There are really so many different and exciting options that you
should not stress yourself now
when doing exams. This is the
time to stay calm and focus on
doing the best you can in your
studies. Irrespective of your
marks and results, there will be

n

Identify what your strengths and skills are to build a career

thousands of courses or training
programmes you can take up
which can lead to a satisfying
career.

I am currently studying in class XII
and I face many problems related
to my studies. I have commerce
with psychology as my stream
and l still don’t know what I
should do in the future. Sometimes, I think of taking up law, or
maybe psychology – I can’t
decide. I need to concentrate on
my studies, and I don’t have time
to start planning for the future. I
was thinking of taking a gap year
after class XII to figure out these
things, but my parents and many
others think it will be bad for my
future. I am so confused. Please
advise.
Actually taking a gap year is not
a bad idea. It helps many students like you who are confused
and have not given much
thought to what they are good at,
what they want to do, and how
they should plan and focus on
their goals. The gap year can be
of great value if you spend this
time fruitfully by keeping yourself involved in activities that
can help you figure out what
works best for you. You could
start with doing some volunteer
work particularly if you can find
an organization where you are
able to contribute skills you like

FILE/HT

to use – eg teaching little kids, or
counseling young girls, collecting funds etc. You can also find
out and explore the careers that
interest you through taking up
Internships and apprenticeships
that can help you identify the
kind of work and environment
that will suit you.
You can also spend some time
to develop those skills that you
plan to use but are still not competent with – skills that can help
you excel in your career, like
communication skills, languages, possibly a foreign language,
and computer skills. Today there
are so many courses and classes
available both online and offline
to take up short courses and
learn so many things. So use the
free time well - use ideas from
topics you read about in the
paper or the TV, and use your
network of friends, families and
college associates to assist with
ideas. It is better to spend time
planning and exploring rather
than rushing into a study or
work situation that you have not
clearly identified. Once you have
a better idea of what will work
for you, you can start preparing
for the appropriate course of
study.
The columnist is director of Career
Smarts and the author of The Penguin
India Book of Careers Vol 1 and 2
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in your ability to pay. “It is not
about how much you should
spend on your child’s education,
but how much you can afford to
spend.Whenyouprioritisesomething, you sacrifice something
elseinyourlife.Consideringthat
yourchild’seducationisyourtop
priority, you need to plan early.
Youalsoneedtoseewhatthetotal
educationexpensemeansforthe
family,” said Vyakaranam.
If you can’t afford it, you have
to take the tough decision.
“School fee is just one part of the
expense. There are other related
expenses such as field trips and
costofextra-curricularactivities.
Youhavetotakeatoughdecision
of sending your child to a school
thatyoucanafford.Thelastthing
you should be doing is taking
loans to fund your child’s school
expenses. You have to come to
terms with reality,” said Agarwal.Butthenhowmuchisspending too much? “The cost of the
child’s education should fall in
the 30% of your expenses from
your overall income which
includes your rent and other
expenses. If it exceeds the 30%
limit, you are overspending,
which means you have to either
earn more or cut down the
expense,” said Agarwal.
IMPACT ON YOUR
RETIREMENT
Usually children’s education
expenses tend to eat into the
retirementkittyofparents.Many
arewillingtolet goofacomfortable old age life for their child’s
education. Remember that
retirementisnotanoption;itwill
happen and you need to be prepared for it. Hence, don’t dip into
your retirement kitty.
Instead, work on build it from
an early age itself.
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election2019
J&K partiesfrustrated:Rajnath
POLL PITCH Home minister hits out at ‘separate PM’ remark by
Omar, says Modi deserves appreciation for avenging Pulwama
Kumar Uttam
n

letters@hindustantimes.com

HT Correspondent

CHANDRAPUR/AMARAVATI : Union

home minister Rajnath Singh
said on Tuesday that statements
byafewpoliticalleadersonaseparateprimeministerforKashmir
showedtheirfrustrationanddesperation,addingthattheBharatiya Janata Party (BJP) was committed to its stand on Article 370
and Article 35A.
Singh was reacting to recent
remarksbyNationalConference
leader Omar Abdullah and PeoplesDemocraticPartychiefMehboobaMuftithatwarned against
the abrogation of Article 370 and
annulment of Article 35A.
“If you are talking about two
prime ministers in the country,
what options are left before us
thantakingacallonabrogationof
article 370 or repealing 35A?”
SinghsaidinaninterviewtoHindustan Times. Singh said the
statements by a section of Kashmir-based parties showed their
frustration and desperation.
“Wehaveaclearviewonthese
matters,andwearecommittedto
implementing it, irrespective of
what some political parties have
tosay,”headded,referringtothe
promises madein the BJP’s election manifesto.
WhileArticle370oftheConstitution grants special status to
J&K,Article35Aprovidesspecial
rights and privileges to the permanent residents of the state.
Jammu and Kashmir Congress
president Ghulam Ahmad Mir
said: “The BJP has nothing to
offer to the people and now they
arerakingtheseissues.Ourparty
has given the Article 370 and we
are going to defend it at all the
costs.” At an election rally in
Maharashtra’sVidarbhaearlier,
Singh said that if former prime
minister Indira Gandhi could be
praised for the creation of Bangladeshin1971,Moditoodeserved
appreciation for avenging the
Pulwama terror attack.
Launching an attack on the
Congress,Singhsaid:“Thebrave
don’tcountbodies,onlyvultures
do.” On February 26, the Indian
Air Force launched an attack on

Modi hits out at
SP-BSP alliance
n

letters@hindustantimes.com

NEWDELHI: Prime Minister Nar-

n

Attacking the Congress, which sought proof of the casualties in the
Balakot air strike, Rajnath Singh said, “The brave don’t count
HT FILE
bodies, only vultures do.”

aterrorcampinPakistan’sBalakot,daysafterasuicidebombing
in Kashmir’s Pulwama killed 40
troopers of the Central Reserve
Police Force.
The ruling BJP and the Congresshavebeenengagedinaverbal duel over the air strike, with
theoppositionpartyaccusingthe
governmentofpoliticisingamilitaryaction.“WhenIndiraGandhi
divided Pakistan and created
Bangladesh in 1971, our leader,
Atal Bihari Vajpayee, stood and
praised her in Parliament. Why
can’t the Congress show similar
gesture towards Modi after the
Balakotstrike?”Rajnathaskedat
the rally in Chandrapur, where
he sought votes for Union minister Hansraj Ahir. “[After Balakot]Indiaisnolongertreatedasa
weaknation.”At a separate electionmeetinginAmaravati,Singh
said he was surprised at the way
some people in India were upset
after the Balakot strike. Singh
said the action was carried out
with “utmost care” and was targetedatterrorists.“Wedidn’tkill
innocent people or army men in
Pakistan. We targeted terrorists
who carried out [the Pulwama
terror] attack. India has never
beenexpansionist.”Hesaidthere
isachangeinthewayinhowNew
Delhifunctions,andafterthePulwama incident, PM Modi asked
forces to avenge the death of
CRPFpersonnelwithin15days.It
was done within 13 days, Singh
added.“Wedon’ttroubleanyone,
but if someone troubles us, we
don’t spare them,” he said. Ear-

lierinChandrapur,Singhhitout
at the Congress over its promise
to scrap the sedition law.
“Shouldn’t the law take its own
courseagainstthosewhowantto
divide India? What does the Congress want to achieve? Please
save the country from these people,” he said. The home minister
alsosaidtherewasa“Modiwave”
acrossthecountryandthateven
rival leaders such as Sharad
Pawar of the Nationalist Congress Party have sensed it and
predictedthe“returnoftheModi
government”. “Pawar saheb
knowsthatCongressisnotgoing
to win, and has already deserted
the battlefield,” the home minister said, referring to Pawar’s
announcement last month that
he would not contest the Lok
Sabhapolls.Singhalsocriticised
the Congress’s poll promise of
providing ~72,000 every year to
poor families, and called it an
“eyewash”. “They [Congress]
have put conditions such as you
get benefit of this scheme only if
yourincomeislessthan~12,000.It
has promised to only provide for
amount that is short of ~12,000. If
afamilyhasanincomeof~11,500,
then such families will only get
~500. This is an eyewash. They
canaffordtodothisbecausethey
know they are not going to come
to power,” Singh said.
Thehomeministeralsotalked
about issues raised in the BJP’s
election manifesto such as universal income support to farmers,pensiontotheagrarian community and small businessmen.

endra Modi said on Tuesday
that people who “hide behind
the mask of secularism” are the
biggest threat to India even as
he called Bahujan Samaj Party
(BSP) chief Mayawati’s appeal
to Muslim voters “a means to
survive in politics”.
At the Uttar Pradesh opposition alliance’s first joint rally on
Sunday, the BSP chief appealed
to Muslims to vote for the
SP-BSP-RLD combine in the
upcoming general elections.
She said the Congress was out to
divide votes in the politically
crucial state of Uttar Pradesh,
which sends 80 members to the
Lok Sabha.
“It is unsurprising that Mayawati is making such statements as she is facing defeat.
She is appealing to Muslims to
specifically vote for her. This is
a matter for the Election Commission to look into,” the Prime
Minister said in an interview to
CNN-News18.
“Had someone made such an
appeal to Hindus, they would
have expressed outrage... The

biggest threat to India are these
people who hide behind the
mask of secularism,” he added.
The Mayawati-led party has
banded together with the Samajwadi Party (SP) and Rashtriya
Lok Dal (RLD) to take on the BJP
in UP. While SP and BSP will
contest on 37 and 38 seats
respectively, the RLD will fight
on three seats.
Talking about the BJP’s
prospects in the upcoming general elections, Modi said the
National Democratic Alliance
(NDA) will improve its 2014 seat
tally. “We will form the government with a bigger mandate as
compared with 2014. NDA allies
will also increase their tally,” he
said.
The PM also criticised the
Congress’s election manifesto
and the party’s campaign slogan
– “Ab Hoga Nyay” – by saying
that the nation was seeking
answers for the “anyay” (injustice) during 60 years of its rule.
Congress president Rahul
Gandhi on Tuesday said the BJP
manifesto was created in a
closed room.
“The voice of an isolated man,
it is short sighted and arrogant,”
he tweeted.

Shah slams Cong over
‘saffron terror’ remark
Pradip Kumar Maitra
n

pradipmaitra@hindustantimes.com

NAGPUR:Referringtotheacquittal

of all the accused in the 2007
Samjhautatrainblastcase,Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP) presidentAmitShahaccusedtheCongress of maligning Hindus by
coiningwordslike“Hinduterror
and saffron terror”. “(Congress
president) Rahul (Gandhi) had
defamed the Hindu religion all
over the world. Even the court
has stated that there is nothing
like Hindu terror. Rahul should

apologisefordefamingtheHindu
religion by linking it to terror,”
saidShah,whilecampaigningfor
Union minister and BJP leader
Nitin Gadkari, who is contesting
from the Nagpur Lok Sabha constituency,whichgoestothepolls
on April 11. He said the political
battle was between two groups.
“On one side is Modi and his
nationalists and on the other
Rahuland‘Mahamilavat’leaders
who are so power hungry that
theycannotdecidewhowouldbe
their prime ministerial candidate,” said Shah.

Hot seats of 2019 Lok
Sabha polls phase 1
The first phase of the seven-phase general elections will take place on
April 11 to choose 91 members of the Lok Sabha across 20 states and
Union Territories. A look at some of the key contests

ANDHRA PRADESH
VISAKHAPATNAM
n IN

THE RING: Daggubati Purandeshwari (BJP), M
Sri Bharat (Telugu Desam Party), M S
Satyanarayana (YSR Congress) and V V
Lakshminarayana (Jana Sena)

n QUICK

TAKE: BJP wants to retain its political
identity in AP. Purandeshwari represented Vizag
as a Congress MP in 2009. She will take on her
nephew, Bharat. Fishermen, industrial workers
and young voters will play an influential role in
this Kapu-dominated constituency

n

2014 RESULT: K Hari Babu (BJP) by 90,000 votes
over Y S Vijayalakshmi (YSRC)

NARASAPURAM
n IN

THE RING: K Ramakrishnam Raju (YSRC),
Kanumuri Bapi Raju (Congress), K Naga Babu
(Jana Sena) and V Sivarama Raju (TDP)

n QUICK

TAKE: Naga Babu of Jana Sena will contest
from a party launched by younger brother Pawan
Kalyan. Bhimavaram, from where Kalyan will
contest in simultaneous state elections, falls
under this constituency, where Kapus, Kashatriyas and OBCs dominate

n 2014

RESULT: Gokaraju Raju (BJP) by a margin of
85,000 votes over V Ravindranath (YSRC)

KADAPA
n IN

THE RING: Y S Avinash Reddy (YSRC),
C Adinarayana Reddy (TDP)

n QUICK

TAKE: Bastion of (late) former CM Y S
Rajasekhar Reddy, and son Y S Jaganmohan
Reddy. It has large number of backward-class and
Dalit voters, besides being Reddy-dominated

n 2014

RESULT: Y S Avinash Reddy (YSRC) by
190,000 votes over R Srinivasa Reddy (TDP)

TELANGANA
CHEVELLA
n

IN THE RING: Konda Vishweshwar Reddy (Cong),
G Ranjith Reddy (Telangana Rashtra Samithi)

n

QUICK TAKE: Konda, son-in-law of Apollo
Hospitals chairman Pratap C Reddy, is the richest
contestant in Telangana. Ranjith Reddy is a
poultry baron. TRS working president K T Rama
Rao, and son of CM K Chandrasekhar Rao, is
focusing on the constituency in particular. It is a
Reddy-dominated constituency with large
number of settlers from Andhra Pradesh,
Kammas and Kapus

n

2014 RESULT: Konda Vishweshwar Reddy (TRS)
by a margin of 73,000 votes over P Karthik Reddy
(Congress)

NIZAMABAD
n IN

THE RING: Kalvakuntla Kavitha (TRS), D Arvind
(BJP) and Madhu Yashki Goud (Congress)

facetoface

n

JYOTIRADITYA SCINDIA, Congress general secretary and party incharge of west Uttar Pradesh

‘There’s a great divide in what BJP says and what it does’

C

ongress general secretary Jyotiraditya
Scindia, in charge of
the party in west
Uttar Pradesh, and
also one of the party’s main
leaders in Madhya Pradesh,
says his party has a twopronged strategy for its
revival in UP. He also says that
it is for the first time in many
years that Congress is fighting
about 80-85% seats in UP on its
own strength. In an interview
to Aurangzeb Naqshbandi,
Scindia says there is a great
chasm between what the BJP
says and what the BJP does
when it comes to nationalism.

As the first phase of polling
approaches, how confident
are you of the Congress’
prospects in Uttar Pradesh?
What we as a party have managed to do over the last month
and a half are a couple of
things. Firstly, on the ground
ensuring that our cadre is
rejuvenated. Secondly, stitching together right alliances
not only looking at the 2019
Lok Sabha elections but also
looking forward (to the assembly elections), whether it is the
alliance with JAP (Jan
Adhikar Party) or with Apna
Dal or with other like minded
parties. Thirdly, bolstering
our cadre by bringing in people with tremendous grassroots connect such as Avtar
Singh Bhadanaji, Ram Lal
Rahiji, Savitribai Phuleji or
Rakesh Sachanji or Ashok
Dohare in Etawah. And
finally, making sure we have
the right candidates in place
who can deliver in the short
term as far as Lok Sabha elections are concerned.

But there is also a perception
that Congress is dividing the
anti-BJP vote?
It is most important to understand that we need to rebuild
the Congress party based on
our core strength. For us, the
near term target is the Lok
Sabha elections for which we
had only about 45 days to prepare but the longer term target
is the assembly elections of
2022.

Was your job made a lot easier
by the fact that SP and BSP were
not keen on an alliance which

charted different paths. Certainly the goal is the same – to
ensure that the BJP does not
come back to power. We will
show the results on May 23.
What happens post that, we
will discuss at that time.

What about Madhya Pradesh?
Do you think you will be able to
translate some of your wins in
assembly elections into a good
showing in Lok Sabha polls?

n

Jyotiraditya Scindia

meant you had to go alone?
I don’t want to necessarily say
that the job was made easier or
tougher. I think it is a great
opportunity for the Congress
to re-implant itself in the
minds and hearts of people. To
that end in western UP, after a
long time we are fighting 34-35
out of 39 seats. We are fighting
almost about 80-85% seats for
the first time after many
years.

In 2009, you did quite well in UP.
What happened in the decade in
between?
Well, I don’t want to dwell too
much on the past but what is
very clear is that it is a combination of not only state factors
but also central factors. I think
2014 in many ways was not a
decay for the Congress alone
in Uttar Pradesh but nationwide. What happened in UP
was very much representative
of what happened in many
other states for example my
home state Madhya Pradesh
we got just 2 of the 29 seats. But
now the Congress is back on
an upswing. We have won five
state elections from Punjab to
Karnataka, Madhya Pradesh,
Chhattisgarh and Rajasthan. I
think all of this would have an
indelible imprint on what’s
going to happen on May 23.

Soon after the Pulwama attack,
there was resurgence of nationalist fervour even in rural population in Hindi heartland states. Do
you think this will be a factor in
these elections?
Where is the nationalism in a
party that has not been able to
give martyrdom status to the

MUJEEB FARUQUI/HT PHOTO

39 jawans who lost their lives
in the Pulwama attack? Please
understand that there is a
great divide in what the BJP
says and what the BJP does.
That is the undeniable defining characteristic of the BJP
whether it has to do with
nationalism, economic
growth, jobs, demonetisation,
GST, spirit of tolerance,
Babasaheb Ambedkar and
Sardar Patel. The Congress
party probably does not market itself as strongly it should
but whatever the Congress
party says or Rahul Gandhi
says he ensures that it is done.
Secondly, the Congress is very
clear in its thought process
and paradigm. The job of the
Congress party in government
is to ensure that growth percolates down to the grassroots
level in India. You have seen
that from 2004 to 2014. Lifting
about 20-25 million people
above the poverty line, ensuring close to 7.8% decadal
growth rate, putting in place a
mass scale MGNREGA programme, a Bharat Nirman
scheme which looks at Rs 1
lakh crore investments are no
mean tasks. What the BJP has
done in five years is only
renaming the Congress
schemes.

There is a certain level of mistrust
between Mayawati and
Congress party as compared
to SP with which you have
friendly terms. Would you do
business with her post-polls?
I can’t comment on it at this
point of time. What is very
clear is that the SP-BSP coalition and the Congress have

I am very confident that our
victories in by-polls and
assembly elections will certainly reflect in the Lok Sabha
elections. The results on May
23 will probably be the best
results in Madhya Pradesh in
the last 15-20 years.

Will you contest from your Lok
Sabha seat or elsewhere?
As far as my seat is concerned,
I have said that very clearly it
is for the Congress party to
decide. Guna has been my
home seat for last 17 year. It is
my home and people of Guna
are not merely my constituents, they are my family. That
is my inner feeling and that
feeling extends across Gwalior-Chambal and Malwa as
well and today that feeling
extends to the people across
Madhya Pradesh because of
the extensive people-to-people
contacts I have worked on
over the last five to eight
years.

We are seeing a series of IT raids
on people associated with the
Congress party in MP?
The BJP government in the
last 2-3 years has been on a
path of vindictiveness. It
wants a Kisan-mukt Bharat, a
Dalit-mukt Bharat, an Adivasi-mukt Bharat, not only a
Congress-mukt Bharat but
also a vipaksh (opposition)-mukt Bharat. That may
be their wish but the people of
India have always been much
more resilient and they have
always sided with truth and
justice. I am very confident
that we are going to see the end
of this BJP government at the
Centre.

What is your take on the BJP
manifesto?
The BJP is completely and
totally disconnected with not
only the people of India but

with the idea of India. The idea
of India is unity and diversity.
As far as economic policy of
this government is concerned,
it won’t be an exaggeration to
say that it has taken us 20
years back. It has mishandled
internal security, foreign policy, economic front and today
the people of India are crying
for security of life and environment and most importantly for jobs, jobs and jobs.

n 2014

RESULT: Kavitha (TRS) by a margin of
167,000 votes over Madhu Goud Yaskhi (Congress)

UTTAR PRADESH
SAHARANPUR
n IN

THE RING: Raghav Lakhanpal (BJP), Imran
Masood (Congress), Fazlur Rehman (Bahujan
Samaj Party)

n QUICK

TAKE: Sitting MP Raghav Lakhanpal and
Imran Masood are young leaders. Most top
leaders, including PM Narendra Modi, Uttar
Pradesh CM Yogi Adityanath, BSP supremo
Mayawati and SP chief Akhilesh Yadav have
visited. Muslims and dalits make up 70% of voters

n 2014

RESULTS: Lakhanpal (BJP) by a margin of
65,090 votes over Masood (Congress)

Is NYAY implementable?
It is absolutely doable and we
will show that it is doable. Yes,
it will cost us Rs 3.6 lakh crore
and yes we will raise the
resources. The same questions were asked to us when
we talked about MGNREGA,
Bharat Nirman and Rajiv
Gandhi Gram Vidyutikiran
Yojana. Did we not do it? Look
15 years ago in 2004, no one
could think about Rs 40,000
crore being deployed for
MGNREGA or Rs 72000 crore
for farm loan waiver and all
this was done by the UPA government. Today, we have done
farm loan waiver of Rs 79000
crore for about a crore of farmers in Madhya Pradesh,
Chhattisgarh and Rajasthan.
Where there is a will, determination and grit, even the
impossible can become possible. That is the difference
between Congress and BJP.

Rahul Gandhi is contesting from
two seats. Your opponents are
saying he has opted for a safe
seat of Wayanad because he is
facing a tough contest in Amethi.
Rahul Gandhi is fighting from
two seats. He is joining and
creating a unity and unison
between north and south
India. You will see the result
of that on May 23. It will create
a huge ripple effect both in
south and north India. And
this is not for the first time that
a leader is fighting from two
seats, Mr Narendra Modi has
done that and Mr Atal Bihari
Vajpayee had done that. Why
were these questions not
asked then? Rahul Gandhi’s
intention is quite clear – he is
going to fight and win both
seats.

Will Priyanka Gandhi Vadra contest from Uttar Pradesh?
That is her personal decision.

QUICK TAKE: Represented by chief minister K
Chandrasekhar Rao’s daughter. 178 farmers are
contesting as independent candidates, making it
the biggest election with over 27,000 EVMs.
OBCs, Reddys and Muslims dominate.

MUZAFFARNAGAR
n IN

THE RING: Ajit Singh (RLD) and Sanjeev
Baliyan (BJP)

n QUICK

TAKE: RLD’s support base of Jat and
Muslims voters was broken after the Muzaffarnagar riots in 2013, resulting in the defeat of Singh’s
son Jayant in the 2014 elections. Will Muslims and
Jats, who comprise more than half the electorate,
align or vote differently?

n 2014

RESULTS: Sanjeev Baliyan (BJP) by 400,000
votes over Kadir Rana (BSP)

UTTARAKHAND
PAURI GARHWAL
n IN

THE RING: Tirath Singh Rawat (BJP), Manish
Khanduri (Congress)

n QUICK

TAKE: Son of BJP CM and sitting MP, Maj
Gen (retd) BC Khanduri, Manish Khanduri is
contesting on a Congress ticket, making it a
Brahmin (Khanduri) versus Thakur (Rawat)
contest. The region is dominated by Thakurs, but
Khanduri senior is a well-respected politician

n 2014

RESULTS: Maj Gen (retd) BC Khanduri (BJP)
by 184,526 votes over Harak Singh Rawat (Cong)

NAINITAL-UDHAMSINGH NAGAR
n IN

THE RING: Ajay Bhatt (BJP), Harish Rawat
(Congress)

n QUICK

TAKE: Former Congress CM Harish Rawat
lost from Haridwar Rural and Kicchha in the
assembly elections. Rawat, a Rajput, is pitted
against a Brahmin (Bhatt), in a constituency that
has a sizeable Dalit population

n 2014

RESULTS: Bhagat Singh Koshyari (BJP) by
284,717 votes over KC Singh Baba (Cong)

CHHATTISGARH
BASTAR (ST)
n IN

THE RING: Biaduram Kashyap (BJP) and
Deepak Biaj (Congress).

n QUICK

TAKE: A tribal-dominated constituency, it
has been won by the BJP in the last 3 Lok Sabha
polls, but in the 2018 assembly elections, the
Congress swept the region. BJP denied a ticket to
sitting MP Dinesh Kashyap and opted for
Baiduram Kashyap, who lost to Biaj in 2018
assembly polls in Chirakot constituency

n 2014

RESULTS: Dinesh Kashyap (BJP) by 85,000
votes over Lakma Kawasi (Congress)

WEST BENGAL
COOCH BEHAR
n IN

THE RING: Paresh Adhikary (Trinamool
Congress),Gobinda Roy (All India Forward Bloc),
Priya Roy Chowdhury (Congress) and Nisith
Pramanik of BJP

n QUICK

TAKE: TMC won the seat in 2014 and 2016
by-polls with a margin of over 413,000 votes, but
BJP thinks it can win Cooch Behar

n 2014

RESULTS: Renuka Sinha (TMC) won by a
margin of 87,106 votes. After her death, Partha
Pratim Ray (TMC) won the bypoll by a margin of
413,241 votes over Hem Chandra Burman (BJP)

MAHARASHTRA
NAGPUR
n IN

THE RING: Nitin Gadkari (BJP) and Nana Patole
(Congress)

n QUICK

TAKE: A prestigious seat for the BJP with
the Rashtriya Swayamsevak Sangh headquartered here, Nagpur has a mix of Dalit, Muslim,
Kunbi and Brahmin communities. Patole quit BJP
in 2018 to join the Congress

n 2014

RESULTS: Nitin Gadkari (BJP) by 284,848
votes over Vilash Muttemwar (Congress)

CHANDRAPUR
n IN

THE RING: Hansraj Ahir (BJP) and Suresh
Dhanorkar (Congress)

n QUICK

TAKE: Ahir is a 4-term MP and his rival was
Shiv Sena’s MLA from the Warora AC (part this LS
constituency). Kunbi and Teli communities
dominate the region

n 2014

RESULTS: Hansraj Ahir (BJP) by 226,269
votes over Sanjay Deotale (Congress)

NORTH EAST
KALIABOR (ASSAM)
n IN

THE RING: Gaurav Gogoi (Congress), Moni
Madhab Mahanta (Asom Gana Parishad)

n QUICK

TAKE: Mahanta resigned as vice-president
of the All Assam Students Union and joined AGP.
His brother Keshab Mahanta is the MLA from
Kaliabor. A mixed demography consists of tea
garden workers, other indigenous tribal
communities, upper caste Assamese and Bengali
speaking Muslims

n 2014

RESULTS: Gogoi, son of former CM Tarun
Gogoi, won by 90,000 votes over Mrinal Kumar
Saikia (BJP)

BAGHPAT

ARUNACHAL WEST (ARUNACHAL PRADESH)

n IN

n IN

THE RING: Jayant Choudhary (RLD) and
Satyapal Singh (BJP)

n QUICK

TAKE: Jat-dominated Baghpat was a
bastion of late former PM Charan Singh. His son
and RLD chief, Ajit Singh was elected six times
from here, but the party lost in 2014. Choudhary
is Singh’s son. Satyapal Singh is former Mumbai
police commissioner. Muslims, Dalits and Jats
comprise the voting populace

results: Satyapal Singh (BJP) by 209,000
votes over Hazi Gulam Mohammad (SP)

THE RING: Union junior home minister Kiren
Rijiju (BJP) and former Arunchal Pradesh CM
Nabam Tuki (Congress)

n QUICK

TAKE: The minister is looking to break a
jinx on this constituency that has not returned
the incumbent in the last 3 polls. Jarjum Ete, a
popular woman politician who resigned from the
Congress and is contesting on a Janata Dal
(Secular) ticket, is also in fray

n 2014

n 2014

GAUTAM BUDH NAGAR

TURA (MEGHALAYA)

n

IN THE RING: Mahesh Sharma (BJP), Satveer
Nagar (BSP) and Arvind Kumar Singh (Congress)

n QUICK

TAKE: Sitting MP Mahesh Sharma got
big-ticket projects like Jewar airport and
Noida-Greater Nodia Metro to the constituency
but wasn’t accessibile to his constituents. The
region is also home district of former UP CM
Mayawati, who has fielded a candidate from
Gujjar community. The Congress candidate may
divide the Rajput votes that make a majority of
the electorate

n 2014

RESULTS: Mahesh Sharma (BJP) by
a margin of 258,871 votes over Narendra Bhati
(SP) now with BJP

GHAZIABAD
n IN

THE RING: General (retd) VK Singh (BJP),
Suresh Bansal (SP) and Dolly Sharma (Congress)

n QUICK

TAKE: The BSP-SP-RLD alliance is
posing challenge to union minister and BJP MP
VK Singh in a seat otherwise considered a safe
bet for the party. A primarily urban seat,
Brahmins are in majority besides Vaishya
community

n 2014

RESULTS: VK Singh (BJP) won by a margin of
567,260 votes over Raj Babbar (Congress)

results: Rijiju (BJP) by 41,000 votes over
Takam Sanjoy (Congress)

n IN

THE RING: Agatha Sangma (National People’s
Party) and Mukul Sangma (Congress)

n QUICK

TAKE: Agatha Sangma, elected twice from
here, wants to continue the legacy of father PA
Sangma, the representative for most part of the
last four decades. Her brother Conrad Sangma is
the state CM. She faces a tough battle against
former Congress CM Mukul Sangma

n 2016

BY-POLLS RESULTS: Conrad Sangma by
190,000 votes over Dikkanchi D Shira (Congress)

ODISHA
KALAHANDI
n IN

THE RING: Pushpendra Singhdeo (Biju Janata
Dal), Basant Panda (BJP) and Bhakta Charan Das
(Congress)

n QUICK

TAKE: Kalahandi is a BJD bastion. BJP has
fielded state unit president Basant Panda, a
Brahmin. The BJD has replaced sitting MP and
erstwhile royal Arka Keshari Deo with another
ex-royal, Pushpendra Singhdeo. The Congress has
put up former union minister Bhakta Charan Das.
Tribals constitute about 30% of the population

n 2014

RESULTS: Arka Keshari Deo (BJD) by 56,347
votes over Bhakta Charan Das (Congress)
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ASSAM: 1 HELD
FOR ASSAULTING
MAN OVER ‘BEEF’
SUSPICION
GUWAHATI: One person has been
arrested for allegedly beating up
an elderly person in Assam’s
Biswanath district and forcing
him to eat pork after accusing him
of selling beef, a senior police
official said on Tuesday. Director
General of Police Kuladhar Saikia,
in a tweet, also said that chief
minister Sarbananda Sonowal has
told them to take strict action
against all the accused and all of
them will be booked soon.

Engineer killed in Kanpur
Ordnance Factory blast
KANPUR: An assistant engineer
was killed and eight others were
injured in an explosion in the ‘gun
shop’ of the Ordnance Factory
here on Tuesday. Ruling out
sabotage, ordnance factory
general manager MK Garg said
said “This is a serious incident, we
are gathering all details to find
out what exactly went wrong.”

SSC paper leak: SC directs
CBI to file case diary, report
NEW DELHI: The Supreme Court
Tuesday directed the CBI to file
the case diary and the status
report of the investigation in the
2017 Staff Selection Commission
(SSC) exam paper leak case. A
bench of Justices SA Bobde, SK
Kaul and Indira Banerjee said it
will take up the matter for
hearing on April 11 as the court
was not sitting in the combination which had earlier heard the
issue.

Witnesses can now depose
over Skype: Bombay HC
MUMBAI: The Bombay high court
recently said it would accept
deposition of witnesses and
recording evidence over the
popular video-call application
Skype, instead of the traditional
video-conferencing method
courts suggest, as long as safeguards it recommends are
followed.

CPRF PERSONNEL HAVE PLAYED AN APPRECIABLE ROLE IN CHECKING
SEPARATISM AND TERRORISM IN JAMMU AND KASHMIR.

> RAM NATH KOVIND, President

Akhara opposes
govt’s plea in SC
AYODHYA CASE Nirmohi Akhara wants to be heard before the
Centre’s plea on returning ‘non-disputed’ land to original owners
HT Correspondents
n

letters@hindustantimes.com

NEW DELHI/ALLAHABAD: Nirmohi

Akhara, one of the three parties
to the Ramjanmabhoomi- Babri
Masjid land dispute, has opposed
the Union government’s application in the Supreme Court seeking permission to return the
“excess or superfluous land” out
of the 67.703 acres acquired in
Ayodhya to its original owners.
The Hindu Mahasabha and the
Sunni Waqf Board are the two
other parties to the dispute.
In an application filed before
the Supreme Court, Nirmohi
Akhara,a Hindu sect has said it
must be heard before the Centre’s
plea is decided. The Akhara
referred to the court’s 1994 judgement in the M Ismail Farooqui
case, which upheld the validity of
the acquisition made under the
law, Acquisition of Certain Area
at Ayodhya Act, 1993 and said the
land cannot be released until the
top court decides the suit.
By virtue of the 1994 verdict,
the land is held in trust by the
government but for the beneficial
enjoyment of the ultimate successful party in the suit. Rivarly
with other Hindu groups seems to
be behind the Akhara’s move.
“The Centre favours the Ram
Janmabhoomi Nyas and the
Vishwa Hindu Parishad. We are
apprehensive that if the court
returns the land to the Centre
then it will handover the entire
land to the Nyas,” said Mahant
Dhinendra Das, head of the Nir-

n

The Supreme Court is hearing
an appeal against the
Allahabad HC verdict that
divided the disputed land.

mohi Akhara. “...We want our
property back and all our temples
that were destroyed by the Kalyan Singh government restored,”
added Dhinendra Das.
On March 8, a Constitution
Bench headed by chief justice of
India Ranjan Gogoi ordered
mediation to attempt a solution to
the Ayodhya dispute. The court
appointed its retired judge Justice F M Ibrahim Kalifulla to head
the mediation panel. Godman
Ravi Shankar and senior advocate Sriram Panchu are the other
members of the panel. The SC is
hearing an appeal against the
Allahabad High Court verdict
that divided the disputed land,
measuring around 2.77 acres, into
three parts. By a 2-1 majority verdict, the HC had declared Ram
Lalla (the deity, represented by
the Hindu Mahasabha), Nirmohi
Akhara and the Waqf Board joint
title-holders of the property.
The Akhara said the state government had in October 1991
acquired 2.77 acres of the disputed land and demolished some

SC tells Assam to look for ways
to release detained immigrants
HT Correspondent
n

letters@hindustantimes.com

NEW DELHI : The Supreme Court
on Tuesday directed the Assam
government to submit a fresh
affidavit enumerating the possible “ways and means” that can
be adopted to release illegal
immigrants held in detention
centres for a long time.
The state admitted that its
track record of tracing illegal
immigrants who have merged
with the local population has
been “poor”.
A bench led by Chief Justice
of India (CJI) Ranjan Gogoi took
note of the state’s submission
that any observations by the
court at this stage may have an
impact on the Lok Sabha elections in the state and, therefore,
listed the matter for further
hearing on April 25. Assam goes
to polls on April 23.
But the court ordered the
state chief secretary, who was
present in court pursuant to a
direction during the last hearing, to hold a meeting of all
stakeholders and come out with
an affidavit before April 23.

ACCUSED ASKED
TO STAND TRIAL
IN ABHAYA CASE
THIRUVANANTHAPURAM: The Kerala high court on Tuesday dismissed revision petitions filed
by a priest and a nun seeking
discharge in the 1992 murder of
Sister Abhaya and directed
them to stand trial in the case.
Sister Abhaya, a Plus-Two
student, was found dead in the
well of the Pious X Convent in
Kottayam on March 27, 1992.
It was initially concluded
that she had committed suicide
but after the Central Bureau of
Investigation probe, two priests
and a nun — Father Thomas
Kottoor, Father Jose Poothrukayil and Sister Sefi — were
arrested and charged with murder in 2008.
According to the CBI charge
sheet, the priests were allegedly
having an illicit relationship
with Sister Sefi.
On March 27, 1992, Sister
Abhaya allegedly saw one of the
priests and the nun in a compromising position, following
which she was allegedly hacked
with an axe and thrown into the
well.
On Tuesday, justice Sunil
Thomas upheld the 2018 ruling
of a CBI special court that there
was sufficient evidence against
Father Kottoor and Sister Sefi.
Poothrukayil was discharged
on the ground of inadequate evidence by the CBI court. HTC

Details of how Assam plans to
release illegal immigrants living in detention centres have to
be incorporated in the affidavit.
At the outset, the court threw
a volley of questions at the chief
secretary, asking him to spell
out what steps the state has
taken to trace 44,000 foreigners
who are staying in Assam illegally, despite the tribunals holding them as illegal immigrants.
The top court noted the state
has so far identified 46,000 people as illegal immigrants. However, only 2,000 have been staying in detention centres.
Between 2013 and 2019, 166
foreigners have been deported.
“Isn’t your solemn duty to
deport all the foreigners who
have been declared to be foreigners? Tell us what you have
done to trace the foreigners,”
CJI Gogoi asked the chief secretary.
Admitting the track record of
the law-enforcement agencies
and the state has been poor in
tracing them, the chief secretary said the government had
proposed measures to track the
illegal immigrants.

CBI OPPOSES
LALU’S BAIL
PLEA IN SC
NEW DELHI: The CB) on
Tuesday opposed RJD
leader Lalu Prasad
Yadav’s bail plea in SC.
It said that Yadav wants
to pursue political activities in the garb of bail
on medical grounds.
In its affidavit, CBI
said that “any relief in
favour of Yadav would
be against the zero tolerance policy of the courts
on corruption and
would also set wrong
precedence in all corruption ases”.Yadav is
serving concurrent jail
terms after being convicted in December 2017
and January 2018 in
cases relating to fraudulent withdrawal of
money for cattle fodder.
HTC

Rahul to file Amethi
nomination today
Manish Chandra Pandey
n

manish.pandey@htlive.com

LUCKNOW: Congress president
Rahul Gandhi would file his nomination for the Lok Sabha elections from his family pocket borough — Amethi — on Wednesday.
Union minister and Bharatiya
Janata Party (BJP) leader Smriti
Irani, who lost to Gandhi in Amethi in 2014, would follow suit a day
later.
Gandhi’s mother, Sonia Gandhi and his sister, Priyanka Gandhi Vadra, will accompany him in
a procession to file his nomination. Uttar Pradesh chief minister
Yogi Adityanath and his cabinet
colleagues will join Irani’s show
of strength on Thursday.
On April 4, Gandhi filed his
papers to run for parliament from
Wayanad in Kerala as well.
Congress leader Nadeem Ashraf Jaisi said they will welcome
their leaders in Amethi by showering flowers on them. “The party
workers are excited about Rahul
Gandhi’s nomination.”
BJP leader, Uma Shankar Pandey, said Irani’s roadshow would
be twice as big as that of the Congress’s.
Congress leader Deepak Singh
said Irani has visited Amethi 15
times since 2014 elections, spent
44 hours there and scrapped 15
schemes meant for the constituency. He tweeted in contrast,
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BJP LEADER SMRITI
IRANI, WHO LOST TO
GANDHI IN AMETHI IN
2014, WOULD FILE HER
PAPERS ON THURSDAY
Rahul Gandhi has spent 744
hours in his constituency.
“People should analyse the
data independently,” he tweeted
on March 26.
BJP’s Uma Shankar Pandey
countered Singh’s claims and
said Irani has visited Amethi
more than 30 while Gandhi 15 odd
times.
According to BJP leaders,
Irani will arrive in Amethi on
Wednesday for the preparation of
her nomination.
The Congress’s nine-day
Rahul Sandesh Yatra that covered all five assembly segments
under the Amethi Lok Sabha constituency ended on Monday.
The BJP is attempting to woo
voters in rural by holding smaller
meetings.
“The then defence minister
Manohar Parrikar adopted two
villages in Amethi and did more
for them than the local MP [member of Parliament Gandhi] who
failed to do justice to the villages
of his own constituency. If I
become an MP, I will use my MP
fund for development of villages,” Irani said.

temples situated there. This
acquisition was quashed by the
HC in December 1992, but the
demolished temples were not
restored, it added.
The Nyas and the VHP are
unhappy over the Nirmohi
Akhara’s latest petition in apex
court and have dubbed it as
another move to scuttle efforts for
construction of Ram Mandir .
Reacting on the petition,
Mahant Nritya Gopal Das, head
of the Ram Janmabhoomi Nyas
which has been spearheading the
Ram Mandir movement across
the country, said: “The entire
land (2.77 acre and 67 acres)
belongs to the Ram Janmabhoomi Nyas... This petition of
the Nirmohi Akhara will further
delay construction of Ram Mandir in Ayodhya.”
The VHP has also reacted
strongly to the petition. “All parties concerned whose land was
acquired have already received
compensation from the Centre in
lieu of their acquired land. But
the Nyas is the only one which did
not apply for any compensation,”
said Sharad Sharma, regional
spokesperson of VHP. Now, no
one could stake its claim over the
land, Sharma added.
The Centre filed a petition on
January 29 last seeking return of
67 acre land in the periphery of
disputed 2.77 acre land at the Ram
Janmabhoomi–Babri Masjid site.
Through its petition, the Nirmohi
Akhara has urged the court to
hear its view point before delivering any judgment on the petition.

Citing Kasab’s
confession, Pak
agency opposes
LeT man’s bail
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

Islamabad has been under
pressure to act against terrorist
groups based in Pakistan since 40
paramilitary troopers were killed
in a car bomb attack in Jammu
and Kashmir’s Pulwama district
on February 14. The attack
prompted India to carry out an
airstrike on a Pakistani terror
camp on February 26. Pakistanbased Jaish-e-Mohammed (JeM)
claimed responsibility for the
Pulwama attack.
On April 2, Pakistan foreign
minister Shah Mahmood Qureshi said anti-terror financing
watchdog, Financial Action Task
Force (FATF), could blacklist
Pakistan. In June last year, the
Paris-based FATF placed Pakistan on the grey list of countries
with weak domestic laws related
to money laundering and terrorism financing.
The Islamabad HC took up
FIA’s appeal for Lakhvi’s bail
cancellation on Tuesday around
a month before FATF is due to
review in May Pakistan’s actions
in curbing terror financing and
money laundering. In a report
earlier this year, FATF specifically raised concerns about the
activity of eight terror groups,
including the LeT, in Pakistan.
Pakistani media reported the
HC sought within two weeks the
records of the Mumbai attacks
case as the FIA cited the difficulties in prosecuting the seven
accused. “The fact remains that
such cases of [banned] terrorist
organisations are not so easy to
be conducted and especially the
prosecution in such cases is the
most difficult job in our country
for the last many years,” Pakistan’s Dawn newspaper quoted
FIA’s appeal as saying. “In the
present case, the learned trial
judge [of the anti-terrorism
court] after the terrorist attack in
Islamabad courts [in March 2013]
refused to visit Adiala Jail [for the
trial] for a long time due to security reasons.” The appeal added
the threats prosecutors received
during the proceedings were conveyed to the authorities concerned. “

Verma withdraws
plea challenging
his supersession
HT Correspondent
n

‘India’s population grew
twice as fast as China’s’
Sanchita Sharma

letters@hindustantimes.com

n

letters@hindustantimes.com

NEW DELHI: A day after Vice

Admiral Bimal Verma challenged the appointment of his
junior Vice Admiral Karambir
Singh as the next navy chief, he
withdrew his petition from the
Armed Forces Tribunal after
the principal bench advised
him saying that he should raise
the issue of his supersession
with the defence ministry.
The tribunal asked Verma,
represented by his advocates
Rhea Verma and Ankur Chibber, to file a statutory complaint
with the defence ministry under
the provisions of the Navy Act.
People familiar with his suit
said he is likely to file a complaint.
Verma would have been the
senior-most officer in the Navy
on May 31 when the current
chief, Admiral Sunil Lanba
retires. But the government last
month decided against appointing him and opted instead for
Vice Admiral Karambir Singh,
the second senior-most officer.
While Verma heads the Andaman and Nicobar Command in
Port Blair, Singh currently
heads the Visakhapatnambased Eastern Naval Command.
Verma can approach the AFT
again if he is not satisfied with
the decision of the ministry on
his complaint.

NEW DELHI: India’s population

grew at 1.2% a year between 2010
and 2019, marginally higher
than the global average of 1.1% a
year in this period, but more
than double China’s 0.5% a year,
according to the United Nations
Population Fund’s (UNFPA)
State of the World Population
2018 report due to be released on
Wednesday.
The world’s population rose
to 7.715 billion in 2019, up from
7.633 billion the year before,
with the average life expectancy
remaining 72 years.
Least developed countries
recorded the highest population
growth, with countries in Africa
registering an average of 2.7% a
year, said the report, which
marks 50 years of the United
Nations Population Fund’s
(UNFPA) being established to
support countries to bring down
fertility levels.
Much of the overall increase
in global population till 2050 is
projected to occur in high fertility countries, mostly in Africa,
or in countries with large populations, such as India and
Nigeria.
Around half India’s population in 24 states have achieved
so-called replacement fertility
rates of 2.1 children per women,

which is the desired family size
when the population stops
growing, but the country’s large
youth bulge will continue to fuel
population growth even as the
size of the ageing population
increases.
“India must prepare for its
growing ageing population by
understanding the dynamics
and riding its demographic dividend by making sure young people are well educated, healthy
and contribute to society to
help grow the economy and look
after elderly going forward,”
said Klaus Beck, officer-incharge, UNFPA India.
“Employment for young people is critical, as is developing
public policies for the elderly on
pension, services and support,
and customised safety nets.
You have to start thinking
now.
India still has time to prepare
and learn from what other countries have done well and how it
can be customised for India,”
Beck added.
The poorest 20% households
have the largest unmet need for
contraception and reproductive
health services, with adolescents, disabled, unmarried
young people, and the socially
marginalised being the most
deprived, said the report.
The report also marks 25
years of International Confer-

ence on Population and Development (ICPD) in 1994, where
179 governments agreed on a
rights-based approach to sexual
and reproductive health to
address population growth.
Maternal deaths have declined
by at least 40% since 1994.
“India has made some
groundbreaking shifts at the
policy level and moved from a
target approach to family planning services and methods to a
rights-based approach, but it
has still not fully moved away
from sterilisation incentives
and disincentives, which should
never have been used,” said
Poonam Muttreja, executive
director, Population Foundation of India. The challenge lies
in the last-mile delivery of services.
“Larger policies have
changed and reproductive
rights are now recognised
legally, but little has changed on
the ground.
Women still account for at
least than 93% of total sterilisations, even though male sterilisation is safer, quicker and easier,” said Adsa Fatima, coordinator for the non-profit, SAMA
Resource Group for Women and
Health, which did a sexual and
reproductive health assessment
report for the National Human
Rights Commission in April
2018.

We are ready to talk to India
after polls, says Pak minister

Dowry harassment
cases can be filed
from anywhere: SC

Rezaul H Laskar

Bhadra Sinha

n

letters@hindustantimes.com

n

letters@hindustantimes.com

NEWDELHI:Pakistan is prepared to

NEW DELHI : The Supreme Court

talk to whoever comes to power in
India’s general election to work
towards the normalisation of
bilateral relations and to move
things forward from where they
had stopped, information minister Fawad Chaudhry said on
Tuesday.
Diplomatic channels that were
used to reduce tensions in the aftermath of the Pulwama terror
attack remain operational, albeit
“in the backdrop”, he said in an
interview. However, the Pakistani leadership believes there
will be no forward movement
until India’s election process is
completed, he added.
The remarks by Chaudhry,
considered to be close to both PM
Imran and Pakistan’s military
leadership, came against backdrop of foreign minister Shah
Mahmood Qureshi’s contention
over the weekend that India was
“hatching a new plan for aggression against Pak” during April
16-20. India had dismissed Qureshi’s remarks as an attempt at
“whipping up war hysteria” and
a “call to Pakistan-based terror-

on Tuesday held that a woman
who flees her matrimonial
home on account of dowry harassment can lodge a case against
her husband and in-laws at the
place where she currently
resides or takes shelter, including her parental home.
A three-judge bench led by
Chief Justice Ranjan Gogoi
expanded the jurisdiction of
courts in dowry harassment
cases and also gave a wider
interpretation to criminal procedure code (CrPC) that allows
cases to be filed and tried only in
courts within whose jurisdiction the crime occurred.

n

Pakistan PM Imran Khan says he believes there will be no forward
movement in relations until India’s election process is completed.
REUTERS

ists to undertake terror attack”.
Asked about Qureshi’s comments, Chaudhry, who spoke in a
mix of Urdu and English, replied:
“I think the foreign minister
referred to the statement of Prime
Minister Modi, that he has given
the entire authority for all actions
to the military. From that, he
inferred that if this authority has
been given, it could be misused at
any time.” He said Islamabad is
looking towards engaging with
the new dispensation in New
Delhi after the completion of the
Indian elections.
“Pakistan hopes the election
process is completed peacefully
and whichever government
comes to power, we will sit with

them and see how things can
moved forward.
It is obvious that the atmosphere that developed post-Pulwama and the tensions are not in
the interests of the people or the
region,” he said. “It’s important
to bring it down and to start the
process and take it forward from
where it had stopped, but for that
we have to wait for the Indian
election.”
In the aftermath of the Pulwama attack that was claimed by
Pakistan-based Jaish-e-Mohammed, India has linked any possible resumption of talks with Pakistan taking immediate, credible
and verifiable action against terrorist groups based on its soil .

PUBLIC NOTICE

GOVERNMENT OF HARYANA
EXCISE & TAXATION DEPARTMENT
NOTICE FOR INVITING e-TENDERS FOR ALLOTMENT OF
ZONES OF RETAIL LIQUOR LICENSES OF LIQUOR VENDS OF
FARIDABAD DISTRICT FROM THE GENERAL PUBLIC FOR
THE YEAR 2019-20 IN THE STATE OF HARYANA.
It is hereby notified for the information of general public that
e-TENDERS for ALLOTMENT of zones of retail liquor licenses of
liquor vends of the district Faridabad are invited for the year 20192020. The reserve prices of these zones shall be reduced in the slab
of 5% of the original reserve price in case reserve price of the Zone is
less than Rs.5.00 crore and in the slab of 3% of the original reserve
price in case reserve price of the Zone is more than Rs.5.00 crore. The
details of zones of retail liquor licenses of liquor vends of the district
Faridabad are as under:Sr.
No
1

Name of
Distt.

Zone Code

Faridabad ZFBD08 ZFBD12 ZFBD15 ZFBD16 ZFBD18 ZFBD22
ZFBD25 ZFBD27 ZFBD28 ZFBD32 ZFBD33 ZFBD35
ZFBD40 ZFBD44 ZFBD45

Schedule for invitation and evaluation for e-Tenders for
un-allotted Zones of retail liquor vends

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

1

Starting date and time for placing
e-tenders.

From 11th April, 2019
(09:00 A.M.)

2

Closing Date and time for placing
e-tenders.

Till 11th April, 2019
(05:00 P.M.)

3

Evaluation of e-tenders.

11th April, 2019
(06:00 P.M.)

These e-Tenders will be submitted online as per public notice
issued by the Department (published on 09th March, 2019) in
the leading newspapers inviting e-Tenders for allotment of retail
liquor licenses of Zones of vends for the year 2019-20. The public notice is available on the departmental website i.e.
www.haryanatax.gov.in.
The list of remaining Zones of vends in the Districts and venue for
evaluation of e-Tenders shall be conspicuously displayed in the
office of DETC (Excise) & DETC (ST) concerned. The list shall also
be
available
on
the
departmental
website
i.e.
www.haryanatax.gov.in.
The e-Tenders shall be received and the Zones of vends shall be
allotted in the manner prescribed in the Excise Policy for the year
2019-20 and the Punjab Excise Act, 1914 (as applicable to the
State of Haryana), the rules framed thereunder.
The relevant provisions contained in the previous Public Notices
issued for allotment of vends for the year 2019-2020 shall hold
good and are not reiterated.
The allotment shall be subject to the approval of the Excise and
Taxation Commissioner, Haryana. He may reject, without assigning any reason, any allotment in public interest as the case may
be within 10 days of the date of allotment.
Excise & Taxation Commissioner,
Haryana
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Real issues over Pakistanisunderthearmyjackboot
identity politics
The military has ensured that the nation’s
fledgling democracy is not allowed to take root

Bothshallowsecularismand
majoritarianismmustbeavoided

O

GURMEET
KANWAL

n Sunday, the Samajwadi Party(SP)-Bahujan Samaj
Party(BSP)-Rashtriya Lok Dal (RLD) alliance in
Uttar Pradesh (UP) held its first rally in Saharanpur’s Deoband. This was the first time that the three
parties’ leaders — Akhilesh Yadav, Mayawati and

Ajit Singh — representing distinct
political traditions and social groups,

ourtake

and with a long history of political
rivalry, came together. The gathering was impressive in terms
of numerical strength and organisational synergy. More substantively though, in terms of messaging, the rally, as expected,
was marked by a rather robust critique of the Narendra Modi
government. But what was as striking was Ms Mayawati’s sharp
attack against the Congress — she is understood to have been the
most resistant to a wider alliance with the Congress. Apprehensive that Muslims will split between the two anti-Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP) forces in the fray, the BSP leader explicitly
appealed to the community to not waste their votes on the Congress but consolidate fully behind the Gathbandhan (alliance).
The quest for the Muslim vote has been a feature of a rather
distorted secular politics in India for long, and Ms Mayawati’s
appeal fits into that tradition. This is disturbing because mobilising votes on the basis of religion is playing with fire. If this call for

A

fter India’s counter-terrorism
air strikes at Balakot in Februaryandthe reactionsthat these
evoked in the National Assembly, Pakistan appears to be
headedtowardsa denouement.
Accused by India, Iran and Afghanistan of
usingterrorismasaninstrumentofStatepolicy, Pakistan has been isolated in the region.
With an uncontrollable insurgency in Khyber-Pakhtunkhwa (KPK), a simmering freedommovementinBalochistan,unrestinGilgit-Baltistan and urban terrorism, the internal security environment is unstable.
Pakistan’s economy is in a shambles; the
currency has fallen to an all-time low of 140
rupees to a dollar. Pakistan has for long been
dependent on the United States’ largesse to
meet its obligations for the repayment of its
burgeoningdebt.However,duetoitsintransigence in extendingits cooperation in the war
against the Afghan Taliban, that source has
driedupandPrimeMinisterImranKhanand
chairman of the ruling Pakistan Tehreek-eInsaf party, has had to run to China, Saudi
ArabiaandtheUnitedArabEmiratesforhelp.
Pakistan’s deep State — the army and the
Inter-Services Intelligence (ISI) — has also

been facing challenges. The army’s counterinsurgencyoperationsinKPKandtheFederallyAdministeredTribalAreas(FATA)have
been floundering; its military camps have
beenrepeatedlyattackedwithsomeattackers
comingfromwithintherankandfile;itsrelations with the US and its North Atlantic
Treaty Organization (NATO) allies have
plummeted;anddefencepreparednessissuboptimal.Theonlysavinggraceisthatapliable
prime minister is now holding office.
The military jackboot has ridden roughshod over Pakistan’s polity for most of the
country’shistorysinceitsindependence.The
armyrepeatedlytookoverthereinsofadministration under the guise of the “doctrine of
necessity”and,incompletedisregardofinternational norms of jurisprudence, Pakistan’s
Supreme Court mostly played along.
The army has ensured that Pakistan’s
fledgling democracy is not allowed to take
deep root. It determines Pakistan’s national
security threats and challenges and decides
how to dealwith them. Pakistan’s policies on
AfghanistanandJammuandKashmir(J&K)
are guided by the army and the rapprochementprocesswithIndiacannotproceedwithoutits concurrence. ThearmycontrolsPakistan’s nuclear weapons programme. The
civiliangovernmenthasnoroletoplayinformulatingthedoctrinefornucleardeterrence,
theforcestructures,thetargetingpoliciesand
the command and control. The army chief
decides the defence expenditure and all
defence procurements.
Inorder toweaken India,asalsoto further
China’sagendatoreduceIndia’sinfluencein

n

ous Taliban factions like the North Waziristan-based Haqqani Network to operate in
Afghanistan against the elected regime and
againstNATOforces.TheISIplaysthedestabilisationcarddespitethefactthatPakistanis
a major non-NATO ally, as evidenced in the
killing of Osama bin Laden in the army cantonment of Abbottabad, where he had been
housed by the ISI for almost five years.
Some of the powers usurped by the army
can be attributed to the political parties’ selfinflictedinjuries.Theshenanigansofthetwo
mainpoliticalparties—thePakistanPeople’s
Party(PPP)andthePakistanMuslimLeague
(Nawaz) or PML(N) — and widespread corruptionledseveraltimes tothe people’scomplete disenchantment with the rule of PPP’s
Bhuttos (Zulfiqar and Benazir) and Asif Ali
ZardariandPML(N)’sNawazSharif.Inadditiontopoorpoliticalleadership,thefailureof
democratic institutions can also be ascribed
toconstitutionalandjudicialweaknessesand
the unsatisfactory levels of socioeconomic
development.
Realisation must dawn on the army that it
has let down the country. Pakistan cannot
survive as a coherent nation state unless the
army gives up four things: driving the country’s national security and foreign policies
fromthe backseat;seekingstrategicdepthin
Afghanistan; attempting to destabilise India
through its proxy war; and meddling in politics. The army must pull itself up by the bootstrapsandsubstantivelyenhanceitscapacity
to conduct effective counter-insurgency and
counter-terrorismoperations.Inthenational
interest, the army must give up being a State
within a State and accept civilian control,
even if it does so with bad grace.
Gurmeet Kanwal is former director, Centre for Land
Warfare Studies (CLAWS), New Delhi
The views expressed are personal

The only saving grace is that a pliable
prime minister is now holding office REUTERS

Asia, the Pakistan army has adopted a carefully calculated strategy to bleed India
throughathousandcuts.Thishasbeengiven
effectovertlythroughirregularwarfaremanifested in the Razakar and Mujahid invasion
ofKashmirin1947-48andOperationGibraltar
in 1965; and, the Kargil intrusions of 1999. A
proxywarhasbeen wagedthrough ISI-sponsored militancy and terrorism in J&K since
1989-90andinotherpartsofIndia.Inthe1980s,
PakistanhadsupportedSikhterroristorganisationsintheirventuretoseekthecreationof
an independent state of Khalistan.
The ISIprovidesoperational,intelligence,
communication,training,financialandmaterialsupporttofundamentalistterroristorganisations like theLashkar-e-Taiba(LeT) and
the Jaish-e-Mohammed (JeM) to wage war
against India. Similarly, it providessubstantialintelligenceandmaterialsupporttovari-

HowtheAfghan knotnow
evokesmemoriesof 1989

LEFTBEHIND

Muslim votes constitutes one danger, the quest to construct a
Hindu vote — by appealing to raw emotions, and stoking suspicion and hatred of the minorities — constitutes the other danger.
The BJP and its ideological fellow travellers have been most

Both the lack of internal consensus and legitimacy for
external interference are similar to the Soviet days

guilty of this. The two tendencies feed into each other.
India has enough instances to show that majority and minority communalism have perilous consequences. In this election,

TCA
RAGHAVAN

parties must stay away from both shallow secularism, which
seeks to treat minorities as a homogeneous votebank to be mobilised, and majoritarianism, which seeks to blur all the diversity
within the Hindu fold. Identity matters in electoral politics. But
parties often use identity to divert the electorate from the real
issues of livelihood, economy, governance, and escape the
responsibility of providing a vision for the future. Let voters vote
as individuals, exercising their judgement on issues, rather than

§

treat their religious identity as the driver of political choice.

Pakistan holds the key
to the real F-16 story
Fromdayone,Islamabadhasbeen
choppingandchangingitsnarrative

T

n

between the air forces of the two countries refuses to
die. In order to quash all doubts, the IAF called a press

briefing on Monday and released evidence supporting its claim.
If one puts all the circumstantial evidence together, it does
presents a compelling narrative. To begin with, the Pakistani
army spokesperson, Asif Ghafoor, spoke of two pilots captured
on the day of the dogfight. Later he changed his statement to
claim that Pakistan had just one Indian pilot in custody. Pakistan
also made the claim that F-16s were not at all used in the dogfight.
The IAF has conclusively established that this was patently
untrue.
Radar images, telephone communications intercepts, and
parachute sightings corroborate IAF’s claim. In normal course,
this much evidence would have sealed the debate. However, a
recent report in the Foreign Policy magazine quoted two

unnamed senior US defence officials, who revealed that an audit
of F-16s in Pakistan has been conducted and no plane was found
missing. If this report is accurate, then there is no question of an
F-16 being shot down on February 27. Then, the US Defence
department said it was unaware of any such count having been
undertaken.

Kerala was one state where the Left hoped to do well,
since its appeal elsewhere in the country has shrunk
VENKATESHA
BABU

W

hen Congress president Rahul
Gandhiannouncedhisintention
to also contest from Wayanand,
some of the attacks on the decision came not from the usual opponent, the
Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP), but from a
nominalally,theLeftFront.Theydecriedhis
decision as a betrayal of the unity of “secular
forces”. The Left’s angst is understandable.
After being reduced to irrelevance across
parts of the country, the Left is depending on
the20seatsinKerala,theonlystatewhereitis
ruling,toshoreupitsnumbersinParliament.
If Gandhi’s candidature has a ripple effect
across neighbouring constituencies, this
might upset the Left’s calculations. For the
IndianLeft,whichafterIndependence,constituted the second most powerful block in Parliament after the Congress, the decline has
been precipitous. This has occurred even as
theBJPhasgrownfromstrengthtostrength.
AlthoughtheLeft’sappealhasshrunkover
the decades, till recently it could reliably
countonitstraditionalcitadelslikeWestBengal,Tripuraand,ofcourse,Keralatoreturna
chunkofseatsTheLeftFront(comprisingthe
CPI(M), CPI, RSP and AIFB) commanded 59
seats in the 14th Lok Sabha. However, with
WestBengalnowlargelybeingafightbetween
theTrinamoolCongressandtheBJP,theLeft
has become a fringe player in the state. With
Tripura hosting a saffron government, the

The IAF has released all the evidence it could without com-

completely mum on the second pilot. It is for the Pakistani media
now to probe the matter and ask penetrating questions of the top
armed forces officials in the country. Still, this is a good time for
the IAF to review the happenings of the day and introspect on its
battlefield capabilities and communication strategy.

Left’s prospects in the state aren’t too bright.
KeralawastheonestatewheretheLeftwas
hoping to do well. However the Pinarayi
Vijayan-led government’s mismanagement
last year of the once-in-a-century floods, the
manner in which it tried to enforce the
Supreme Court order on Sabarimala, the
introduction and withdrawal of a draft bill to
regulate functioning of Churches alienating
thepowerfulChristiancommunity,arelikely
to have an impact on the poll outcome. The
political violence across the state, which left
morethan30deadinthethreeyearsoftheLeft
rule, will have a bearing on the results.
Surprisingly the usually fractious United
DemocraticFront(UDF)seemstohavegotits
act together. Unlike in several other parts of
the country, the Congress and its allies were
quick to announce their candidates. Also,
exceptfortheoddnoteofdissent,asinEranakulam,wherethefive-termMemberofParliament (MP), KV Thomas, was replaced by
NationalStudentsUnionofIndialeader,Hibi
Eden, the UDF seems to have got its caste,
region and religion balance right.
One X-factor on which no two analysts
seem to agree is what role the BJP is likely to
play.Inthelastgeneralelection,thepartygot
10.82%ofvotesbutnoseats.ThistimetheBJP
is hoping for a better performance, which is
why its star campaigners, Prime Minister
Narendra Modi and party president, Amit
Shah, have repeatedly toured the state. The
Left Front would be dearly hoping that the
BJPcuts intoUDF’s votes.Otherwise Parliament might see the lowest representation of
Leftpartiesever.Ifthatcomestopass,theLeft
wouldhavenobodybutitselftoblamebecause
ithasfailedtoadapttochangingaspirationsof
all sections of the society across the country.
n
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AGE THROWS OPEN
DOORS OF KNOWLEDGE
WHICH WE MUST EMBRACE

IN US-TALIBAN NEGOTIATIONS,
THE FEATURE MOST
COMMENTED UPON IS THE
EXCLUSION OF THE AFGHAN
GOVERNMENT. TO MANY, THIS IS
THE US DELEGITIMISING THE
STANDING OF THE GOVERNMENT

venkatesha.babu@hindustantimes.com

Sumit Paul

prising confidential information, but the key lies with the Pakistan army, which had claimed the capture of two pilots but went

he Soviet invasion of Afghanistan
was only one in a cluster of unconnected events in 1979 that transformed Asia and the world. Some
othersalsostandout:therevolutioninIran;
the execution of Zulfikar Ali Bhutto; the
beginning of the age of globalisation representedbytheelectionofMargaretThatcher
and Ronald Reagan in the UK and the US
respectively;and,finally,thebeginningofa
newrelationshipbetweentheUSandChina.
Each of these weighs heavily on the
present. In our immediate neighbourhood
in Pakistan and Afghanistan, democracy
deficit and foreign invasion respectively
havevitiatedpoliticsandsocietysince1979.
The understanding forged in 1979 between
China and the US seems now finally to be
ending.TheBrexitdramaisfuelledinlarge
part both by discontents of the European
idea of 1989 as of globalisation in general.
Asanotherforeigninterventiondrawsto
acloseinAfghanistan,italsoevokesmemoriesof1989asSovietinterventioncametoan
end. This had been the Soviet Union’s longest military intervention. Its origins in
December1979lieattheendofalongseason
ofpoliticalinstabilityandintra-Afghanconflict. The entry of Soviet troops into Kabul
was accompanied by the execution of the
AfghanPresident,HafizullahAmin.Hehad
himselfcometopoweronlysomeweeksearlier following a coup against his predecessor, Nur Mohammad Taraki, who also was
murderedafterthecoup.Tarakihadinturn
deposed (and murdered) the earlier President, Mohammad Daud Khan, in a coup in
April 1978. Afghan disunity and outside
interference created the conditions for foreigninvasionandsubsequentdecadeshave
shown how deep both these factors are.
MuchliketheSovietUniondidinthelate
1980s, the United States now contemplates
the end of its longest ever military engage-

Rahul in Wayanad may
contribute to the Left’s fall

he controversy over the Indian Air Force (IAF) killing
a Pakistani F-16 during the February 27 aerial dogfight

T

If Rahul Gandhi’s candidature has a ripple effect across neighbouring constituencies, this
REUTERS
might upset the Left’s calculations

Thebeautyofthefinalphaseofhumanlifeis
thatone getsto lookback atthe cavalcade of
events and experiences in life with a smile.
Nothing can and should be judged halfway.
Life canonlybejudgedin its totalitywhen it
reachesitslogicalend.Likeicingonthecake,
theadvancedagebringslifetoaTandmakes
one more understanding and pragmatic.
During one’s youth, there’s often an irrational and romantic fascination for cutting
shortone’slife,whichiscalled“JamesDean

Syndrome.” This is a fleeting phase. Death
wishes at a young age is nothing but a fancifully futile exercise in pseudo intellectualism.
Medical science’s latest findingsindicate
that the very term ‘senile degeneration’ is
not only derogatory, it’s physiologically
incorrectaswell.It’sbeenfoundinanumber
of cases that human body can generate new
cells,especiallyglialcellsinbrain,responsibleforhigherlevelofthinkingandcognition.
This explains why very many greats have
been ‘ late bloomers.’ What one gets to learn

ment. Its endgame throws up an inevitable
comparison with the then Soviet Union’s
diplomaticmoves.Then,asnow,aprincipal
driver of the diplomacy surrounding the
entire negotiation was the imperative of
withdrawal. The Soviet Union had been
speaking about a time frame for phased
withdrawalforsomeyearsbutinDecember
1987, President Mikhail Gorbachev’s
announcement of a withdrawal within one
year focused minds. This was followed by a
further ultimatum in April 1988 that the
withdrawal would take place with or without an agreement.
In the current US-Taliban negotiations,
the feature most commented upon is the
exclusion of the Afghanistan government.
To many, this is the US delegitimising and
eroding the standing of the government it
hasdonesomuchtoputinplaceandsteadily
support.Inthisview,itisnotsomuchapolitical settlement that is being concluded as a
framework for withdrawal. In 1988, too
many felt that the Geneva accords were no
more than a face-saver for Soviet withdrawalandnotatemplateforintra-Afghan
peace.
Twonovelfeaturesofthe1988agreement
seemrelevanttorecall.TheGenevaAccords
of April 1988 were signed by the governmentsofAfghanistanandPakistanwiththe
Soviet Union and the US acting as guarantors. Nevertheless, Pakistan premised its
signatureonitsexistingpolicyofnotrecognisingtheregimeinKabul.TheUSsimilarly
held that its role as a guarantor to an agreement the government of Afghanistan had
justsignedwasnotintendedto“implyinany
respectrecognitionofthepresentregimein
KabulasthelawfulgovernmentofAfghanistan”!Thesecondfeaturewasequallynovel.
Both the Soviet Union and the US retained
theoptiontocontinuemilitaryassistanceto
theconflictingparties—theAfghangovernment andthe Mujahideen alliancebased in
Pakistan. This option was specifically
intendedtonullifyinlegaltermstheprinciple of non-interference and non-intervention prominentlymentionedin the Geneva
Accord.
These two features show the enormous
flexibilitythatcanbeembeddedinacreative
negotiatingprocess.Buttheyalsounderline
what the Geneva accords really were — a
mechanism for Soviet withdrawal. These
twofeaturesensuredthesubsequentfailure
tobuildpeaceinAfghanistan.Thehistorical
moment we are poised at today recalls elements of both 1979 and 1988/1989 as lack of
internal Afghan consensus and legitimacy
for external interference comprise an
Afghan knot which is not easy to untie.
T C A Raghavan is a retired diplomat and is currently
director general of the Indian Council of World Affairs.
The views expressed are personal

and realise at an advanced age, cannot be
comparedwiththeimpermanentknowledge
ofyouth.BecauseinthewordsofLao-tse,“A
young person can beintelligent,but seldom
is he wise.”Like wine, human beings also
emanate the fragrance of wisdom and sapienceastheyadvanceinage.Agethrowsopen
thewindowsofknowledge.So,growoldand
wait for them to open.
Inner Voice comprises contributions
from our readers
The views expressed are personal
n
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UNIVERSITY OF HYDERABAD

Universities hold a tremendously diverse group of youngsters who will determine the course of Indian politics. We take a look at what issues are shaping major campuses

What the Vemula stir
taught Dalit students
THE CASTE DIVIDE Vijaya Kumar
Pedapudi, a doctoral student at
Hyderabad University and BSP’s
Parchur candidate, says little has
changed in contours of caste bias

funding, on the lines of the more-publicisedcampaignofJawaharlalNehruUniversitystudentleaderKanhaiyaKumar.
He says he often faces bias on the campaign trail.
“People say, oh he is Dalit, he is son of
poor parents, how dare he dream of
becominganMLA?.Hecomesfromalow
caste, how can he represent Parchur?
They think if someone wants to be a lawmaker, they need to be upper-caste.”
But he refusestoback down.“Us marginalised people remain as voters, our
youngboysaregiven~500tobecomepolitical coolies. But we don’t realise that the
elected government affects us marginalised sections the most. We have to capturepoliticalpower,which,asBabasaheb
said, is the master key,” he adds.

INDIA

Dhrubo Jyoti
n

letters@hindustantimes.com

T

he day begins early in Suravaripalli.
Shortly after dawn, young
men leave for construction
sites along the highway connecting Vijayawada and Guntur, where
theywillworkforthenext12hoursbuilding condominiums and office buildings.
Thewomencookforthedaybeforeheading to work in the cotton fields that ring
the village in Andhra Pradesh’s Prakasam district.
Last Sunday, the routine was broken
as adults and children gathered outside
the local school to see a new candidate
campaignforelection.Dressedinawhite
shirt andblack trousers, heset off froma
clusterhousingtheDalitChristianpopulation of the village – photos of BR
Ambedkar jostled for space with Jesus
Christ portraits — as an auto rickshaw
covered with blue flexes of Ambedkar,
Kanshi Ram, Jyotiba Phule and Savitribai Phule blared out “Jai Bhim” and
other political slogans.
Trailinghimwasasmallgroupofmen
whodistributedpamphletstoeachhousehold.
Vijaya Kumar Pedapudi, a doctoral
studentofpoliticalscienceattheUniversity of Hyderabad (UoH), is fighting for
electiontotheAndhraPradeshassembly
constituencyfromParchurwhereheconfronts two political heavyweights. Elections to the Lok Sabha the assembly will
takeplacesimultaneouslyinAndhraPradeshon11April. Pedapudiwasoneoffive
students expelledfromtheirhostelbythe
university administration in November
2015 following allegations of violence
involving an Akhil Bharatiya Vidyarthi
Parishad (ABVP) student.
The students,allofwhomwereDalits,
thensetupcampinthesquareoutsidethe
university shopping complex, and their

TEL ANGANA

UNIVERSITY OF
HYDERABAD
protest went unnoticed for months until
one of them, Rohith Vemula, committed
suicide and left a poignant note, which
sparked protests across India and
prompted a national debate on castebased discrimination on Indian campuses.
Pedapudi says little changed in the
contoursofcastebias,forcinghimtotake
the electoral plunge as a candidate of the
Bahujan Samaj Party (BSP)-Jana Sena
alliance.“Wehavebeeninstudentmovement for many years but we could not
achieve things fully. So I decided that
political process is the only way to bring
justiceforthepoorandmarginalised,”he
says.
Pedapudi’selectionaffidavitsaysheis
unemployedanddoesn’tholdanycash,or
agricultural land. The son of poor farm
labourersinMupallavillageofPrakasam
district. Pedapudi says the decade he
spentatUoHshowedhimthelimitations
of student politics.
“Peoplelookforsomesensation,butif
we are losing sensation, they won’t support us. This is what happened to the
Rohith movement; when he died, we got
massive support but not for long,” he
says, referring to their demands for the
arrest of those responsible for castebased discrimination against Vemula
and the enactment of an umbrella law
against caste bias on campuses.
His campaign is dependent on crowd-

TOUGH FIGHT
Among Pedapudi’s main opponents in
Parchur is the sitting MLA from the Telugu Desam Party (TDP) Y Sambhasiva
RaoandtheYSRCongressparty’sDaggubatiVenkateswaraRao,theson-in-lawof
formerchiefministerNTRamaRao.Both
are waging high-profile campaigns.
But his fight is more symbolic than
about winning or losing, especially
becauseheisfightingfromanunreserved
constituency. “In India, it is almost a
giventhatunreservedconstituenciesare
reserved for upper castes. I wanted to
break that idea,” he says.
At theheartofParchurlies the village
ofKaramchedu,whichin1985witnessed
a brutal massacre of Dalit families by
upper-caste Kamma men after a dispute
over the local well. It triggered national
outragethatculminatedinthewatershed
Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes
(PreventionofAtrocities) Act fouryears
later.
For a young Dalit person to fight for
electoralpoweratthesiteofcastebrutality is an important symbol, say experts.
“Hiscandidatureisimportantbecauseit
shows that student movements are not
sufficient, especially because social
movements have slowly wilted with the
onslaught of globalization. The way out
for the Dalits is to follow Ambedkar’s
notionofusingthestate,andtogainpoliticalpower,”saidRamuduSreepati,aprofessor at the Centre for Study of Social
Exclusion and Inclusive Policy at UoH.
Pedapudi belongs to the Ambedkar

n

Police use water canon to disperse members of various student organisations during a protest to sack the vice-chancellor of
the Hyderabad Central University against the death of Rohith Vemula, a Dalit research fellow who committed suicide after he
HT ARCHIVES
was expelled from the university, in New Delhi in January 2016.

StudentsAssociation(ASA),agroupthat
wassetupin1993intheUoHbymarginalisedcastestudentstobetheirvoice.Over
thenext25years,ASAbecamethefaceof
Dalit aspiration and progress in the face
of institutional hostility and structural
biases.ButthedeathofVemula,whowas
also an ASAmember, andthe stumbling
ofthemovementmayhaveunderlinedits
limits.
“You cannot wage a war for long. The
lessonsfromtheRohithmovementiswhy
Pedapudijoinedpolitics,”Sreepatiadded.
TURMOIL ON CAMPUS
Pedapudi’s electoral plunge comes at a
time of churn at the university. After
eight years, the ABVP swept the student
council elections in 2018, trouncing a
rainbowDalit-Muslim-tribalallianceand
Left parties.
ASA and other students continue to
protestagainstthevice-chancellor,Appa
Rao Podile, amid tensions between leftand right-wing groups. Both the university and the vice-chancellor have denied
accusationsofcastebiasandinstitutedan
inquiry.
In January, protests rocked the campusaftertheadministrationdemolished
the velivada, a temporary structure featuringanti-casteiconssetupbyVemula.
Then,lastmonththeannualfestivalwas
marred by allegations, especially by the
Students Islamic Organisation of India,
thatanti-Islamslogansandchantsinsupport of the Ram temple in Ayodhya were
shouted.

htclassifieds
PROPERTY
LAND FOR SALE
L'KG FOR MNC & Educational
institute 12 Bigha Agriculture land
with Boundary walls built in Patiala
(PB) near NH, prime location.
M: +91 94170 72303.

PUBLIC NOTICES

PUBLIC NOTICES

I, PRAVESH kumar S/o Nanku, R/o

I, HARPRIT Kaur Virk W/o Gurpreet

373, Phase 2, Ramdarbar,
Chandigarh have changed my name
from Parvej to Pravesh Kumar.

I, BIKRAM jit Singh Marahar S/o
Surjan Singh, Vill Ghanaur Kalan Teh
Dhuri Sangrur, changed my name to
Bikram jit Singh.

I NARENDER Singh S/o Shyam

EMPLOYMENT
TEACHERS REQUIRED for Akal
Academy Dakra Sahib, Near Raipur
Rani, Akal Academy Holi, Near M.M
University Mullana, Barara, Akal
Academy Manoli Surat, Distt. Mohali
for Kindergarten, English, Social
Science, Science, Sports (PTI) and
Librarian. Fluency in English is must.
Eligibility: Graduation/ Post Graduation in required stream. Transport
facility available. Salary: 15,000 to
20,000. Walk in interview: Test:
Sharp 10:30 am. only Gurudwara
Saheed Baba Deep Singh Ji, Ichaa
Poorak Dham, Near Village
Devinagar, G.T. Road, Ambala City
(98720-18459) on 13.04.2019.

PUBLIC NOTICES
OFFICE OF THE PRINCIPAL, Dr. RADHAKRISHNAN
GOVERNMENT MEDICAL COLEGE HAMIRPUR(HP)
No.HFW/HMR(Govt. Medical College)Building/.
Accommodation/18/- Dated:-

NOTICE INVITING EXPRESSION OF INTEREST FOR RESIDENTIAL,
HOSTEL ACCOMMODATION & SPACE FOR HOSPITAL/MEDICAL
COLLEGE DEPARTMENTS
Expression of interest is hereby invited from interested parties, building owners,
public for hiring of Residential Accommodation & space for Hospital and Medical
College departments preferably within/nearby Hamirpur town for Dr. Radhakrishnan
Govt. Medical College, Hamirpur as per following specifications on lease basis, initially
for two years which may be extended further on yearly basis. The detailed
specifications of the required accommodations are as under:A) Residential Quarters for faculty:i) Type-IV(03 Bedroom, 01 Drawing room with Kitchen & 2 bathrooms/
toilets)= 15 Nos
ii) Type-III(02 Bedroom, 01 Drawing room with Kitchen & 1 bathrooms/toilet)=
15 Nos
iii) Type-II(02 Bedroom with Kitchen & 1 bathroom/toilet)= 15 Nos
The accommodations should be completely furnished with facility of water and
electricity, parking etc.
B) Building & Space for the use of Hospital/Medical College Department with
following facilities:i) Electricity, Water and Sewerage
ii) Proper road connectivity and parking
iii) Proper attached toilets and washroom facility .
iv) Space available for OT, laboratory, X-ray/USG/ICU with Central Oxygen Supply
line
v) OPD Rooms as per MCI norms
vi) IPD as per MCI norms
The accommodation equipped with furniture like table, chair, Almirah with locking
system and hospital furniture will be preferred. The maintenance of hospital building will
be done by the leaser at his own cost.
The Expression of Interest should reach in the office of Principal, Dr. Radhakrishnan
Government Medical College Hamirpur(HP) on or before 02-05-2019 upto 2.00 pm.
The application format for EOI may be downloaded from the Medical College website:
- http://www.rgmchamirpur.org/or may be procured from the office of Principal Dr
RKGMC Hamirpur (HP) on any working day between 10.00 am to 5.00 pm.
The tender will be finalized after the MCC as per permission from the Election
Department, Govt. of HP vide letter No 3-9/2019-ELN-I-53-933 dated 17-03-2019.
Joint Director(Admn), Dr. Radhakrishnan Govt. Medical College,
Hamirpur(HP)-177001, e.mail. principal.hamirpur@gmail.com
0013

I PARMOD Kumar Ahuja S/o Gian
Chand Ahuja R/o B-XXV-347/72/2A,
Sardar Nagar, Salem Tabri inform
the general public that Parmod
Kumar Ahuja and Parmod Ahuja are
the name of one and same person.

I MAHINDER Kaur W/o Yograj
Singh R/o 1355/4C/1, Near Ravidas
Dharamshala Haibowal Khurd,
Ludhiana hereby declare that
Mahinder Kaur and Mohinder Kaur
is one and the same person.

I, OP Mahendru (72), S/o Late Sh.
Manohar Lal Mahendru, R/o H.No.
71/10, Handeti, PO Purana Bazaar,
Tehsil Sundernagar, district Mandi
HP declare that my passport bearing
No. 1053951, issued from Shimla has
expired on 11/12/2018. My name in
current passport is Om Prakash
Manohar Lal Mahendru. That now I
want to apply for new passport and
my name changed to be OP
Mahendru since my Aadhar card
bears the same name. Concerned
may note.

I, BIKRAMJIT Singh S/o Nirmal
Singh Village Kotla Bathungarh,
Tehsil Baba Bakala Sahib, (Amritsar)
have changed my name Bikramjit
Singh to Bikramjit Singh Chahal.

Singh R/o Vill Jhalri, P.O. Anti, Tehsil
Jubbal, Distt. Shimla have changed
my name from Narender Singh to
Narender Chauhan.

I, RANJEET Singh S/o Sh. Ajaib
Singh R/o # 112, Village Todarmajra,
Mohali have Changed my name from
Ranjeet Singh to Ranjit Singh.

COURT NOTICES
(U/o 5 Rule 20 CPC)
IN THE COURT OF SH. AMAR
PAUL, ADDITIONAL DISTRICT &
SESSIONS JUDGE, LUDHIANA
CNR No. PBLD01-017940-2017
Next Date:- 26-04-2019
MADHAVI RAMESH DUDANI
Vs.
RAMESH KIRMATRAI DUDANI
PUBLICATION ISSUED TO:
2. MR. R.K. KARANJIA, EDITOR,
BLITZ PUBLICATIONS PVT. LTD.
MUMBAI MAHARASHTRA.
3.
MR.
R.K.
KARANJIA,
PUBLISHER,
BLITZ
PUBLICATIONS PVT. LTD
MUMBAI MAHARASHTRA.
4. MR. LYLA BAVAADAM,
REPORTED,
BLITX
PUBLICATIONS PVT. LTD.
MUMBAI, MAHARASHTRA.
5. BLITZ PUBLICATIONS PVT. LTD.
MUMBAI, MAHARASHTRA
DEFENDANTS NO. 2 TO 5
HAVE THEIR OFEENCE AT
17/17-H, CAWASJI PATEL
STREET, FORT, MUMBAI,
MAHARASHTRA
In above titled case, the
defendant(s)/ respondent(s) could
not be served. It is ordered that
defendant(s)/
respondent(s)
should appear in person or
through counsel on 26-04-2019 at
10:00 a.m.
For
details
logon
to
https://highcourtchd.gov.in/?
trs=district_notice&district
=Ludhiana
Dated, this day of 30-03-2019
Sd/-, Additional District &
Sessions Judge, Ludhiana

Singh, Vill. Chhaleri Khurd, PO. Pola,
Teh & Distt.Fatehgarh Sahib,
changed name Harpreet Kaur.

COURT NOTICES
(U/o 5 Rule 20 CPC)
IN THE COURT OF Shatin Goyal
Addl. District and Sessions JudgeIX, Jalandhar
CNR No. PBJL01-015521-2018
Next Date:- 17-05-2019
PARMINDER KAUR
Wife of Amanadeep Singh
(Aman), daughter of Ranjit Singh, at
present resident of VIA SAN GIULIO
21, 42124 REGGIO EMILIA, ITALY,
also resident of VPO Hailer, District
Jalandhar through her attorney
Naginder Singh son of Malkiat Singh
resident of Village Kala Khera, PO
Kartarpur, PS Kartarpur District
Jalandhar 144801.
Vs.
AMANDEEP SINGH
Son of Kulwinder Singh R/o VIA
CIRO MENOTTI, 2/A 42024
CASTELNOVO DI SOTTO (RE) ITALY
also R/o VPO Beas Pind, Patti
Panaich Police Station Adampur
District Jalandhar
PUBLICATION ISSUED TO:
Resp 1 AMANDEEP SINGH
(HUSBAND) SON OF KULWINDER
SINGH
Resp 2 KULWINDER SINGH (FATHER
IN LAW) SON OF SARWAN SINGH
Resp 3 CHARANJIT KAUR (MOTHER
IN LAW)
Resp 4 SUKHPREET SINGH
(BROTHER IN LAW)
ALL RESIDENT OF
VIA CIRO MENOTTI 2 A 42024
CASTELNOVO DI SOTTO RE ITALY
ALSO AT VPO BEAS PIND PATTI
PANAICH
POLICE
STATION
ADAMPUR DISTRICT JALANDHAR
Resp 6 AMRIK SINGH SON OF
SUCHA SINGH SON OF DEVA SINGH
(MATERNAL UNCLE OF AMANDEEP
SINGH) RESIDENT OF MUSAKHEL,
TEHSIL
BHOLATH
DISTRICT
KAPURTHALA
In above titled case, the
defendant(s)/ respondent(s) could
not be served. It is ordered that
defendant(s)/ respondent(s) should
appear in person or through counsel
on 17-05-2019 at 10:00 a.m.
For
details
logon
to
https://highcourtchd.gov.in/?trs=
district_notice&district=Jalandhar
Dated, this day of 30-03-2019
Sd/Addl. District and Sessions
Judge-IX, Jalandhar

The ABVP dismisses these charges
and says that a structure set up by the
body to celebrate soldiers in the Kargil
warwasalsosimilarlyrazed.“Thebigger
issue is that some faculty is supporting
Naxaliteideology.Yes,castediscrimination exists and what happened to Rohith
was wrong but some people are using
caste politics for their own benefit. Students have understood how phony their
protestswere,andthatwearefightingfor
realissues suchasfoodandwaterinhostels, which is why we won,” said
Abhishek Malhotra, the president of the
ABVP campus unit.
The ASA is facing challenges of its
own.Theonlybiggroupnotattachedtoa
politicalparty,it drawsits workersfrom
Dalit and backward class students, who
are themselves often struggling to get
aheadintheuniversity.Andasapioneeringcropofstudents, includingVemula’s
batchmates, get ready to graduate, the
group is struggling to find new faces.
“Most of the first-generation learners
are under tremendous mental pressure,
and thentheysee thirdor fourthgeneration kidsenjoyingalifetheycannoteven
imagine. Add to that language bias and
being able to afford food, or clothes, or of
scholarshipscominglate.It is difficultto
sustainbutwearebuildingourownsupportstructures,”saidIniyavan,anMPhil
student.
Unlike in JNU or Delhi University
where national issues take precedence,
student politics in UoH remain rooted in
thelocaldynamicsandregionaldevelop-

PUBLIC NOTICES
I, VIRINDER Singh son of Sh. Jagjit
Singh resident of House No. 57,
Sector 27A, Chandigarh have
changed my name to Virindra Singh
Behla.

I DALJEET Singh Chhabra S/o Lt.
Gurcharan Singh Chhabra R/o B-I378/3, Gandhi street, Kailash Chowk,
Civil Lines, Ludhiana have changed
the name of my minor son from
Arman Chhabra to Gurkirat Singh
Chhabra.

COURT NOTICES

PUBLIC NOTICES
Dharam Chand Raheja R/o Flat No
1290, Silver City Green, Zirakpur
Mohali has changed my name from
Joginder Raheja to Joginder Pal
Raheja.

I, YOGRAJ S/o Ganesha Singh R/o
1355/4C/1, Near Ravidas
Dharamshala Haibowal Khurd,
Ludhiana hereby declare that Jograj,
Yograj Singh and Yograj is one and
the same person.

PUBLIC NOTICES

I, MOHINDER Pal S/o Lachhu Ram
Barrack No 21 IRB Complex
Sarangpur Chandigarh, have
changed my name to Maninder
Singh Rai.

I, SANJEEV Kumar Alias Sanjeev
Kumar Thapar S/o Balwant Rai
Thapar R/o H.No. 2030, St. No. 1,
Basant Nagar, Shivpuri, Ludhiana
both are the same person.

COURT NOTICES

COURT NOTICES

IN THE COURT OF
HARREET KAUR
KALEKA, ADDITIONAL
PRINCIPAL JUDGE,
FAMILY COURT,
JALANDHAR
(U/o 5 Rule 20 CPC)
CNR No. PBJL01-007262-2018
Next Date:- 09-05-2019

Petition U/S 13 of Hindu
Marriage act for dissolution of
Marriage by a decree of
Divorce.
Paramjit Kaur aged 42 years W/o
Daljit Singh D/o Dalbir Singh E/o
H. No. 9/23-A Gurjaipal Nagar,
Jalandhar
VERSUS
Daljit Singh S/o Nirmal Singh
R/o Village Pandori Rajputtan
PS Bholath District
Kapurthala.
Publication issued to:Daljit Singh
Father:- Nirmal Singh
Resident of Village Pandori
Rajputtan PS Bholath District
Kapurthala, Punjab
In above titled case, the
defendant(s)/
respondent(s)
could not be served. It is ordered
that defendant(s)/ respondent(s)
should appear in person or
through
counsel
on
09-05-2019 at 10:00 a.m.
For details logon to
https://highcourtchd.gov.in/?
trs=district_notice&district=
jalandhar.
day

ROAD AHEAD
Back in Suravaripalli, Pedapudi is clicking a few quick selfies by the side of the
road to end his campaign for the day. As
themercurysoars,theyhuntforcoconut
waterandthenanaffordableplaceforthe
group to have lunch without seriously
dentingtheirmeagreresources.Sittingin
the backseat of the car are Pedupudi’s
friends from the ASA, including Seshu
Chemudugunta, another of the five students expelled in 2015.
Pedapudi knows his prospects are
weak – after all, the BSP has never found
afootinginAndhraPradesh,andtheYSR
Congress party is traditionally strong
among sections of the scheduled castes.
His friend Murali Ramathoti, a doctoral
studentinpoliticalscience,explainswhat
his candidacy means:
“Five years ago, the first-generation
studentsfromourcommunitywereTelugu-speaking; now we can study in
English. But there is no change in discrimination–directbiashasbecomeindirect bias. Our progress still makes our
oppressorsangry.Insuchaworld,getting
an opportunity [like this] is an achievement. Filing the nomination itself was a
dream for us.”

PUBLIC NOTICES

I, JOGINDER Pal Raheja S/o

Dated,
this
03-04-2019

ments. “For us, election is often not the
main goal, we have to build community.
Every day our students face some discrimination or the other, so our priority
is to reclaim this space for the marginalised,” said Asha Sasidharan, ASA
convenor.

of
Sd/-

Additional Principal Judge,
Family Court, Jalandhar

I, ATUL Kumar Chopra S/o Jagdish
Lal Chopra, 277, Gulmohar City
Extension, Old Hoshiarpur Road,
Jalandhar (Punjab) have changed
my name Atul Kumar to Atul Kumar
Chopra. Concerned note.

I PARVEEN Sood S/o Narinder
Mohan Sood R/o 232, Nirankari
Street No. 2, Miller Ganj, Ludhiana
declare that Parveen Kumar Sood,
Parveen Kumar and Parveen Sood is
one and the Same Person.

COURT NOTICES

(U/o 5 Rule 20 CPC)

IN THE COURT OF SHATIN
GOYAL ADDL. DISTRICT AND
SESSIONS JUDGE-IX,
JALANDHAR
CNR No. PBJL01-008437-2019
Next Date:- 13-05-2019
Tarlochan Singh Son of Joginder
Singh S/o Gurdial Singh R/o VPO
Kangniwal, Tehsil Phillaur District
Jalandhar
Through
Attorney
Gurnam Singh S/o Bawa Singh R/o
Village Machiana, Tehsil Phillaur
District Jalandhar
Versus
Makhan Singh Son of Joginder
Singh R/o Village Kanganiwal,
Tehsil Phillaur District Jalandhar at
Present R/o 1520, Block Bird, PL.
Lodi, CA 9524 USA
Publication Issued To:Resp 1. Makhan Singh Son of
Joginder Singh Village Kanganiwal,
Tehsil Phillaur District Jalandhar at
Present R/o 1520, Black Bird, PL.
LODI, CA 9524 USA Resp 2.
Sulakhan Singh Son of Joginder
Singh Village Kanganiwal, Tehsil
Phillaur District Jalandhat at
Present R/o 306 Ravanwood way
Lodhi, M CA 95240 USA Resp 3.
Gulshan Malik WD/o Col. Yashvir
Malik (Now Deceased) through Lrs
(1) Gagan Malik (Daughter) (2)
Neelam Malik (Daughter) Both R/o
Village
Kanganiwal,
C/o
Kanganiwal Poultry Farm Tehsil
Phillaur District Jalandhar. Resp. 4
Mrs. Saroj W/o Subhash Chander
S/o Mini Lal R/o Village
Kanganiwal, C/o Kanganiwal
Poultry Farm Tehsil Phillaur District
Jalandhar.
In above titled case, the
defendant(s)/ respondent(s) could
not be served. It is ordered that
defendant(s)/ respondent(s) should
appear in person through counsel
on 13-05-2019 at 10:00 A.M.
For Details Logon to https://high
courtchd.gov.in/?trs=district_
notice&district=Jalandhar
Dated, this day of 27-03-2019
Sd/Addl. District and Sessions
Judge-IX Jalandhar

IN THE COURT OF
PREETI SAHNI,
PRINCIPAL
JUDGE, FAMILY
COURT, JALANDHAR
(U/o 5 Rule 20 CPC)
CNR No. PBJL01-017478-2018
Next Date:- 16-05-2019
Petition U/S 13 of Hindu
Marriage act for dissolution of
Marriage by a decree of
Divorce.
Manni Madan Relative of D.R.
Madan
Address- 95, Surya Vihar, near
DAV College Canal, Jalandhar
VERSUS
Amit Chadha Relative of Raj
Kumar Chadha
Address- D 705, Poonam Estate
Custer I, Meera Road, Mumbai.
Publication issued to:Amit Chadha
Father:- Raj Kumar Chadha
D 705, Poonam Estate Custer I,
Meera Road, Mumbai.
In above titled case, the
defendant(s)/ respondent(s) could
not be served. It is ordered that
defendant(s)/
respondent(s)
should appear in person or
through
counsel
on
16-05-2019 at 10:00 a.m.
For details logon to
https://highcourtchd.gov.in/?
trs=district_notice&district=
jalandhar.
Dated,
this
02-04-2019

day

of

Sd/Principal Judge,
Family Court, Jalandhar
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YOU ARE THE LEADER OF WORLD TERRORISM

> HASSAN ROUHANI, Iranian president, hits out at the US government
for blacklisting Iran’s elite IRGC as a ‘foreign terrorist organisation’

Votersmaketheirchoiceas
Netanyahuseeksfifthterm

n

WILL ‘BIBI’ SURVIVE? The Israeli PM is facing a strong challenge from Benny Gantz and his alliance
Agence France-Presse
n

letters@hindustantimes.com

Raquel Urtasun

‘Self-driving cars
will take long to
dominate road’
NEWYORK: Uber Technologies Inc

n

DEFIANCE! Sudanese security forces tried to break up an
anti-government sit-in outside the military headquarters in
Khartoum, killing at least seven people on Tuesday.
REUTERS

shortstories
SAUDI TOURIST FALLS AND DROWNS
IN NILE WHILE TAKING A SELFIE
KAMPALA:A Saudi tourist drowned after he slipped and fell into the Nile
river while apparently attempting to take a selfie, police said on Tuesday.
“The Saudi national was on a tour on Uganda. He drowned as he was taking
a selfie on the Nile and the water swept him away,” Uganda police spokeswoman Hellen Butoto told AFP. “The body has been recovered by the police
marine unit and taken for post-mortem.” The tourist was with a group of
friends visiting Kalagala Falls in central Uganda, a popular spot whose rapids
are popular among kayakers, when the accident happened on Saturday. AFP

3 American soldiers killed
in blast in Afghanistan

David Beckham ‘speaks’
in Hindi against malaria

KABUL:Three American service
members and a US contractor
were killed when their convoy hit
a roadside bomb on Monday near
the main US base in Afghanistan.
The Taliban claimed responsibility
for the attack. The US and NATO
Resolute Support mission said the
four Americans were killed near
the Bagram Air Base, north of
AP
Kabul.

LONDON:A 55-second video
released on Tuesday shows David
Beckham ‘speaking’ in Hindi,
apart from eight other languages,
supporting a campaign to end
malaria which he says is “the
deadliest disease there has ever
been”. He appears to say in Hindi,
“Hamein aur adhik karravayi ki
zaroorat hai (we need more
action).” The voice is of one
Subhranil Banerjee, say camHTC
paigners.

Algerian MPs pick new
president after 20 years
ALGIERS:Lawmakers named the
speaker of the upper house as
Algeria’s first new president in
two decades on Tuesday after the
resignation of Abdelaziz Bouteflika following mass protests. The
election of Abdelkader Bensalah
as interim president follows
constitutional rules but goes
against the demands of demonAFP
strators.

‘Occupy’ activists in Hong
Kong defiant after verdicts
HONG KONG:A Hong Kong court
on Tuesday found nine leaders of
the 2014 pro-democracy ‘Occupy’
movement guilty of public
nuisance during mass protests.
Benny Tai, Chan Kin Man and Chu
Yiu Ming were found guilty of
conspiracy by playing leading role
in mobilising crowds. REUTERS

JERUSALEM: IsraelisvotedonTuesdayinahigh-stakeselectionthat
will decide whether to extend
PrimeMinisterBenjaminNetanyahu’s long right-wing tenure
despitecorruptionallegationsor
to replace him with an ex-military chief new to politics.
The vote was expected to be
close and likely lead to frantic
negotiations to form a coalition
once results are in, with opinion
polls having shown Netanyahu
best placed to do so.
Pollswerescheduledtocloseat
7pm GMT in most areas and exit
surveysweretobereleasedafterwards, with 6.3 million Israelis
eligible to cast ballots.
Final results are expected
early on Wednesday.
Ex-militarychiefBennyGantz
has mounted a strong challenge
to the veteran prime minister by
brandishinghissecuritycredentialswhilepledgingtoundodamage he says Netanyahu has
inflictedonthecountrywithdivisive politics.
“I’m happy to stand for the
good of the citizens on a new
path,”Gantzsaidaftercastinghis
ballot in his hometown of Rosh
Haayin.
NetanyahuvotedinJerusalem
and urged Israelis to “choose

n

RIDING THE ANTI-INCUMBENCY WAVE? Benny Gantz (second from left), one of the leaders of the Blue and White (Kahol Lavan) political
alliance, rides a motorcycle as he leads a caravan of 100 bikers in Tel Aviv during a campaign trail before Tuesday’s polls.

well”. He said, “This is a sacred
act, the essence of democracy,
and we should be thankful for
that.”
Theelectionwasinmanyways
a referendum on the 69-year-old
who has built a reputation as
guarantor of the country’s security and economic growth, but

whosepopulismandalleged corruption have left many ready for
change.
He has engaged in populist
rhetoricthatcriticssayamounts
tothedemonisationofArabIsraelis and others.
He faced further criticism on
electiondaywhenmembersofhis

ALLISON MACK

US actress pleads guilty in sex cult case
The 36-year-old, best known for her role as
Clark Kent’s friend in the superhero TV series
Smallville, pleaded guilty to racketeering after
recruiting women to a cult-like secret society
that turned followers into “slaves” branded with
the leader’s initials and coerced into having sex

1

2
3

She was arrested a year ago on sex trafficking charges for getting
the women to join Nxivm, a purported executive coaching firm that
forced them to have sex with 58-year-old leader Keith Raniere
She was one of six defendants in a federal indictment filed against
members of Nxivm, based near Albany in New York.

UNSC to hold urgent
Full Mueller report to be out in a week meeting as fighting
intensifies in Libya
Yashwant Raj
n

yashwant.raj@hindustantimes.com

William Barr told lawmakers on
Tuesday that he hopes to release
the full Mueller report “within a
week”,whichwouldbemid-April
as he had previously indicated.
Barr’s assurance came at a
congressional hearing about his
department’sbudgetaryrequest
for2020,whichwasexpectedtobe
also about the Mueller report, as
this was the first time he was testifyingsincespecialcounselRobert Mueller turned in his report
on his 22-month investigation
intopossibleRussianmeddlingin
the 2016 US election.
Barr had released a summary
of the report with bottom-line
findings that indicated that the
investigators found no evidence
of collusion by US President

n

People march as they take part in a protest demanding the release
of the full text of the Mueller report, in New York.
REUTERS

Donald Trump or his campaign
withRussianmeddling. Though
they found no evidence to press
obstruction of justice charges,
they did not exonerate Trump.
“Thisprocess(ofscrubbingit)
is going along very well, and my

originaltimetableofbeingableto
release this by mid-April stands,
and I think that, from my standpoint,within a week,Iwill be ina
position to release the report to
thepublic,”Barrtoldlawmakers
on Tuesday.

US VISA SCHEME CHIEF
LIKELY TO GET AXE
Francis Cissna, the chief implementor and defender of the
Trumpadministration’stightening of the H-1B visa programme,
is among senior officials who
could go in a widening purge at
the US department of homeland
security (DHS) that started with
the dismissal of its secretary
Kirstjen Nielsen.
Trump fired Randolph Alles,
thehead oftheSecretService,an
armoftheDHS,onMonday. And
Cissna,headoftheUScitizenship
and immigration services
(USCIS) that runs the H-1B programme, one of his deputies
KathyNuebel Kovarik; andDHS
general counsel John Mitnick
couldbefired,mediareportssaid.
Trump has been frustratedby
his administration’s failure to
bring down illegal immigration.

China builds new railway line for Sri Lanka EU calls for long delay
B R E X I T : J UN E 1 O R B E YO N D ?

Sutirtho Patranobis
n

spatranobis@htlive.com

BEIJING: China has said that it
funded, built and inaugurated
Sri Lanka’s first new rail track
since independence, a nearly 27
kilometre extension in the
island nation’s south.
The line launched on Monday
is part of the Belt and Road Initiative (BRI).
The extension connecting
Matara and Beliatta in southern
Sri Lanka was constructed by
the China Railway Group 5
(CR5) and financed by the
Export-Import (Exim) Bank of

China.
“A major portion of the construction was carried out by
China Railway Group 5 (CR5)
and the Central Engineering
Consultancy Bureau (CECB)
which acted as the consultant,”
Chinese state media reported.
Trains on the track could run
at 120km per hour, the fastest in
the country.
“The phase one extension
line of the southern railway in
Sri Lanka is the first railway
project contracted by a Chinese
company in Sri Lanka under the
Belt and Road Initiative (BRI)
and it is indeed the first railway

built after the country’s independence,” foreign ministry
spokesperson, Lu Kang said at
the regular ministry briefing on
Tuesday. Sri Lanka became
independent in 1948.
The new rail segment will be
a boost to Sri Lanka’s regional
transportation, he said.
“It is now officially opened
and it will make regional transportation more convenient and
facilitate local economic and
social development... Sri Lanka
people are pleased to see that,
and China is pleased for the Sri
Lankan people,” Lu said.
“China will like to expand

A F FA B L E T U N E S

Pakistani sisters seek peace with
India with a song that’s gone viral
Imtiaz Ahmad
n

letters@hindustantimes.com

and deepen our practical cooperation under the BRI and
deliver benefits to the people
with concrete outcomes,” Lu
added.
When asked about how much
money China pumped into the
project, Lu said he didn’t know
the funding amount.
“…But I can tell you that
under the BRI, China encourages companies to engage in
cooperation with other countries,” he said.
New Delhi will be closely following the developments as Beijing rapidly expands its footprints on the island.

NYC mandates
vaccines in
measles outbreak,
threatening fines
Bloomberg

ISLAMABAD: A satirical song by

the sister duo of Bushra
Ansari and Asma Abbas with
the theme of peace between
India and Pakistan has gone
viral.
The Punjabi song is written by Ansari and Abbas’s
elder sister and poetess Neelum Ahmed Bashir. The song
Humsaye Maa Jaye was sung
and performed by Ansari and
Abbas.
In the video, Abbas is a
Muslim woman from Pakistan who shares a dividing
wall with her Hindu neighbour Ansari, who is from an
Indian village.
Both are busy in their
kitchen while conversing
with each other.
The song’s description on
YouTube states it is “a music
video that goes beyond war
and borders to the hearts of
people living so close, and yet

he planned to annex Jewish settlements in the occupied West
Bank should he win.
ExtendingIsraeli sovereignty
onalarge-scaleinthe WestBank
could be the death knell to
already fading hopes for a twostate solution with the Palestinians.

TA L E S F R O M T R U M P L A N D

WASHINGTON: USattorneygeneral

inthenews

Likud party brought small camerasinto polling stationsin Arab
areas. Arab politicians called it
anattemptatintimidation,while
Netanyahu said cameras would
prevent fraud.
Netanyahu issued a deeply
controversial pledge only three
days before the election, saying

AFP

n

letters@hindustantimes.com

as Labour talks pause
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LONDON:Britain looks headed for
alongdelayofBrexitinablowfor
Prime Minister Theresa May, as
EU Council president Donald
Tusk said the short extension
that she is after won’t be enough
to break the deadlock.
The EU will grant Britain
another delay with some conditions, including holding European Parliament elections,
accordingto draftconclusions of
the bloc’s national leaders who
areduetodecideonthematteron
Wednesday. However, it would
cut it off on June 1, 2019, should
London fail to honour that.
Earlier, talks with Labour
Partypaused,withtheopposition
party saying the government
isn’t moving enough.
Tusk said May’s proposed

extension to June 30 wouldn’t be
longenough asthere’sno reason
to believe a deal can get through
parliament in time.
Adding weight to his argument, the Labour Party put out a
statement on Tuesday evening
that struck a much less positive
tonethattheonethegovernment
just published on cross-party
talks. The opposition said more
movement was needed to find a
compromise.
Tusk called for a delay of up to
a year, with an early exit option,
to avoid “the risk of a rolling
series of short extensions and
emergency summits, creating
new cliff-edge dates”.
Earlier, the UK parliament
overwhelmingly backed May’s
move to seek an extension of EU
membershiptoJune30toavoida
no-deal scenario.
The result was 420-110.

n

UNDER ATTACK: A Libyan army helicopter that was hit by shrapnel
AFP
following an air strike is seen at Mitiga airport in Tripoli.
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TRIPOLI/GENEVA: Casualties from
the battleforTripolimounted on
Tuesday as a group loyal to the
IslamicState(IS)killedthreepeople in Libya’s remote centre
showing how militants may
exploit renewed chaos.
The UN Security Council will
holdurgentclosed-doorconsultationsonWednesdayonthecrisis,
where fighting has scuttled
UN-ledeffortstoprepareforelections.
UN envoy Ghassan Salame
will brief the council on his decision to postpone a national conference aimed at drawing up an
election road map, diplomats
said.
The UN’s health body said
local facilities had reported 47
people killedand181wounded in
recentdaysaseasternforcesseek
to take Libya’s coastal capital
from an internationally-recognised government.
That was a higher toll than
numbersgivenbyeitherside,and
appeared to be mainly fighters,
although it also included some
civilians including two doctors,

China to join Boeing review body

NEWYORK:A measles outbreak in

n

A screengrab of the music video.
so far away...”
Nicknaming each other
Gwandne, a Punjabi word
which means ‘neighbour’,
both women candidly
exchange their thoughts
about core socio-economic
issues, political cataclysms
as well as the consequences
of a nuclear war that could
endanger civilisation.
Directed by Iqbal Hussain,
the four-minute-long song
reveals the public opinion
with a tinge of cynicism. The
lyricist tries her best to
endorse the notion that com-

believesitwilltakealongtimefor
self-driving cars to be used at
scalebutthetechnologywillsave
lives,thechiefscientistatitsselfdriving carunit saidon Monday.
Raquel Urtasun, who is chiefscientistatUberAdvancedTechnologiesGroup(ATG)andheadsthe
group’s unit in Toronto,spoke at
an event in New York. The
progress of Uber’s self-driving
car unit is in the spotlight as the
company prepares to go public
later this year.
The unit is a significant contributortoUber’slosses,whichin
2018were$1.8billionbeforetaxes,
depreciationandotherexpenses.
However, some consider Uber’s
abilityto successfulnavigate the
transition to autonomous vehicles as crucial to the company’s
long-term prospects. Uber
opened ATG in Toronto in 2017
and named Urtasun, who is also
anassociateprofessorattheUniversity of Toronto, as head of the
Torontoorganization. Ubersaid
last year it wouldinvest millions
ofdollarsinTorontotoexpandits
self-driving car operations. The
company had been seen as a
leaderinthetechnologyuntilone
if its autonomous SUVs killed a
pedestrianinTempe,Arizona,in
REUTERS
March last year.

YOUTUBE

munal resilience combined
with profound friendship
should swap political and
military clashes between the
two nations.
Towards the end of the
video, both women hope for
peace and try to show their
affection for each other by
exchanging their ‘chunnies’
(dupatta).
They decide not to worry
about petty issues or concentrate on negativity. Instead,
they choose to sing and dance
to legendary musical scores
produced by their countries.

theOrthodoxJewishcommunity
of Williamsburg, Brooklyn, has
prompted New York City to
declare a public health emergency, requiring residents to be
vaccinated with the measlesmumps-rubellavaccineor facea
$1,000 fine.
The contagious virus has
afflicted 285 New Yorkers since
October, including 246 children,
almost all of them in the OrthodoxJewishcommunity.Twentyone havebeen hospitalised, with
five requiring intensive care.
Health department workers
willcheckvaccinationrecordsof
peoplewhomayhavebeenincontact with infected patients, and
those who haven’t received the
vaccinewillbegivenanopportunity to get vaccinated before
being hit with a violation,mayor
Bill de Blasio said.
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BEIJING: China has decided to

acceptaninvitationtojointheUS
Federal Aviation Administration’s (FAA) review panel on the
Boeing737MAX,anofficialatthe
Chinese aviation regulator said
on Tuesday.
TheFAAwasforminganinternationalteamtoreviewthesafety
of the aircraft, grounded worldwide following two crashes - in
IndonesiainOctoberandinEthiopia last month.
China was the first to ground
the newest version of Boeing’s
workhorse 737 modellast month
followingthe Ethiopian Airlines
crash,promptingaseriesofregulatory actions by other governments worldwide.
The Civil Aviation Adminis-

n

Southwest Airlines Boeing 737 MAX aircraft are parked on the
tarmac after being grounded, in Victorville, California.
AFP/FILE

tration of China (CAAC) has
decidedtosendexpertstobepart
of the FAA panel, the official, in
the regulator’s media relations
department, told Reuters.
The CAAC said last week that
it has been invited to join the

panel. Chinese airlines operated
97 of the 371 737 MAX jets in service before the grounding, the
most of any country.
Canada, the UAE and Singaporehavealreadyconfirmedthat
they will join the review panel.

World Health Organisation
(WHO)spokesmanTarikJasarevicsaidduringanewsbriefingin
Geneva.
The eastern Libyan National
Army (LNA) forces of Khalifa
Haftar - a former general in
ousted leader Muammar Gaddafi’s army - seized the largely
desert south earlier this year
before heading to Tripoli this
month,wheretheyareensconced
on the southern side.
The government of Libyan
Prime Minister Fayez al-Serraj,
59, is seeking to block them with
the help of armed groups who
have rushed from Misrata in
pickup trucks fitted with
machine guns.
TheUnitedNations,US,European Union and G7 bloc have all
appealed for a ceasefire and
return to a UN peace plan, but
Haftar has so far not heeded
them.
Far south of Tripoli, a group
loyaltotheISattackedthetownof
Fuqaha, killing three people and
kidnapping another before leaving, residents said.
Fuqaha is controlled by fightersloyaltoHaftar,whocastshimselfasafoeofIslamicextremism.

US BARS ENTRY
TO 16 SAUDI
NATIONALS
WASHINGTON: The US has barred
entry to 16 Saudi nationals over
their role in the murder of journalist Jamal Khashoggi as the
administration of President
Donald Trump faces harsh criticism over its handling of the
affair. Khashoggi was killed and
dismembered on October 2 last
year in the Saudi consulate in
Istanbul by a team of 15 agents
sentfromRiyadh,sparkinginternational scrutiny of the kingdom’s human rights record.
But despite the fact that Saudi
Arabia’s crown prince Mohammed bin Salman was named as
“responsible” for the murder by
the US Senate, the US president
has refused to take a stand
againstthekingdom’sruler. AFP
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For loans up to ₹30 lakh,
SBI has reduced the
interest rate by 10bps. MINT

STATE BANK OF
INDIA CUTS
LENDING RATES
BY 5 BASIS POINTS
MUMBAI: State Bank of India, the
country’s largest lender, has
reduced its one-year marginal
cost of fund based lending rate
(MCLR) by 5 basis points (bps) to
8.50% per annum from 8.55% per
annum effective on Wednesday.
This is the first rate cut since
November 2017. Most SBI retail
loans including home loan, car
loan and personal loans are
currently linked to one-year
MCLR. The impact of a 5bps rate
cut on ₹50 lakh loan for a 20-year
tenure will mean a marginal
saving of ₹38,500. For loans up to
₹30 lakh, SBI has reduced the
interest rate by 10bps which will
now range from 8.60% to 8.90%
from 8.70% to 9.00%. Here, along
with the 5bps cut in MCLR, the
bank has reduced the spread, or
the margin above the benchmark
rate, by 5bps from 15-45bps to
10-40bps.

Indian refiners delay
May order for Iran oil
NEW DELHI: Indian refiners are
holding back from ordering
Iranian oil for loading in May
pending clarity on whether
Washington will extend a waiver
from US sanctions against the
Opec-member, four people
familiar with the matter said. In
November, US President Donald
Trump withdrew from the 2015
Iran nuclear deal and reimposed
broad economic sanctions.
Washington, however, gave a
six-month waiver to eight nations
including India, allowing them to
import some Iranian oil until early
May. India, Iran’s top oil client
after China, was allowed to buy
about 9 million barrels a month.
India hopes to get clarity in seven
to 10 days on any extension of the
waiver, as well as the amount of
oil that could be purchased if an
extension is given, the people
familiar with the matter said.
State-refiners and India’s oil
ministry did not respond to
Reuters request for comments.

‘India met fiscal deficit
target via spending cuts’
NEW DELHI: India has met the
fiscal deficit target of 3.4% of
gross domestic product (GDP) in
the fiscal year 2018-19 ended
March 31, by cuts in state spending and higher borrowings from
small savings funds, a government official familiar with the
matter told reporters on Tuesday.
The government missed the tax
collections target by over ₹1 lakh
crore, including about ₹50,000
crore shortfall in income tax
receipts, said the person familiar
with the matter, who requested
anonymity. The official declined
to share further details about
expenditure cuts in the fund
allocations to different ministries.

Adani’s Australian coal
mine gets green nod
MELBOURNE: India’s Adani
Enterprises has taken a step closer
to the construction of a controversial thermal coal mine in
Australia after winning federal
government approval for its
groundwater management plan.
Adani wants to develop the
Carmichael coal deposit in
Queensland state, but has faced
fierce environmental resistance
that has turned the project into a
political hot potato ahead of a
federal election due next month.
Australian environment minister
Melissa Price said the project still
needed nine further approvals
from the Federal and Queensland
state governments before mining
can start. “This decision does not
comprise the final approval for
this project,” she said.
COMPILED FROM AGENCIES
AND HT REPORTERS

AfterADBandRBI,nowIMF
cutsIndia’sgrowthforecast

DOWNWARD REVISION India is projected to grow at 7.3% in FY20, 20bps lower than earlier forecast

Bloomberg

Asit Ranjan Mishra

development,” it added.

BRUSSELS/CHICAGO/WASHINGTON:

GLOBAL RISKS
IMF also cut its global growth
forecast for 2019 by 20 basis
points to 3.3%—the lowest since
the financial crisis in 2008—
blaming trade tensions between
theUSandChina,lossofmomentum in Europe and uncertainty
surrounding Brexit.
It, however, raised China’s
Gross Domestic Product growth
outlook by 10bps to 6.3% for 2019.
Beyond 2020, the report said
global growth will be sustained
at about 3.6% because of the
increase in the relative size of
economies such as China and
India, which are projected to
have robust growth in comparison to slower-growing advanced
and some emerging market
economies.
“Growth in India is expected
to stabilize at just under 7.75%
over the medium term, based on
continued implementation of
structural reforms and easing of
infrastructure bottlenecks,” it
added.
IMF chief economist Gita
Gopinath said global growth
should rebound if the downside
risks do not materialize and the
policy support that is put in place
is effective.
“If, however, any of the major
risks materialize, then the
expected recoveries in stressed
economies, export-dependent
economies, and highly indebted
economies may be derailed. In
that case, policymakers will
need to adjust. Depending on circumstances, this may require
synchronized though countryspecific fiscal stimulus across
economies, complemented by
accommodative monetary policy,” she added.

TheEuropeanUnion(EU)is preparingretaliatorytariffsagainst
the US over subsidies to Boeing
Co., significantly escalating
transatlantic trade tensions
hoursafterWashingtonvowedto
hit the EU with duties over its
support for Airbus SE.
The two sets of planned punitivemeasuresarethelatesttwists
in a 14-year-old dispute that the
US and EU have fought at the
World Trade Organization
(WTO), with each side accusing
the other of illegally subsidizing
their main aircraft makers. US
President Donald Trump’s
administrationonMondaysaidit
would impose tariffs on $11 billion in imports from the EU
because of the European aid.
TheOfficeoftheUSTradeRepresentative said that EU support
for Airbus had caused “adverse
effects” when announcing the
new measures,whichwouldtargetEuropeangoodsincludingjetliners,cheese,wineandmotorcycles.
The EU called the $11 billion
sum cited by the USTR “greatly
exaggerated” and said preparationswereunderwayto hit back.
WhiletheEUhasn’tdisclosedthe
amount of American goods it
wouldtarget,Airbussaidthebloc
would proceed with “far larger
countermeasuresagainsttheUS”
Theheightenedtensionscome
asthe28-nationEUworkstoward
approving a mandate for the
EuropeanCommission,thebloc’s
executive arm, to negotiate cuts
in industrial tariffs with the
Trump administration. Thenew
threats may complicate those
efforts, which are part of EuropeaneffortstowardoffAmerican
threats of separate duties on foreign autos and car parts.

n

The growth outlook

asit.m@livemint.com

Apart from India, IMF has cut the global growth forecast for 2019 by 20 basis
points to 3.3%, the lowest since the financial crisis in 2008.
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NEW DELHI: The International

Monetary Fund (IMF) has cut
India’s growth forecast for the
current fiscal, following similar
action by the Asian Development Bank (ADB) and the
Reserve Bank of India (RBI).
“In India, growth is projected
to pick up to 7.3% in 2019 (2019-20)
and 7.5% in 2020, supported by
the continued recovery of investment and robust consumption
amid a more expansionary
stance of monetary policy and
some expected impetus from fiscal policy,” IMF said in its World
Economic Outlook (WEO) report
released on Tuesday.
IMF’s downward revisions in
India’s growth forecasts are 20
basis points (bps) each in 2019-20
and 2020-21 from its outlook
released in January.
Both ADB and the RBI last
week cut their 2019-20 growth
projection for India to 7.2% from
7.4% earlier, blaming rising
risks to global economic growth
as well as weakening domestic
investment activity.
The Indian economy grew
6.6% in the December quarter,
the slowest in five quarters. That
prompted the Central Statistics
Office to trim its 2018-19 forecast
to 7% in February from 7.2%
estimated in the previous month.
With the Indian economy projected to slow down further in
the fiscal fourth quarter, the central bank’s focus has shifted
from inflationary concerns to
sustaining the growth momentum.
RBI effected two back-to-back
rate cuts by 25bps each to boost
growth.
Of the high-frequency indica-

*2019 and 2020 stand for 2019-20 and 2020-21 fiscals, respectively

Graphic: Sarvesh Kumar Sharma/Mint

tors of industry, growth in the
manufacturing component of
the index of industrial production (IIP) slowed to 1.3% in January.
The growth of eight core
industries remained sluggish in
February at 2.1%. Data released
by Society of Indian Automobiles Manufacturers (Siam) on
Monday signalled a slowdown in
urban demand as car sales grew
2.4% in 2018-19, the worst performance in 14 years.
AGENDA FOR THE NEXT
GOVERNMENT
Setting the agenda for the next
government, to be formed after
the results of the General elections are declared on May 23,
IMF said continued implementation of structural and financial
sector reforms with efforts to

BOTH ADB AND THE RBI
LAST WEEK CUT THEIR
2019-20 GROWTH
PROJECTION FOR INDIA
TO 7.2% FROM
7.4% EARLIER
reduce public debt remain essential to secure the Indian economy’s growth prospects. “In the
near term, continued fiscal consolidation is needed to bring
down India’s elevated public
debt.
This should be supported by
strengthening goods and services tax compliance and further
reducing subsidies,” it added.
The report emphasized on
enhancing governance of public
sector banks and reforms to hir-

BS-VI fuel will go
on sale from next
Apr, say oil firms

Ghosn accuses
Nissan executives
of ‘playinga dirty
game’ to oust him
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NEW DELHI: Oil companies have

TOKYO: CarlosGhosnlashedoutat

confirmedthatBS-VIqualityfuel
will be available at nozzle points
inmostfuelstationsacrossIndia,
including the North-East, from
April 1 next year. The sale of
BS-VI-compliant vehicles is
scheduled to begin around the
same time.
The confirmation by oil companies is being seen as a big step
forward in managing air pollutionincities.Thisisbecauseparticulate matter (PM) emission
fromBS-VIdieselcarsisexpected
to be 82% less compared to BS-IV
cars and that from heavy duty
vehicles 66% less.
At a round table on “BS-VI
readiness and roadmap” organised by the Centre for Science
and Environment on Monday,
Naveen Kumar Bansal representing the Federation of Indian
Petroleum Industry said, “From
April 1 next year, we will ensure
BS-VI fuel dispensation at fuel
stations across the country. We
will manage to cover the NorthEast also from the Paradip refinery.”
Indian Oil Corp. representatives, too, confirmed what he
said.
Experts,however,saidthatthe
US, Europe and China had
already moved on to more stringent standards for Euro-VI and
wereheadingtowardsimplementation of Euro-VII.

Nissan Motor Co.’s top ranks for
playing “a very dirty game” by
orchestrating his arrests in
Japan and his ouster from its
global alliance with Renault SA
and Mitsubishi Motors Corp.
Speaking in a video recorded
beforehewasdetainedagainlast
week,theformerchairmanofthe
threeautomakerssaidsomeNissan executives conspired to put
him in jail instead of focusing on
fixing the company’s deteriorating performance.
“If you are listening to me on
thisvideo,itmeansIwasnotable
to make the press conference I
scheduled for April 11,” Ghosn,
who repeated his claim of innocence, said in a video clip.
“This is about backstabbing,”
Ghosn said in the video released
by his lawyer, Junichiro Hironaka, on Tuesday. “I’m talking
hereaboutafewexecutiveswho,
obviously fortheirowninterests
andfortheirownselfishfears,are
creating a lot of value destruction. Names? You know them.”
Ghosn originally mentioned
specific people in the video, but
hisattorneysaidtheywereedited
out because of the sensitive
nature of Ghosn’s current position. The cut was evident as the
video played. “We’re talking
about peoplewho really playeda
very dirty game into what’s happening,” Ghosn said.
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The confirmation by oil firms is
seen as a big step towards
MINT
managing air pollution.

“China-VIemissionstandards
surpass Euro-VI standards in
stringency of monitoring. The
Euro-VII proposal is expected in
2020;ChinaVIIdiscussionsareto
begin later this year because
ChinaCleanAirActisextremely
stringent and they are serious
about cutting both PM and NOx
(oxides of nitrogen) emissions.
India should also begin BS-VII
planning with implementation
plans for 2025,” said Anup Bandivadekar of the International
Council on Clean Transportation, which exposed the Volkswagen defeat device scandal in
the US.
The problem of excess NOx
emissions from Euro VI diesel
vehiclescametolightin2015after
11millionVolkswagencarsinthe
US, Europe and other countries
were found to be installed with a
defeat device.

JOINT VENTURE

Fordnears M&M deal in likely bid to downsize India ops
Reuters
n
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NEWDELHI:Ford Motor Co. is
nearing a deal with Mahindra
& Mahindra to form a new
joint venture company in
India, a move that will see the
US automaker cease its independent operations in the
country, two people with
direct knowledge of the talks
told Reuters.
Under the terms of the deal
being negotiated, Ford will
form a new unit in India in
which it will hold a 49% stake,
while Mahindra will own
51%, the people familiar with
the matter said. The US carmaker’s India unit will transfer most of its current auto-

US threatens to
impose tariffs on
$11 bn of EU goods

n

Under the deal, Ford may form a new unit in India in which it will
hold a 49% stake, while Mahindra will own 51% stake.
MINT

motive business to the newly
created entity, including its
assets and employees, according to one of the people familiar with the matter. They
spoke on condition of ano-

nymity because of the sensitivity of the matter.
Ford said it does not comment on speculation, but
added both companies continue to work together “to

develop avenues of strategic
cooperation that help us
achieve commercial, manufacturing and business efficiencies”. Mahindra too said
it does not comment on speculation. It said in a statement it
was “working together in
identified areas” with Ford
after a 2017 partnership
arrangement, and “will
announce further definitive
agreements as we progress on
some of the other areas.”
Currently, Ford manufactures and sells its cars in India
through its wholly-owned
unit. In 2017, it also formed a
strategic alliance with
Mahindra under which,
among other things, they plan
to build new cars together.

ing and dismissal regulations
that would incentivise job creation.
“Efforts should also be
enhanced on land reform to facilitate and expedite infrastructure
development,” it added.
IMF commended the government for taking steps to
strengthen financial sector balance sheets through accelerated
resolution of non-performing
assets under a simplified bankruptcy framework.
“These efforts should be reinforced by enhancing governance
of public sector banks. Reforms
to hiring and dismissal regulations would help incentivise job
creation and absorb the country’s large demographic dividend; efforts should also be
enhanced on land reform to facilitate and expedite infrastructure
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US President Trump.

AFP/FILE

ThethreatenedAmericantariffs, which come after the WTO
ruled in May that Airbus had
received illegal funding for its
A380 and A350 models, costing
Boeing sales, would be implemented only after the WTO gave
the final go-ahead this summer,
theadministrationsaid,marking
a rare show of faith in an institution that Trump himself has
assailed.
Airbussaidinastatementthat
the US tariff threat was “totally
unjustified”andthatithadtaken
“allnecessarymeasures”tocomply with the WTO ruling regarding illegal aid.
The proposed measures are
relatively minor compared with
the US’s ongoing trade war with
China, in which the two sides
have imposed tariffs on about
$360 billion of each other’s goods
in the past nine months.
But they mark a significant
escalation in tensions with the
EU, which has implemented
retaliatory duties on €2.8 billion
($3.2billion)ofUSimportsfollowingTrump’straderestrictionson
foreign steel and aluminum.
Some EU members, led by
France, are already skeptical of
thevalueofnegotiationswiththe
US, which were agreed to last
July in a bid by the EU to avoid
auto tariffs Trump has threatened.

India got most remittances in 2018: WB
Yashwant Raj
n

yashwant.raj@hindustantimes.com

WASHINGTON: India was the top

recipient of remittances in 2018
again,retainingitsgriponthetop
position in the World Bank’s
annuallogofmoneysenthomeby
expatriates, which the global
body also said was on track to
becoming the largest source of
externalfundingforlowandmiddle income countries.
But the good news for India
came on the back of a tragedy.
TheWorldBanksaidinitsMigration and Development Brief “a
floodingdisasterinKeralalikely
boosted the financial help that
migrantssenttofamilies”.Atotal
of 483 people were killed by the
floodsthathitthestateinAugust.
Remittances to India grew by
14%over2017andended2018with
$79 billion, way ahead of China,

REMITTANCES TO INDIA
GREW BY 14% OVER 2017
AND ENDED 2018 WITH
$79 BN, AHEAD OF
CHINA, WHICH CAME
SECOND WITH $67 BN
which came second with $67 billion. Mexico with $35 billion, the
Philippines with $34 billion and
Egypt with $29 billion were the
othersintopfive.Egyptknocked
out Nigeria to grab the fifth position.
The low and middle income
countries asagroup,towhichall
the above countries belonged,
received $529 billion in 2018,
which was an increase of 9.6%
over the previous record high of
$483 billion in 2017. The rest
pitched in an additional $160 bil-

lion to take the global aggregate
to $689 billion. India-led South
Asiaalsotoppedregionalgrowth
with 12% increase over2017.The
growthfor Pakistanwas a “moderate” 7%, chiefly on account of
decline in remittances from
Saudi Arabia, its largest source.
The World Bank said the
global increase in remittances
was driven by a stronger economyandemploymentsituationin
the US and a “rebound” in outflows from the Gulf Cooperation
Countries,becauseofanincrease
in oil prices that is the chief
source of their income, and Russia. Remittance flows to low and
middleincomecountriesare,significantly, expected to outstrip
foreign directinvestment in2019
to become their largest source of
external funding.
But the bank pointed to high
costs of transferring money. It

Why Ola’s Aggarwal turned
down a $1.1 bn SoftBank deal
Bloomberg
n
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JET PILOTS
THREATEN LEGAL
ACTION OVER
UNPAID SALARIES
Rhik Kundu

BENGALURU: Startups, when they

raise venture money to build
their businesses, begin with a
Series A round and then proceed
through Series E, F or maybe G
before going public. The Indian
ride-hailing service Ola is a bit
unusual: It just completed its
Series J fundraising and is
marching toward Series K, a letter almost unheard of by
researchers that track such
things.
What’s going on here is about
more than money. Ola
co-founder Bhavish Aggarwal is
fighting to maintain his independence against SoftBank
Group Corp. The Japanese conglomerate, led by Masayoshi
Son, was an early backer of Ola,
but Aggarwal has grown concerned about its influence as
SoftBank took a stake in his arch
rival, Uber Technologies Inc.,
and then encouraged the rivals
to merge.
Son struck a preliminary deal
to put another $1.1 billion into
Ola to boost his stake to more
than 40%, according to people
familiar with the matter. But
Aggarwal tried to include terms
to guarantee his own control
over the startup, and the deal
ultimately fell apart, said the
people, who asked not to be identified because the matter is private. Instead, Aggarwal is piecing together smaller slices of
fundingfrom unalignedbackers.
This year alone, he picked up
$300 million from Hyundai

said the global cost of sending
$200 remained high at 7%. And
banks were the most expensive
remittancechannelcharging11%
fee on the average, followed by
post offices with 7%. Reducing
these charge is a goal.
“The high costs of money
transfers reduce the benefits of
migration,” saidDilip Ratha, the
lead author of the World Bank
brief, in a statement on the new
report.“Renegotiatingexclusive
partnerships and letting new
playersoperatethroughnational
post offices, banks, and telecommunications companies will
increase competition and lower
remittance prices.” The report
alsopointedtootherfactorsdrivingupremittancescharges,such
as the closure of the bank
accountsofsomeserviceprovidersaspartoon-going“de-risking
practices”.
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MUMBAI: Pilots of Jet Airways
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Ola CEO Bhavish Aggarwal.

Motor Co. and about $90 million
investment from Sachin Bansal,
the co-founder of FlipkartOnline
Services Pvt.
“Bhavish is spurning SoftBank money as he doesn’t want
to get diluted out of Ola,” said
Mohandas Pai, venture capitalist and former chief financial
officer of Infosys Ltd. “Founders
become employees when someone sits on your board and tells
you how to run the show.”
Bangalore-based Ola denies
there is a rift with the Japanese
company.
“Softbank has been a great
partner for us as we’ve grown
our business,” a spokesman for
the company said in a statement.
“There are so many emerging
synergies with SoftBank that we
envisage in the years to come, as
we continue to build a global
mobility business out of India.”
‘We enjoy a cordial relation-

BLOOMBERG/FILE

ship with all our portfolio companies, including Ola,’ said a
SoftBank
spokeswoman.
‘Beyondthis, we do not comment
on specific individuals and internal matters.’
Aggarwal avoids gatherings
with Son and his portfolio companies when he visits India,
according to people familiarwith
the matter.
Aggarwal, for example, was
missing from a meeting of SoftBank-backed founders when a
delegation including the Saudi
Crown Prince Mohammed bin
Salman visited a few weeks ago,
the Economic Times reported.
Saudi Arabia contributed nearly
half of the capital for Son’s $100
billion Vision Fund.
Aggarwal has said he declined
SoftBank invitations only
because he doesn’t visit New
Delhi, according to one person
familiar with the matter.

(India) Ltd have threatened to
takelegalactionagainstthemanagement of the airline if salaries
pendingforthelastthreemonths
are not paid by April 14.
Inaletterto JetAirways’ CEO
Vinay Dube, the lawyer representingtheairline’spilotsunion,
NAG, said her client will “resort
to all constitutional and legal
methods available to it to ensure
payment of salaries to its members”. “In these circumstances,
myclientcallsuponthemanagementofJettopaythesalariesoutstanding for the months of January, February and March by
April14(andfuturemonthlysalaries by the 1st of each proceeding
month), failing which my client
shall be constrained, instructed
toinformyou,toresorttoallconstitutional and legal methods
availableto it to ensurepayment
of the salaries to its members,”
lawyerJaneCoxsaidintheletter.
Acopyoftheletter,dated April8,
has been reviewed by Mint.
Theairlinehasalsoshrunkits
fleet size to about 22 planes from
119, according to a PTI report.
Meanwhile, the DGCA has
“requested” airlines to bring the
“immediate and medium-term
plan” on Wednesday to augment
the number of flights, which will
be over and above the flights
approved for the summer schedule, officials said on Tuesday.
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INDIAN PREMIER LEAGUE
M A R C H 23 - M A Y 12

standings
Team P

W

L Pts NRR

CSK

6

5

1

10

KKR

0.31

6

4

2

8

0.614

KXIP 6

4

2

8

-0.061

SRH

6

3

3

6

0.81

MI

5

3

2

6

0.342

DC

6

3

3

6

0.131

RR

5

1

4

2

-0.848

RCB

6

0

6

0

-1.453

Updated till CSK vs KKR match

shortstories

no
ChaharsparksKKRcollapse, Adversity
deterrent for
Russell’sknocknotenough steely Ashwin
BOWLERS’ DAY Knight Riders fail to recover after CSK bowlers dominate on slow Chepauk track

Sanjjeev K Samyal

Abhishek Paul

MUMBAI:RAshwincanbeexcused

n

n

Mitchell Starc.

GETTY IMAGES

STARC SUES
INSURER OVER
INJURY PAYOUT
FOR IPL CONTRACT
MELBOURNE:Australia left-arm
pacer Mitchell Starc has sought
legal remedy to get $1.53 million
from his insurer over an injury
payout for his IPL contract after
he failed to turn out for his
franchise Kolkata Knight Riders in
a single game last year. According
to a report in the ‘Sydney Morning Herald’, Starc, who didn’t
figure in any game for KKR last
year after getting injured in the
Test series against South Africa,
has filed a lawsuit in the Victorian
County Court last week against
the insurers of his lucrative IPL
deal. The report further stated
that Starc took out a policy that
would pay him $1.53 million
benefit if he missed the IPL
season because of injury. Starc,
who is represented by Mills
Oakley lawyers, has sued a
syndicate of Lloyd’s of London,
the long-running insurance
market where coverage can be
bought for unique circumstances
that traditional insurers don’t
offer.

Pandya deposes before
BCCI ombudsman Jain
MUMBAI: Hardik Pandya on
Tuesday deposed before BCCI
ombudsman DK Jain for making
sexist comments on a TV chat
show while his India teammate K
L Rahul will be doing the same
ahead of KXIP’s match against
Mumbai Indians here on Wednesday. “Hardik met the ombudsman
at the Mumbai Indians team hotel
while Rahul will depose tomorrow,” a BCCI official told PTI. The
Supreme Court-appointed
ombudsman, Justice (Retd) Jain,
had issued notices to Pandya and
Rahul last week to appear for
deposition for their controversial
comments on popular show
‘Koffee with Karan’. Pandya and
Rahul were provisionally suspended by the Committee of
Administrators (COA) for their
remarks before the suspension
was lifted pending an inquiry by
the Ombudsman. Jain will submit
a report on the matter to the COA
headed by former Comptroller
and Auditor General Vinod Rai.

todayontv
CRICKET
IPL

8.00pm: Mumbai Indians
v Kings XI Punjab; live on
Star Sports 1 & HD 1

FOOTBALL
CHAMPIONS
LEAGUE

12.30am (Thursday):
Manchester United v
Barcelona; live on Sony
Ten 2 & HD; Ajax v
Juventus; live on Sony
Ten 1 & HD
SUPER CUP

8.30pm: Semi-final; ATK
v Chennaiyin FC; live on
Star Sports 3

abhishek.paul@htlive.com

CHENNAI:Patience is a virtue, and
there is no reason it shouldn’t
apply to the shortest format of
cricket. Kolkata Knight Riders,
however,showednosignsofthat
against Chennai Super Kings.
On a slow MA Chidambaram
Stadiumpitch,thatmisjudgment
meant the visitors slumped to
108/9in20overs.ChampionsCSK
easedtovictory,reaching111/3in
17.2 overs and regaining top spot
in the points table. Faf du Plessis
was 43 not out.
Thepreviousthreematchesat
Chepauk gave ample evidence
that rather than going for the
glory shots on the slow and low
strip, grinding it out is the best
option, especially if one has a
marauding batsman in Andre
Russell coming down the order.
What transpired was the
Jamaican found himself in an
unfamiliar territory. Known to
toy with the bowlers in the later
overs, Russell arrived in the
ninth overwith histeamdownto
44/5. He rode his luck and
pounced on chances late in the
innings to be 50 not out (44b).
If only his teammates had
taken a cue from his approach,
KKR would have managed a
fightingtotal.CSKbowlerskepta
tight line and lured batsmen to
their doom. The KKR top order
fell playing across while the
lower order was no match for
CSK’s spin trio of Harbhajan
Singh,ImranTahirandRavindra
Jadeja.
After MS Dhoni opted to bowl,
the home team’s ‘whistle podu’
army didn’t have to wait for long
to getto celebrate. Thefirst three
overs yielded three wickets and
just nine runs.
Opener Chris Lynn tried to
pullastraightdeliveryoffDeepak
Chahartofalllegbefore.Withlittle bounce on the sluggish track,
technique more than power was
required but the KKR batsmen’s
approach was nowhere ideal.
As Harbhajan Singh gave the
ballair, SunilNarinefellintothe
trap attempting a heave. What
resulted was a top-edge and a
catch atpointbyChahar. Narine

n

could be excused for his batting
naivety,butnotNo3NitishRana.
The young Indian batsman, not
learning from Lynn’s dismissal,
triedtopulltoalowdeliveryfrom
Chahar to be caught by Ambati
Rayudu at mid-wicket.
With the top-order gone, KKR
captain Dinesh Karthik and
Robin Uthappa had to revive the
innings. But the latter was the
third batsman to fall playing
acrosstheline.Offaslowershort
ball from Chahar, Karthik went
for the pull and was caught by
Kedar Jadhav. Karthik tried to
stemtherotdealinginsinglesand
twos but could not go beyond the
ninthover, falling to Harbhajan.
Russell played a very uncharacteristic knock. He waited for

n

sportsdesk@hindustantimes.com

MUMBAI: West Indies are replete
with match-winnersbutconsistency will be key to their success
in English conditions at this
year’s World Cup, batting great
Brian Lara has said.
Teeming with tearaway fast
bowlersandaggressivebatsmen,
WestIndieswereonceconsidered
invincible and won the opening
two editions of the World Cup in
1975 and 1979.
Theirglorydays,however,are
long over and the twice winners
had to go through a qualifying
tournament to book their spot in
the 10-team tournament in
England and Wales.
Thelastbilateralserieswinfor
West Indies, who are ranked
ninth in one-day internationals,
came in 2014 but they showed

his chances and even got a life on
eightwhenHarbhajandroppeda
skier off Imran Tahir.
Russell farmed the strike and
even missed a few deliveries.
Undeterred,hekeptchargingand
found his touch in the last over
againstScottKuggeleijnwithtwo
fours and a six. That meant KKR
crossed the 100-run mark.
ItwasnotenoughdespiteNarineaccountingforShaneWatson
andSuresh Rainain the firstfive
overs. Faf du Plessis and Ambati
Rayudu stitched a 46-run stand,
devoid of any flashy shots, and
put CSK in control.
ThoughRayududepartedwith
CSK on 81, du Plessis and Kedar
Jadhav ensured there were no
late hiccups.

Chennai Super Kings’ Deepak
Chahar rocked the Kolkata
Knight Riders top order by
claiming three wickets in
Chennai on Tuesday.
PTI

scorecard
Kolkata Knight Riders
C Lynn lbw Chahar
0 (5)
S Narine c Chahar b Harbhajan 6 (5)
R Uthappa c Jadhav b Chahar 11 (9)
N Rana c Rayudu b Chahar
0 (3)
D Karthik c Harbhajan b Tahir 19 (21)
S Gill st Dhoni b Tahir
9 (12)
A Russell not out
50 (44)
P Chawla st Dhoni b Harbhajan 8 (13)
K Yadav run out
0 (1)
P Krishna c Harbhajan b Jadeja 0 (2)
H Gurney not out
1 (5)
n Extras (lb 1, w 3)
4
n Total (for 9 wkts; 20 overs)
108
n FoW: 1-6, 2-8, 3-9, 4-24, 5-44, 6-47,
7-76, 8-76, 9-79.
n Bowling: D Chahar 4-0-20-3,
Harbhajan 4-0-15-2, R Jadeja
n

4-0-17-1, S Kuggelejin 4-0-34-0,
I Tahir 4-0-21-2.
n Chennai Super Kings
S Watson c Chawla b Narine 17 (9)
F du Plessis not out
43 (45)
S Raina c Chawla b Narine
14 (13)
A Rayudu c Rana c Chawla
21 (31)
K Jadhav not out
8 (8)
n Extras (nb 2, w 6)
8
n Total (for 3 wkts, 17.2 ovs)
111
n FoW: 1-18, 2-35, 3-81
n Bowling: P Chawla 4-0-28-1, P
Krishna 4-0-23-0, S Narine 3.2-024-2, K Yadav 4-0-16-0, Gurney
2-0-20-0
CSK won by seven wickets

n

sanjjeev.samyal@htlive.com

for feeling that the whole world
hasconspiredagainsthim.First,
the pucca Tamil was forced to
playtheroleofaPunjabiafterthe
IPLfranchisefromhishomecity,
ChennaiSuperKings,onlymade
atokenbidforhimattheauction.
Then,hehasseenhiscurrency
with the national team slip, falling out of favour in the limited
oversset-up.There’snomention
of him in the names being discussed for the World Cup squad
whichwillbeannouncedonApril
15 in Mumbai.
Eventhisyear’sIPLbeganona
rough note;he was on the receiving end of intense scrutiny for
‘Mankading’ the Rajasthan Royalsbatsman,JosButtler,withthe
MCC declaring that the act was
against the spirit of the game.
To his credit, Ashwin has
shown real steel and channeled
all the negativity to fuel his performance. He has been an
inspired bowler and a leader in
the first half of the T20 league.
Kings XI Punjab have taken the
fight to every team they’ve
played,andsitprettyatthirdspot
after six rounds.
While the national selectors
have reasons for their preferred
combination of wrist spinners
Kuldeep Yadav and Yuzvendra
Chahal—as they provide a more
attackingoption—Ashwincanbe
satisfied with his efforts.
Despite the cold shoulder, his
confidence in his abilities as a
limitedoversbowlerhasnotbeen
dented. He has used the IPL to
serve another reminder that he
has an effective game for the
shorter version. After six
matches, he leads the wickets
tallyforKingsXIwithseven,and
is seventh overall. He occupies
the seventh spot in the all-time
listaswell,with117wicketsin131
games. There have been many
cases where success in the IPL
has fetched players’ selection in
the one-day team; Ashwin himself being one.
Comparedtothelasttwotimes
India played a multi-nation
50-over tournament in England
and Wales—the 2013 and 2017
Champions Trophies — the
team’s bowling looks stronger,

HEAD TO HEAD
Mumbai
Indians

Kings XI
Punjab

12

11
Total
matches

23

MATCHES IN 2018
n MI beat KXIP by three runs at

Mumbai.
n MI beat KXIP by six wickets at

Indore.

CURRENT EDITION
KXIP beat MI by eight wickets
at Mohali.

and the batting weaker. That is
the argument in favour of Ashwin, an able lower order batsman.India’sattackinEngland is
likely to comprise Kuldeep
Yadav, Yuzvendra Chahal, JaspritBumrah,MohammedShami
and Bhuvneshwar Kumar; a
potentbowlingarsenalbutalsoa
longtailthatoffersnocoverinthe
case of a batting collapse.
While sometimes Ashwin has
thetendencytoover-experiment,
this season the variations have
worked out well. Last week,
wanting to make a statement in
front of his home crowd, he gave
the Chennai Super Kings batsmen a testing time at Chepauk—
using the crease, changing the
angle of his delivery, even bowlingsidearm,andvaryingbothhis
pace and lengths.
As Ashwin bluntly saidahead
of the IPL, he is out of the World
Cup equation due to their (team
management and selectors) perception that wrist spinners are
more effective in ODIs.
KXIP’s batting is yet to fire
fully,butAshwinhasgalvanised
them into a fighting unit. They
haverespondedtohisaggressive
style. There is intensity and purposeintheteam’splay,whichhas
been missing from the Kings XI
performances for the past few
years. That gritty, fighting attitude was visible in their effort
against high-flyers Sunrisers
Hyderabad, when they got home
with one ball to spare. They now
run into MI at the Wankhede, a
venuewherehetastedsuccessas
a World Cup winner in 2011.

After Joseph heroics, Malinga adds to selection dilemma

›

HT Correspondent
n

His ball skids off the
surface and because
of his height he gets a lot of
bounce, which makes it
difficult for the batsmen.

sportsdesk@hindustantimes.com

MUMBAI :With IPL legend Lasith

Malinga back after turning out
for his team in Sri Lanka’s
domestic tournament, Mumbai
Indians think tank is facing a
selection headache for Wednesday’s IPL match against Kings
XI Punjab.
The dilemma of whom to fit in
among the foreigners in his
bowling unit has been created
thanks to the sensational debut
of Alzarri Joseph, against Sunrisers Hyderabad. If the young
Antigua pacer can build on his
opening act of 6/12, he adds a different dimension to the already
impressive bowling line-up that
also has Jasprit Bumrah.
Picked only as a replacement
after Adam Milne was ruled out
due to injury, there wasn’t
much expectation from the
Antiguan. But he proved a surprise package for the opponents
and his own teammates.
Ishan Kishan, who had faced
Joseph in the 2016 Under-19

ISHAN KISHAN, On Alzarri’s rise

n

Mumbai Indians spearhead Lasith Malinga has been shuttling
between IPL and Sri Lanka, playing back-to-back games.

World Cup while captaining
India, said he is a much
improved bowler. “At the U-19
World Cup also he was very
good; he had won the tournament for his team. Now, he has
an even better rhythm, he has
improved his line and length
and reads the batsmen much
better,” said Ishan, expected to

Windies’ World Cup run will
depend on consistency: Lara
Reuters

ht20

›

We’ve got matchwinners, but we are
going to need more than
match-winners in English
conditions to win the World
Cup. We need a team that
can create consistency.
BRIAN LARA, West Indies great

some improvement against
England.
Jason Holder’s men drew a
five-match ODI series against
top-ranked England 2-2 at home
recently,in a timelyboost before
the May 30-July 14 event.
The likes of opening batsman
Chris Gayle, all-rounder Andre
RussellandspinnerSunilNarine

are also much in demand in T20
leagues across the globe.
“Look at the Indian Premier
League, look at the leagues
around the world, we have got
players that arethemostwanted
in the world,” said Lara.
“We have got match-winners,
but we are going to need a little
more than match-winners in
English conditions to win the
World Cup. We need a team that
can create consistency.
“If we can get to the knock-out
stages, we can knock out any
team. We have seen that in the
past. But consistency is going to
take us right to the finals.”
Lara credited franchise leagues like the IPL for creating
interest among kids in the West
Indiesandgivingyoungplayersa
platform to showcase talent
before they graduate to international cricket.

PTI

retain his place in the MI eleven
as a batsman for the Wankhede
Stadium clash.
Ishan said the awkward
bounce the lanky pacer generates is tough for Indian batsmen
to negotiate. “His ball skids off
the surface and because of his
height he gets a lot of bounce,
which makes it difficult for the

batsmen. If you look at the batsmen in our domestic cricket,
they get to play normal bounce,
and when he gets the extra
bounce, it gets difficult for the
batsmen to score runs.”
The four foreigners fielded by
MI in their last game were Quinton de Kock, Kieron Pollard,
Joseph and Jason Behrendorff.
Behrendoroff looks the most
vulnerable, but he has done well
in MI’s last two victories, claiming 2/22 runs in four overs
against Chennai Super Kings at
the Wankhede before returning
1/28 against Sunrisers.
As for Malinga, the senior pro
has struck form. However,
Mumbai will have to take into

account his workload.
The Sri Lanka one-day captain has been travelling back
and forth from Colombo, juggling his IPL games and domestic duty.
Wednesday and Thursday
are going to be tough for
Malinga. It is learnt he has a
game in Colombo on Thursday
morning (in the Sri Lanka Super
Four Provincial Limited Over
Tournament) and will be heading straight to the airport after
the match to take a flight. He
will land around 5.30 am at
Colombo and head straight to
the ground. Playing in the
domestic event is mandatory for
World Cup consideration.
He did the same after the last
game at the Wankhede, playing
against CSK on April 3, and
against Kandy at Pallekele the
next day. It is another matter
that Malinga picked seven 7/49
in 9.5 overs.
Fortunately, it is his last
game of the domestic competition. He can breathe easy after
that.

ROHIT INJURED IN TRAINING
Sanjjeev K Samyal
n

sanjjeev.samyal@htlive.com

MUMBAI: In what could deal a

big blow to Mumbai Indians
and India’s World Cup
squad, Rohit Sharma picked
up an injury during Tuesday evening’s training session at the Wankhede, ahead
of the Kings XI Punjab game.
After a long hit in the nets,
the MI skipper was working
out in the outfield when he
was seen collapsing to the
ground, clutching his right
thigh. Grimacing in pain,
Rohit lay prone for quite a
while as he was surrounded
by members of the support
staff. Helped by physio Nitin
Patel, he picked himself up
and hobbled around the
boundary rope, making a
slow walk to the dressing
room. In between, he

stopped and took a break,
leaning on the electronic
advertisement boards
around the boundary for
support, raising concerns
the injury could be serious.
He then took the stairs on
the side of the visitors’
dressing room as short cut.
There was no update on
the seriousness of the
injury, but it looked like a
hamstring problem.
Depending on whether it is a
strain or tear, hamstring
injuries can take between
two to six weeks to heal.
From the Indian team’s
point of view, the only consolation is there is enough
time for the World Cup to
recover. The selectors name
the World Cup, which
begins on May 30, squad on
April 15. India play their
first match on June 5.

Domestic players shortchanged in IPL
STRAIGHTT D

AMRIT MATHUR
HUR
In Jaipur’s Sawai Mansingh Stadium, stairs leading from the
Rahul Dravid lounge on the
ground floor to the Shane Warne
gallery on Level One have pictures of domestic players of the
Royals. Among those featured
are Shashank Singh, Riyan
Garg, Aryaman Birla, Shubham
Ranjane,MananVohra,Mahipal
Lomror and Sudhesan Midhun
— promising players all but
names unlikely to excite hard
core cricket fans.
There is an irony to this publicity, the pictures on hoardings
and career-changing IPL contracts. Many domestic players,
with Royals and others, don’t get
to play. Not one game, some-

times even across two seasons.
For them IPL is limited to preseason training camps and
attending team meetings. After
this, they are sent home or kept
at the base camp — to be on call,
in readiness, if required.
The story of fringe domestic
players is no different in other
teams. CSK have a large group
(KM Asif, Chaitanya Bishnoi,
Ruturaj Gaekwad, N Jagadeesan, Monu Kumar and Dhruv
Sheorey) with little hope of playing. Mumbai have in their ranks,
though buried in the background, Mohsin Khan, Anukul
Roy, Siddhesh Lad and Pankaj
Jaiswal.
Delhi Capitals, strong on
young Indian talent,are yet to
give their domestic stars (Manjot
Kalra, Jalaj Saxena, Ankush
Bains,NathuSinghandBandaru
Ayyappa) a go till now.
Not just raw youngsters, even
big ticket players are starved of
opportunities. Mystery spinner

SOME PLAYERS ARE
HIRED AS BACKUP FOR
REGULARS WHO COULD
BE UNAVAILABLE OR
INJURED. THIS LOT IS
NOT CENTRAL TO TEAM
PLANS, THEREFORE
COACHING STAFF
FOCUSES ON KEY
ASSETS LIKELY TO MAKE
THE PLAYING 11.
Varun Chakravarty, bought by
Kings for a royal ransom of ~8.4
crore, is warming the bench.
Same with Shivam Dube, who
cost RCB ~5 crore.
Equally depressing is the case
of some India players. Murali
Vijay has played just one match
for CSK in the last two years and
Barinder Sran (MI) is yet to get
onto the team sheet. Ditto for

Jayant Yadav (MI), Khaleel
Ahmed (SRH) and Karn Sharma
(CSK, ~5 crore), who played six
games last year but may get
nothing this time as CSK has surplus supply of spinners with
Jadeja, Tahir and Harbhajan.
That teams like Royals choose
to promote players — even those
not famous — confirms the IPL is
a great platform that guarantees
tremendous exposure. From a
players’ perspective, especially
those striving to breakthrough,
it’s an invitation to the Oscars, a
passport to a dream world.
Getting picked at the auction
is an achievement, getting a
game a massive break. And, in
case one makes a mark, sky can
be the limit.
With IPL squads of 25 (max 7
foreign players) team dynamics
dictate some players are hired
only as backup — insurance for
regulars who could be unavailable or injured. This lot is not central to team plans, therefore

coaching staff focuses attention
on key assets likely to make the
playing 11.
But even the limited exposure,
the minor brush with cricket’s A
list celebrities, is a huge positive.
Young players benefit from sharing net sessions with top stars,
even if only to see how Virat
Kohli straps on his pads or Bumrah marks his run up at practice.
The IPL is cricket’s fat Indian
wedding — loud,garish,over the
top. Each team travels as a group
of 50 including an army of support staff. The league has six
weeks of cricket, matches each
day without a break, with teams
going through multiple ‘functions’ of brand activation, ‘meet
and greets’ and sponsor commitments.
In all this frenzy and celebration of cricket, fringe domestic
players are respectedguests. Not
the central actors.
The writer is a senior sports administrator. Views are personal
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For Ajax, the kids are alright

CHAMPIONS LEAGUE As the Dutch
club takes on Juventus, we look at how
they built a team from academy players
Bhargab Sarmah
n

bhargab.sarmah@htlive.com

NEW DELHI: After the draw for the
round-of-16 ties in the Champions League was made last
December, Ajax coach Erik ten
Hag had a clear plan for how he
would approach the two games
against three-time defending
champions Real Madrid: give
‘Los Blancos’ a taste of Pep
Guardiola.
“Guardiola’s philosophy is
sensational,” Ten Hag said of
the former Barcelona, Bayern
Munich and current Manchester City manager ahead of the
two-legged tie. “His structured
attacking play is very attractive
and I aim to implement this at
Ajax.”
It was a huge compliment to
Guardiola whose football philosophy was heavily influenced
by Ajax’s greatest son: Johan
Cruyff. Having coached Bayern
Munich’s reserve team for the
first two years of Guardiola’s
reign, Ten Hag would know him
well. He would subsequently
have an impressive stint at
Utrecht before moving to Ajax
in the middle of the 2017-18 season. In his first full season at
Ajax, Ten Hag has employed an
expansive brand of football that
Guardiola would approve of,
while helping them stay in
chase of an unlikely treble of the
Champions League, Eredivisie
and KNVB Cup.
The club’s 5-3 aggregate win
over Real Madrid may have surprised fans and pundits over the
world but it was the manner of
the victory that left the holders
rattled. Ajax dominated Real at
home and, despite losing 1-2
after a series of misfortunes,
took control of the second leg in
Madrid again, this time deservedly winning 4-1 to advance.
The four-time European
champions haven’t won the
Champions League since Louis
van Gaal’s young crop lifted the
title in 1995. With the likes of
Edwin van der Sar, Frank Rijkaard, the De Boer brothers –
Frank and Ronald – Clarence
Seedorf, Patrick Kluivert,
among others in that team, Ajax
dazzled their way to a remarka-

ble European triumph. While an
encore this season remains a
distant dream, Ten Hag’s role in
improving his team cannot be
understated.
To understand Ajax’s current
resurgence, it is important go
two seasons back when Peter
Bosz guided them to the Europa
League final where they lost to
Jose Mourinho’s Manchester
United. The Ajax team that lost
the final had an average age of
22, the lowest in the history of a
major European final.
Bosz’s Ajax played a similar
brand of football with a high
focus on possession; a tradition
started by Rinus Michels that
has continued over the years
through Cruyff, Van Gaal,
among the most illustrious
names, and now Ten Hag. Six
players from that starting XI are
still at the club while three others who began on the bench that
night are now regulars.
Ajax have also bolstered the
squad with a handful of signings
and promoted more boys from
the academy while the young
core of players from Bosz’s time
has gained a significant amount
of experience.
Of the 20 players to have featured in at least five games for
Ajax this season, six belong to
the club’s academy, including
Daley Blind who was re-signed
from Man United last summer
after he left Amsterdam for the
English club in 2014.
The Ajax youth academy’s
pedigree is well known across
the world. Over the decades, it
has given football the likes of
Cruyff, Marco van Basten, Dennis Bergkamp, Seedorf, Kluivert, Davids, the De Boers, Wesley Sneijder, among a host of
notable names.
Cruyff, the most famous apostle of Michels’ ‘total football’
philosophy, would implement a
similar youth set-up at Barcelona as coach, bolstering a system that would later produce
one of football’s greatest generations: Xavi, Andres Iniesta, Carles Puyol, Sergio Busquets, Gerard Pique, et al. Also an Argentine named Lionel Messi.
Ajax’s famed youth set-up is
backed by a strong network of

n

CR7’s return key
to Juve success
Agence France-Presse
n

n

Ajax and Holland’s 19-year-old defender Matthijs de Ligt (in front) has been attracting admiring glances from Barcelona and Juventus with
Frenkie de Jong (right, standing) already confirmed to move to Camp Nou on a €78 million deal this summer.
AFP

scouts across the world. The
same is underlined by the fact
that apart from the six academy
products in the current main
squad, six other players in it
were signed in their teenage
years.
However, while Ajax now
relies on a young core of players
– 12 of the 20 players in the squad
are below 23 – the main difference between his squad and that
of Bosz from two years back is
that Ten Hag has a quartet of
players above the age of 29:
Blind, Dusan Tadic, Lasse
Schone and Klaas Jan Huntelaar. In 2017, Bosz only had
Schone as a senior regular.
These four players, two of whom
were Ten Hag signings, have
provided maturity this season.
Under Ten Hag, Ajax have
adopted an attacking approach
that has seen six players score
in double figures in this campaign.
With Barcelona-bound versatile midfielder Frenkie de Jong
as the lynchpin of a possession-

based, high-pressing game,
Ajax have thrived in a tactically
flexible system. In attack, the
trio of Dusan Tadic, Hakim
Ziyech and David Neres has provided an added thrust to the
team.
Whether they can breach the
fort of Juventus, however,
remains to be seen. The Turin
giants have shown a few chinks
in their armour this season,
notably against Manchester
United in the group stages and
versus Atletico Madrid in the
first leg of their pre-quarter-final. But with Juventus’ attack
boasting of players like Cristiano Ronaldo and Italian starlet
Moise Kean, Ajax will have to
work on their pressing game,
which defensively leaves them
vulnerable to breaks.
Ten Hag is unlikely to compromise with his side’s style of
play but if Ajax are to get past
Juventus, they will need to
withstand longer spells of pressure than they did against an
insipid Real Madrid side.

2018-19 Ajax squad
composition
Main squad: 20 (players with at least 5 games) Total nationalities: 10
Core squad: 13 (players with 30 or more games)
Academy players

Agence France-Presse

Players signed in
teenage years

MANCHESTER: Ahead of Barce-

lona’s Champions League trip to
Old Trafford, the Catalans’ president has admitted even they
could not compete with Manchester United’s then world
record offer to bring Paul Pogba
back to England in 2016.
“We couldn’t afford that
amount of money at the time,”
Josep Maria Bartomeu told
ESPN. “So he went to United, and
he’s making them better as a
team because he’s one of the
stars of the world of football right
now.”
However, nearly three years
on, United can feel they have still
to receive sufficient bang for the
bucks they paid to Juventus for
Pogba in an £89 million ($116 million) transfer fee.
The French World Cup winner will start for just the second
time in a Champions League
knockout game for United on
Wednesday.
Benched for both legs of a bitterly disappointing last 16 exit to
Sevilla last season by Jose Mourinho due to personal differences
and poor performances, Pogba’s
only previous start ended in a
red card and a 2-0 defeat to Paris
Saint-Germain back in February.
Without their suspended star,
a youthful United side pulled off
a miraculous 3-1 win in Paris to
make it to the last eight for the
first time in five years and give
Pogba another chance to shine
on the Champions League stage.
The arrival of Ole Gunnar
Solskjaer to replace the sacked
Mourinho in December removed
any excuses that it was the Portuguese’s straitjacket that was
limiting the output of one his
most talented players.
An upturn in form was immediate. Pogba scored nine goals
and created six more in his first
12 games under Solskjaer.
However, his form has cooled
since, and not by coincidence so
has United’s with three defeats
in their last four games.

Players aged 23
or below

7

Players aged
27-29

2
0
0

Players aged
29 or above

4
4

Average age

Main squad

24.3 years
main squad

Oldest player: Klaas Jan Huntelaar (35 years)
Youngest player: Matthijs de Ligt (19 years)
Players with at least 10 goals: 6
Highest goalscorer: Dusan Tadic (30)

25 years
core squad

MADRID INTEREST?
Pogba has also not done his
approval ratings among the
United fans any favours by publicly flirting with Real Madrid
while away on international
duty last month and talking of
his admiration for Madrid boss
Zinedine Zidane.
“He’s capable of doing everything. There are midfielders who
know how to defend really well,

n

others who are very good in
attack. He knows how to do
everything,” said Zidane.
There can little better audition for a Madrid target than ending Barca’s bid for a third treble
in a decade.
However, United are entitled
to want Pogba to show the potential Zidane spoke of on a more
regular basis.

For a club steeped in a history
of inspirational midfielders such
as Bryan Robson, Roy Keane and
Paul Scholes who demanded the
highest standards of themselves
and those around them, Pogba is
too often hit or miss.
Indeed, there have even been
suggestions that United would be
wise to cash in if a bid north of
£100 million from Madrid mate-

(Top) Three years after joining
Man United from Juventus on a
record $116m transfer fee,
Pogba (left) — seen here with
Lukaku — has not been able to
live up to expectations.
(Below) A traffic advisory
tweeted by ex-England player
Gary Lineker urges fans to use
public transport. REUTERS/TWITTER

rialises this summer, and use the
money for the big rebuilding job
needed at Old Trafford.
When United and Barca met in
the Champions League final in
2009, it was the Red Devils who
were pre-match favourites.
Instead, Lionel Messi was on
target as Pep Guardiola’s side
emerged victorious in Rome, and
he struck again when the sides
met again in the final two years
later.
Messi is still Barca’s inspiration and with him they have
made the last eight every season
since. By contrast, this is just
United’s second quarter-final in
the last eight years.
The signing of Pogba was
meant to signal United’s return
to the elite. It is time for him to
deliver on the biggest stage.
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Players aged
23-27

Reuters
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Indispensable
Pique returns to
former ‘home’
with Barcelona

sportsdesk@hindustantimes.com

6

4

Stage set for Pogba to prove his worth
n

Cristiano Ronaldo (centre) and Mario Mandzukic (left) during
Juventus’ training session in Turin on Tuesday.
REUTERS

sportsdesk@hindustantimes.com

BARCELONA: All eyes will be on
strike duo Lionel Messi and Luis
Suarez as Barcelona visit Manchester United in the Champions
League this week, but defensive
lynchpin Gerard Pique is proving
equally important to the Catalans’ treble bid.
The centre back returns to Old
Trafford for the first time since he
left Manchester United in 2008 to
rejoin Barcelona, in Wednesday’s
quarter-final first leg. Joining the
Red Devils in 2004 from Barcelona as a 16-year-old, Pique
learned key lessons during tough
seasons in the north of England.
The defender never managed
to secure a regular starting spot,
with Rio Ferdinand and Nemanja
Vidic ahead of him, but was surrounded by elite players to glean
wisdom from. However, after a
harrowing afternoon at Bolton
Wanderers in 2007 where Pique
made a mistake which handed
Nicolas Anelka an easy goal, the
defender lost the confidence of
then-coach Alex Ferguson.
He negotiated a passage back
to Barcelona, perhaps the first
sign that he would later turn into
an entrepreneur as well as an
elite footballer. “I arrived at Manchester United a boy, and I left a
man,” Pique said. “I walked into
(Ferguson’s) office, and I was
honest with him. I said, ‘Listen, I
feel like I’ve lost your trust. Barcelona is my home. I want to go
back. I hope you will let me go.’”
Pique returned to Barcelona
for 5 million euros ($5.62 million)
as a reserve with low expectations, but by the end of his first
season under Pep Guardiola he
had become a key player in the
2008-09 treble-winning side.
There have been ups and
downs since, but seven La Liga
titles, three Champions League
wins and multiple other trophies
decorate his honours list, as well
as the 2010 World Cup victory
with Spain. Pique has been in
sublime form this campaign,
driving his side towards another
league title, although the trophy
the squad wants to win most is the
Champions League.

sportsdesk@hindustantimes.com

MILAN: Cristiano Ronaldo’s return
to fitness could be vital to Juventus’s bid to end their Champions
League drought going back 23
years as they head to Ajax on
Wednesday with uncertainty
over whether their superstar will
play or not. Ronaldo hasn’t
played for the Serie A leaders —
who are one point away from
sealing an eighth Italian league
title — since scoring the sensational hat-trick that saw Juve
come back from a 2-0 first-leg deficit to knock out Atletico Madrid
last month.
He was rested in the subsequent 2-0 league defeat at Genoa
and then picked up a thigh injury
on international duty with Portugal two weeks ago.
But coach Massimiliano Allegri remains confident the 34-yearold will be ready for Wednesday’s
game in Amsterdam.
“He (Ronaldo) always feels
ready. We are confident of having
him at Ajax on Wednesday,” said
Allegri after Saturday’s 2-1
league win over AC Milan.
The five-time Ballon d’Or winner joined his teammates for
training on Monday and is
expected to travel with the team
to the Netherlands.
Portuguese teammate Joao
Cancelo, himself recovering from
a calf strain, believes that
Ronaldo will be present.
“Cristiano’s training, he’s a
serious professional. He has committed himself to do everything
possible to be there and help the
team,” right-back Cancelo told
Sky Sport Italia.

THE FIVE-TIME BALLON
D’OR WINNER JOINED
HIS TEAMMATES FOR
TRAINING ON MONDAY
AND IS EXPECTED TO
TRAVEL WITH THE TEAM
TO THE NETHERLANDS
“I really think he’ll be called
up, after that we’ll see if he plays
from the first minute or if he will
come on later. The coach will
decide.” Ronaldo has given no
updates on his injury, apart from
a short video posted on his social
media accounts, looking relaxed
as he drove his car and singing
along with his partner Georgina
Rodriguez and son.
Ronaldo’s presence would be a
physiological boost for Juventus
who signed the Champions
League goal king for 100 million
euros ($117 million) last summer
and agreed to pay him a 31 million-euro annual salary to end
their search for the title they last
won in 1996. Ronaldo is the only
player to have won the title five
times and is the record goalscorer
in the competition with 124,
including 15 last season.
The Italian champions were
beaten finalists in 2015 and 2017,
with Ronaldo on target for Real
Madrid in the latter.
This campaign, Ronaldo was
sent off in the opening group
game against Valencia, with only
one goal against Manchester
United before his spectacular hattrick against Atletico. But Allegri
says he brings further energy and
enthusiasm to the team.

Inspired Hazard double hands
Chelsea win over West Ham
Reuters
n
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LONDON: Eden Hazard’s stunning

individual performance earned
Chelsea a 2-0 win over West Ham
United which hoisted them into
third spot in the Premier League
on Monday.
The Belgian wizard tormented
West Ham throughout and scored
both goals to move Chelsea above
Tottenham Hotspur and Arsenal
in the race for a top-four finish.
Hazard danced through West
Ham’s packed defence in the 24th
minute to put Maurizio Sarri’s
side in front. He then sealed the
points in the 90th minute with a
clinical finish.
A third successive victory
means Chelsea have 66 points
from 33 games, while Tottenham
and Arsenal have 64 and 63
respectively having played a
game less. West Ham are 11th
with 42 points from 33 games.
Hazard was in a class of his
own, giving the Stamford Bridge
faithful another example of why
they are so desperate to avoid him
moving on at the end of the season
-- a fact not lost on West Ham’s
fans who chanted that about Real
Madrid’s interest. The 28-yearold’s masterful brace means he
now has 19 goals in all competitions this season -- equalling his

n

Eden Hazard has 19 goals in all competitions this season.

previous best in 2014-15.
His opener was a contender for
goal of the season, taking on half
of West Ham’s team single-handedly. Taking possession of the
ball 35 metres from goal with a
blanket of West Ham players
blocking his path to goal, Hazard
first accelerated into the area past
Declan Rice and Mark Noble.
Then, as Fabian Balbuena and
Angelo Ogbonna converged to try
and stop him, he left both tackling
thin air and with Ryan Fredericks desperately trying to cover
he remained perfectly balanced
to smash a left-footed shot past

REUTERS

Lukasz Fabianski.
‘HARD TO KEEP HAZARD’
LONDON: Chelsea manager Maurizio Sarri admitted it will be hard
to deny Eden Hazard a move to
Real Madrid this summer, even if
a reported £100 million ($130 million) move is “too cheap” for the
Belgian captain.
“It (£100m) is too cheap in this
market! We have seen in the last
few windows every price I think,”
Sarri said. “I’m sure the club
doesn’t want to sell him, but of
course we all have to respect his
decision, I think.

S H O R T PA S S E S

Eriksson, Roca in 35 shortlisted
for India football coach’s job
Press Trust of India & HTC
n
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NEWDELHI: Former England man-

ager Sven-Goran Eriksson headlines a list of 35 names shortlisted
for the post of the Indian football
team coach, which also includes
the highly successful ex-Bengaluru FC manager Albert Roca.
The much-travelled Swede
Eriksson and Spaniard Roca
apart, Tommy Taylor (England),
Hakan Ericson (Sweden), Tomislav Sivic (Serbia), Lee Clark
(England) and Lucas Alcaraz
Gonzalez (Spain) are some of the
other candidates shortlisted for
the post.
Eriksson, who was in charge of
England for five years until 2006,
had last month expressed interest in the job to the All India Football Federation (AIFF). The

Indian team’s spirited showings
in recent times had a ripple effect
with the position of the men’s
coach attracting over 250 applications, an unprecedented number.
INDIA WOMEN OUT
MANDALAY, MYANMAR: The Indian
women’s football team missed
out an opportunity to qualify for
the third round of the 2020 Olympic qualifiers after it was held to a
3-3 draw by Myanmar.
The Maymol Rocky-coached
side needed a win to top Group A
of the Olympic qualifiers Round 2
but squandered the lead twice to
play out a draw and bow out.
India and Myanmar got seven
points each from three matches
but the home team advanced to
the third round due to superior
goal difference (plus 8 as compared to plus 4 of India).

KING’S CUP
NEW DELHI: The Indian football
team will be playing in the invitational King’s Cup in Thailand in
June. All matches will be held at
the Chang Arena, Buriram,
which has a seating capacity of
36000. Besides India and hosts
Thailand, the other teams in the
competition are Vietnam and
Curacao. India are ranked 101,
with Thailand at 114, Vietnam at
98, and Curacao at 82.
FC GOA IN FINAL
NEW DELHI: FC Goa beat I-League
champions Chennai City FC 3-0 in
the first semi-final of the Super
Cup at the Kalinga Stadium in
Bhubaneswar on Tuesday. Ferran Corominas scored a brace
(26’, 35’) and Brandon Fernandes
(69th) completed the tally to take
FC Goa to the final.
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Titans to make World’s top 10 all seeking first Masters green jacket
kabaddi star out
of NFL player
AUGUSTA For the first time since rankings began in 1986, all 10 will play for their 1st title here
Agence France-Presse
n
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AUGUSTA: There’s a major hole on

B Shrikant
n

shrikant.bhagvatula@hindustantimes.com

MUMBAI: American football, or

gridiron, and kabaddi are chalk
and cheese. Gridiron is closer to
rugby and played on a rectangular field with 11 players a side
while kabaddi is now an indoor
game, played on synthetic mat
with seven players either side of
the court. They do have a few
things in common — both are
contact sports that need players
to be strong, have speed, nifty
footwork to dodge, and the ability
to block opponents.
It is because of these similarities that the Pro Kabaddi League
(PKL) team Telugu Titans have
decided to make a kabaddi player
out of an American football athlete. For this experiment, they
have chosen 27-year-old running
back Dewitt Jennings who, a top
team official claimed, has played
in the National Football League
(NFL), the sport’s biggest and
most prominent league.
“What the running back does
is carry the ball forward while
everybody tries to stop him, so his
role is almost like that of a raider
in kabaddi. So, we thought will
try and bring him here and teach
him kabaddi skills,” Telugu
Titans CEO Srinivas Sreeramaneni, said on Tuesday, the second
day of PKL player auction. The
running back plays a key role in
attack and defence — at the offensive end, he carries the ball forward while in defence, he is one of
the main blockers. Sreeramaneni
feels such an athlete could be a
good all-round kabaddi player.
“The federation wants to take

PKL in numbers

~50 crore
TOTAL MONEY SPENT

200
173 27

Total
players sold

Domestic
players

241

Foreign
players

Unsold
players

TOP BUYS
Siddharth Desai

~1.45 crore
Telugu Titans

Nitin Tomar

~1.20 crore
Puneri Paltan

the career accomplishments list
for the world’s 10 top-ranked
golfers this week at Augusta
National — none of them owns a
Masters champion’s green
jacket. It’s the first time since the
global rankings began in 1986
that the entire top 10 arrived at
the year’s first Major tournament and none of them had ever
won the Masters, including new
world number one Justin Rose of
England.
“If you look at the skill sets of
the guys at the top of the world
rankings, Augusta really should
suit most of us,” Rose said. “So I
would say that this year there’s
probably a very good probability
that one of those guys will get it
done.”
Third-ranked Rory McIlroy of
Northern Ireland, a four-time
Major winner, needs a Masters
win to become only the sixth
golfer to complete a career
Grand Slam. There’s a trio of
top-10 Americans with Major
wins lacking one at Augusta
National, including secondranked Dustin Johnson, three-

time Major winner Brooks
Koepka (fourth) and 2017 PGA
Championship winner Justin
Thomas (fifth).
“I think it’s just a coincidence
that nobody in the top 10 has won
the Masters,” Thomas said. “It
definitely speaks to the new
wave of players.”
Three more US players seek
their first Major title: Bryson
DeChambeau (sixth), Rickie
Fowler (ninth) and Xander
Schauffele (10th).
Mix in reigning seventhranked reigning British Open
champion Francesco Molinari of
Italy and sixth-ranked Spaniard
Jon Rahm, who shared fourth
last year in only his second Masters start, and there’s an element
of extra hunger under the Georgia pines this week.
“The most important thing I
learned last year is that Augusta
National, expect for the par-5s,
plays over par,” Rahm said. “So
if you make par, don’t get frustrated. That’s just the way it is
around this course.”
Rahm, 24, could not claw back
from an opening 75 last year
despite firing the lowest Masters
third-round score of 65, but won
the Spanish Open the following

week.
“I hope my putting is a lot better than it was last year,” Rahm
said. “I feel strong in every part
of my game. I just want to make a
few more putts than I did last
year.”
TIGER, TIGER
The only golfer among the
world’s top 16 who has won the
Masters is 14-time Major winner
Tiger Woods. And the 12thranked American, now 43, won
his most recent of four Masters
crowns in 2005.
Thunderstorms closed the
course Monday afternoon with
more severe weather forecast
Tuesday, but most players in the
field of 87 — matching the smallest since Woods won in 1997 —
practised before the rain struck.
RANKING INSPIRATION
Rose, the 2013 US Open winner,
uses his ranking to motivate not
pressure, especially after winning as world number one at Torrey Pines in January.
“I use it as maybe a little inspiration, certainly not as an expectation,” Rose said. “Clearly to
win a major as number one
would be even more fantastic.

WORLD TOP 10
1 Justin Rose (ENG)
2 Dustin Johnson (USA)
3 Rory McIlroy (NIR)
4 Brooks Koepka (USA)
5 Justin Thomas (USA)

6 Bryson DeChambeau (USA)
7 Francesco Molinari (ITA)
8 Jon Rahm (ESP)
9 Rickie Fowler (USA)
10 Xander Schauffele (USA)

“Confidence is up there for
sure. I’ve had enough good golf to
give me confidence and I’ve had
enough poor golf to keep me
working hard, which is sometimes a good place to be.”
HOLE FIVE KEY
The only Masters wins for players who topped the rankings that
week were by Ian Woosnam in
1991, Fred Couples in 1992 and
Tiger Woods in 2001 and 2002.
Players examined the
revamped fifth hole, now a 495yard par-4 test after the tee was
moved back 40 yards.

n

World No 3 Rory McIlroy (left), who has won four Majors, needs a
win at Augusta Masters to complete a career Grand Slam. Dustin
Johnson, who slipped off the perch this week, has won three
AFP
Majors.

the sport to new countries and for
sports there is no country bigger
than the United States. So, if you
want to make kabaddi a global
sport, you have to take it to the
US. So, we thought ‘let’s get a couple of players from there and start
them in kabaddi’, and for that the
closest there is NFL,” he said.
Explaining the rationale
behind the experiment, the
Andhra businessman said players in American football are
superb athletes and picking up
kabaddi would be easy for them.

Throwers Manpreet,
Suman banned
HT Correspondent
n

sportsdesk@hindustantimes.com

NEW DELHI :International women

athletes, shot-putter Manpreet
Kaur and javelin thrower
Suman Devi, have been handed
four year bans by the National
Anti Doping Agency (NADA)
after being caught for doping in
2017, an Athletics Federation of
India official said on Tuesday.
The Punjab shot-putter, who
returned positive results an
extraordinary four times, can
appeal before NADA’s Anti Doping Appeal Panel for reduction of
her punishment. The ban will be
imposed with retrospective
effect. Her suspension will start
from July 20, 2017, as per a NADA
order dated March 29. The Olympian will lose the Asian championships gold she won at Bhubaneswar in 2017 as well as medals

won in domestic competitions,
from the time the first urine sample that returned an adverse
finding was collected.
Suman Devi tested positive for
nandrolone during the trials in
Patiala (June 25-27). The 32-yearold thrower from UP finished
10th with a throw of 50.90m, way
below her personal best of
59.45m achieved while winning
gold in the 2016 SAF Games.
Manpreet, 28, had won at
Bhubaneswar with a best effort
of 18.28m. She later qualified for
the 2017 World Championships
in London, but was dropped from
the squad. Manpreet’s first positive test, for anabolic steroid
metenolone, came in the first leg
of the 2017 Asian Grand Prix at
Jinhua, China. Her winning
throw there was 18.86m, a
national record, which will now
be erased.
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Shreya Mukherjee

hen ICC ODI batting
ranking announced
Smriti Mandhana as
world number one in women’s
cricket leaving behind
Australians Ellyse Perry and
Meg Lanning, it was definitely
a proud moment. And, the first
thing Smriti did was call her
family. “My parents were
super-excited, but my brother
(Shravan Mandhana) started
pulling my leg. He was like
“arrey tujhe kaise mil gaya
world no 1, nahin ho sakta
yaar….,” laughs the 22year-old as she narrates
the incident. Such is the
kind of relationship that
this sibling duo share
with each other. We
caught up with the
cricketer recently who
credits her brother for her
success.
Not many know that
Smriti’s love for cricket
began while watching her
brother play. In fact, she
picked up her batting style
from him. They are both lefthanded batsmen. Though he
stopped playing midway,
Smriti continued chasing her
dream and today, she credits
her success to her brother,
Shravan.
“More than anything else,
he is interested in the number
of sixes I have hit. He is
fascinated by sixes… I started
playing at the age of five and I
still remember how I would
watch him bat closely and
would look forward to him
bowling to me. There was a
time when he had a good
number of cricket balls that he
won given his good
performances in various
tournaments, while I did not
have any. And those balls are
really special as they are
signed by seniors and popular
cricketers. But he would
happily share those balls with
me so that I could continue
practising,” says the cricketer,
who recently led India in T20
series against England.
Ask how Shravan reacts
when people come up to her for
photos, Smriti says, “He never

Smriti Mandhana
and Shravan
Mandhana

W

PHOTO: INSTAGRAM/

SHRAVAN_MANDHANA

Shahid Kapoor
(left) and
Akshay Kumar
in 2.0 (right)
PHOTO: IANS

More than anything else, Shravan is interested in the
number of sixes I have hit. I started playing at the age of
five and I still remember how I would watch him bat
closely and would look forward to him bowling to me.
SMRITI MANDHANA, CRICKETER
gets jealous or awkward when
people ask me for pictures
when we are out. Had the
scenario been opposite, it
wouldn’t have been easy for
me since, since I have always
been a cry baby.”
Coming to the other half of
this duo, Shravan, 26, too, only
has good things to say about
his little sister. “She always
had it in her to make it big,” he
says, before adding on a lighter
note, “Smriti is that typical
younger sister who keeps
irritating me. I just wonder
when will she grow up.”
Ask Smriti one quality of
her brother that irks her and
she says, “He bothers me all
the time. If I am watching TV,

then he wants the remote at
that very moment. There are
times when I get back home
after a long tour and if I’m
trying to play the keyboard, he
also wants to play it at that
very moment (laughs).”
Shravan, who runs a cricket
coaching academy in Sangli,
Maharashtra, further shares
how the duo would often head
for long drives and watch
movies. “It’s mandatory that
we spend quality time with
each other. We are best
friends. There can be things
that our parents might not
know about us but there’s
nothing that we don’t know
about each other,” he adds.
n

shreya.mukherjee@htlive.com

Siblings Taapsee
and Shagun
Pannu constantly
argue, but admit
they can’t live
without each
other
PHOTOS: INSTAGRAM/
SHAGUNPANNU

The movement of actors and other talent between
the Hindi and south Indian film industries seems to be
a growing trend. Experts call it a ‘healthy’ exchange
Prashant Singh
ollywood has always
shared a special
equation with south
Indian film industries,
and vice versa. But it’s
interesting to see the
frequency with which the
mutual exchange of talents
has been taking place lately. A
fresh case in point being: Alia
Bhatt and Ajay Devgn will be
seen in SS Rajamouli’s RRR
that has Jr NTR and Ram
Charan in lead roles. Apart
from that, Amitabh Bachchan
is currently busy with
Tamilvanan’s Tamil-Hindi
bilingual, Tera Yaar Hoon
Main also starring SJ Suryah
and Ramya Krishnan.

B

GET, SET, GO
The list continues. Akshay
Kumar will soon start
shooting for Laxmi, the
remake of a Tamil horror film

Taapsee and
Shagun...
Tom and Jerry!

Kanchana, which will be
directed by the original
director Raghava Lawrence,
who also played the lead in the
Tamil hit. Shraddha Kapoor
has almost wrapped up Saaho,
a Tamil-Telugu and Hindi
trilingual that’s being written
and directed by Sujeeth. Also,
Shahid Kapoor-starrer Kabir
Singh is a remake of Telugu hit
Arjun Reddy, which has been
helmed by the original
director, Sandeep Reddy
Vanga. Plus, Kangana Ranaut

COMING SOON: THE
BIG REMAKES
The coming days seem packed
with a plethora of Hindi films
being remade in south Indian
languages and vice versa.
Producer Boney Kapoor is busy
with the Tamil remake of Pink

is set to portray former Tamil
Nadu chief minister, J
Jayalalithaa, in director
Vijay’s Tamil and Hindi films,
respectively titled Thalaivi
and Jaya.
“It’s fantastic,” says
Shankar, the director of Robot
and 2.0, whose films starred
Aishwarya Rai Bachchan and
Akshay Kumar respectively.
“I have always roped in
costume designers and hair
stylists besides other technical
crew and actors from Mumbai.
(2016), and will also remake
Badhaai Ho in four south
Indian languages. He will also
collaborate with producer Dil
Raju for the remake of F2 —
Fun and Frustration in Hindi.
Reportedly, Neeraj Pandey is
set to remake the 2016
Malayalam hit, Puthiya
Niyamam, and Madhu

Shraddha Kapoor (top left),
SS Rajamouli (top) and
Shankar (above)
In the coming days, it won’t be
about north, south, India and
even US, UK or Europe. That
also broadens our horizons,”
he adds. Of late, actors such as
Sonakshi Sinha, Vidya Balan
and Radhika Apte have also
worked in south Indian films.

FROM SOUTH,
WITH LOVE
Interestingly, the coming days
will also see South Indian
actor Sudeep starring
alongside Salman Khan in
Prabhudheva-directed
Dabangg 3. Also, Pranitha
Manthena will back the Hindi
remake of SS Rajamouli’s
Magadheera. Suniel Shetty’s
son Ahan will make his
Bollywood debut with the
remake of Telugu hit, RX 100.
Ekta Kapoor, too, has
apparently bagged the
remake rights of the Kannada
film, U Turn.

bhash will make her Hindi
but with Ajay Devgn in
huj: The Pride Of India that
so stars Rana Daggubati.
kewise, Keerthy Suresh is set
work with Ajay in Amit
w
ha
h
arma’s yet-untitled next.
Kab
K
bir Khan’s ’83 will have R
Bad
dree and Jiiva making their
Bolllywood debuts. Besides, the
ecently-released Milan
e
alkies had Shraddha Srinath
making her Hindi debut.
“It’s a very healthy
henomenon. After all, we are
h
lll from one country and I
ho
onestly feel that lines got
bllurred long back,” says trade
an
nalyst Taran Adarsh, adding.
“A
A genius will be a genius
regardless of the language he is
working in. Technically, such
exchange of talents always
brings in a fresh perspective.”
In the past, a number of big
names from south Indian film
industries such as
Vyjayanthimala, Hema Malini,
Rajinikanth, Kamal Haasan,
Jaya Prada and Sridevi have
made their mark. Even
directors like D Ramanaidu, K
Balachander and LV Prasad
have won over Hindi box office,
in the past.
Actors, on their part, are
“more than enthused” with
north-south partnerships. As
Alia — who plays Sita in RRR
— puts it, “Working with
Rajamouli sir is a big tick off
my bucket list. And working
alongside Ram Charan and Jr
NTR is an absolute honour. I
am also very excited about the
experience of working in the
south for the first time.” On the
other hand, Baahubali star
Prabhas is very impressed with
his “very dedicated” co-star,
Shraddha. “She is the best
choice for the role,” he says.
n

prashant.singh@htlive.com

STOP PRESS

On World Siblings Day, the sisters
reveal they are like any other siblings
— quarrelling but very close
Chris Hemsworth
Rishabh Suri
ctor Taapsee Pannu and
her younger sister Shagun
are the quintessential
sister duo. They fight and hurt
each other (quite literally!), get
into arguments often, but can’t
live without each other. We got
in touch with them on World
Siblings Day today, and they
were more than ready to spill
the beans about each other!
Taapsee reveals she made it
a point that her sister stays
with her, whichever city she
decides to settle in for work.
“We are partners in all
decisions, and stick by each
other. We used to stay with our
parents in Delhi, and now we
are together in Mumbai. She
was my partner when I left
Delhi and went to Hyderabad,
and then to Mumbai. We are
always on the same page about
everything. Shagun now runs a
wedding planning company
which I had started with a very
close friend,” she says.
Shagun agrees. “I got a job in
Hyderabad, then when she
shifted to Mumbai we started

A

PHOTO: INSTAGRAM/
CHRISHEMSWORTH

the wedding planning thing.
She was always sure she wants
me around, and is the
protective big sister. It’s getting
worse every year!” she jokes.

CHRIS WOULD ‘LOVE
TO’ PLAY JAMES
BOND

‘WE STOPPED
FIGHTING AFTER…’
While they argue about things,
the physical fights Taapsee and
Shagun used to have stopped
after an unfortunate incident.
Taapsee reveals, “I remember
that day. We fought physically
with each other too. We were
fighting over a desktop game
that was new in the house. I
banged her head on the desktop
table. The moment I did that, I
realised something was really
wrong. I hugged her... I could
feel she was in pain. There was
a huge cut on her eyebrow. The
shirt I was wearing was full of
blood. I froze seeing that, and
was in that spot till she
returned after getting the
wound stitched.”

ONE KEEPS THE
OTHER GROUNDED
Shagun says, “Once, there was
an annual race in school, and

hris Hemsworth has
revealed that he
would “love to” play
fictional spy James Bond
after actor Daniel Craig
quits. The actor expressed
his interest in the role
after a publication
pointed out his critically
acclaimed performance as
British Formula One driver
James Hunt made him a
perfect candidate.

C

she’d been preparing for it the
whole year. We were going
back home three days before
the race. I was participating in
a drill for kids. There was this
big ball I would carry to school
everyday. I dropped it from the
auto we were travelling in, and
started crying ‘I won’t be able
to participate’. She rushed on
the road to get it. In the process,
she hurt herself and couldn’t
win the race.”
Shagun adds Taapsee’s a

‘sore loser’! “I heard her
talking about it to someone
recently, saying she lost the
race because of me. If she
doesn’t win, she gets angry
with herself,” she laughs.
But Taapsee feels Shagun
has a big hand in keeping her
grounded. “Shagun’s my
reality check. Whenever I feel I
am on top of the world, she’s
the one who gives me a check,”
Taapsee adds.
n

rishabh.suri@htlive.com

NOTE TO READERS: Some of the coverage that appears on our pages is paid for by the concerned brands. No sponsored content does or shall appear in any
part of HT without it being declared as such to our valued readers.

He said: “I don’t think
you’ll ever meet anyone
who doesn’t want to have
a crack at James Bond. I’d
love to do it. But that’s up
to so many elements and
is way beyond myself. It’s
something that the whole
crew agree on, and it has
to be a very organic
decision from them. There
are a lot of brilliant people
who can tackle that one.

IANS
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DAILY HOROSCOPE

Someone may go out of his or her way to do
your bidding. Your professional image may
suffer as seniors may not be happy with
your performance on the work front.
Focussing on investments will help you
strike rich. You will manage to nip a
medical problem in the bud and save
ARIES
yourself
from problems.
(MAR 21 - APR 20)
Lucky Number: 17 Lucky Colour: Orange
You may remain satisfied with the way things
are going personally and professionally. Your
opinions in an important seminar or
meeting may add to your prestige at
work. Some misunderstanding may take
an ugly turn on the love front. You need
to be careful about where you put your
money. Health may cause concern.

SAGITTARIUS

LEO
(JULY 23 - AUG 23)

There is a chance of something getting
cancelled at the last moment. You always
manage to get the wrong end of the stick
and suffer. Differences with lover can
crop up on the romantic front. Your
concern for someone will be touching.
Chance of going on a vacation with
TAURUS
family
is indicated and will be lots of fun.
(APR 21 - MAY 20)
Lucky Number: 11 Colour: Baby Pink

Lucky Number: 22 Lucky Colour: Violet

DIFFICULTY LEVEL

GEMINI
(MAY 21 - JUN 21)

Charlie Hunnam: The actor, known for films such
as King Arthur: Legend of the Sword (2017),
Papillon (2017), Pacific Rim (2013), and the recent
web movie Triple Frontier, turns 39 today.

You are likely to have an enjoyable time at home
in the company of friends and relations.
Someone is out to impress you on the
romantic front. Some of you can plan a
joint family outing. You may need to
think of a workplace problem from a
different angle. Avoid lending money to
anyone as it may not be returned.
Lucky Number: 5 Lucky Colour: Green

Changing equation with a family member may
disturb peace of mind. Your intelligence will
be on display as you tackle complicated
workplace issues. You are neither likely to
indulge in wasteful expenditure
yourself, nor let anyone else do the
same. Make forgive and forget your
motto to gain peace and tranquillity.

VIRGO
(AUG 24 - SEPT 23)

Lucky Number: 8 Lucky Colour: White

Even your best efforts may not be able to
convince seniors at the workplace. You will
manage to bring positive changes in your
mental make-up for better relationship
with others. An initiative taken on the
academic front is likely to favour you.
Encouraging results can be expected by
bringing changes on the health front.

SUDOKU

Astrologer Prem Kumar Sharma can be contacted at: Delhi: 91-11-26449898,
26489899 (Sat to Mon): Panchkula: 91-172-2562832, 2572874 (Tues to Thurs);
Mumbai: 09223376963 (Last week of every month)

This is the time to get all the help you can on
the academic front. You are likely to offend a
family member by you incorrigible ways.
Whining and wallowing in self pity may
not cut ice with the ones you want to
gain sympathy from. Lover’s support
motivates you to take up the challenges
that have been disturbing you.

Lucky Number: 9 Colour: Magenta

(NOV 23 - DEC 21)

HINDUSTA N TIMES, CHANDIGARH
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Lucky Number: 3 Lucky Colour: Yellow

Luck finally smiles on you on the personal front
and at work. Your efforts at work come in
from praise. Those trying to switch jobs
can find a lucrative opening. Those in
uniform get a posting of their choice.
Achievements can elate parents and the
family. You will manage to keep the
CAPRICORN
interest alive of the one attracted to you!
(DEC 22 - JAN 21)
Lucky Number: 1 Lucky Colour: Light Red

AQUARIUS
(JAN 22 - FEB 19)

LIBRA
(SEPT 24 - OCT 23)

Things pending for long need to be completed
before they come to the notice of higher
ups. Something said in jest offends lover.
You can gloss over mistakes in your rush
to submit an important assignment.
Don’t lend money to anyone you think is
unreliable. Your guidance on the health
front is likely to benefit someone.
Lucky Number: 18 Lucky Colour: Brown

CALVIN AND HOBBES

Bill Watterson

This is a good day to ask the boss for a favour.
Someone may help you in getting a new
venture on the tracks. True happiness lies
on the family front, as you will feel loved
and wanted. Someone you never
noticed before may begin to attract you
in
a romantic way! You can find official
CANCER
travelling a bit cumbersome.
(JUNE 22 - JULY 22)
Lucky Number: 2 Lucky Colour: Cream
There is a need to complete all your pending
work urgently. Your tendency to merge in
the background and preferring whispers
to clear speech makes you a suspect. So
you need to be at your convincing best
at home to remove a misunderstanding
in a parent’s mind. Romance is not a
priority right now.

This is an excellent time to put your ideas into
practice. A renewed interest in fitness finds
you in the prime of your health. Good
earning will find you in a comfortable
monetary situation. Expressing romantic
feelings and exchanging sweet nothings
will prove fulfilling. Things move as per
PISCES
plans on the professional front.
(FEB 20 - MAR 20)
Lucky Number: 7 Colour: Silver Grey

MOVIES IN TRICITY
PICCADILY SQUARE:
CHANDIGARH
Rabb Da Radio 2 Punjabi
10:00AM 12:25PM 03:55PM
05:35PM 09:05PM
Yaara Ve Punjabi 10:05AM
12:35PM 11:15PM
Romeo Akbar Walter 10:25AM
02:55PM 05:55PM 08:05PM
11:35PM
Kesari 01:05PM 03:05PM
06:25PM 08:25PM 10:45PM

MATHDOKU

Fill in all the squares in the grid so that each row, column and
each of the 9X9 squares contains all the digits from 1 to 9.

CINEPOLIS TDI MALL
JAGAT: CHANDIGARH

DID YOU KNOW?

Rabb Da Radio 2 Punjabi
09:30AM 02:40PM 10:50PM
Shazam! English 10:00AM
08:00PM 09:50PM
Romeo Akbar Walter 10:20AM
01:25PM 04:30PM 07:35PM
10:40PM
Yaara Ve Punjabi 12:05PM
05:25PM
Kesari 12:50PM 06:45PM

For her acting debut, Sonali Bendre was
cast opposite Arbaaz Khan in a movie
that was to be directed by Sohail Khan.
The project was never made.

SCRAMBLE - 3051
Solve the four anagrams and move one letter to each square to
form four ordinary words

PVR: ELANTE CHANDIGARH

BDAEO
B G IOT
AE RYLL
IIVYFV
Now arrange the letters marked with an asterisk (*) to form the
answer to the riddle or to fill in the missing words as indicated.

SCRAMBLE SOLUTION: Abode/adobe, bigot, really, vivify
ANSWER: To fail to love is not to exist at all.
- Mark Van Doren
PHOTO: SARANG
GUPTA/HT

‘LuckythatI
don’thavea
lengthyresume’
Rishabh Suri

uality, and not quantity,
has been at the focus of
actor Shefali Shah’s
approach to work. She has
done only over a dozen films in
a career spanning 24 years.
However, of late, she’s been
busy — Shefali starred in a
web film and headlined the
acclaimed series Delhi Crime.
Have her considerations
while choosing a project
undergone a change in all these

Q

years? “It has been the same. If
anything, I am very lucky that I
don’t have a very lengthy
resume. The kind of work I
have on it, I am very proud of it,
whether it was Monsoon
Wedding (2001), Gandhi, My
Father, The Last Lear (2007)…
It’s the story, director and the
role, and I don’t mean just
length — those are my
criteria,” she says.
Has the success of Delhi
Crime meant more offers? “I
did Delhi Crime one and a half
years ago. Since then, I have
been offered stuff, and I kept
looking at it in comparison of
the web series,” she says,
sharing what it was that made
her take the series up.
“I knew about the incident
(the 2012 Delhi gang rape) and
all were traumatised. But I
didn’t know this angle at all
about the cops. I got a chance to
stand in the shoes of the real
woman DCP who cracked the
case. There was no reason to
not even consider not doing it,”
she ends.
n

SOLUTION SUDOKU

Shefali Shah
was seen in
the web series
Delhi Crime

SOLUTION MATHDUKU

To ____ ___ _____ is not to exist at all.
- Mark Van Doren (4,2,4)

Place numbers into the puzzle cells so that each row and column contains each of the digits from 1 to 5. No number is to be repeated in any row or
column. Each bold-outlined cells contain a hint of a number and one of the mathematical symbols + x - /. The number is the result of the operation
represented by the symbol to the digits contained.

‘I WASASKED
SIR AAPKA
HAEMOGLOBIN
KYA HAI?’
Anil
Kapoor
says it’s
‘fun’
when
people
ask him
his age

Sangeeta Yadav

e is 62 but can easily
give all the younger
actors a run for their
money. Think of Anil
Kapoor and the first thing
that comes to your mind is
his enviably youthful good
looks. And naturally, the
recurring question that
people ask him is the reason
behind his reverse ageing, to
which he keeps saying that
“everything in me is
natural.” Until recently,
when a fan’s question left
him in splits.
“Kisi ne achcha sawaal
pucha mujhse ki ‘sir aapka
haemoglobin kya hai?’ I said,
‘yeh sawaal toh aaj tak
mujhse kisi ne nahi kiya,”
laughs Anil, adding, “It’s fun
when people ask me my age,
or the secret to my
youthfulness. But I take
everything as fun. You can’t
take it seriously that I look so

H

young. Obviously, I don’t. I
take it with a pinch of salt.”
Despite receiving
unending love and adulation
from his fans, Kapoor prefers
to stay humble. “People have
been kind and very nice to
me. I enjoy when they
compliment me. [In my head]
I know where I stand. I’m not
delusional. I’ve been simple
and normal, unaffected by all
stardom,” he says.
Ask about his fitness
mantra and the actor says his
children — Sonam K Ahuja,
Rhea Kapoor and Harsh
Varrdhan Kapoor inspire
him. “I observe them — what
they are eating and how they
lead a healthy lifestyle.
Sometimes, they tell me to
try something different in my
diet or workout. There is a
healthy banter that goes on
and we don’t leave an
opportunity to pull each
other’s leg, too,” Anil shares,
laughing.

SCORPIO
(OCT 24 - NOV 22)

Lucky Number: 4 Lucky Colour: Blue

Kesari 10:00AM 01:15PM
04:30PM 07:45PM 11:00PM
Rabb Da Radio 2 Punjabi
10:00AM 12:45PM 12:50PM
06:20PM 11:55PM
Romeo Akbar Walter 10:00AM
11:30AM 01:05PM 02:35PM
04:10PM 05:40PM 07:15PM
08:45PM 10:20PM 11:50PM
Yaara Ve Punjabi 10:00AM
03:40PM 09:10PM 11:40PM
Junglee 10:10AM
Lucifer Malayalam 11:30AM
The Least Of These English
12:40PM
Mera Naam Shaji Malayalam
03:00PM
Shazam! English 03:15PM
08:45PM
Guddiyan Patole Punjabi
03:35PM
Majili Telugu 06:00PM
Fighting with My Family
English 06:15PM 11:45PM
No Fathers in Kashmir English
06:25PM
Badla 09:00PM
Super Deluxe Tamil 09:15PM

PVR: ELANTE 4DX
CHANDIGARH
Captain Marvel English (4DX)
10:00AM
Shazam! English (4DX) 12:45PM
06:20PM 11:45PM
Dumbo English (4DX) 03:45PM
How To Train Your Dragon:
The Hidden World English
(4DX) 09:20PM

PVR: CENTRA, CHANDIGARH
Rabb Da Radio 2 Punjabi
09:20AM 12:30PM 06:10PM
09:00PM 11:50PM
Romeo Akbar Walter 09:30AM
11:00AM 02:05PM 03:50PM
05:10PM 08:15PM 11:20PM
Kesari 12:35PM 07:05PM
10:20PM
Yaara Ve Punjabi 03:10PM
08:50PM
Guddiyan Patole Punjabi
03:20PM
Shazam! English 05:50PM
11:30PM

WAVE: CITY EMPORIUM MALL
Romeo Akbar Walter 09:30AM
12:05PM 02:55PM 04:00PM
05:30PM 08:20PM 10:55PM
Yaara Ve Punjabi 09:35AM
03:00PM 08:25PM
Rabb Da Radio 2 Punjabi
09:45AM 12:20PM 03:05PM
05:45PM 08:15PM 11:15PM
Junglee 10:30AM
Shazam! English 12:15PM
10:45PM
Shazam! Hindi 05:35PM
Kesari 01:00PM 06:45PM
09:45PM

PVR: CITY CENTRE
MALL, CHANDIGARH
Romeo Akbar Walter 10:00AM
01:05PM 07:25PM 10:30PM
Kesari 04:10PM

VR: PUNJAB, MOHALI
Kesari 09:40AM 12:55PM
04:10PM 07:25PM 10:40PM
Romeo Akbar Walter 09:45AM
11:15AM 12:50PM 02:20PM
03:55PM 07:00PM 08:30PM
10:05PM 11:35PM
Rabb Da Radio 2 Punjabi

09:50AM 12:40PM 03:30PM
04:40PM 06:20PM 09:10PM
10:20PM
Yaara Ve Punjabi 09:50AM
12:30PM 06:00PM 08:40PM
11:20PM
Junglee 11:00AM
Band Vaaje Punjabi 01:50PM
Guddiyan Patole Punjabi
03:10PM
Shazam! English 04:00PM
10:00PM
No Fathers in Kashmir English
05:25PM
Badla 07:30PM

VR PUNJAB (GOLD), MOHALI
Romeo Akbar Walter 10:30AM
01:35PM 04:40PM 07:45PM
10:50PM
Rabb Da Radio 2 Punjabi
11:05AM 01:55PM 11:00PM
Kesari 04:45PM
Shazam! English 08:00PM

CINEPOLIS: BESTECH
SQUARE, MOHALI
Yaara Ve Punjabi 09:20AM
02:50PM 08:20PM
Rabb Da Radio 2 Punjabi
10:00AM 11:40AM 03:35PM
05:30PM 08:10PM
Romeo Akbar Walter 10:10AM
11:45AM 01:15PM 02:25PM
04:20PM 07:25PM 10:30PM
11:00PM
Kesari 10:20AM 01:25PM
07:00PM 10:05PM
Shazam! English 12:45PM
09:10PM
Junglee 04:30PM
Guddiyan Patole Punjabi
05:25PM
Badla 10:55PM

CARNIVAL: PARAS
MALL, ZIRAKPUR
Rabb Da Radio 2 Punjabi
09:00AM 12:00PM 05:00PM
07:50PM 10:10PM
Romeo Akbar Walter
09:00AM 11:45AM 02:30PM
04:00PM 05:15PM 08:00PM
10:45PM
Yaara Ve Punjabi 09:30AM
02:40PM 07:40PM
Kesari 10:00AM 01:00PM
06:45PM 09:45PM
Shazam! Hindi 11:30AM
02:20PM 10:30PM
Shazam! English 05:00PM

FUN CINEMAS: REPUBLIC
MALL, CHANDIGARH
Kesari 09:30AM 12:50PM
05:15PM 11:05PM
Rabb Da Radio 2 Punjabi
10:00AM 02:30PM 08:20PM
Romeo Akbar Walter 10:30AM
12:25PM 01:35PM 04:40PM
06:00PM 07:45PM 10:50PM
Shazam! English 11:40AM
Yaara Ve Punjabi 03:25PM
09:00PM
Junglee 04:00PM

INOX: DHILLON
PLAZA, ZIRAKPUR
Rabb Da Radio 2 Punjabi
09:20AM 02:55PM 05:35PM
08:15PM
Kesari 09:35AM 12:45PM
03:55PM 07:05PM
10:15PM
Romeo Akbar Walter 10:10AM
12:00PM 01:15PM 04:20PM
07:25PM 10:30PM
Yaara Ve Punjabi 10:55PM

INOX: NH22 MALL, AMRAVATI
ENCLAVE, PANCHKULA
Yaara Ve Punjabi 10:10AM
08:15PM
Romeo Akbar Walter 10:30AM
01:20PM 04:10PM 05:20PM
07:05PM 10:00PM
Junglee 12:20PM
Rabb Da Radio 2 Punjabi
12:35PM
Kesari 03:15PM 06:15PM
09:15PM

RAJHANS CINEMAS:
PANCHKULA
Romeo Akbar Walter 10:00AM
01:30PM 03:15PM 04:15PM
06:15PM 07:00PM 09:15PM
Shazam! Hindi 10:15AM
01:00PM 09:45PM
Shazam! English 06:45PM
Kesari 10:30AM 10:00PM
Yaara Ve Punjabi 12:50PM
03:50PM

rishabh.suri@htlive.com
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Huffman pleadsguiltyin
collegeadmissionsscandal

AS A MOM,
CARRIE
UNDERWOOD IS
STILL FIGURING
OUT HER GROOVE

rammy winner Carrie
Underwood, who is proud
mother to two children,
recently opened up about the
challenges of parenting.
Underwood admits that she’s
“still figuring things out”.
Underwood and husband
Mike Fisher welcomed their
son, Jacob Bryan Fisher, on
January 21 and now the
family of four is trying to

G

adjust with the newborn.
They also have a 4-year-old
named Isaiah Michael Fisher.
The singer said, “He loves
it. He calls Jacob ‘My baby.’
Isaiah apparently goes
around asking, “Where’s my
baby? How’s my baby? I
wanna kiss my baby’.” The
American Idol winner
continued about how Isaiah
changed in her eyes when she

03

came home with their
newborn. She said he “just
seemed like a big boy.”
Although Jacob isn’t
Underwood and Fisher’s first
child, she admits that life
with two kids has been a big
adjustment. “We’re still
figuring out our groove, to be
honest,” she explained,
adding, “I don’t know if we’ll
ANI
ever figure it out.”

ollywood actor Felicity
Huffman has pleaded
guilty to using bribery and
other forms of fraud as part of
the college admissions scandal,
federal prosecutors in Boston
said. On Monday, Huffman, the
Desperate Housewives star,
pleaded guilty to paying $15,000
to a fake charity associated
with Rick Singer, who ran a
college prep business and
masterminded what
prosecutors called the largest
college admissions cheating
scheme in the US, to facilitate
cheating for her daughter on
the SATs, CNN quoted the
complaint as saying.
Huffman’s husband, the
actor William H. Macy, is not
charged in the case. Huffman
and the other accused — 12
other wealthy parents and a
coach — were all charged with
one count of conspiracy to
commit mail fraud and honest
services mail fraud and have
agreed to plead guilty, the
prosecutors said.
Huffman faces up to 20 years
in prison. In exchange for her
plea, federal prosecutors will
recommend incarceration
at the “low end” of the
sentencing range, a $20,000
fine and 12 months of
supervised release. They will
not bring further charges. A
federal judge will have the
final say on the outcome for
Huffman and the other
defendants.
“I am in full acceptance of
my guilt, and with deep regret
and shame over what I have
done, I accept full
responsibility for my actions
and will accept the
consequences that stem from
those actions,” Huffman said.

H

IANS

FELICITY HUFFMAN
FACES UP TO 20 YEARS
IN PRISON. HUFFMAN’S
HUSBAND, WILLIAM H.
MACY, IS NOTCHARGED
IN THE CASE
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BUCKWHEAT PANCAKE WITH
LEBANESE COLESLAW
INGREDIENTS
For the pancakes
n Buckwheat flour (250gm)
n Baking powder (3gm)
n Paprika (5gm)
n Yeast (3gm)
n Unsweetened almond milk

(50ml)
n Apple cider vinegar (5ml)

For the Lebanese coleslaw
n Peeled and grated carrot (70gm)
n Chopped cucumber (75gm)
n Chopped red cabbage (50gm)
n Ripe, cubed avocado (75gm)
n Tahini (10gm)
n Sesame seeds (5gm)
n Pink Himalayan salt and black

pepper (2gm)

yeast, almond milk and apple
cider vinegar to a blender or
food processor. Blend until
smooth and set it aside for 5
minutes.
n Prepare the Lebanese coleslaw

by mixing the carrot, cucumber,
red cabbage, avocado, tahini
and sesame seeds. Season the
mix with pink Himalayan salt
and black pepper.
n Heat a non-stick frying pan on a

medium-high flame. Use
around 2-3 tablespoon batter
per pancake and cook for
around 2 minutes (until you see
bubbles forming on its surface)
before flipping. Cook for
another minute before setting
aside on a plate.
n Serve the pancakes by filling

coleslaw in between them.
Recipe by Naresh Chinni,
executive chef, The Drunken
botanist, Gurugram

INSTRUCTIONS
n Add the pancake ingredients,

buckwheat flour, baking
powder, paprika,
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NAVRATRIRECIPES:
ANIMAGINATIVE
TAKEON
BUCKWHEAT
From buckwheat
waffles to upma, here’s
how you can make the
age-old ‘kuttu ka atta’
more delectable

Buckwheat
pancakes are
tasty as well as
easy to make

Akshay Kaushal

e all know that ‘kuttu
ke atta’ or buckwheat
flour is synonymous
to the religious
festival of Navratri, but have
you ever tried buckwheat upma
or waffles? The fruit seed comes
from the plant fagopyrum
esculentum and was originated
in Southeast Asia around six

W

thousand years ago. It is also
used in making a huge range of
delicacies that will satiate your
taste buds. Buckwheat flour
also has several health benefits.
It is rich in protein, fibre, antioxidants and is also gluten-free.
Here are some unique
buckwheat recipes by
professional chefs that will
make you drool for sure!
n

akshay.kaushal@htlive.com

Kuttu ka upma
is perfect for a
light breakfast

KUTTU KA UPMA
add cumin seeds and sauté till
it changes colour.

INGREDIENTS
n Buckwheat flour (1 cup)
n Ghee (1 tablespoon)
n Cumin seeds (1/2 teaspoon)
n Finely chopped green chilli (1)
n Finely chopped ginger (½

inch)
n Potatoes peeled and cut into

small cubes (2 medium-sized)
n Roasted and crushed peanuts

(2 tablespoons)
n Sugar (1 teaspoon)
n Salt to taste
n Chopped fresh coriander

leaves (1 tablespoon)
n Lemon juice (1 teaspoon)
n Lemon wedges to serve

METHOD

INGREDIENTS
n Samak rice or barnyard millet

(50gm)
n White butter (50gm)
n Sugar (80gm)
n Buckwheat flour (50gm)
n Diced watermelon (150gm)
n Around 20 fresh mint leaves

n Mixed dry fruit (almond, cashew,

pista) (30gm)

METHOD
n Take a non-stick pan and heat it

up. Add orange juice, reduce it to
a thick sauce consistency and
then allow it to cool.
n Wash and soak the samak rice for

10-15 minutes.
n Take the watermelon and freeze

sugar can be used as well)
n Sendha namak (½ teaspoon)
n Cinnamon (¼ teaspoon)
n Buttermilk, beaten (see notes

to learn how to make your
own with any kind of milk) (1
¼ cups)
n

Melted butter or coconut oil
(4 tablespoons)

n Boiled potato (100gm)
n Chilli powder (1gm)

METHOD
n Preheat your waffle iron. If

desired, preheat oven to 200
degrees Fahrenheit to keep
waffles warm until you’re
ready to serve.
n In a medium-sized mixing

bowl, whisk together the
buckwheat flour, sugar,
sendha namak, and
cinnamon.

Actor Pooja Hegde
says that she loves
traditional
ensembles,
especially
Kanjivaram

about 30 seconds. Add
buckwheat and mix it well,
and then sauté it for 1-2
minutes.
n Add 2 cups of water, sugar

and salt. Mix it well, cover and
cook on a low flame till it’s
fully done.
n Add coriander leaves, lemon

juice and mix it well.
n Serve hot with a lemon

wedge.

n Heat ghee in a non-stick pan,

From ParaFit Delivers by
Paraj Primlani

it like an ice, take it out, add mint
leaves, churn it to make a sorbet
and then freeze it again.
n Mix kuttu atta, sugar, white

butter to form a tart dough.
Allow it to sit for 10 minutes, roll
it and shape it into tart mould.
Preheat the oven at 160 degrees
and then bake at 160 degrees for
8-10 minutes. Allow it to cool and
then demould it.
milk and allow it to cook till it’s
reduced to half. Add soaked
samak rice to it & cook until done.
Now add the nuts, mix well and
allow it to cool down.
Take the tart, fill it with kheer,
scoop out the watermelon sorbet
and apply orange sauce on the
bottom of the plate. Place the tart
and sorbet to serve.
Parth Bharti, executive chef at
Pikkle

Kuttu atta
tart, samak
rice kheer and
watermelon
sorbet

KUTTU WAFFLE SANDWICH
n Sugar (1 tablespoon, coconut

n Add peanuts and sauté for

n Take the non-stick pan, add the

n Orange juice (100ml)

n Buckwheat flour (1 cup)

and mix, sauté it for a few
seconds. Add potatoes and
sauté for 2-3 minutes or till
the edges of the potatoes
turn crispy.

KUTTU ATTA TART, SAMAK RICE KHEER AND WATERMELON SORBET
n Full cream milk (100ml)

INGREDIENTS

n Add green chilli and ginger

n In a liquid measuring cup or

another bowl, whisk the
buttermilk and melted butter.
Pour the wet mixture into the
dry mixture and stir them
together until there are only a
few small lumps left. Give it a
few more stirs, if you see any
liquid that hasn’t fully
incorporated.

BUCKWHEAT AND FRUIT
GATEAUX SLICE

n Pour batter over the hot

waffle iron plates, close the
iron and cook until the
waffles are barely letting off
steam and are lightly crispy.
Carefully lift the waffle out of
the waffle iron and serve
immediately, or place in the
oven to keep warm. Take a
boiled potato cut into small
pieces and put sendha namak
along with chilli powder over
it.

INGREDIENTS

For garnishing
n Dried slice of Pineapple (1)

n Buckwheat flour (500gm)

n Slices of fruits (50gm)

n Refined oil (10ml)

METHOD

n Sugar (30gm)
n Baking powder (3gm)
n Baking soda (3gm)
n Milkmaid (50ml)

n Make a waffle sandwich and

serve with microgreen and
edible flowers.
Chef Ramesh Rana,
corporate chef, Decode Air
Bar

Kuttu waffle
sandwich is
your way to
crispy breads

IwanttoraidGigi
Hadid’scloset:
PoojaHegde
Supermodel Gigi Hadid
is actor Pooja Hegde’s
favourite when it
comes to fashion PHOTO:
INSTAGRAM/GIGIHADID

n Castor sugar (20gm)
n Butter (80gms)
n Muskmelon (25gm)
n Pineapple (25gm)
n Apple kinnor (25gm)
n Cooking cream (50ml)

Prerna Gauba Sibbal
f you have the passion to turn
your dreams into reality, then
they definitely come true.
Actor Pooja Hegde, who has
bagged many Tollywood films
along with making a mark in
Bollywood, exemplifies this.
The actor, who was the second
runner-up at the Miss Universe
India 2010 competition talks to
us about her love for
Kanjivaram, obsession with
high-waisted pants and her
secret desire of raiding Gigi
Hadid’s closet. Here’s all you
need to know about Pooja
Hegde’s fashion inspirations:

I

Your favourite fashion piece...
My mother’s Kanjivaram saris
are my favourite. When we are
growing up, we like to
experiment, however, after a

buckwheat flour, sugar, oil,
baking powder. Layer it with
reduced milk and milkmaid.
n Add diced fruits and sugar

n Milk (50ml)

Buckwheat and
fruit gateaux
slice is a perfect
dessert to fulfil
your dessert
craving

n Make a sponge cake with

point, we want to go back to our
roots and traditional fabrics.
So, I have evolved, and love
those traditional ensembles
that are inherited pieces. I also
like fusion wear because they
give a younger vibe to a
traditional garment making it
wearable for the younger
generation. For me, the best
fusion wear would be a sari
gown. It gives you a nice shape
and are versatile.

On a casual day what will you been
seen wearing?
I would be wearing shorts and a
T-shirt!
Fashion trend you’re
obsessed with…
I’m obsessed with high-waisted
pants. These pants give an
illusion of height and longer
legs. I generally love the ’70s
fashion trend and this one is

Actor Pooja Hegde
says it’s important
to enjoy your
workout
PHOTO: INSTAGRAM/
HEGDEPOOJA

syrup. Dry a slice of pineapple
in oven by sprinkling castor
sugar.
n Bake at 180 degrees for 45

minutes.
By Diwas Wadhera,
executive chef, Crowne
Plaza, Mayur Vihar, Delhi

one of them. You can wear
these pants with a knotted
crop top, a basic shirt tucked in
or with a basic cropped top.

Your fashion icon…
Gigi Hadid is my fashion fav! I
would love to raid her closet as
she wears quirky and edgy
clothes, she carries it with
confidence, which I think is the
most important thing.
Is following a diet a crucial part of
your fitness? How do you follow?
I love food too much to go on a
diet. I believe the right diet is
the one that you can follow all
your life because if you leave it
all the fat comes back with
vengeance. I would
recommend going for a
workout that you enjoy doing.
If someone likes dancing, that’s
the right workout for them.
Anything that keeps you
moving and your heart rate
high works according to me.
For me, it’s Pilates. It works on
the entire body and not just one
part. It strengthens the core
and is not hard on the knees so
I love that.

Lowest Gold Rate in India (22ct = 93% of 24 Carat)
Originators of Light Gold Kundan & Polki Jewelery

ANAHA

TM

SCF 38, Sector 8-B, Above Subway, Inner Market, Chandigarh
9855501827, 9914900827, 0172-2540155. Also Facebook/Instagram
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WEATHER
Wed 10

Thu 11

Fri 12

Cloudy

Cloudy

Cloudy

Max

Max

Min

Min

35°c
20°c

35°c

madeinchandigarh

Sunset
Wednesday at
6:46pm
Sunrise
Thursday at
6:01am

Max

THIS CITY SHOULD
REDISCOVER ITS SOUL

36°c

21°c

Min

FUND, FACULTY CRUNCH ARE TO BLAME FOR PANJAB UNIVERSITY’S
STAGNANT RANKING IN NIRF, SAYS FORMER V-C AK GROVER >>p4

‘IRRETRIEVABLY SPOILT’ IN CHANDIGARH, BHAI
BALDEEP SINGH GAVE UP A PROMISING IAF CAREER
TO CONSERVE MUSICAL HERITAGE OF SIKHISM.
WHEN IN CITY, HE ENJOYS SPENDING TIME WITH
>>p2
FAMILY AND DISCOVER NEW EATERIES

Humidity
Max: 79%
Min: 39%

21°c

NATIONAL RANKINGS

GAG ORDER UNDER SCANNER

CHILD RIGHTS PANEL SEEKS CLARIFICATION FROM RYAN INT’L
>>p5
SCHOOL FOR SEEKING INDEMNITY BOND FROM PARENTS

WRITE
STUFF

BOOKS PENNED
BY MICHELIN
STAR CHEFS
ARE SELLING
LIKE HOT
CAKES IN THE
>>p5
TRICITY

Yesterday’s temp: Max 33.4°C Min 19.2°C

tricityalert
POWER
CHANDIGARH :Power
supply will remain
suspended in parts of Sectors
1, 3, 4, 5, 8, 24, 30, 37, Rock
Garden and the high court
chambers from 10am to 4pm,
and in parts of Kishangarh and
Panjab University from 10am
to 5pm on Wednesday.

ROAD
CHANDIGARH:
Owing to recarpeting of Sector 17/18 and 21/22
road, traffic from both sides
will be diverted into a single
lane till April 19. Commuters
are advised to opt for an
alternative route to avoid
congestion.

shortstories
2 GET LIFE TERM
FOR KILLING
RAGPICKER
MOHALI :A local court has
awarded life imprisonment to
two men for murdering a 50-yearold ragpicker in Dera Bassi in
March last year. The court also
imposed a fine of ₹10,000 each on
the convicts, Shankar Sharma, 55,
of Kheri village, and his brotherin-law Gautam Sharma of
››P3
Bhankarpur.

PU to have biometric
attendance in hostels
CHANDIGARH: The Panjab
University panel on hostel issues
and implementation of 24/7 entry
and exit timings for girls has
recommended biometric attendance in all hostels on the campus.
The decision was taken in a panel
meeting on Monday, following
complaints from wardens that
students do not mark their
attendance in the registers. ››P4

Apple India penalised for
not replacing faulty iPhone
PANCHKULA: The district consumer disputes redressal forum
has penalised Apple India Pvt Ltd,
Bangalore for not replacing an
iPhone after the same issue
emerged for second time. ››P2

debate of
the week
EVERY DROP
COUNTS

WHAT CAN
CITIZENS DO TO
SAVE WATER?
Fines have been imposed in
Mohali and GMADA areas to
prevent wastage of water
from May to June this year.
What innovative solutions can
citizens adopt to save water?
Send in your inputs in not
more than 150 words to
chandigarh@hindustantimes.com by April 12.

Aspiringsingerhad
kidnapped11-yr-old
Kuraliboy,arrested

BEAK-A-BOO

BOLLYWOOD DREAMS Had sought ₹2L ransom to raise
money for Mumbai, left victim in Ambala on getting cold feet
HT Correspondent
n

Police then traced Parminder
and with his help nabbed the
accused.
After making the ransom call,
Sahil had destroyed the SIM
card. Abandoning the car outside the hotel, he had used a
three-wheeler to travel to Samrala Chowk in Ludhiana and
then boarded a bus to Ambala.
On reaching there, he left the
child at the bus stand, from
where he was recovered.

chandigarh@hindustantimes.com

MOHALI : To fund his Bollywood

dreams, a 25-year-old aspiring
singer had kidnapped the
11-year-old Kurali boy who was
later recovered from the Ambala
bus stand on Sunday.
The Mohali police disclosed
this while producing the accused
Sahil Verma, who belongs to
Sonepat in Haryana, before
media on Tuesday. He was
arrested from Kurali.
Sahil had lured the child with
an ice cream on Saturday and
even demanded ₹2-lakh ransom
fromhisfamily.However,hehad
developed a cold feet later and
left the kid in Ambala.
"A graduate from the government college in Gohana, Sahil
aspired to be a singer and make a
career in Bollywood, for which
he wanted to move to Mumbai.
To raise the money, he kidnappedthe boy,”saidHarcharan
Singh Bhullar, senior superintendent of police (SSP), Mohali.
Sahil had come to Chandigarh
in 2016 to shoot for a song and
became friends with Parminder
Singh, alias Sonu, who shot
music videos.
“He stayed with him for a few
days and later took a room on

n

Sahil Verma, 25

rent at an industrial unit in
Paprali, Morinda.
RANSOM CALL HELPED
POLICE TRACE HIM
Police got the first lead from the
ransom call made to the boy’s
mother, who is a teacher, on Sunday. The boy’s father was a scrap
dealer and had died in 2013.
The call was traced to Ludhiana from where police recovered
a white Maruti car parked outside a hotel. Sahil had stayed
there with the child after the kidnapping.
“The second-hand car was
bought for ₹14,000, 15 days before
the kidnapping. As Sahil did not
haveanAdhaarcard,thecarwas
bought in the name of his friend
Parminder,” said the SSP.

n

USED JUNK FOOD TO
BEFRIEND VICTIM
The SSP said Sahil used to go to
the Kurali stadium daily. “On
March 31 and April 2, he had
treated the boy and his two
friends to burgers outside the
stadium in order to befriend the
11-year-old,” he said.
On the day of kidnapping,
Sahil had gone to the vegetable
market in Kurali in his car,
where he met the victim and his
friends. “He them took them to a
dairy opposite Chaudhary Hospital and treated them to ice
cream, after which he took away
the boy for a drive,” said Bhullar.
The crime was also captured in
the CCTV footage of the dairy.
A case under Section 363 (kidnapping) of the Indian Penal
Code was registered.

A male Indian ring-necked parakeet trying to woo a female companion, perched on a tree branch in Sector 24, Chandigarh, on
Tuesday. As its name suggests, the male bird can be identified by the rosy ring around its neck, which is absent in females. ANIL DAYAL/HT

Punjab agency
to probe Neha
Shoree’s murder

Two booked for threatening
UT woman drug inspector

CHANDIGARH :Punjab chief ministerAmarinderSinghonTuesday
handed over the murder probe of
drugs authority officer Neha
Shourie to the Director, Bureau
of Investigation. An official
spokesperson said the probe has
been handed over to the BoI
director, Prabodh Kumar, following request from the slain
officer’s kin. MAINBOOK ››P4

Tanbir Dhaliwal

K U R A L I D E S T I T U T E H O M E I N M AT E D E L I V E R S C H I L D

Stepfather had raped 12-year-old
HT Correspondent
n

chandigarh@hindustantimes.com

MOHALI : The 12-year-old inmate
of a destitute home in Kurali,
who gave birth to a child on Monday at Chandigarh’s Government Medical College and Hospital, was raped and impregnated
by her stepfather, who has been
in prison since January 30 for the
crime, police sources said on
Tuesday.
Police had early this year registered a case against the man, a
mechanic, under Section 376 and
Protection of Children from Sexual Offences (POCSO), in Phase
1, Mohali, after his stepdaughter
was found to be seven months

PROTECTORS TURN PREDATORS
May 2018: Police arrested a man
for allegedly raping his 11-year-old
stepdaughter near the Ghaggar
river after taking her to the zoo

Employed at a bicycle shop in
Attawa, Chandigarh, he had 10
siblings, including the 11-year-old
victim

July 2018: A 22-year-old man was
arrested on Friday for repeatedly
raping his minor sister in Desumajra village, Kharar, on July 21.

Feb 2019: Police booked a man
on February for raping his
10- year-old stepdaughter after
her mother caught him in the act

pregnant and sent to the destitute home.
In a case that serves as a horrific reminder of the 2017 case in
which a Chandigarh minor gave
birth to a baby girl after being
repeatedly assaulted by two of

her uncles, the victim, a Class 5
student in a private school, was
exploited by the man her mother
had reportedly married and who
was living in their house. No
proof of the marriage, however,
exists.

The rape came to light when
the victim approached her
schoolteacher after complaining
of a stomachache and confided in
her. On being informed, the girl’s
mother then lodged a police complaint against the accused.
Abandoned by her husband six
years ago, she had married the
accused in a temple and had been
living with him and her three
children.
Now, police will get the newborn’s DNA profiling done to
strengthen the case against the
accused. The report will be filed
in the supplementary challan as
police have already submitted
the chargesheet in a Mohali
court last month.

n

tanbir.dhaliwal@htlive.com

CHANDIGARH: The UT police have
booked two men for threatening
a woman drug inspector at her
officeintheadministrativeblock
of Government Multi Specialty
Hospital, Sector 16.
The development comes days
after a Punjab woman drug officer was shot dead at her office in
Kharar.
The accusedhave been identified as Brijender Nath Choubey
andhisassociateRahulChaubey.
Both are absconding.
TheactioncameafterUTdrug
inspector Sarika Malik wrote a
complaint to the senior superintendent of police (SSP), stating
there is a “threat to her safety,
security and dignity” from Brijender.
Malik alleged that Brijender,
whointroduceshimselfasaDelhi
high court advocate, acts as a
middleman and “misuses” the
namesofdrugcontrollerofficers
to make clients. “He is into liaisoning, whichis illegal.Hetakes
filesfromapplicantswhowantto
get drug license and charges
money from them, spoiling our
name in the market,” she said.
The drug inspector alleged:
“Brijender first visited my office
in February along with two to
three people to get drug licence

PROMISES TO KEEP

Anandpur Sahib MP’s adopted village in Mohali is far from ‘adarsh’
election
2019

REALITY CHECK
Hillary Victor
n

hillary.victor@htlive.com

MOHALI :Open drains, stinking
heaps of garbage, loosely
hanging transmission wires
and broken roads are what
will greet you as you enter
Daun village in Mohali district, adopted by MP Prem
Singh Chandumajra under the
2014 Sansad Adarsh Gram
Yojana (SAGY).
Riding on his “achievements” in his third term as
MP, Chandumajra is vying to
retain the parliamentary seat
of Anandpur Sahib on a Shiromani Akali Dal (SAD) ticket in
the upcoming Lok Sabha elections.
But at his adopted village,
he managed to spend just ₹46
lakh from the MPLADS (Members of Parliament Local Area
Development Scheme) funds

theysay

in the past five years, adequate
to just construct concrete
drains and a community centre. For the entire constituency, the MP gets ₹5 crore a
year under MPLADS.
Although drains were built,
they were left uncovered,
claiming the life of a sixmonth-old boy, Rohit, who fell
into one such drain while playing outside his house in October last year.
HOME TO 5,000 PEOPLE
Located on National Highway
21 in Kharar, the village has a
population of around 5,000.
In 2014, it was adopted
under SAGY, a scheme aimed
at making chosen villages
models of local development,
which can be replicated in
other villages.
Daun is historically significant due to its links to the third
Sikh guru, Guru Amardas,
who wrote hymns that are
believed to have helped create
the Adi Granth, and Baba Kharak Singh, who helped found
the Shiromani Gurdwara Parbandhak Committee (SGPC).

›

The MP visited the
village just twice.
A grant of ₹46 lakh
was provided. But that
was sufficient for just a
community
centre and
few streets.

n

Adopted under Sansad Adarsh Gram Yojana, Daun village in
Mohali district is suffering in absence of clean water, proper roads
SANJEEV SHARMA/HT
and sewerage system.
The village also hosts the
Maghi Mela every January.
‘MOST BACKWARD
VILLAGE IN DISTRICT’
Village sarpanch Ajmer Singh
said though the village was
adopted by the MP, it was the
most backward in the district,
as residents were devoid of
even clean drinking water.
There was only one tubewell

catering to three villages, leading to erratic water supply in
Daun, he added.
“Since 2014, the MP visited
the village just twice. A grant
of ₹46 lakh was provided. But
that was sufficient for just a
few streets and a community
centre. As a result, most roads
continue to be in a dilapidated
state,” the sarpanch said.
Gurdeep Singh, a villager,

AJMER SINGH,
sarpanch

said the village did not have a
sewerage system even in the
21st century. “Open drains
overflow whenever it rains.
Worse, in absence of storm
drains, rainwater accumulates on already broken roads.
There is no waste collection
system, leading to heaps of
garbage right at the entry of
the village. The foul smell has
made villagers’ life diffi-

›

Earlier the village
did not even have
proper drains. Building
and maintaining roads
is under the state
government’s
purview.
PREM SINGH
CHANDUMAJRA,
MP, Anandpur
Sahib

cult,” he said.
On his part, Chandumajra
said, “I have allocated ₹46 lakh
to the village from the MPLAD
funds. Earlier the village did
not even have proper drains.
With the grant, now the village
has concrete drains, a community centre and a cremation
ground. Building and maintaining roads is under the state
government’s purview.”

COMPLAINANT SAYS ONE
OF THEM INTRODUCED
HIMSELF AS DELHI HC
LAWYER, WAS ACTING AS
MIDDLEMAN TO GET
LICENCE FOR CLIENTS
forthem.Theywouldkeepstandingoutside theofficeforhoursas
I would not allow them to enter
my room. They would keep staring at me and other officers.”
Malik alleged on February 22,
heforciblyenteredherofficeand
threatened herby saying: “Main
apkaofficemeinbaithnamushkil
kardunga(I willmakeit difficult
for you to sit in your office).”
Brijender allegedly again
threatened her on Monday. “I
was outside my office to take
somecall.WhenIreturned,Isaw
him along with one more person
taking my picture from a distance.WhenIwalkedtowardsmy
room,heblockedmywayandhis
tone and body language were
very intimidating. I quickly
enteredmycolleague’sroomand
calledthedirectorhealthservice
(DHS) for security,” said Malik.
DHS immediately sent security and police too reached the
spot.“Heeventhreatenedthathe
will come to my office and no one
could stop him,” Malik alleged.

‘INFORMED DHS TWICE,
BUT NO ACTION TAKEN’
Malik said she had written to the
DHS, Dr G Dewan, twice about
this issue,butnoactionastaken.
“After the February 22 incident, I wrote a letter to Dr G
Dewan sharing details about the
illegal liasioning activity. I
requested him to strengthen
security in the department as I
was feeling a threat to personal
safety. I had also asked for banning the entry of third parties in
the office premises,” she said.
Malik said she wrote another
letter a week ago, following the
murder of Punjab drug officer
Neha Shoree, a close friend.
Dr Dewan said: “The file
moved by the drug inspector
against a person who brings
applications for licence was sent
to the law officer to check if such
liaisoningwaspermittedornot.”
He said there is round-theclocksecurityinthehospitaland
the administrative building.
“Every officer is free to file a
police complaint if they feel
threatened,” he said.
A case under Sections 186
(obstructing public servant in
discharge of duty), 341(wrongful
restraint),506(criminalintimidation)and34 (acts done by several
persons in furtherance of common intention) at the Sector 17
police station.

Marital discord:
Sector-29 man
commits suicide
HT Correspondent
n

chandigarh@hindustantimes.com

CHANDIGARH : A 46-year-old interior designer committed suicide
by hanging himself from the ceiling at his house in Sector 29 on
Tuesday.
Identified as Narinder, alias
Nonni, he took the extreme step
because of marital discord, said
police.
Cops privy to the matter said
Narinder has two children, both
minors, from his marriage. His
wife, who works as a beautician,
would remain away from the
house for months on foreign
assignments.
Meanwhile, Narinder was
unable to cope with the pressure
of handling the kids and his job,
police said on the basis of information gathered from people
known to the family.
Narinder’s children were the
ones to raise the alarm on seeing

his body.
After police were called, he
was rushed to Government Medical College and Hospital, Sector
32, where doctors declared him
“brought dead”.
The Industrial Area police
have initiated inquest proceedings under Section 174 of the
Criminal Procedure Code
(CrPC).
PGI STAFFER ENDS LIFE
Meanwhile, an employee of the
Post Graduate Institute of Medical Education and Research
(PGIMER) committed suicide at
the Chandigarh Botanical Garden in Sarangpur.
The victim has been identified
as Mukesh Kumar. His body was
found hanging from a tree in
front of the garden. Police said
no injury mark was found on the
body. Ruling out foul play,
police have initiated inquest proceedings.
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‘Chandigarh must rediscover
its soul as a uniting territory’
KEEPER OF THE FLAME ‘Irretrievably spoilt’ in Chandigarh, Bhai Baldeep Singh gave up a
promising IAF career to conserve the tangible and intangible musical heritage of Sikhism
WORK
Some may know him as the face of the Aam
Aadmi Party from Khadoor Sahib in the 2014 Lok
Sabha elections, others may recognise him from
his appearances on national television, but Bhai
Baldeep Singh’s repertoire is an extensive amalgamation of musical compositions as they were
first sung by the Sikh gurus, Bhakti marg exponents and Sufi pirs, revival of ancient instruments and more.
He is the caretaker of the Sultanpur LodhiAmritsari Baaj, the oldest school of classical percussion in Punjab. He established the Anad
Foundation, a non-governmental, non-profit
conservatory for tangible and intangible Sikh
heritage, and serves as honorary dean of the
faculty of humanities and religious studies at Guru Nanak Dev University, Amritsar.
Born on September 13, 1969, Bhai
Baldeep Singh is a direct descendant of the
first Sikh guru, Guru Nanak’s disciple,
Bhai Sadharan, who was the caretaker
and second head of the Dharamsaal,
a school of dharmic learning established by Guru Nanak at Kartarpur in 1521, and Bhai Sahib
Singh, a close associate of
the tenth guru, Guru
Gobind Singh.
It is no coincidence
that he took it upon
himself to become the
bearer of legacy of the
masters of Gurbani
Kirtan tradition,
warriors and
freedom fighters
who never shook
hands with the British.
But before he devoted his
life to the revival of GuruSikh heritage, as a young
city boy, he was all set to
embark on a journey as a
fighter pilot of the Indian
Air Force (IAF).
THE TURNING
POINT
I visited my grand
uncles in the summer of 1987. My
grand aunt
embraced me and I
never got out of her
embrace. She ushered me into the living
room and for the first

THIEVES DECAMP
WITH VALUABLES
FROM LOCKED
P’KULA HOUSE

n

time, I saw the legendary 19th century maestro,
Baba Shardha Singh’s taus, a peacock-shaped
bow and string instrument; the portrait of the
legendary Bhai Sahib Jwala Singh Ragi of Thatta
Tibba; and the two volumes of Gurbani Sangeet
by Bhai Avtar Singh Gurcharan Singh.
Realising that the essence of the Sikh tradition
and the indigenous pedagogy of the gurus’ courts
were in danger of extinction, I took the lifechanging decision of renouncing a promising
career in the IAF and travelled across India and
beyond to document and assimilate the oral narratives and musical knowledge of the last living
memory-bearers of Sikh excellence.

BHAI BALDEEP SINGH

HT Correspondent
chandigarh@hindustantimes.com

HT Correspondent
chandigarh@hindustantimes.com\

PANCHKULA: Unidentified thieves
struck at a locked house in
Chandimandir and took away
cash and valuables on Monday
late night, police said.
Complainant Krishan Pal, 45,
a resident of Rehour village in
Chandimandir, told the police
that he along with his
family had gone to Yamunanagar on Sunday when the incident took place.
Police said as per the complaint, Pal had gone to attend
his nephew’s wedding while
their servant Vicky was at
home here, however, he went
back in the evening.
Pal received a call from his
neighbour Sadhu Ram on
Tuesday morning who told him
that the locks of his house were
broken.
“We rushed back to and
found that all the rooms had
been ransacked. Upon inspection, we found ₹30,000 and other
valuables including gold and
silver jewellery missing,”Pal
told the police.
Investigating official, Ram
Karan, Chandimandir police
station said, “We have initiated
investigation in the matter.
The complete list of stolen items is yet to be received
from the complainant.”
Based on the complaint, a
case was registered against the
unidentified accused under
Sections 380 (theft in dwelling
house, etc) and 457 (lurking
house-trespass) of the Indian
Penal Code (IPC).

EDUCATION
Graduate (1984-88); shastar-vidya (martial arts) under Mahant Gurdev Singh;
from 1987-2017, pakhawaj (Sultanpur
Lodhi – Amritsari Baaj under Ustad
Bhai Arjan Singh Tarangar);
Gurbani (Dharamsal, Girwari
Taksal and Sekhwan Taksal)
in vaar, chhant and dhrupad genres under Bhai
Avtar Singh Gurcharan
Singh; dhrupad
(Ustad Rahim
Fahimuddin Khan
Dagar and Malikzada Ustad
Mohammad Hafiz
Khan Khandehre
Talwandiwale);
luthiery (Giani
Harbhajan Singh
Mistri).
MY CHANDIGARH CONNECT
I am born, bred and
irretrievably spoilt in
Chandigarh. I was
trained to be an aviator
here and when my
‘flight’ changed course,
I become a conservator
of memories — arts,
music, exegesis, tangible
and intangible heritage.
From learning how to
make aero-models, I ended
up handcrafting back to
life all extinct musical
instruments from the Gursikh and Bhakti traditions.

MY SECRET TO SUCCESS
An elder once sternly quipped, “Blessings do not
fetch you anything, hard work does!” Another
elder taught me the value of intelligently logged
(hard-worked) hours. It has been dedicated hard
work with a maddening (nay sickening) attention to detail.
WHAT I OWE TO CHANDIGARH
My DNA was cast in Chandigarh — from art
classes in Sector 32 Model School, aeromodelling
and defence studies at the (then) Government
College for Men, Sector 11, to flying at the Pinjore
Aviation Club courtesy of the NCC Air Wing,
playing squash at the Air Force Officers’ Institute, to renouncing my flying career in 1990, I
owe my formative years to Chandigarh and my
resilience and resolve to all my teachers.
THINGS I LIKE TO DO WHEN
I VISIT CHANDIGARH
In the last four years, I have been reunited with
college friends and NCC Republic Day Camp 1987
colleagues. Apart from meetings, I enjoy time
with family, watch a film with nephews and nieces when I can and discover new eateries.
HOW HAS THE CITY CHANGED
OVER THE YEARS?
During the golden jubilee celebrations at the
Chandigarh School of Architecture a few years
ago, I called Le Corbusier’s Chandigarh an
example of how not to make a city because I
believe, at the very onset, when Corbusier laid
his concrete ideas on the anvil, the local and vernacular were not honoured. In recent years, I
have been relearning to love the city.
THE CHANGE I WOULD
LIKE TO SEE IN THE CITY
Too much construction and congestion now; I
would like to see a greener, more socioculturally
sensitive Chandigarh. Rather than castigating
itself as just another UT, Chandigarh must rediscover its soul as a uniting territory.
SECRET OF SUCCESS IN
THE WORK YOU DO
Not being easily awed or distracted. To not look
for easy routes or short circuits and to be able to
thrive even in the centre of the storm-eye. Have
no favourites or biases — honour merit.
AS TOLD TO NAVLEEN KAUR KHETARPAL

Panchkula court adjourns hearing
in Morni gangrape case to May 1
n

n

PRESENT HOME TOWN
New Delhi

MY AREAS OF EXPERTISE
Dhrupad, pakhawaj, poetry, Gurbani Sangeet,
luthiery, audio-visual documentation and restoration, photography, film editing, storytelling —
even politics.

PANCHKULA: The court of additional district and sessions
judge Narender Sura on Tuesday adjourned the next hearing
in the Morni gangrape case until
May 1.
On July 19, last year, a
22-year-old Manimajra woman
had alleged that she was raped
for four days, from July 15 to 18,
by eight to ten men, including
two policemen, at Lovely Guest
House in Kaimbwala village
of Morni.
During a previous hearing in
January, the Panchkula court
had perused the case diaries of
the SIT (special investigating
team) and observed that they

A 22-YEAR-OLD
MANIMAJRA WOMAN
HAD ALLEGED THAT
SHE WAS RAPED FOR
FOUR DAYS BY EIGHT TO
TEN MEN, INCLUDING
TWO POLICEMEN
were not paginated as required
under Section 172 of the CrPC,
and the zimini (daily police
report of the case) had been
changed and inserted later.
The court observed that the
victim had accused two cops of
raping her but there was no
investigation into their role,
and the chargesheet had been

Cops claim solving
multiple thefts with
arrest of two women
HT Correspondent
n

chandigarh@hindustantimes.com

CHANDIGARH: Two women have

been arrested for allegedly carrying out burglaries at underconstruction houses in different
parts of the city, said police on
Tuesday.
The accused have been identified as Usha, 30, and Nita, 34, of
Dadumajra.
With the arrest of the duo, the
police claim that two cases registered in Sector 19, police station and one in Sector 26, have
been solved.
The duo has a criminal past as
they have been booked three
times in cases of burglary, theft
by Mohali and Chandigarh
Police.
Investigating officials claim
that following a tip-off,
the two were nabbed while
they were passing from the
Manchanda roundabout in
Sector 19.
On searching their bags, a
drilling machine, hammer,
marble and wood cutter were
recovered.

DUO HAS BEEN
BOOKED PREVIOUSLY
THRICE IN CASES OF
BURGLARY, THEFT
BY MOHALI AND
CHANDIGARH POLICE
On questioning, the accused
confessed to stealing of
the goods from an under-construction house in Sector 21 on
April 2.
Likewise, on April 1, they
stole ₹18,000, silver glass, computer screen and other articles
from the ground floor of a clinic.
In another case, the duo carried out a theft in Sector 7.
SENT TO TWO-DAY
POLICE REMAND
Both were produced before the
court which sent them to twoday police remand.
So far, the police have been
able to recover the machines,
and a total of 18 taps from their
possession.

filed against only 12 accused
persons.
The victim had also levelled
rape allegations against more
than 40 men.
The court also said the CCTV
footage was not obtained by the
SIT from the guest house and
attached with the challan.
FLAWS IN PROBE?
On March 13, the director general of police (DGP), Haryana,
Manoj Yadava had admitted
flaws in the probe by Panchkula
police before the Punjab and
Haryana high court (HC).
He told the court that an
explanation was sought from
two Indian Police Service (IPS)
and one Haryana Police Service
(HPS) official, while the depart-

24x7 operations
at international
airport from today
MOHALI: Finally, round-theclock operations will begin at
Chandigarh International Airport from April 10. As per the
summer schedule, there will 38
flights in new schedule but the
increase in flights is mostly in
existing destinations.The only
new connectivity introduced is
Chandigarh-Chennai that will
be operational from April 30.
The airport will open from
April 10 for category 4E aircraft
which are wide-bodied and
include Boeing 777, B747-400,
Airbus 330, and Boeing 787-800
(Dreamliner).
Installation of in line X-ray
baggage system for better security to passengers will help connect international flights.
Presently, the airport has a
facility of Category-II (CAT-II)
instrument landing system
(ILS) which enables pilots to
land even if they cannot establish visual contact with the runway, especially in foggy conditions, when visibility is down to
350 metres. The CAT-III ILS system that permits operations
even when visibility is as low as
100 metres will be ready by
December 2019.
HTC

mental probe was ordered
against three police officers
including a station house officer
(SHO).
On January 22, the HC had
sought an affidavit from the
DGP on the plea of an accused,
who had alleged flaws in the
investigation.
A new special investigating
team was constituted under
assistant commissioner of
police (ACP), Kalka, Pawan
Kumar with six other officials.
A total of 14 more suspects
were made to join the probe by
SIT and two juveniles were also
apprehended, the deputy general of police (DGP) had said
adding that commissioner of
police Panchkula will personally monitor the case.

Apple India penalised for
not replacing faulty iPhone
HT Correspondent
n

FIIT JEE DENIED RELIEF, ASKED
TO REFUND 3 STUDENTS’ FEES

chandigarh@hindustantimes.com

PANCHKULA: The district con-

sumer disputes redressal forum
has penalised Apple India Pvt
Ltd, Bangalore for not replacing
an iPhone after the same issue
emerged for the second time.
The forum has directed the
company to replace iPhone 7
with a new one having same
specifications — with red or silver colour only — and if it is unavailable, the forum will refund
80% cost of the previous set i.e.
₹31,200.
The company has also been
directed to pay ₹10,000 to complainant Harsh Bhardwaj, a resident of Sector 7, Panchkula, on
account of mental agony, harassment and litigation charges.
CASE DETAILS
The matter dates back to September 2017, when the complainant bought an iPhone 7 Matt
Black edition from Flipkart for
₹38,999. The phone was under
warranty.
In January, 2018; when
Bhardwaj removed the cover to
get the phone’s screen guard
changed, he noticed that the colour of the back panel of the
phone was chipping off.
He went to Apple service station i.e. F1-Into Solutions and
Services Pvt. Ltd, Chandigarh, to
get it checked, where the representative told him that it was a
cosmetic damage and will not be
covered under the warranty.
Later, when the complainant
shared details and images with a
senior executive; he was told
that there is an issue with the
phone coating and the company
will bear the cost to repair/
replace it.
He was asked to re-visit the
service centre and his phone was
replaced by the company.
Later in February, the complainant again noticed the same
problem.
He then contacted the customer care but did not get positive response and they refused to
replace it.
The opposite party in their
reply submitted that it is a common market principle and also

25-year-old
man arrested
with 12-gm heroin

HT Correspondent
n

CHANDIGARH: The state consumer disputes redressal
commission via a common
order disposed of three
appeals filed in 2018 by FIIT
JEE and directed it to
refund the fee to the students who left the course.
The forum directed to
refund the fee of complainants, which was illegally
charged from them for
unattended period of the
course, besides compensation and litigation charges.
In the first case, the opposition party was directed to
refund ₹48,918 to the complainant and pay ₹10,000 as
compensation and litigation charges each.
In the second complaint,
the opposition party was
directed to refund the balance fee ₹1.2 lakh with 12%
interest from the date of filing complaint. They were
also directed to pay ₹10,000
as litigation cost and ₹25,000
for harassment.
In the third case, the
forum directed to pay a
compensation of ₹15, 000 to
the complainant for deficiency in service. Despite
instructions to stop payment, they negligently
cleared two cheques in
favour of OP-3 (FIIT JEE), it
was stated.
The OP-3, was directed to
refund ₹40,933 fee they ille-

an established position of law
that, consumers who wilfully
damage or negligently handle a
product are ineligible to claim
any relief under the act.
Considering the facts, the
forum observed that even without the use of protective cover
around the handset, the back
panel of the handset got eroded.
“The mobile set has a defect
with regard to the process of

bmw
murder

chandigarh@hindustantimes.com

MOHALI : A 25-year-old man was

arrested and 12gm of heroin was
seized from his possession near
Sunny Enclave in Kharar on
Monday night.
The accused has been identified as Anuj, a resident of Himachal Pradesh.
Police said that during a special checking post set up outside
Sunny Enclave on Monday
night, ahead of elections, they
stopped a person who was driving a two-wheeler.
On frisking, they seized 12gm
of heroin from his pocket.
The police said that they are
trying to find out as to where he
was supposed to supply the contraband.“The accused was
produced before a local court
here on Tuesday and has been
sent to judicial custody,” said
investigating officer Keval
Singh.
The accused has been booked
under the Narcotic Drugs and
Psychotropic
Substances
(NDPS) Act.

n

FIIT JEE directed to pay
compensation and litigation
charges also.

gally charged. It was also
directed to pay ₹40,000 as
compensation for unfair
trade practices and mental
agony, harassment caused
to complainant and ₹20,000
litigation cost.
Counsel of the appellant
Mukesh Goel argued that
complainants are not entitled to refund. He said that
education is not a commodity and educational institutes are not providing any
kind of service, therefore
there is no question of deficiency of service.
However, the forum
mentioned that the appellant cannot be allowed an
advantageous position,
keeping in mind the interest of poor consumer.
“When a student signs
the admissions form, they
have no bargaining power
to negotiate or refuse to sign
the particular clause, hence
such clauses should not be
held against student,” the
forum stated.

coating, which has been done
through the process of anodising
and the same is duly covered as
per the terms and conditions of
the warranty,” the forum stated.
“We have no hesitation to conclude that there has been lapse
and deficiency on the part of the
opposite party while delivering
services to the complainant.
Hence, the complainant is entitled to relief,” the forum ruled.

Court allows plea to
get forensic expert

HT Correspondent
n

chandigarh@hindustantimes.com

AKANSH SEN CASE
HT Correspondent
n

chandigarh@hindustantimes.com

CHANDIGARH: The application filed

by the defence counsel for summoning a forensic expert and
allowing the expert to inspect the
police files in Akansh Sen murder case, relative of former Himachal Pradesh chief minister
Virbhadra Singh, was allowed
by the court.
The case was listed in the
court of additional district and
sessions judge.
Defence counsel Manjit Singh
argued that there are certain
documents in which police had
made changes and has defects
like overwriting of timings and
other details which need to be
examined by an expert.
The defence counsel on behalf
of accused Harmehtab Singh
wanted to summon a forensic
expert for the “just decision of

the case.”
The party prayed that an
application should be allowed
and the forensic expert be summoned as defence witness.The
next date for hearing is April 22.
In the previous hearing,
accused Harmehtab Singh Rarewala had recorded his statement,
wherein he claimed of being
falsely implicated by his schoolmate Gagandeep Shergil alias
Shera.
On February 9, 2017, Akansh
Sen was allegedly run over
thrice by a BMW car following
a brawl that allegedly occurred
after a group of friends went
for a party at Boombox Café in
Sector 9.
Harmehtab Singh Rarewala,
grandson of the erstwhile
PEPSU chief minister, Gian
Singh Rarewala and Balraj
Singh Randhawa, son of a former
sarpanch of Fatehgarh Sahib,
are accused of murdering Sen.
The main accused Randhawa
was declared a proclaimed
offender by the court in April last
year, and the reward money on
him was increased from ₹50,000
to ₹1 lakh.

DRY DAYS ON CARDS

n

Girls covering their faces with scarves to save themselves from the scorching sun in Sector 17, Chandigarh, on Tuesday. After light
rain and hail on Monday, the weather remained dry in Chandigarh. As per the MeT department, the dry weather is expected to
continue in the coming days. Officials said that although gusts of wind, reaching up to 40km/h, can be expected in the city, but rain
seems unlikely. On Tuesday, the maximum temperature was 33.4°C and minimum 19.2°C.
KARUN SHARMA/HT
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CITIZENS’ AGENDA: WHAT DO THE PANCHKULA AND AMBALA VOTERS WANT

PEOPLE SHOULD NOT MOVE OUT OF OUR CITIES FOR BETTER EDUCATION, HEALTHCARE
FIGHT FOR FACILITIES Top-level universities and hospitals, better connectivity between important locations and more attention to farmers’ issues will make life easier, say residents

DRUG ADDICTS
HAVE TO BE
REHABILITATED
Vandana Vashishtha, 44,
Dental surgeon, resident,
Mansa Devi Complex,
Panchkula
The next MP should look
into the possibility of
setting up a skill development centre for the youth,
with more focus on rehabilitating those who are out of
de-addiction centres. Also,
he or she should emphasise
more on job opportunities
for the youngsters through
changes in the education
sector. Strict enforcement
of vigilance on drugs
should be ensured and
availability near schools and
colleges checked. Traffic
problems should also be
addressed and improved on
the lines of what’s happening in Chandigarh.

NO VARSITIES,
HOSPITALS
BEING SET UP

FARMERS NEED
CHEAPER
ELECTRICITY

PRIORITISE
WASTE
DISPOSAL

GIVE STUDENTS
GOOD OPTIONS
IN EDUCATION

Ashish Kansal, 26, Private
firm employee, resident
of Sector 4, Panchkula

Savinder Singh, 48,
Businessman,
Ambala city

Dr SK Chhabra , 76,
Resident of Sector 7,
Panchkula

Residents are fed up of the
problem of stray cattle and
dogs. The issue has been
discussed often with the
authorities but to no avail.
The government had also
announced plans to set up a
medical college for Panchkula, an institute at par with
Panjab University, and a
hospital with health facilities at par with PGIMER,
Chandigarh, but unfortunately did not follow
through with them. The
project to set up a solid
waste management plant,
which has been hanging fire
for a couple of years needs
to be finalised quickly.

I expect the next MP to help
in framing some excellent
policies for farmers to
enable them to get a good
price for their produce. They
should also get cheaper
electricity to power their
tubewells and pay less for
pesticides for their crops.
The next MP should see to it
that new grain markets are
within a radius of 20 kilometres of villages. Better
road connectivity is also a
must. It’s important that
agricultural seminars to
educate farmers on new
innovations and technologies in farming are organised frequently.

The roads in the city have
been repaired recently after
considerable delay, but
nothing seems to have
improved as potholes have
appeared at several places.
Regular maintenance of
roads is a must in the city
and the matter should be
prioritised. Another perennial problem in the city
which requires urgent
attention of the political
classes is proper collection
and disposal of garbage in
the city. Drinking water
supply in the older sectors is
inadequate, the low pressure doesn’t allow it to go
above the ground floor.

Sunil Jain, 60, Sector 11,
Panchkula, resident
The city should have better
institutes of higher education. Students from the city
are dependent on neighbouring Chandigarh or have
to go to other cities. Opening up educational institutes offering quality
education will also improve
employment opportunities
in the city and give a boost
to the start-up culture.
Companies which avoid the
city because of lack of
quality human resource will
start opening up businesses
here, which will mean an
improved investment
scenario. We also need
environment-friendly
policies.

Rent not paid, coaching
centre MD booked
CHANDIGARH :Police have booked
the managing director (MD) of
AK Vidyamandir and two others
for not paying rent of a shop.
The MD has been identified as
Kailash Sharma. Kuldeep Singh
Bhalla, a resident of Mohali, had
complained that he had leased a
shop-cum-booth in Sector 36 to
AK Vidyamandir, a coaching
centre for IIT-JEE and medical
entrance exams.
However, the institute failed
to pay the rent. Under the lease

agreement, the tax deducted on
the rent was also to be paid by the
tenants, but they failed to deposit
it with the income tax department.
Bhalla then approached a
local court that directed the
police to register an FIR. A case
has been registered against managing director Kailash Sharma
and two other persons under
Section 403 (dishonest misappropriation of property) of the
Indian Penal Code.
HTC

MODERNISE
TRANSPORT
SYSTEM, ROADS
Navita Kaur, 29,
Physiotherapist, resident
of Sector 20, Panchkula
The transportation system
has to be modernised with
the latest technology to
prevent road accidents.
There is no public transport
system in place to connect
sectors. Bad roads lead to a
lot of wear and tear in
vehicles. Badly built pavements, distressed bridges,
congested city and lack of
wayside amenities make our
roads unsafe. The authorities should focus on
geometric design and work
on making roads, including
highways over here, safer.
Also, dedicated work needs
to be done when it comes to
women’s safety and empowerment.

APRIL 10, 2019

PANJAB UNIVERSITY SYNDICATE MEET

The Panjab University (PU) syndicate will meet, and is expected to
discuss the minutes of the committee constituted by the vice-chancellor
to resolve the issue of increased fee for BDS/MDS students of Dr Harvansh Singh Judge Institute of Dental Science and Hospital. Fee details
in the handbook of information for 2018 released by the university are
incorrect and lower than the fee paid by the first year students. Matters
related to conducting an entrance test PU (CET) – PG for admission in
master’s in social work from the academic session 2019-20 will also be
discussed.
Where: Syndicate hall, Administrative Block, Panjab University, Chandigarh

Babu Lal Panwar, 81,
Retired lecturer,
Ambala city
I want the next MP to
make a strong pitch for the
setting up of a government
university in Ambala. Good
hospitals and colleges are
required over here as
healthcare and educational
facilities need to be upgraded in the district. The
next MP should understand his responsibility as a
representative of the
people and should interact
with them at regular
intervals to find out more
about their problems. He or
she should ensure full
utilisation of the member
of parliament local area
development (MPLAD)
fund.

Twoawardedlife
termformurdering
50-yr-oldragpicker
HT Correspondent
chandigarh@hindustantimes.com

MOHALI : A local court has
awarded life imprisonment to
two men for murdering a
50-year-old ragpicker in Dera
Bassi in March last year.
The court also imposed a fine
of ₹10,000 each on the convicts,
Shankar Sharma, 55, of Kheri
village, and his brother-in-law
Gautam Sharma of Bhankarpur.
They were convicted for the
murder of Ashok Kumar
Chawla, of Trivedi Camp. His
body was found on March 15,
2018, near Baba Colony. The duo
had bludgeoned the victim’s
head with boulders to conceal
his identity.

VICTIM WENT MISSING
ON MARCH 14, 2018
An unidentified body was found
on March 16, 2018, with the head
disfigured beyond recognition.
An empty liquor bottle, disposable glasses, besides bloodstained boulders were found on
the spot.
The same day, the family of
Ashok Kumar Chawla had

n

The court also imposed a fine
of ₹10,000 each on the
convicts, Shankar Sharma and
his brother-in-law Gautam
GETTY IMAGES
Sharma.

approached the police with a
complaint that he had been
missing since March 14. On the
description given to the police,
the family was shown the
deceased’s body that was identified as that of Ashok by his son
Rubbal Chawla.
Later, police had lodged an
FIR under Sections 302 (murder)
of the Indian Penal Code at the
Mubarikpur police post.
During the course of investi-

gation, police found that Ashok
had left home after receiving a
call from Shankar on March 14,
but never returned home.
Later, one Taranjit Singh told
the police that he had overheard
two persons, consuming liquor
in front of his house, that they
had killed Ashok.
The duo was identified as
Gautam and Shankar and
arrested.
On the disclosure statement
of Shankar, police had recovered a blood-stained shirt from
whose pocket a wallet containing the Aadhaar card of Ashok,
one notebook and ₹40 were
recovered.
Blood-stained
clothes were also recovered
from Gautam’s house.
“The blood-stained boulders
found on the spot helped nail the
accused. The blood group of the
victim matched with the blood
found on the stones and clothes
recovered from the accused,”
said Sanjeev Batra, district
attorney, Mohali.
Stating that justice had been
done, Rubbal said Shankar
knew his father and often used
to visit their house. But he didn’t
know why he killed him.

When: 10:30am

SHORT FILMS BY
SCHOOLCHILDREN

STATE OF DARKNESS

The Chandigarh chapter of Indian
National Trust for Art and Cultural
Heritage (INTACH) is organising
Filmit Film Festival. The festival
will comprise short films on the
city’s heritage by students of nine
schools.

Where: Multimedia Room , IT Block, Panjab University, Chandigarh
When: 10:30am

ANNUAL CULTURAL FUNCTION
n

Aryans Group of Colleges will organise its two-day annual cultural
function “Roshaan”.

Artistes enacting a play, ‘Black Punjab’, directed by Jaspal Singh, at the Sector 17 Plaza in
Chandigarh on Tuesday.
KARUN SHARMA/HT

Where: Aryans Group of Colleges, Chandigarh-Patiala highway, Rajpura
When: 12pm

Bid for leftover vanity numbers

APNI MANDI

PANCHKULA :
Sector 26

Sector 15B

HT Correspondent

Sector 40A

n

Chandigarh

Sector 57
Mohali

Sector 46

Panchkula

Phase 11
Sector 26
To list events write to us at tricityevents@gmail.com

chandigarh@hindustantimes.com

CHANDIGARH:E-auction of leftover
vanity registration numbers for
vehicles will take place from
April 21 to 23.
As many 138 numbers in the
CH01BW series, 22 in CH01BV
series, 15 in CH01BU series, four
in CH01BT series and nine in
CH01BS series are up for grabs.
Only owners of vehicles purchased against a Chandigarh
address can participate. Those

138 NUMBERS IN THE
CH01BW SERIES, 22 IN
CH01BV, 15 IN CH01BU,
FOUR IN CH01BT AND
NINE IN CH01BS ARE
UP FOR GRABS
interested should first get themselves registered for the e-auction between April 13 and 20.
Visit the national transport
website link — https://

vahan.parivahan.gov.in/
fancy — and obtain the unique
acknowledgement number
(UAN).
The sale letter (Form No. 21),
Aadhaar card and Chandigarh
address proof are mandatory to
take part in the e-auction.
The vehicle owner will have to
deposit registration fee and
reserve amount of the special
number in the form of a demand
draft in favour of the Registering
and Licensing Authority,
Chandigarh.

meeting on Tuesday to assess preparedness for
the Lok Sabha Elections 2019.
During the meeting, nodal officers discussed
issues pertaining to intensive hands-on procedural training of presiding and polling officials, polling station arrangements, static surveillance teams, flying squads, reserve teams,
strengthening of manpower and procedure for
formation of polling parties.
They also took up status of grievance
redressal through C-Vigil App, EVM management system, setting up of RO cell for nominations, PwD registration App for disabled persons, MC violations, fulfilment of official
requirements of observers, printing of ballot
papers, expenditure monitoring, SVEEP activities, and media certification and monitoring
committee.
The meeting was attended by Sachin Rana,
additional deputy commissioner; Arjun
Sharma, SDM (East), Jagjit Singh,deputyCEO;
Uma Shankar Gupta, director transport;
Rakesh Kumar Popli, director hospitality
(nodal officer for observers); Virat, registering
and licensing authority (nodal officer for helpline and complaints redressal); Radhika Singh,
director, Chandigarh Museum and Art Gallery
(nodalofficerfor SVEEP); Sudhanshu Gautam,
director public relations, and officers from the
National Informatics Centre.

Observers appointed for Chandigarh
The Election Commission of India (ECI) has appointed observers for the Chandigarh Lok Sabha
constituency. The team includes one general observer and one police observer. Monimala Phukan
Borthakur, an Assam-Meghalaya-cadre IAS officer, has been appointed as the general observer,
while JS Kushwah, a Madhya Pradesh-cadre IPS officer, is the police observer for the constituency.
The election expenditure observer has yet to be appointed.
INPUTS BY MUNIESHWER A SAGAR AND VIVEK GUPTA

MC team off to Raipur to study
integrated control centre
chandigarh@hindustantimes.com

team led by municipal commissioner KK Yadav has gone to Raipur in Chhattisgarh to study
their integrated control and
commandcentre(ICCC)thatwas
launched by Prime Minister
Narendra Modi in June last
year.
The tour is aimed at equipping
the municipal corporation (MC)
with the technical know-how to
set up a ₹200-crore ICCC here
that will monitor automated
traffic control system, besides
water and sanitation system
under one roof.

Post Graduate Government College for Girls, Sector 42, Chandigarh, will
organise a one-day capacity building workshop on “Representing Social
Conflict: A study of Shroud by Munshi Prem Chand” and “Remembering
‘Saroj’ by Nirala”. Yojna Rawat, chairperson, University School of Open
Learning, Panjab University, is the resource person for the workshop.

MOHALI :
Phase 11 and
Sector 57

Congress candidate from
Chandigarh parliamentary constituency Pawan
Kumar Bansal on Tuesday said he will strive for
reservation in UT government jobs for the local
youth.
He was speaking at the
48th Foundation Day of
the National Students
Union India (NSUI) in n Pawan Kumar
Sector 28, where a large Bansal
number of students from
various colleges and Panjab University campus gathered. He also proposed a separate Subordinate Selection Board for Chandigarh
appointments on the Class 3 and 4 government
posts.
Bansal said the national Congress manifesto
had assured that the goal of allocating 6% of the
country’s GDP for education became a reality.
As Bansal threw the house open for views and
suggestions, students demanded that Panjab
University’s decision on 10% hike in fee be
rescinded. They also sought that the administration’s promise to withdraw cases registered
against students during the fee hike agitation
on PU campus be fulfilled. Bansal promised to
pursue the matter to its logical end.

CHANDIGARH : A three-member

WORKSHOP ON SOCIAL CONFLICT

CHANDIGARH :
Sectors 15B, 40A
and 46

Will strive for reservation Brar reviews election
in UT government jobs
preparedness
District election officer-cum-deputy commisfor local youth: Bansal
sioner Mandip Singh Brar chaired a review

n

When: 10am

Bela Aggarwal, 48, Sector
21, Panchkula, resident
Connectivity between
sectors 21 and 20 with other
parts of the city must be
improved. It is a nightmare
to get to the other sectors.
More underpasses should be
built between these sectors
and other areas crossing the
Panchkula-Shimla national
highway. MC’s sanitation
workers do not clean the
inner areas of the sectors
and work only on the main
roads. A proper monitoring
system should be put in
place to improve cleanliness
across the city. Drinking
water pressure is also
inadequate over here but no
action has been taken to
improve the situation.

POLLBUZZ

HT Correspondent

Where: St Kabir Public School,
Sector 26, Chandigarh

WE NEED BETTER
CONNECTIVITY
WITH SECTORS

COMPILED BY YUVRAJ KAUSHAL, SUNIL RAHAR AND MUNIESHWER A SAGAR

MARCH 2018 CASE Blood on boulders used to bludgeon
victim’s head to conceal his identity helps nail the accused
n

tricitytoday

SET UP A GOVT
UNIVERSITY IN
AMBALA

THREE-MEMBER TEAM
TO GATHER KNOW-HOW
FOR SETTING UP A
SIMILAR CENTRE TO
MONITOR TRAFFIC,
WATER AND SANITATION
IN CHANDIGARH
The project was approved in
January this year in a board of
directors (BOD) meeting of the
Smart City projects headed by
UT adviser Manoj Parida. At
present, different monitoring
agencies for targeted works are
gathering specifications for ten-

dering of the project.
TO FACILITATE
E-CHALLANING ALSO
Under the project, a total of 743
automatic number plate recognition (ANPR), red-light violation
detection (RLVD), and overspeed detection system (OSDS)
cameras will be provided at 40
major junctions, including
entry/exit points of the city.
In case of traffic violation, an
e-challan will be automatically
generated through these cameras. The UT administration will
also start the facility for online
payment of fine for traffic violations for the convenience of the
residents.

Woman loses
bag to snatchers
CHANDIGARH : Two scooter-borne

mensnatchedthebagofa24-yearoldwomaninSector8onMonday.
Thevictim,RamandeepKaur,
toldthepolicethatshewastaking
classes for the civil services
exam.OnMondaynight,shewas
returning home from her coaching institute in Sector 8. On the
way, two men on a Honda Activa
approachedherfrombehind,and
fled after snatching her bag. She
saidherbagcontainedherbooks,
notebooks and stationery.
A case under Sections 379
(theft) and 356 (use of criminal
force to commit a crime) of the
IndianPenalCodehasbeenregistered against the accused at the
Sector 19 police station.
HTC
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Fund, faculty crunch are to
blame for PU’s stagnant rank
LOT TO BE DONE, OUGHT TO BE DONE Former V-C for recruiting more teachers, improving infra for
research scholars, strengthening varsity’s national presence for better ranking in central frameworks
facetoface
ARUN KUMAR GROVER, FORMER VICE-CHANCELLOR, PU
Arshdeep Arshi
n

arshdeep.arshi@htlive.com

CHANDIGARH : The Ministry of
Human Resource Development (MHRD) released the
National Institutional Ranking
Framework (NIRF) and the
first-ever Atal Ranking of Institutions on Innovation Achievements (ARIIA). Panjab University (PU) dropped one place in
NIRF (rank 34) but figured in
top 10 institutions in
ARIIA (rank 9). Former PU
vice-chancellor Arun K Grover
shared his views on the stagnant NIRF ranking and how to
improve it.

What are the reasons behind
the stagnant performance of
PU in the NIRF?
We are not able to recruit
teachers. We do not have funds
for modernising our laboratories. Our undergraduate (UG)
and honours school labs need
huge sums for renovation.
If we compare PU with Pune
University (ranked 17 in the
NIRF), the latter mainly has
postgraduate (PG) and PhD
programmes (which focus on
research).
Inherently, universities are
to produce intellectuals for the
society. But, PU has more UG

Is there anything else that
keeps PU from performing
well?

students than PG or PhD students. Moreover, with the student-teacher ratio dropping
further, teachers do not get the
time for research.

We need to analyse where we
are lacking in the ranking. The
internal quality assurance cell
(IQAC) of PU seeks data from
departments. Either they do
not fully cooperate or just do
not care if the data sent
is right. The departments are
writing ‘0’ as the number of students shifted to higher
education. Are there no students from UG courses (from
PU) who have enrolled themselves for PG courses?

Is the financial crunch
responsible for the poor
performance? How?
Yes. The government has
squeezed the funding for education, with not even the IITs
getting funds. There is already
limited fund for higher education and out of this, only a
tiny amount is spent on
research. Our teachers
have to compete with those
from IITs, who still have more
time, to get projects from the
government.
Under the Rashtriya Uchchatar Shiksha Abhiyan
(RUSA), the MHRD had promised PU ₹50-crore grant, but is
not giving it as the varsity is an
inter-state body.
We do not have hostels for
research scholars. Are we
investing in this? We do not
have the required equipment.
Therefore, we created Chandigarh Region Innovation and
Knowledge Cluster (CRIKC)
so that our students and
researchers can work on
instruments in other
institutions.

PU’s score is very low under
the ‘Perception’ parameter of
the NIRF. What, according to
you, is the reason?
Where is our presence among
the national bodies? Teachers
need to have the leisure for
doing work in order to be
selected for national bodies.
We have to establish our presence nationally for improving
the score.

n

chandigarh@hindustantimes.com

CHANDIGARH: The Panjab Univer-

sity (PU) syndicate will meet on
Wednesday to discuss various
issues.
Among the various items on
the meeting agenda are the
minutes of the committee
constituted by the vice-chancellor to resolve the issue of hike in
fee for BDS/MDS students of Dr
Harvansh Singh Judge
Institute of Dental Science and
Hospital.
The university had published
the wrong figure of fee to be
charged in the hand book of information in 2018, which was actually less than the fee paid by students in their first year and also
contrary to the senate’s decision
on May 6, 2018, to increase the fee
by 5% for the current students.
The agenda on starting the PU

PU APEX EXECUTIVE
BODY TO DISCUSS FEE
HIKE FOR BDS/MDS
STUDENTS, ENTRANCE
FOR MASTERS IN
SOCIAL WORK AMONG
OTHER ISSUES

What are the key areas that PU
needs to focus on for better
performance in future?
We need to recruit more teachers. We should reduce the number of departments. Earlier too,
there have been talks of

On the other hand, what do you
think has helped PU figured in
top 10 institutions in ARIIA?

ALSO ON AGENDA
The PU panel has also recommended names of trustee of Infosys Foundation, Bangalore,
Sudha N Murthy, for LLD degree
(honoris causa) and ISRO chairman and secretary of the department of space, Bangalore, K
Sivan, for the Vigyan Rattan.
The syndicate will have to give
final approval for the same to
award these in the annual convocation, which is to be held on
April 28.
The item on granting temporary affiliation to MBA institute
in DAV College, Sector 10, will
also be taken up.
Till the decision, the institute
has been told to put admissions
on hold.
Senator Subhash Sharma had
pointed out that the institute had
advertised for the admissions for
2019-20 session without fulfilling
the requirements.

common
entrance
test
(CET) for admission in master’s
in social work from the
academic session 2019-20,
will also be discussed in the meeting.
A PU committee has recommended 10% increase in financial
aid to students under the Student
Aid Fund for the academic session 2019-20.
Certain other guidelines have
also been proposed by the committee, which will be tabled in
the Syndicate.

Former PU V-C Arun K Grover says: “We need to analyse where we
HT FILE
are lacking in the ranking.”

regrouping departments. We
should introduce honours
school in humanities, and have
integrated PG-PhD programmes on the lines of other
institutions. There is a lot
that can be done and ought to
be done.

Syndicate meeting today
HT Correspondent

n

I do not know what data was
submitted by the former PU
IQAC director M Rajivlochan.
The score has not been shared
yet. However, I feel that having
CRIKC, Centre for Policy
Research (CPR), and BioNEST
incubation, and being among
the six locations in the country
where technology enabling
centres (TECs) are being set up,
has helped PU in scoring well.

PU to have biometric
attendance in hostels
HT Correspondent
n

chandigarh@hindustantimes.com

CHANDIGARH: The Panjab Univer-

sity (PU) panel on hostel issues
and implementation of 24/7 entry
and exit timings for girls has recommended biometric attendance
in all hostels on the campus.
There are eight boys’ and 10
girls’ hostels in PU, where 5,400
students reside. The decision was
taken in a panel meeting on Monday, following complaints from
wardens that students do not
mark their attendance in the registers at the entry gates.
The panel has asked the university to float tenders for buying
biometric machines. The hostel
gates are also to be changed to
facilitate entry and exit through
biometrics and ID cards. The
panel suggested that this will also

PANEL ASKS VARSITY
TO FLOAT TENDERS FOR
BUYING BIOMETRIC
MACHINES; AIM IS TO
KEEP OUTSIDERS AT BAY

Infra blues plague Mohali’s
lone government college
Idrees Bukhtiyar
n

chandigarh@hindustantimes.com

MOHALI: Government College in
Phase 6, the lone government college in Mohali, is lacking the
basic amenities that are taking a
heavy toll on students.
Students complained that they
have been suffering because of no
supply of drinking water and
ill-maintenance of toilets.
Rakesh Kumar, a student said,
“I had joined the college three
years ago, and since then the
water purifiers have been lying
defunct.”
“Because of no supply of drinking water on the college premises,
we are compelled to drink contaminated water and most of the
times we have to transverse to
distant locations to drink water,”
he said.
Many students said there is no
connectivity of direct water pipeline to the college.
Another student, Ravinder
Singh, said, “The college has been
receiving water supply from the
Civil Hospital for many years, but
it is not fit for drinking. The issue
has not been resolved by the college authorities so far.”
“A nearby reservoir was built
to store water but it too remains
empty,” he said.
Students said filthy and
unclean toilets were adding more
woes to their problems.
“The laboratories in the college have been in a dilapidated
condition for the last three years
and have not been cleaned up so
far,” said a student wishing not to
be named.
He said, “Thick layer of filth
has accumulated on the toilets
while garbage lies scattered all
over. Even latches of the toilets
and the doors are broken. Stinking toilets cause inconvenience to
us. It is ironical that the authorities concerned have failed to
resolve the issue.”
The college with around 2,000
students on roll and having
around 10 departments has only
five toilets and that are ill-maintained.

n

chandigarh@hindustantimes.com

CHANDIGARH: The 54th colloquium
was organised at Panjab University (PU) on Tuesday.
Haryana State Higher Education Council (HSHEC) chairperson BK Kuthiala spoke on ‘Communication ecosystem: Sociomedia perspective.’
He said, “Communication
starts since birth.”
Kuthiala said Lok Sabha elections, the biggest festival of
democracy in India, is the largest

campusconnect
PARENTS’ DAY AT
DEV SAMAJ COLLEGE
FOR WOMEN
CHANDIGARH : Parents’ Day was
observed at Dev Samaj College for
Women, Sector 45-B, here on Tuesday. Students recited self-composed
poems to express gratitude towards
their parents. A special garland
ceremony was held to honour the
parents. The function gave a platform to the students to acknowledge
their parents’ efforts. Dean, International Students, Panjab University,
Nandita Shukla Singh, was the chief
guest. Principal Jaspal Kaur apprised
the students of the value system
incorporated in the Dev Samaj
family.

Prize distribution function
at Govt College for Girls

With water purifiers lying defunct and toilets in a shambles, the
students of Government College, Phase 6, Mohali, are forced to
drink contaminated water and bear filth.
HT PHOTOS

Principal of the college
Komal Brocha said that she has
taken up the issue with the higher-ups.
“I have written a number of
times to the public health depart-

ment but nothing has been done
so far. We have spoken to the
authorities concerned as well
about the issues. We will be getting four water purifiers soon,”
she said.

Colloquium puts spotlight on
importance of communication
HT Correspondent

keep outsiders at bay and the university will have concrete details
of guest entries.
The panel, comprising senators Navdeep Goyal, JK Goswamy, Pam Rajput and Ameer
Sultana, dean students’ welfare
(DSW) Emanual Nahar, chief
security officer (CSO) Ashwani
Koul and PU Campus Students'
Council (PUCSC) vice-president
Daler Singh, was formed after the
PU senate had approved 24/7 timings for girl hostellers on December 15 last year.

n

communication festival, where
various means of communication
are used in elections around the
country.
He said while nature has provided human beings with effective system of hearing, looking,
touching and smelling, technology is being used to evaluate the
devices to reach out to people in
various ways. He gave examples
of invention of camera and development of videos and audios to
connect to the world.
Computer is an extension of
human brain and machines/tools

are extension of human hands, he
said, adding that internet evolved
when computers were connected.
Likewise, when brains come
together, relationships are built,
he said. Kuthiala said internet is
a device of intensifying human
relationships. It gave birth to one
world of communication. Hence,
communication is borderless
irrespective of cultural and linguistic barriers. The lecture was
presided over by vice-chancellor
Raj Kumar. Coordinators––Promila Pathak and Shruti Bedi––
were also present.

schoolnotes

and Technology, Mohali.

MIND TREE SCHOOL

DELHI PUBLIC SCHOOL

Lecture on Ambedkar’s
teachings organised

Orientation programme
organised for parents

Session on balanced diet

CHANDIGARH: A lecture on
‘Contextualising BR Ambedkar’s
teachings with reference to neo-liberalism and social justice’ held at
Panjab University on Tuesday. The
lecture was organised by the Centre
for Study of Social Exclusion and
Inclusive Policy (CSSEIP). Prof Ronki
Ram delivered the lecture. He said
Ambedkar’s idea on social democracy
and liberty, and equality and fraternity, are the edifice of his whole
philosophy of social justice, and caste
could only be annihilated if social
democracy and fraternity is ensured.
The presidential address was delivered by Professor Rattan Singh.
Singh said father of Ambedkar’s
vision incorporates social and
constitutional morality.

MOHALI: An orientation programme
was organised for parents at Mind
Tree School, Kharar, on Monday. The
objective was to acquaint parents
with the methodology o be followed
for scholastic and co-scholastic areas
and strategies for the upcoming
session. Principal Harveen Kaur
apprised them of the philosophy of
the school. She also introduced the
academic, administrative and support
staff to them.

CHANDIGARH : The 63rd annual prize
distribution function of Post Graduate Government College for Girls,
Sector 11, was held on Tuesday.
UT adviser Manoj Kumar Parida was
the chief guest. Parida, other dignitaries and principal lighted the lamp,
followed by invocation of Goddess
Saraswati by students. Over 600
meritorious students were honoured
with trophies and prizes for their
outstanding performance in the
fields of academics, sports and extra
curricular activities. UT education
secretary BL Sharma and UT higher
education secretary Rubinderjit
Singh Brar were also present.

CHANDIGARH : The Indian Council for
Culture Relations (ICCR) in collaboration with the office of Dean International Students (DIS) organised its
foundation day on Tuesday. Registrar
Karamjit Singh was the chief guest
on the occasion. Priyatosh Sharma
from the department of history
delivered a talk on ‘Myths and
legends are a key to understand
Indian society and culture’. Regional
director Nalini Singhal also spoke on
the occasion.

Training on innovation and
entrepreneurship begins

Two-day conference on
leadership launched

CHANDIGARH : A seven-day training
on ‘innovation and entrepreneurship’
began at University Institute of
Pharmaceutical Sciences (UIPS),
Panjab University, on Tuesday, for
pharma faculty participants under
the initiative of UGC Networking
Resource Centre. The training is being
organised to train human resource to
acquire the key skills for being a
successful entrepreneur, such as
critical thinking, problem
solving, negotiation, collaboration,
flexibility, teamwork, communication, and leadership. Course
coordinator Indu Pal Kaur briefed the
participants about the course
content. The function was
inaugurated by Hirendra N Ghosh,
director, Institute of Nano Science

CHANDIGARH : Addressing the
pertinent issue of ethical leadership,
a two-day national conference on the
theme ‘Sharing best practices:
Leadership, ethics and values,’ was
inaugurated at Panjab University on
Tuesday. It was organised under the
Centre for Academic Leadership and
Educational Management under
Pandit Madan Mohan Malaviya
National Mission for Teachers
Training. Conference coordinator
Nandita Singh said the aim of the
conference was to provide a training
programme to educational administrators and managers. The
guests of honour for the inaugural
session were former UPSC chairman
Deepak Gupta and Major General
GG Dwivedi.

Foundation day
celebrated
n

Students after a prize distribution at the Post Graduate Government College for Girls, Sector 11, in Chandigarh on Tuesday.

KESHAV SINGH/HT

GURUKUL GLOBAL SCHOOL

INDUS PUBLIC SCHOOL

Workshop on
personal hygiene

World Health
Day celebrated

CHANDIGARH : A workshop on
personal hygiene was organised for
the students of UKG, Classes 1, 2 and 3
at Gurukul Global School, Manimajra,
on Monday. Students were apprised
of the importance of maintaining
personal hygiene and its positive
impact on one’s personality. The
session was conducted by the school
doctor.

MOHALI: Indus Public School, Kharar,
celebrated World Health Day on
Tuesday. Fitness activities were
conducted. Students were apprised
about the health issues that arise due
to lack of exercise. Manager Colonel
SPS Cheema motivated students to
eat better and take better care of
themselves. Principal Parampreet
lauded the efforts of the students
and teachers.

AANCHAL INT’L

SACRED SOULS’ SCHOOL

New students welcomed

Faculty development
programme organised

CHANDIGARH: Aanchal International
School, Sector 41D, organised a
cake-cutting ceremony to mark the
beginning of the new academic
session on Tuesday. The Pre-nursery
children were accompanied by their
parents to help them adjust with the
new environment at the school.
Children enjoyed swings, played with
toys and were taught rhymes with
the help of smart board.

SAUPIN’S SCHOOL

Art competition held

n

Students of the Post Graduate Government College, Sector 42, during a flash mob against sexual violence at Student Centre in Panjab
RAVI KUMAR/HT
University, Chandigarh, on Tuesday.

CHANDIGARH: Delhi Public School,
Sector 40 C, organised a session
balanced diet for the students of
Classes 4 and 5 to mark World Health
Day celebrations on Tuesday. Dietician
Pooja Dogra was the resource person.
She apprised children of the components of a balanced diet and stressed
on the importance of having breakfast daily. Children were encouraged
to carry nutritious food in their lunch
boxes. Students presented a skit on
healthy eating.

PANCHKULA: An inter-house art
competition was organised at
Saupin’s School, Sector 9, on Monday.
Students made drawings on various
themes, including following traffic
rules, planting more trees, saying no
to polythene and saving the environment. Keshvi of Maple House won the
first position in the first category and
Shourya of Sycamore House won in
the second category. Mawiya of
Aspen House and Tejas of Sycamore
House stood first in both third and
fourth categories.

MOHALI : Sacred Souls’ School,
Gharuan, organised a development
programme for the faculty members
on Monday. Around 45 members went
to Manali for a three-day workshop
which comprised of various teambuilding and awareness activities,
including hiking, skiing, paragliding
and snow-trekking. Principal Manbir
Brar said the activities were aimed at
enhancing the development of
educators.

SATLUJ PUBLIC SCHOOL

School felicitated at
World Education Summit
PANCHKULA: Satluj Public School was
awarded for having the best faculty
and pedagogy in Haryana during the
World Education Summit and Awards
2019. The award was presented by
civil aviation commerce and industry
minister, Suresh Prabhakar Prabhu.
The guests included actor Gulshan
Grover, MP Manoj Tiwari, and Indian
freestyle wrestler Bajrang Punia.
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IN
WRITESTUFF
Now, Ryan Int’l School ROBBERS
AUTO ARRESTED
WITHIN MINUTES Hey, what’s cooking today?
served notice over
OF ATTACK
gag order to parents
HT Correspondent
n

UNLAWFUL Child rights panel seeks explanation on why Sec 49
school sought undertaking and warned parents of students’ expulsion
Srishti Jaswal
n

srishti.jaswal@htlive.com

KNOW WHAT THE LAW SAYS

CHANDIGARH: : The Chandigarh

Commission for Protection of
Child Rights (CCPCR) has
sought clarification from Ryan
International School, Sector 49,
for seeking an undertaking from
parents that bars them from
talking to the media.For violating it, their child can be suspended or even expelled.
The notice came after the
Chandigarh Parents’ Association (CPA) complained to the
commission on Tuesday. The
CCPCR has sought a reply from
the school by Wednesday.
The undertaking, a copy of
which is with Hindustan Times,
reads: “The school does not
approve the practice of the parents/students indulging in any
anti-school activity or involving
any third party or giving information to Press/TV etc. in the
matters concerning the school
and students. In case the parent/
students indulge in such acts, the
school shall be at liberty to take
appropriate action, which may

Two arrested with
illegal weapons
in Ambala
HT Correspondent
n

n The Right of Children to Free

and Compulsory Education
(RTE) Act terms indemnity
bonds illegal and unlawful,
stating that no such condition can be imposed for
admission of a child in
schools.
n The CCPCR had issued an
advisory in 2017 directing all

include striking off the name of
the student from the school rolls.
In the event of a breach of either,
the school management is at liberty to suspend/cancel the
admission of my child as the case
may be.”
The school authorities
refused to comment on the matter.
This is second such case
where parents were asked to fill
an indemnity bond. Earlier,
Mount Carmel School, Sector 47,
had also issued such a bond,
which is being probed by the

agency (CIA) on Tuesday
arrested two men and recovered
illegal weapons from their possession in two separate cases in
Ambala.
In the last three consecutive
days, the district police have registered as many as five such cases
after recovering illegal weapons
from the accused.
In the first case registered on
Tuesday, Gaurav Rana, a resident of Boh village, Ambala cantonment, was nabbed following a
tip-off. The accused, who was
going to Bhur Mandi, was
arrested during a checking conducted by the CIA-1 staff. An illegal country-made pistol of .315
bore was recovered from him.
However, in the second case,
Nanu alias Chetan of Ram Krishan Colony, Ambala cantt was
arrested by the CIA-2 team during checking near Ekta Vihar
Chowk. On suspicion, the police
nabbed the accused on the Tangri
river bridge-side and seized an
illegal country-made pistol of .315
bore loaded with one live-round
of cartridges from him. Two separate cases under Sections 25, 54,
59 of the Arms Act were registered against the accused.
The accused were later presented before the court that sent
Gaurav on two-day police
remand with the CIA-1 team and
Nanu on three-day police remand
with the CIA-2 team. The CIA
in-charges said the investigation
into the cases was on.
On April 6, Mohit, a resident of
Rambass village, Charkhi Dadri,
was arrested with .32 bore illicit
pistol along with four live cartridges. Two more accused, Gurbaj Singh alias Kala of Hira
Nagar, and Bhola of Defence
Enclave, Boh village, were
arrested by police on April 7.
Police seized an illicit countrymade pistol with empty magazine
from Kalia whereas a countrymade pistol loaded with a magazine carrying two live rounds was
recovered from Bhola.

CCPCR. The school had revoked
the notice seeking the undertaking on Monday after the CPA
complained to the commission.
CPA president Nitin Goyal
said: “The parents are worst sufferers in all of this, be it payment
of hefty fee or giving up their
right to safeguard their child’s
security and future.”
CCPCR chairperson Harjinder Kaur said: “We have taken
cognisance of the matter. Issuing
such bonds is illegal. We have
sought comments from both
schools.”

presence of mind to note
down the assailants’ vehicle
number helped the police
nab the three accused within
an hour.
Police said the victim, Suresh
Thapa of Kishangarh village,
was walking back home on Monday night. As he reached near
Chandigarh Golf Club, an autorickshaw suddenly stopped in
front of him.
Three men got down from the
vehicle and robbed him of his
wallet, containing ₹650, his Aadhaar card and PAN card. The
accused then fled in the autorickshaw, but Thapa managed
to jot down its registration number, and immediately sounded
the police.
With the help of the number,
PCR team patrolling the area
arrested the accused within
minutes.
The accused were identified
as Pintu, 23, Amit Gautam, 22,
and Deshraj, 23.
A case under Sections 394
(voluntarily causing hurt in
committing robbery) and 34
(acts done by several persons in
furtherance of common intention) of the Indian Penal Code
was registered at the Sector 26
police station.

Mohali landowner booked for
cheating, criminal conspiracy
HT Correspondent
n

chandigarh@hindustantimes.com

chandigarh@hindustantimes.com

AMBALA: The crime investigation

schools not to issue any such
bonds or impose any condition on parents at the time of
admission.
n It said that any eligible child
applying for admission to a
school cannot be declined the
right to education under any
circumstance, subject to the
availability of seats.

chandigarh@hindustantimes.com

CHANDIGARH : A robbery victim’s

MOHALI : The Zirakpur police
onTuesday booked a Mohalibased land owner Alamjit
Singh Mann along with his
accomplice Sajjan Kumar on
charges of cheating and criminal conspiracy.
In his complaint to the police,
victim Atul Nanda, a real estate
developer, said his firm had sustained monetary losses due to
the fraudulent act of both the
accused.
As per the first information
report (FIR), Mann owned
11,000 square yards of land in

Singhpura village of Zirakpur,
of which Nanda bought roughly
5200 square feet along with his
partners.
Despite being paid the
amount for the purchase of
land, Mann filed various litigations in courts and police
complaints based on the fabricated documents and sold their
portion of land in connivance
with Sajjan Kumar, despite
knowing that the ownership
rested with the complainant’s
firm.
Nanda said Mann knew that
Sajjan Kumar had no right to
sell their land but they deliberately entered into the fraudu-

lent conduct.
A preliminary inquiry has
revealed that Sajjan Kumar got
involved in fraud in order to
benefit Mann.
A case under Section 420
(cheating) and section 120-B
(criminal conspiracy) of the
Indian Penal Code (IPC) was
registered for further investigation, said police.
Later in the day, the complainant held a media interaction in Dera Bassi.
He said the accused were
involved in similar frauds with
other people and demanded free
and fair investigation into the
matter.

GOURMET GOODNESS
Books penned by Michelin star
chefs are selling like hot cakes
in the tricity
Aishwarya Khosla
n

aishwarya.khosla@htlive.com

CHANDIGARH : One of the fondest memo-

ries of my childhood is being perched on
the kitchen slab with a Sanjeev Kapoor
cookbook, which was almost as big as I
was, and lisping the ingredients to some
delicacy to my mother, pretending to be
‘contributing’ and watching with
breathless delight as the raw ingredients transformed into a heavenly smelling and tasting culinary delight.
Ask TS Central Library, Sector 17,
librarian in-charge Anju Gupta, if in the
age of YouTube, cookbooks have lost
their significance, and she says, “That is
not the case. Every day, we issue around
10 recipe books, especially those penned
by celebrity chefs Nita Mehta, Tarla
Dalal, and Sanjeev Kapoor. Most library
users issuing these books are homemakers but sometimes an odd man or two
takes an interest in these books. However, the youth prefers books on dieting
and nutrition over gourmet cooking.”
Commercially, a different set of
books is getting food enthusiasts to the
stores. Ajay Arora, proprietor of Capital
Book Depot, says, “We have now broken
away from the mould of Nita Mehta,
Tarla Dalal and Sanjeev Kapoor. Specialised books by international chefs
who own Michelin star restaurants are

n

Tricity food aficionados are picking up books by celebrity chefs such as Jamie
Oliver, Tom Kerridge, Saliha Mahmood, Rose Gray and Ruth Rogers. GETTY IMAGES

popular. However, people refer to the
internet for regular recipes. Books
linked to television programmes are
also becoming increasingly popular.”
Thanks to programmes like MasterChef a lot of people, including children,
are interested in cooking, says Pankaj P
Singh, proprietor of the Browser. “Cookbooks have a wide audience from homemakers to professionals. In fact, someone ordered around 20 to 30 cookbooks
recently as they were starting a food-related enterprise. The books pander to a
diverse range of tastes. For instance,
Tarla Dalal and Nita Mehta are staples
for those dabbling in the Indian cuisine
and now Vikas Khanna is doing well.

facetoface
DR CHANDER TRIKHA, 75, FORMER DIRECTOR, HARYANA SAHITYA AKADEMI

‘Unlike the west, Indians don’t respect authors’
Dr Chander Trikha, is a
renowned Hindi author
who was born in Pakistan.
He has explored the IndoPak relations, culture and
history, emphasising on the
similarity between the cultures; believing all conflict
to be political. His notable
novels are Sanjhe Pul,
Vibhajan kee Vibhishika
and Ek Sheher Ki Atmakhata (An autobiography of
Lahore). The editor of a
Chandigarh-based daily
newspaper Daily Yougmarg for 25 years, Dr Trikha talks about his writing.

Which authors inspired you to
pursue writing?

Your advice to aspiring writers?
They should read and go
through literature, contemporary and past, Indian and
global, to understand cultural ethos of present times.

Any poet dead or alive you
wish you could meet.
TS Eliot. If we go through
his work, we find that he

PANCHKULA : Panchkula deputy
commissioner (DC) Balkar Singh
on Tuesday paid obeisance at
Mata Mansa Devi Temple on the
fourth day of the Chaitra Navratra
fair. He performed puja and also
took part in the havan along with
his family. Lakhs of devotees have
been thronging the Mata Mansa
Devi Temple here since day one of
the fair. The nine-day Chaitra
Navratra fair that begin on
Saturday is also being celebrated
at the Kali Mata temple in Kalka. It
will conclude on April 14.

Adequate security arrangements
have been put in place for the fair
with checkposts and traffic police
officials to manage the traffic. SP
Arora, chief executive officer,
Mata Mansa Devi Shrine Board,
said, “On day four of the navratra
fair, around 47,000 devotees
visited the Mansa Devi temple
while 16,000 devotees thronged
Kali Mata temple in Kalka.”

A couple paying obeisance during the Navratras fair at Mansa Devi Temple in Panchkula on Tuesday.

SANT ARORA/HT

Arora further said both the
temples collected ₹ 20 as donation on the fourth day which
amounted to be around ₹87 lakh
for the four days. According to the
data, 83 ornaments of silver and 9
of gold with 42 US dollars had
been donated on Monday, while
the officials are yet to calculate
the corresponding figures for
Tuesday, he said.

Ludhiana woman booked Not a contender for
SAD ticket from
for thrashing husband

HP man held with
1.60 quintal poppy
husk in Ambala

HT Correspondent

AMBALA : Police on Tuesday

n

ludhiana@hindustantimes.com

LUDHIANA: Contrary to most of the

domestic violence cases filed by
women, a 30-year-old man has
approached the police to lodge an
FIR against his wife and in-laws
for thrashing him and his parents, allegedly over a petty issue.
The victim, Mohit Kumar, a
resident of Purana Bazaar,
alleged that when he tried to hide
inside a bathroom to save himself, his wife grabbed his hair and
dragged him out before hitting
his nose with a heavy object.
Following the complaint of
Mohit, the Division Number 4
have booked his wife Amita, her
father Rakesh Kumar Arora, relatives Amrish Arora, Honey
Arora, Sunny Bhakhri, Vicky
Miglani and seven others, who
have yet to be identified.
Mohit, an Ayurvedic medicine

VICTIM LIVE STREAMS
THE ACT, CLAIMS HIS
WIFE GRABBED HIM
BY THE HAIR AND
BATTERED HIS NOSE
WITH A METAL OBJECT
seller, had married Amita of
Jagraon on February 14, 2014, and
the couple has a four-year-old
daughter. He alleged that his wife
was short-tempered and used to
pick fight with him and his parents over random issues. “On
April 5, Amita indulged in an
argument with my mother Vanita. When I tried to pacify Amita,
she called her father, brothers
and other relatives,” Mohit told
the police.
He alleged that her relatives
barged into his house and started
assaulting him and his elderly

parents. “I hid inside a bathroom,
but Amita came after me, grabbed me by my hair, and battered
me with a metal object,” he added.
“When the they were beating up
my elderly parents, I live
streamed the entire incident on
my Facebook account,” Mohit
said. “As locals huddled there,
the accused fled the scene. Our
neighbours rushed us to a hospital,” he said.
ASI Shamsher Singh, who is
investigating the case, said an
FIR under sections 452 (housetrespass), 323 (voluntarily causing hurt), 325 (voluntarily causing grievous hurt), 427 (mischief
causing damage to the amount of
fifty rupees), 506 (criminal intimidation), 148 (rioting, armed with
deadly weapon) and 149 (unlawful assembly guilty of offence
committed in prosecution of common object) of the IPC has been
registered against the accused.

Ludhiana: Cheema
RUPNAGAR : Shiromani Akali Dal

(SAD) senior vice president and
former Punjab minister Daljit
Singh Cheema has said that he is
not a contender for a party ticket
from Ludhiana constituency for
the Lok Sabha elections.
While talking to the media
here, on Tuesday, Cheema said
the core committee of SAD had
authorised the party president
Sukhbir Singh Badal to announce
candidates from various constituencies in consultation with
party leaders. He said there was
strong leadership and organisation of SAD in Ludhiana and the
party will contest the Lok Sabha
election. He said he had neither
claimed a party ticket from there
nor had any right to do so.
According to sources the name
of Daljit Singh Cheema, who is
in-charge of SAD for Ludhiana

district, is doing the rounds for a
party ticket from Ludhiana constituency as there is no consensus
on the selection of a local leader
for the ticket in the party.
When asked whether he would
contest the election from Ludhiana if the party asked him to do
so, Cheema said he would abide
by their directions.
The SAD leader also said the
people of Rupnagar assembly
constituency had elected him
MLA once, and he had also been a
minister in Punjab government.
He added he was happy to serve
the people of Rupnagar.
SAD workers from Rupnagar
assembly constituency urged
Cheema not to leave Rupnagar to
contest elections from Ludhiana.
Cheema assured workers he
would continue to serve Rupnagar constituency.
HTC

for an hour daily. I don’t
claim that everything I
write is a tremendous piece
of literature. My claim is
that if you go on writing certain things, you will
achieve new dimensions.

The Russian playwright
Anton Chekov, the Urdu
poet Faiz Ahmad Faiz, and
Hindi author Dharamvir
Bharati.

PRAYING FOR MARITAL BLISS

n

Those fond of Western cuisines go for
Nigella Lawson and the all-time classic
Joy of Cooking by Irma S Rombauer,”
says Singh. “Certain anthologies such as
Food: An Oxford Anthology and American Food Writing: An Anthology with
Classic Recipes are also doing well.”
A Sector-18 homemaker, Surinder
Bhogal, who is famous for her decadent
cakes, says, “These days I usually look
up recipes on the net but before that I
used to watch Sanjeev Kapoor on television and buy his books, but I certainly
preferred the TV show to his books. He
used to tell us about the loopholes associated with cooking, which one would typically overlook.”

What needs to be done to promote literature in the digital age?
n

Dr Chander Trikha

was relevant during my
generation and is equally
relevant today.

Do you have a writing routine?
I sit at my table and write

We must respect writers.
For instance, German
authors are truly worshipped and held in high
esteem. In India, politicisation has created a different
atmosphere and we are forgetting how to respect our
writers and their writings.

Residents’ body up
in arms against tax
deductions from bills
HT Correspondent
n

chandigarh@hindustantimes.com

CHANDIGARH :The members of the

City Forum of Residents’ Welfare Organisations (CFORWO)
have started a protest against
the municipal corporation
(MC)’s move of tax deducted at
source (TDS) deductions from
the bills of various RWAs.
Vinod Vashisht, convener of
CFORWO, said, “In March this
year, the MC has sent memos to
over 100 RWAs and non-governmental organisations (NGOs)
engaged in maintenance of
neighbourhood parks, imposing
theTDS liability on them under
the Income Tax Act.”
“These letters written by the
jurisdictional sub-divisional
officers (SDOs) of the MC’s horticulture division were sent to
all registered RWAs, market
welfare associations (MWAs)
and other self help groups,” he
said.
Vashishst said the notices
were sent without statutory
backing and should be withdrawn immediately.
Sector-37 RWA president JP
Yadav said the tax deduction by
the civic body was illogical and
unjustified.
Also, there was no such condition in the memorandum of
understanding (MoU) signed by
these societies with the civic

›

The tax deduction
(from RWA bills ) is
illogical and unjustified.
There was no such condition
in the memorandum of
understanding signed
with the civic body.
JP YADAV, Sector-37 RWA president

body, he said.
AD Gera, finance secretary of
Sector-61 RWA, said if needed
even banks open accounts of
RWAs without seeking permanent accounting number (PAN)
keeping in view the non-profit
nature of such welfare societies.
Gera said the imposition of
the TDS at 20 percent on a society like ours having no PAN,
was uncalled for.
“Our society has no profit
function and we don’t want to
remain unconstructively occupied in extra income tax works,”
he added .
Calling the move discouraging for for working of RWAs, JS
Gogia, general secretary, Sector-35 RWA, said if the harassment continued, a large number
of RWAs might be forced to
withdraw from collaborating
with the MC over the maintenance of parks.

arrested a Himachal Pradesh resident at a checkpost near Kala
Amb, 45km from the district
headquarters, and recovered 1.60
quintal poppy husk from the
canter truck being driven by him.
The accused was identified as
Ravinder Singh of Sujanpur district in Himachal Pradesh.
Inspector Kewal Singh of the
crime investigation agency, Naraingarh, said the accused was
nabbed on suspicion near
Ruchira factory in Kala Amb.
Police conducted a check on
him and recovered 1.45 quintal
poppy husk stuffed in four bags
lying in the vehicle, said Singh.
The inspector said the accused
was later presented before a court
that sent him to three-day police
remand. A case under the Narcotic Drugs and Psychotropic
Substances Act was registered at
Naraingarh station.
HTC
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‘Opinions cannot be formed
‘Planwastorestrictin-form
on basis of one failure’
SRHopenersWarner-Bairstow’
Press Trust of India
n

ON A ROLL Kings XI Punjab record third straight win of IPL-11 at home beating Sunrisers Hyderabad
ankitsays

HTC/Agencies
n

n

David Warner scored an impressive unbeaten knock of 70 runs off 62
balls for Sunrisers Hyderabad against Kings XI Punjab in Mohali. His
ANIL DAYAL/HT
innings went in vain as the visitors lost the match.

›

chdsportsdesk@hindustantimes.com

MOHALI: Kings XI Punjab seamer
Ankit Rajpoot says the plan was
to bowl a tight line and not give
any room to the dangerous
opening duo of David Warner
and Jonny Bairstow in their IPL
match against Sunrisers Hyderabad on Monday.
Kings XI Punjab registered a
six-wicket win over Sunrisers in
a nail-bitting game
About Warner, he said, “The
plan was to block his runs by
bowling a tight line. I did not
give him opportunity to play to
his strength.”
Rajpoot, who was playing
only his second game this season, said the wicket was a bit
helpful with some swing.
The opening pair of David
Warner and Jonny Bairstow
have hit the ground running for
Sunrisers Hyderabad in this IPL
and the partnership hit its peak
in their match against Royal
Challengers Bangalore.
That this Aussie-English pair
raised eyebrows was due to a
chequered history.
The two have been at each
other’s throats during the
2017-18 Ashes.
Warner’s jibe on the head
butt incident involving Cameron Bancroft in a bar in Perth
managed to rile up Bairstow
who was out soon after.
But the 2019 IPL has given
fans a glimpse of the destruction
the two are capable of while
teaming up.
However, against Kings XI
Punjab in Mohali, duo’s magic
did not work.
Even though, Warner

The combination
was not there
before. However, in this
match the combination
worked as we played
spinner Mujeeb and an
Indian bowler had to fit
in, therefore,
I played against SRH

remained unbeaten on 70 off 62
balls, Bairstow was sent packing by off-spinner Mujeeb-UrRahman early for 1.
The home team bowlers had
restricted Sunrisers to a modest
total of 150 for four.
For Sunrisers, opener
Warner remained unbeaten on
70, even as the team’s medium
pacer Sandeep Sharma said the
early moisture and heavy dew
later on did not help their cause.
Warner is coming back from
a one year ban but still hasn’t
missed a beat, fitting back right
into his opening slot.
Chasing, K L Rahul and
Mayank Agarwal struck fluent
half-centuries to guide KXIP to
an easy win, their fourth from
six matches and third in a row at
home.
Even though Rajpoot
remained wicket-less, giving
away 21 runs in the four overs
he bowled, his tight line helped
KXIP restrict the run flow.
“As my ball swings, I was

›

As my ball swings,
I was given the
responsibility to exploit
the conditions. In other
matches, we had flat or
slow-turner wickets, so
it was not that helpful.
But here the wicket was
green and I got a chance

chdsportsdesk@hindustantimes.com

MOHALI: Sunrisers Hyderabad
medium pacer Sandeep Sharma
defended his team’s fragile
middle-order and its tendency to fall apart in the
ongoing IPL, saying it is
not wise to form
opinions after
“one fail-

given the responsibility to
exploit the conditions.
In other matches, we had flat
or slow-turner wicket, so it was
not that helpful.
Here the wicket was green
and I was given opportunity,”
Rajpoot said at the post-match
press conference.
Playing in only his second
match, Rajpoot said that he was
not fitting in the team combination earlier.
“The combination was not
there. However, in this match
the combination worked as we
played Mujeeb and an Indian
bowler had to fit in, therefore, I
played.
But there was no pressure as
I was ready to play every match,
I had the support of my captain
and coaches,” he said.
Placed at third spot with eight
points under their belt, Kings XI
Punjab goes to their next match
on a high against Mumbai Indians to be played on Wednesday
in Mumbai.

n

KL Rahul’s (71*)
third fifty in four
matches helped
KXIP record third
straight home win
ANIL DAYAL/HT

ure”.SRH suffered a six-wicket
defeat at the hands of Kings XI
Punjab here Monday night,
with opener David Warner
again emerging as their top
scorer.
The batsmen in the middle
did get starts but could not go on
to score big.On the middle-order
woes facing his team, Sharma
said: “The fact is that our
opening pair has been
batting so good that
middle order was not
tested. Even in this
game,
Warner
played through, only
in one game the middle order collapsed
and from one game
alone an opinion

›

cannot be formed.
“We have talented batsman
in middle order -- Yusuf Pathan,
Mohd Nabi, Deepak Hooda,
Manish Pandey.” Sharma, who
took two wickets, blamed the
moisture on the wicket and
heavy dew later on for their
defeat.
The seamer said, “It had
rained in the morning, wicket
had moisture because of which
batting was a bit tough. In the
end (when SRH was bowling)
heavy dew was a big factor, ball
was getting wet. The batting
(KXIP) was easy in second half
than first half.”
“With Bhuvneshwar Kumar
and me as swing bowlers, the
plan was to take wickets, but in
second half heavy dew caused
problem. As the match progressed, we tried to remain in
contest, we tried to take wickets,
but at the end of the day K L
(Rahul) played a match-winning
knock.”
“We will rectify our mistakes,
and hopefully, we will bounce
back in the next games,”
Sharma said.K L Rahul and
Mayank Agarwal struck fluent
half-centuries to guide Kings XI
Punjab to a win over Sunrisers
Hyderabad in a nail-bitting
match. Opting to bat, Kings XI
restricted Sunrisers to 150 for
four and then rode on Rahul and
Agarwal’s knocks to chase
down the target in 19.5 overs.
SRH take on Delhi Capitals next
on April 14 in Hyderabad.

With Bhuvneshwar Kumar and me as
swing bowlers, the plan was to take
wickets, but in second half heavy dew caused
problem. We tried to remain in contest, we
tried to take wickets, but at the end of the day
K L (Rahul) played a match-winning knock
SANDEEP SHARMA, SRH bowler

Harleen Deol
named India Red
captain

AITA tournament: In-form Jitin records twin victories

NEWDELHI: HarleenDeol,Sushree
Dibyadarshini and Devika
Vaidya will lead the India Red,
India Green and India Blue
teams, respectively, at the U-23
Women’s One Day Challenger
Trophy to be played in Ranchi
from April 20 to 24.
Thesquadswerepickedaftera
meeting by the All-India
Women’s Selection Committee
here, a BCCI release stated. The
selection committee named 13
players each in all the three
teams. The Teams: India Red:
HarleenDeol(C),RKalpana(wk),
S Meghana, Ridhima Aggarwal,
Ruzu Saha, Tejal Hasabnis, C H
Jhansilakshmi, Renuka Chaudhary,TejaswiniDuragad,Arundhati Reddy,ShantiKumari,DevyaniPrasad,SumanMeena.India
Green: Sushree Dibyadarshini
(C), Shivali Shinde (wk), Priya
Punia, Yastika Bhatia, Ayushi
Garg, Drishya I.V, Ekta Singh,
Radha Yadav, Rashi Kanojia,
ManaliDakshini,RenukaSingh,
AkshayaA,SAnusha.IndiaBlue:
Devika Vaidya (C), Nuzhat Parween (wk), Shefali Verma, Simran, Tanushre Sarkar, Prativa
Rana,MinnuMani,TanujaKanwar, C Pratyusha, Simran Dil
Bahadur, Kshama Singh, Vrushali Bhagat, Indrani Roy. HTC

CHANDIGARH :Jitin Kumar Chetry

HT Correspondent
n

chdsportsdesk@hindustantimes.com

staged an upset beating second
seed Torus Rawat 6-2, 7-5 in the
boys pre-quarterfinal tie during
the All India Tennis Association
Championship Series Tennis
Tournament at the Chandigarh
Lawn Tennis Association
(CLTA) Stadium, Sector 10, on
Tuesday.
With this win, Jitin entered
the quarterfinals. After winning
the first set 6-2 and taking 1-0
lead, Jitin carried forward the
momentum and won the second
set 7-5 to take the match.
Although, Jitin was
stretched by Torus in the second
set, eventually he bagged the
CLTA trainee second set. Jitin
tasted victory again on Tuesday, when he combined with
Sukhpreet Singh Jhoje to beat
Anirudh Sangra and Arnav
Bishnoi 6-1, 6-1 in the boys doubles’ quarterfinals.
CLTA trainee and qualifier
Asav Kumar registered upset in
the boys singles pre-quarterfinal match beating sixth seed
Yuvraj Pandit 6-2, 7-5 in straight
sets to enter the quarterfinals.
In other matches, Gaurav
Kumar also advanced into quarterfinals defeating his practice
partner Aarav Singh Gill in an

RESULTS
(Pre-Quarterfinals):Boys
singles: Bhupender Dahiya [1] bt.
Arunava Majumdar 6-1, 6-3,
Gaurav Kumar bt. Aarav Singh Gill
6-2, 6-0, Sukhpreet Singh Jhoje [4]
bt. Smarbir Singh Sidhu (Q) 6-2,
6-2, Aryan Thakur [6] bt. Sarthak
Gandhi 6-3, 6-2, Asav Kumar (Q)
bt. Yuvraj Pandit [6] 6-2, 7-5,
Manveer Singh [3] bt. Ajay Singh
6-3, 6-4, Karan Sandilya [5] bt.
Kartik Sunil Kumar 6-3, 6-0, Jitin
Kumar Chetry bt. Torus Rawat [2]
6-2, 7-5.
Girls singles: Sukhmani Sahota
[1] bt. Catherine Bhangu 6-3, 6-0,
Jaskirat Kaur [7] bt. Amarjot Kaur
Bundhel 6-2, 7-5, Chahana Budhbhatti [3] (Q) bt. Japjot Kaur (Q)
6-0, 6-0, Sweta Samanta bt.
Niharika Praveen Deshmukh 6-0,
6-0, Aditi Singh [5] bt. Yashika
Sharma 6-4, 6-1, Simran Pritam [4]
bt. Adity Dogra 6-2, 6-0, Radhika
Vasudeva [6] bt. Snigdha Sran (Q)

easy match 6-2, 6-0. Top seed
Bhupender Dahiya, Sukhpreet
Jhoje, Asav Kumar and Manveer Singh advanced into quarterfinals.
Simran Pritam moved into
quarterfinals in the girls’
under-18 singles. Fourth seed
Simran thrashed Adity Dogra in

7-5, 6-1, Hitkamya Singh Narwal
bt.Harleen Kaur Dhanda (Q) 3-6,
6-3, 6-2.
Boys doubles (Quarterfinals):
Bhupender Dahiya and Manveer
Singh [1] bt. Gaurav Kumar and
Navya Verma 6-3, 4-6, (10-7), Jitin
Kumar Chetry and Sukhpreet
Singh Jhoje [3] bt. Anirudh Sangra
and Arnav Bishnoi 6-1, 6-1, Aarav
Singh Gill and Yuvraj Pandit bt.
Ajay Singh and Sarabjot Singh [4]
6-2, 3-6, (10-5), Arunava Majumdar
and Torus Rawat [2] bt. Yash
Vardhan and Kesav Dangi 6-1, 6-2.
Girls doubles (Quarterfinals):
Amarjot Kaur Bundhel and Sweta
Samanta bt. Snigdha Sran and
Jaskirat Kaur 6-2, 6-3, Chahana
Budhbhatti and Hitkamya Narwal
[3] bt. Adity Dogra and Harleen
Kaur Dhanda 6-1, 6-1, Simran
Pritam and Pawandeep Kaur [2]
bt. Catherine Bhangu and Harnoor Kaur Sidhu 3-6, 6-2, 10-7.

a one-sided match 6-2, 6-0. Sweta
Samanta blanked Niharika
Deshmukh 6-0, 6-0. Seventh seed
Jaskirat Kaur also advanced
into quarterfinals.
In the boys under-18 doubles
quarterfinals, top seed Bhupender Dahiya and Manveer
Singh won from Gaurav Kumar

AMARJOT KAUR
BUNDHEL AND SWETA
SAMANTA ENTERED IN
SEMIS OF GIRLS
DOUBLES U-18 AFTER
WINNING THEIR MATCH
and Navya Verma 6-3, 4-6, 10-7.
After winning the first set 6-3,
Bhupender Dahiya and Manveer Singh lost the second set 4-6
which leveled the scoreline 1-1.
In the keenly fought third set,
Bhupender Dahiya and Manveer Singh won from their opponents 10-5 to clinch the match.
Aarav Singh Gill and his
partner Yuvraj Pandit upset
fourth seed Ajay Singh and Sarabjot Singh in a three-setter tiebreaker 6-2, 3-6, 10-5.
Amarjot Kaur Bundhel and
Sweta Samanta entered in semifinals of girls doubles under-18
after winning their encounter.
Second seed Simran Pritam
and Pawandeep Kaur defeated
Catherine Bhangu and
Harnoor Kaur Sidhu 3-6, 6-2,
10-7 to surge ahead in the tournament. The quarterfinal
matches of singles and semifinals matches doubles of boys
and girls under-18 will be played
at the CLTA Stadium at 10:00 an
onwards on Wednesday.

n

Jitin Kumar Chetry in action during the AITA Championship Series Tennis Tournament at the Chandigarh
KARUN SHARMA/HT
Lawn Tennis Association Stadium, Sector 10, Chandigarh, on Tuesday.

PUNJAB BEAT
ASSAM 2-0 IN
SANTOSH
TROPHY CONTEST
Press Trust of India
n

chdsportsdesk@hindustantimes.com

LUDHIANA: Hosts Punjab beat

n

A match in progress during the All India Inter-University Baseball Championship (Women) held at
Chandigarh University, Gharuan, on Tuesday.
HT PHOTO

GNDU Amritsar, Solapur
University win league matches
HT Correspondent
n

chdsportsdesk@hindustantimes.com

CHANDIGARH: Guru Nanak Dev
University (GNDU), Amritsar,
defeated Savitribai Phule Pune
University (SPPU) by 7-6 in the
All India Inter-University Baseball Championship (Women)
held at Chandigarh University,
Gharuan, on Tuesday. Teams
from 16 universities across the
country are taking part in the
championship.
Earlier, taking strike in the
first inning GNDU could not

manage to score a run, while
SPPU took lead to score three
runs due to pitch hitting by
Purva, who scored two bases in
her first strike. GNDU bounced
back in the second innings by
scoring six runs, while SPPU
could manage to score only 1
run. GNDU’s Prakash managed
to score two bases in the second
inning. In the third and final
innings, SPPU edged out GNDU
2-1, but the overall score went
into the favour of GNDU (7-6).
In the second match of the
day, Solapur University, Maha-

rashtra, defeated Chaudhary
Charan Singh University,
Meerut, (10-0).
Results: GNDU), Amritsar,
beat Savitribai Phule Pune University (SPPU) by 7-6; Solapur
University, Maharashtra, beat
Chaudhary Charan Singh University, Meerut, by 10-0; SNDT
University, Mumbai, beat SGB
Amravati University, Maharashtra, by 1-0; Barkatullah
University, Bhopal, beat RGPV,
Bhopal, by 8-2; HNB Gharwal
University, Uttrakhand, beat
LPU Phagwara 8-4.

Assam 2-0 in a group B match on
the second day of the 73rd
National Football Championship for Santosh Trophy at Guru
Nanak Stadium here on
Tuesday.
The Punjab players made
repeated forays into the opposition citadel and went into the
lead just before the break when
Assam skipper Subhakshan
Rabha, in a goof up, scored an
own goal much to the surprise of
his team.
Punjab increased the lead in
the 87th minute through Rajbir
Singh to steer his side to a 2-0
win.Earlier in another group B
encounter, Maharashtra and
Karnataka played out a 2-2 draw
to share one point each.
Maharashtra went into the
lead in the 18th minute when
Rohan Harish Shukla rolled the
ball into the net.
Karnataka restored parity in
the 30th minute through Manvir
Singh.
In the second half, Sanket Salokhe put Maharashtra ahead
again while M Nikhil Raj of Karnataka struck in the injury time
to level the score.
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HERO SANTOSH TROPHY: SELF GOAL BY ASSAM
SKIPPER HELPS PUNJAB WIN
>>campus p2

shortstories
MEETING HELD AT
PAU TO REVIEW
NIRF REPORT
LUDHIANA: A meeting was held
by all deans and directors of
Punjab Agricultural University
(PAU) to review its National
Institutional Ranking Framework2019 (NIRF-2019) report which was
released by the ministry of
human resource development
(MHRD) on Monday. As per the
report, PAU is ranked 75th in 2019
in the top 100 institutions. There
were 1479 participants as compared to 957 in 2018. Officials of
the University stated that among
the 74 institutes which got ranks
above PAU, there are 16 new
participants; eight technical
institutions and eight other
multi-faculty/ medical institu››P3
tions.

What changes do the
first-time voters want?
LUDHIANA: Jobs and pollution
remain core issues with the youth
of Ludhiana. Many first-time
voters in the city had their say on
the ensuing election and problems Ludhiana currently deals
with alongside their take on key
issues that should be brought to
notice of the authorities concerned. A student Zaurav Dutt, 23,
said, “Infrastructure in the city is
in a shambles. It is also badly hit
by pollution with the Buddha
Nullah being in its worst shape.
The government should focus on
maintaining roads and ensuing
smooth traffic flow in city. “ ››P3

debate of
the week
EXHAUSTION

HOW TO DEAL
WITH WATER
WASTAGE?
Every summers we see
residents wasting water.
While motors are kept
running with tanks overflowing, there is no dearth of
people who wash their
vehicles with running water.
What innovative solutions
can the citizens adopt to save
water? What stringent steps
do the authorities need to
take? Send your views to
ludhiana@hindustantimes.com by April 14.

Sunset on Wednesday
Sunrise on Thursday

CASH SEIZURE:
IG VISITS
INCOME-TAX
OFFICE >>p3

6:51pm
6:04am

NO END TO WAIT FOR NEW UNIFORMS
50% OF TOTAL 1.5-LAKH GOVT SCHOOL STUDENTS AFFECTED >>p2

Vegetable market back on track as vendors call off strike
Deepa Sharma Sood
LUDHIANA: The protesting mem-

dors for providing 48-sq-ft space.
The vendors have also been
exempted from paying the cleanliness charges.”

bers of the Rehri Fadi Welfare
Association on Tuesday called
off their strike following the
intervention of additional deputy commissioner of police
(ADCP) Gurpreet Singh Sikand
and Congress MLA Sanjay Talwar.
Association president Ramesh Kumar said, “We called off
our agitation after the contractor agreed to charge prescribed
daily fees of ₹100 from the ven-

END TO STRUGGLE
Soon after, the vegetable market
bounced back and the development brought the much-needed
relief to the residents and hawkers, who were struggling to get
their stock of fresh vegetables
and fruits for the past at least 36
hours.
The protesting vendors had
gone on an indefinite strike on
Monday against the alleged

n

deepa.sharma@htlive.com

›

Though I managed to
clear my old stock of
vegetables today, my profit
was affected. Against the
daily sale of ₹3,000,
I could only earn ₹500
RAJU KUMAR, hawker

SUSHIL JOHR, vendor

fleecing at the hands of the contractor for the installation of
their vends at the city’s main
vegetable market on Jalandhar
Bypass.

The daily supply of vegetables
and fruits had taken a hit and as
a result, residents were only able
to lay their hands on old stock of
tomatoes, onions and potatoes.

FIR against woman
for thrashing her
husband, in-laws
DOMESTIC VIOLENCE Victim live streams the act, claims accused
grabbed him by hair and battered his nose with a metallic object
HT Correspondent
n

ludhiana@hindustantimes.com

LUDHIANA: Contrary to most of the
domestic violence cases filed by
women, a 30-year-old man has
approached the police to lodge an
FIR against his wife and in-laws
for thrashing him and his parents, allegedly over a petty issue.
The victim, Mohit Kumar, a
resident of Purana Bazaar,
alleged that when he tried to hide
inside a bathroom to save himself, his wife grabbed his hair and
dragged him out before hitting
his nose with a heavy object.
Following the complaint of
Mohit, the Division Number 4
have booked his wife Amita, her
father Rakesh Kumar Arora, relatives Amrish Arora, Honey
Arora, Sunny Bhakhri, Vicky
Miglani and seven others, who
are yet to be identified.
Mohit, an ayurvedic medicine
seller, had married Amita of
Jagraon on February 14, 2014 and

›

Amita indulged in an
argument with my
mother. When I intervened,
she called her relatives.
MOHIT KUMAR, victim

the couple has a four-year-old
daughter.
He alleged that his wife was
short-tempered and used to pick
fight with him and his parents
over random issues.
“On April 5, Amita indulged in
an argument with my mother
Vanita. When I tried to pacify
Amita, she called her father,
brothers and other relatives,”
Mohit told the police.
He alleged that her relatives
barged into his house and started
assaulting him and his elderly
parents. “I hid inside a bathroom,
but Amita came after me, grabbed me by my hair, and battered
me with some metallic object,” he

›

I went to the
Malerkotla mandi
in morning to get the
fresh supply. But there
was a huge variation in
the prices of vegetables

added. “When the they were beating up my elderly parents, I live
streamed the entire incident on
my Facebook account,” Mohit
said.
“Witnessing the commotion,
locals huddled there and on seeing them, the accused fled the
scene. Our neighbours rushed us
to a hospital,” he said.
Assistant sub-inspector (ASI)
Shamsher Singh, who is investigating the case, said an FIR under
sections 452 (house-trespass), 323
(voluntarily causing hurt), 325
(voluntarily causing grievous
hurt), 427 (mischief causing damage to the amount of fifty rupees),
506 (criminal intimidation), 148
(rioting, armed with deadly
weapon) and 149 (every member
of unlawful assembly guilty of
offence committed in prosecution
of common object) of the Indian
Penal Code (IPC) has been registered against the accused.
“We have launched a manhunt
to nab them,” he added.

Local bodies dept
transfers 3 MC
superintending
engineers
LUDHIANA: The local bodies department has transferred three MC
superintending engineers.
Parveen Kumar Singla has
been transferred to Moga, Teerath Kumar Bansal has been
moved to Pathankot and Dharam
Singh has been transferred to the
main office of department of local
government in Chandigarh.
The additional charge of Ludhiana smart city project has been
withdrawn from superintending
engineer Rahul Gagnej.
Meanwhile, superintending
engineer Ranjit Singh from Phagwara has replaced Teerath
Kumar Bansal, Gurpreet Walia
from Chandigarh would be
replacing Dharam Singh and
Rajinder Chopra from Patiala
will take the post held by Praveen
Kumar Singla. Executive engineer Vijay Kumar has been
shifted to Ludhiana MC. HTC

Other vegetables such as cauliflower, bitter gourd, ladyfinger, pumpkin and brinjal were
not available with the vendors
and customers had to return
empty-handed from local markets.
Due to the strike, prices of vegetables had also seen an escalation.
SECONDARY
MARKETS WORST HIT
A vendor, Raju Kumar, said, “I
get my vegetable stock everyday
from the main sabzi mandi but
due to the strike, I was only left

with onions, potatoes and tomatoes. Though I managed to clear
the old stock of vegetables today,
my daily profit was affected.
Against the daily sale of ₹3,000, I
could only earn ₹500 on Tuesday.”
Another vendor, Sushil Johr,
from Jawahar Nagar camp said,
“The strike at the main sabzi
mandi has hit our business hard.
As the customers demand fresh
vegetables, I went to the Malerkotla mandi in the morning to get
the supply.”
“But there was a huge variation in the prices of vegetables.

The sellers there were charging
as much as ₹50 for 1kg of tomatoes, which usually come at a
price of ₹30,” he added.
SUPPLY TO STABILISE BY
TODAY
The supply of vegetables picked
up pace after 3pm at the main
market on the Jalandhar Bypass
after the strike was called off.
The commission agents are
expecting the prices and supply
to return to normal by Wednesday.
››MORE ON P3:
A PICTURE OF NEGLECT

Dugri police catch hold of MBA
pass-out carrying 165gm heroin
HT Correspondent
n

ludhiana@hindustantimes.com

LUDHIANA: The Dugri police

arrested a man for drug peddling and recovered 165gm heroin from his possession on Monday.
The recovered heroin costs
₹80 lakh in the international
market, the police claimed.
The arrested accused has
been identified as Chinky
Bawra, 27, of Miller Ganj area.
He is an MBA pass-out. However, he was jobless and in order
to make easy money, he
indulged in drug peddling
around a year ago, police said.
He was arrested from a
checkpost at Phase 1 of Dugri.
The accused was passing
through the area when the
police stopped him and found
the contraband from his possession.
Dugri station house officer
(SHO) Pragya Jain said “The
accused is an MBA (Master of

n

The accused in police custody in Ludhiana on Tuesday.

Business Administration) but
did not get any job.
“He got involved into drug
peddling to make easy money,”
she added.
She said it was suspected that
the man had been procuring the
contraband from other cities
and selling it among the addicts.
The police produced the

HT PHOTO

accused in a local court on Tuesday. The court has sent the
accused to three days in police
custody.
A case under sections
22/61/85 of the Narcotic Drugs
and Psychotropic Substances
(NDPS) Act has been registered
against the accused at the Dugri
police station .

Thieves strike at mini-secretariat, Body of toddler
fished out of
decamp with LEDs, batteries
HT Correspondent
n

ludhiana@hindustantimes.com

LUDHIANA: Burglars struck at the

mini-secretariat and decamped
with LED screens, generator
batteries, mobile phones of
some employees and parts of
fountain installed on the premises, police said on Tuesday.
The Division Number 5 police
have registered a first information report (FIR) against the
unidentified accused following
the complaint of additional deputy commissioner of police
(ADCP) (general).
The cop said the burglars
have taken away LED screens,
mobile phones of few employees
of the DRA branch, batteries of

ADCP SAYS THE
BURGLARS SEEM TO
HAVE ESCAPED THE
COMPOUND THROUGH
OTHER EXIT POINTS
WHICH DO NOT HAVE
SURVEILLANCE CAMS
generators and parts of fountains in a phased manner.
Assistant sub-inspector (ASI)
Kuldeep Singh, who is investigating the case, said the FIR has
been registered under section
380 (theft) of the IPC.
According to the ADCP’s
complaint, the thieves have stolen two LEDs from the offices of

kanungo and revenue superintendent.
“Though there are closed-circuit television (CCTV) cameras
installed at the main entrance of
the mini-secretariat, their footages are of little use as the establishment has multiple entrance
and exit points, which the
accused might have used to
flee,” the ADCP said.
The mini-secretariat is one of
the high-security zones as it
houses offices of deputy commissioner, additional deputy
commissioner, subdivisional
magistrates, police commissioner, two deputy commissioners of police (DCPs), regional
transport and district courts
among others.

Bhakra Canal

PATIALA: Divers on Tuesday

fished out the body of a two-andhalf-year-old boy from the
Bhakra Canal, description of
which matched with one of the
missing kids from Khanna.
Police said the divers stationed near a bridge saw a
bloated body of the boy.
The boy was in blue shorts and
a checkered shirt.
Police said their Khanna
counterparts had informed that
a woman and her three children
had gone missing from their
area. Police said they have called
kin of the missing persons to
identify the body for further
action to be taken.
HTC

CANINE TERROR

7,619 dog bite cases reported at civil hospital
in 15 months, reveals RTI
HT Correspondent
n

ludhiana@hindustantimes.com

LUDHIANA: Replying to an RTI

query, the civil hospital has
revealed that as many as 7,619
cases of dog bite were
reported at the facility in the
past 15 months.
The shocking revelation
comes six months after a fiveyear-old girl had died due to
the same reason.
As per the reply received by
RTI activist Rohit Subherwal,
the civil hospital records an
average of 17 such cases daily,
while the monthly figure goes
up to 508.
At least 7,619 patients were
treated for dog bites at the
hospital between January 1,
2018 and March 31, 2019.
Residents are already a
harried lot as abundance of
stray dogs continues to pose
danger to their well-being. As
the menace remains persistent in the city, the Ludhiana

n

The facility records an average of 17 such cases daily, while the
monthly figure goes up to 508.
HT FILE PHOTO

municipal corporation (MC)
has done ‘too little’ to ward off
this threat.
A couple of months ago, a
stray dog had attacked a boy
in Khurana Colony, leaving
him with injuries on his back.
A little before this incident,
a two-year-old boy from Raikot was mauled by stray dogs

while he was playing outside
his house. He had sustained
injuries on his neck and back.
In October, a five-year-old
girl of Sarabha Nagar had
died of suspected rabies.
Residents say the presence
of stray dogs has made their
daily commute on foot difficult. Parents too are scared

for their children, who go out
to play.
Charanjit Singh, a resident
of Model Town, says when he
goes for his morning walk,
threat of dog attack looms
large on him.
“It is very difficult to commute, even if we are riding a
two-wheeler,” he says.
Civic body’s senior veterinary officer Dr YP Singh says
the MC is in active process of
sterilising the dogs.
“The enforcement of poll
code has stalled our plans of
constituting two teams under
the new dog sterilisation
project as no new contract can
be allotted right now,” he
adds.
Dr Singh says he would
contact senior medical officers and obtain from them the
raw data of dog bite cases to
study and identify the key
areas from where more number of cases are being
reported.
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A week after sessions start, govt
school students await uniforms
DELAY Of the 1.5-lakh students of Classes 1 to 8, 50% have not received their uniforms till now
Deepa Sharma Sood
n

deepa.sharma@hindustantimes.com

LUDHIANA: Even as the new aca-

demic session started a week
ago, students of government
schools in the district are still
waiting for new uniforms. As
many as 1,15,880 students of
Classes 1 to 8 were to be given
uniforms, of which 50% students have not received these
until now.
The state education department had given the contract to a
private firm to supply new uniforms to government schools in
the district. The firm was supposed to complete the distribution of uniforms till April 8,
however, it failed to do so.
The uniform is provided free
of cost to students, belonging to
the scheduled caste and belowpoverty line categories. Last
year too, the state government
had failed to provide school uniforms to students. Majority of
the school heads stated that the
uniform they received either
have colour variation or are
oversized.
A school teacher, requesting
anonymity, said, “We have
around 100 students studying in
Classes 1 to 5 and the uniforms

n

The state education department had given the contract to a private firm to supply new uniforms to
HT PHOTO
government schools in the district.

received are oversized. We have
contacted the firm to exchange
the shirts and trousers. Even
the shoes received for boys are
not of appropriate size and now
the firm has assured us that

they will exchange the stuff.”
Sumit Kumar, a government
school teacher, said, “We have
not received uniform for the students of Classes 6 to 8 and have
informed the district education

Day 2: Students find
UT education dept
solution to hygiene, food plans to begin
wastage at Jugaad mela evening colleges

office. The students are coming
to school wearing the uniform
which they got in 2017. Last
year, the state education department had claimed that they will
provide uniforms in August, but

the children have not received
the uniform till date.” Last year,
the education authorities had
decided that instead of giving
the collective grant to government schools under the Samagra Shiksha Abhiyan (earlier
Sarva Shiksha Abhiyan), a sum
of ₹600 will be transferred to the
joint bank accounts of each eligible student and his/her parent
to buy uniforms. In January,
the state education department
decided to float centralised
tenders to purchase the clothes
and in March the firm started
sending uniforms to the
schools.
Deputy district education
officer, elementary, Kuldeep
Singh Saini, said, “The deadline
for the private firm has been
extended till April 12. We have
received complaints regarding
the size of the uniforms. The
schools have been directed not
to sign on the receiving slip.
After the firm exchanges the
uniform with the size required
by the school, only then will the
receiving slip be signed.”
“We have also decided to hold
camps at the block level so that
uniforms can be exchanged and
problems faced by any school
can be resolved,” he added.
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Ratnesh Kumar rides Bihar to
pre-quarterfinals with 4 goals
HT Correspondent
n

ludhiana@hindustantimes.com

LUDHIANA: Ratnesh Kumar rode

Bihar to victory over Uttarakhand by 6-1 in the qualifying
match of hockey during the 64th
National School Games at Prithipal Singh Hockey Stadium, Punjab Agricultural University, on
Wednesday. After winning the
match, Bihar qualified for the
pre-quarterfinals.
Since the beginning of the
match, Bihar put the pressure on
their opponents as Kumar
dragged the ball in the goal in the
very first minute of the match.
However, in the 14th minute,
Mohammad Faisal of Uttarakhand successfully pocketed the
ball in the net after receiving a
pass from his teammate, equalising the scores by 1-1. Bihar maintained their lead in the first half
after Nishant Masjeed added a
point in the tally in the 22nd minute. In the second half, Bihar
showcased a balanced play of
defending and attacking and did
not let their opponent score the
goal .In the 57th minute, Nishant
Masjeed added the sixth point to
the tally.
He was dribbling the ball
through the defenders within the
5 yard distance from net and
missed the possession of ball.
However, the ball went into the
net leaving the opponent goalkeeper Anmol confused.

n

Players in action during a match between Bihar and Uttarakhand at
the 64th National School Games at PAU ground in Ludhiana on
Tuesday.
GURMINDER SINGH/HT

Among other matches played
in boys group, Chandigarh
defeated CBSE by 13-0, Jammu
and Kashmir beat CISCE by 4-3,
IPSC beat NVS by 4-0, Tamil Nadu
defeated Andhra Pradesh by 2-1,
Himachal Pradesh beat Madhya
Pradesh by 4-0, Maharashtra won
over Chattisgarh by 7-1 and Puducherry won over Uttar Pradesh

HERO SANTOSH TROPHY

Own goal by Assam skipper helps Punjab win
HT Correspondent
n

ludhiana@hindustantimes.com

CHANDIGARH: The UT education

LUDHIANA: Around 36 students
participated on the second day of
Jugaad mela organised by Guru
Nanak Dev Engineering College
on Tuesday and presented ideas
to solve basic problems by using
easy techniques.
The budding engineers were
told to find solution of hygiene
and food wastage problem in langars.
Nine-year-old Udaybir Singh,
who is a student of Class 5 presented his idea on accident prevention.
He said, “At night people get to
know if a vehicle is coming from
a particular direction because of
the light of vehicle but in the
morning it is difficult to know

the direction of the vehicle. If we
install a laser light on the vehicle, pointing towards the ground,
it will indicate that a vehicle is
coming and accidents can be prevented.”
“The laser light will cost ₹30 to
₹50. Other than accidents it will
also reduce noise pollution,” he
added. Head of department,
mechanical branch of Guru
Nanak Dev Engineering College,
BS Bilga said, “It is very gratifying to see students coming up
with new ideas. We impel students to work in a problem solving manner. We will organise
such programs so that students
can come with solutions to basic
HTC
problems.”

LUDHIANA: The own goal by
Assam’s skipper Subhakshan
Rabha at the 45th minute of the
match, helped Punjab clinch victory by 2-0 on the second day of
the 73rd National Football Championship – Hero Santosh Trophy,organised at the Guru Nanak
Stadium here on Tuesday.
In a neck to neck competition,
both the teams failed to earn
points till the last minutes of the
first half but an own goal by
Rabha gave boost to Punjab.

department has been contemplating the idea of starting evening colleges for students, using
the existing infrastructure available, in the city. The UT has five
government colleges and seven
aided colleges where the evening
classes can be conducted.
The move is to accommodate
the increasing number of students in Chandigarh, most of
whom are from neighbouring
states of Haryana, Punjab and
Himachal Pradesh. An official of
Post Graduate Government College, Sector 11, on the condition
of anonymity, said the idea was
viable as it would help in accommodating students using the
existing infrastructure. HTC

n

Painting exhibition held at Ramgarhia college
HT Correspondent
ludhiana@hindustantimes.com

However, strong defending
skills by both the teams made it
tough to earn points but Punjab‘s
Rajbir Singh managed to shoot
the ball in the goal in the 87th minute of the match emerging victorious by 2-1.
Earlier in the day, a goal by M
Nikhil Raj of Karnataka in the
penultimate minutes of the
match against Maharashtra,
helped Karnataka to end the
match at 2-2 tie.
Maharashtra’s Rohan Harish
Shukla opened the account in the
16th minute but Manvir Singh of
Karnataka hit the equaliser in the
30th minute ending the first half
at 1-1.
In the extra minutes M Nikhil
Raj managed to kick the ball in
the net at 90+2 minute ended the
match at 2-2 tie.

educationnotes
SCD COLLEGE
STUDENT BAGS
2ND POSITION IN PU
Ludhiana Savi Chhabra, a student of
Satish Chander Dhawan (SCD)
Government College, clinched
second position at Panjab University
(PU) in B Sc first semester on Tuesday. She secured 280/300 marks and
scored 93.3%. Principal Dharam Singh
Sandhu congratulated her and told
that five more students of the
college have secured more than 85%
marks in examinations. He said the
credit of this achievement goes to
teachers of all the science departments who work tirelessly.

LUDHIANA: To mark the golden

jubilee of the college and celebrate the 550th birth anniversary of Sri Guru Nanak Dev ji,
‘Gurmat Smagam’ was organised at Ramgarhia Girls College here on Tuesday.
A painting exhibition ‘Raag
naad sab sach hai’ was also held
to mark the 550th birth anniversary of Sri Guru Nanak Dev.
Students painted 31 ragas from
Gurbani through medium of oil,
pastel and water colours. The
students also depicted the
importance of four lawan
according to Gurmat Maryada
in classical style. The exhibition
was inaugurated by Baba Amir
Singh Ji, head, Jawaddi Taksal
and Arvinder Singh Ranga,
comissioner, custom and central excise and Ranjodh Singh,
president, Ramgarhia Educational Council.

Players in action during a
match between Punjab and
Assam at Guru Nanak Stadium
in Ludhiana on Tuesday.
GURPREET SINGH/HT

550TH BIRTH ANNIVERSARY OF GURU NANAK DEV

n

by 7-0. Among girls, Maharashtra won over CBSE by 8-0, Andhra
Pradesh won over IPSC by 7-0,
Delhi won over Bihar by 5-0,
Chandigarh won over Gujrat by
5-2, Tamil Nadu won over KVS by
10-0, Himachal Pradesh beat Puducherry by 9-1 and the match
between Karnataka and Rajasthan ended in tie 0-0.

SDP College for Women
holds workshop on life skills

n

Students and teachers during the Gurmat Smagama at Ramgarhia Girls College in Ludhiana.

HT PHOTO

Ludhiana A workshop on ‘Life Skills’
was organised by the department of
BA BEd at SDP College for Women on
Tuesday. Associate professor Ajay
Kumar, Lala Lajpat Rai Memorial
College of Education, Moga, was the
resource person. Kumar apprised the
students that life skills are the
abilities for adaptive and positive
behaviour which enable individuals
to deal effectively with the demand
and challenges of everyday life.An
interactive session was also organised in which students’ queries
were answered. Principal Manju
Bhashinee thanked Ajay Kumar for
expressing his views on life skills and
also appreciated the efforts of the
department of BA BEd.

n

Inderpreet Kaur, head, College of Dairy Science and Business Management, GADVASU, being
honoured during a lecture at Guru Nanak National College Doraha in Ludhiana on Wednesday.

HT PHOTO

Students of Bajaj College
perform street play
LUDHIANA : Students from IOC Club
of Bajaj College performed a street
play based on the upcoming elections on Tuesday. The play was
performed at three important
locations of the city which were Rakh
Bagh, Pavilion Mall and Kipps
Market. Personalities including
deputy commissioner Pardeep
Kumar Aggarwal and additional
deputy commissioner Neeru Katyal
came to witness the perrformance.
The act was applauded by the entire
crowd and Aggarwal also asked the
students to stage the play at the
grand finale on May 12.

Foundation day celebrations
at Jesus’ Sacred Heart School
LUDHIANA: Jesus’ Sacred Heart
School, DX-1, South City, celebrated
its foundation day on Tuesday. A
graduation ceremony for the
pre-primary wing was also celebrated. The school remembered its
founder Late S Gurjeet Singh Sehgal.
Chairperson Amarjit Kaur, directors
Pawandeep Singh and Ramandeep
Singh along with other management
members attended the celebrations.
The celebration commenced with the
ceremonial lighting of lamp and the

n

Students of GMT Public School during a special assembly on the first day of the academic session in
HT PHOTO
Ludhiana on Wednesday.

Saraswati vandana to evoke the
blessings of goddess Saraswati.
Principal Kirti Sharma highlighted
role of parents and teachers in the
learning process of students. Children came dressed in gowns. Pre-primary students presented folk
dances, songs and martial art moves.

New academic session
commences at GMT school
LUDHIANA: GMT Public School,
Jalandhar Bypass, organised a Shri
Sukhmani Sahib paath to mark the
beginning of the new session on
Tuesday. Principal Jasbir Kaur Bal
along with the management committee prayed for the bright future
of the students. A special assembly

was also organised. Children presented poems and speeches. The
campus was decorated with ribbons
and colourful balloons.

Lecture on doubling farmers’
income held at GADVASU
Ludhiana An extension lecture on
‘Prospects and Strategies for doubling farmers income’ was organised
by the department of Economics at
Guru Nanak National College Doraha
on Tuesday. Inderpreet Kaur, head,
College of Dairy Science and Business
Management, Guru Angad Dev
Veterinary and Animal Science
University, was the resource person. She shared stories of many
successful farmers who doubled

their income by adopting the model
of Integrating farming system
developed by the university. She also
motivated the students to become
entrepreneurs by illustrating various
models of production system.

Poster-presentation
competition held at KCW
LUDHIANA : The Chemistry department of Khalsa College for Women,
Sidhwan Khurd, organised a posterpresentation competition under the
supervision of Ashish Kumar and
Deeksha of the Chemistry department on Tuesday. Eight teams
comprising of 24 students participated and team ‘Proton’ won the
competition.
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Mainvegetablemarket:Apicture
ofneglectwithgarbageallover

ELECTION2019

YOUNGISTAN

MORE JOBS, SAFETY OF WOMEN

HYGIENE IGNORED Rotten fruits, vegetables lie scattered everywhere, mandi not cleaned regularly

NEED TO CLEAN
BUDDHA NULLAH

deepa.sharma@hindustantimes.com

LUDHIANA: Thecity’smainvegeta-

ble market (sabzi mandi) on the
Jalandhar bypass, which is the
largestmodelmarketinthestate,
depicts a picture of neglect, as
authorities have failed to ensure
proper hygiene.
A visit to the market revealed
that heaps of rotten fruits and
vegetables were scattered near
the exit gate of the market on the
Bahadur Ke Road, which shows
the authorities’ apathy towards
improving the condition of the
market. The market was full of
foul smell with flies hovering
overfruitsandvegetableskeptin
the open. The mandi is situated
over 54 acres and there are 106
sheds for commission agents
where they sit and sell fruits and
vegetables.
The exit gate is allotted for the
parkingofvehicles,butitcovered
withheapsofgarbage,whichhas
further blockedthe sewers. During the rain, it becomes difficult
for the visitors to even walk
around in the market. A visitor,
Anil Sharma, said, “I am coming
hereeverydaytobuyvegetables,
butIalwaysmisscleansurroundings. There is no provision to get
the mandi cleaned every day.
Whenever it rains, I have seen
vendors and people crossing the
heapsofscatteredwasteandmud

DRAINAGE SYSTEM IS WORST HIT
RISHI RAJ ANAND, 19, student, SCD College, Harnam Nagar
Politics is not always for the welfare of the people. After
winning polls, leaders do not show faces to electors for
the five years. The drainage and sanitation in interior
areas is a matter of great concern.

ZAURAV DUTT, 23, student ,
Bhattian
Infrastructure in the city is in a
shambles. It is also badly hit by
pollution with the Buddha Nullah
being in its worst shape.

Sanitation: Washrooms at bus stands and other public
places are in a mess.
Contaminated water supply: Authorities are generally
slow to take action against erratic water supply.

Traffic: The major problem is
traffic chaos.
No smart city: The smart city
status that Ludhiana was promised
seems
difficult to be
achieved.
Illegal
parking:
Steps needed
for proper
parking of
vehicles.

PROMISES ARE NEVER FULFILLED
INDERPAL SINGH, 24, private employee,
Pratap Nagar
I believe for our leaders politics is to somehow win the
election by making false promises and forget them later.
Jobs: Where are the jobs that were promised in 2014?
Pollution: Strict steps needed to prevent industry from
polluting water bodies.

NEED TO CHECK
CORRUPTION

ENSURE SAFETY OF WOMEN
n

ABHAY PRATAP, 21, student, Aurbindo College,
BRS Nagar

A garbage dump outside the exit gate of the vegetable market on the Bahadur Ke Road near the Jalandhar bypass in Ludhiana.
There is a need to clean the market three times a day.”
SureshKumar,avendor,said,
“It is the only wholesale market,
which caters to the demand of
fruitsandvegetablesoftheentire
city. But, it is in a pathetic condition causing a lot of inconvenience to sellers, consumers and

the general public. The place is
used to store eatables and thus is
required to be hygienically up to
themark,butithasbecomeavictim of neglect.”
Ludhiana Market Committee
secretary Amandeep Sandhu
said,“Wehavedeployedworkers
andmachinestocleanthemandi

TARANJEET SINGH, 21, student,
GGN Khalsa College

Politicians should think twice before uttering anything
controversial. There should be few controversies and
more work for the welfare of the people.

GURPREET SINGH/HT

to reach the market.”
It was also found that vendors
have encroached upon the roads
as they keeping their fruit and
vegetable containers there. A
commissionagent,JatinKumar,
said,“Wehavebroughtthisissue
to the notice of the authorities,
but nothinghas beendoneso far.

everydayandgarbageisdumped
at a specific place from where
workersofaprivatecompanylift
it everyday.” We have written to
the company several times to lift
the garbage regularly,but sometime its workers do not bother. I
will again write to the company
about this negligence.”

Politicians and politics will remain
the same. It is the people, who
need to be alert against the
corrupt leaders and officials.

Farmers: No concrete steps are taken to check farmer
suicides occurring almost regularly.
Women safety: Women need to made safe.

NO LEADERS’ INTERACTION WITH PEOPLE
AMARDEEP SINGH, 20, student, Guru Nanak Engineering College
To understand issues of the common people better,
politicians need to interact with people.
Quota system: The quota system must come to an
end as it deprives general category candidates of a
maximum number of seats.

Anti-encroachment drive PAU deans and
directors meet to
conducted by Railways
HT Correspondent
n

ludhiana@hindustantimes.com

LUDHIANA: In the wake of a visit of

thegeneralmanager(GM) ofthe
NorthernRailwaystotherailway
station here, local railway
authoritiescameontoesandconducted an anti-encroachment
drivetocleartheencroachments
alongtherailwaytracksonTuesday.
Accordingtorailwayofficials,
general manager TP Singh is
expectedtocomehereonApril12.
Earlier, on November 23, the
GM haddirectedtheengineering
department to remove the
encroachmentsalongthetracks.
A team of the engineering
department along, with the support of the Government Railway
Police and Railway Protection
Force, held the drive along the

n

DRIVE HELD AHEAD OF
GM TP SINGH’S VISIT
ON APRIL 12; GM HAD
EARLIER ORDERED
REMOVAL OF ALL
ENCROACHMENTS
ALONG THE TRACKS
third line (Chandigarh line) and
the Ludhiana- Delhi down line.
The drive was conducted
under the supervision of Sunil
Kumar, senior section engineer
(works). Kumar said that the
encroachedareas,alongthethird
line on a 2.25km stretch, have
been cleared. “We have cleared
the garbage and muck from the
railway land along the tracks.
Apart from this, 120 soft
encroachments,whichincluded

garbage dumps, temporary
shops, toilets and construction
materials, were a;sp removed
from the 1100-metre stretch on
the Ludhiana-Delhi down line,”
he said.
Kumar added that during the
drive, the team also closed severalentrypointsfortrespassers.
Kumarsaidthateverythingwent
peacefully. “However,therewas
railwaypoliceforcealongwithus
to maintain law and order situation,” he said.
Sources confirmed that the
Railways was going to construct
a reinforced cement concrete
wall along the tracks (3km along
Dhuri line and 2km along Delhi
line).Thetenderswerepassedfor
thesame, butthecontracthasnot
been allotted so far due to the
model code of conduct in view of
elections.

Garbage dumped on the railway land near the tracks being removed in Ludhiana on Tuesday.

HT PHOTO
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ludhiana@hindustantimes.com

LUDHIANA: All deans and direct-

ors of Punjab Agricultural University (PAU) held a meeting to
review the National Institutional Ranking Framework2019 (NIRF-2019) report, which
was released by the ministry of
human resources development
(MHRD) on Monday.
As per the report, PAU is
ranked 75th in 2019 among the
top 100 institutions. There were
1,479 participants as compared
to 957 in 2018.
Officials of the university
stated that among the 74 institutes, which ranked above PAU,
there are 16 new participants;
eight technical institutions and
eight other multi-faculty and
medical institutions. Considering the fact that there were 16
new entrants placed above PAU,
the shifting of PAU’s rank from
60 to 75 is to be seen in this context. They added that among the
agricultural universities, PAU
maintained its status of being
the third best university after
Tamil Nadu Agricultural University (TNAU), Coimbatore,
and GB Pant University of Agriculture and Technology
(GBPUAT), Pantnagar.
The number of seats for PhD
students is one of the criteria
under graduation outcome.
Hence, after analysing the situation, it was decided to increase
the number of seats for PhD students.
Other criteria were placements, higher studies and entre-

informationyoucanuse
POLICE CONTROL
ROOM
100, 98158-00251, 0161-241-4932, 933
Community Police Resource Centre
0161-241-4943, 0161-502-7043
TRAFFIC HELPLINE
1073, 0161-277-0012
SENIOR CITIZENS’ HELPLINE
1090
WOMEN HELPLINE
1091, 78370-18555
CHILDREN HELPLINE
1098
RED CROSS SOCIETY BLOOD BANK
0161-244-1257

FREE AMBULANCE
SERVICE
108

FIRE SERVICE
101
n Fire station (Ludhiana headquarters)
– 0161- 275-0764
n Fire station Khanna – 01628-221-343
n Fire station Samrala – 01628-262-100
n Fire station Jagraon – 01624-223-230

HOSPITALS
n
n
n
n
n
n

n Ludhiana civil hospital – 01612223999, 0161261577
n Jagraon civil hospital - 01624-257749
CMCH - 98148-29303, 01612115100, 5289, 5276
DMCH - 98155-55101
Hero DMC Heart Institute – 0161-230-4282
ESIC Model Hospital – 0161-277-2435
GTB Charitable Hospital – 0161-437-7100
Fortis hospital – 0161-522-2333

LUDHIANA

n SPS hospital – 887-202-7036
n Mohan Dai Oswal Cancer Hospital – 0161-509-4540
n GADVASU Veterinary Clinic – 0161-241-4010, 4011

13005
12014
12242

CIVIC HELPLINES

12716

n PSPCL (for power-related complaints) - 1912
n PPCB (for pollution-related complaints)
– 0161-267-2055
n MC’s fogging facility – 0161-277-1499
n MC helpline number (water supply, sewerage,
roads, streetlights and other complaints)
– 0161-274-8412
n MC’s toll-free helpline - 1800-1800-024
n MC’s flood control room - 0161-2749120
n District-level flood control room – 0161-243-3100
n Ludhiana Improvement Trust’s enquiry
number - 0161-525-5404

RAILWAY HELPLINES
n 182 – For security issue
n 138 – For medical emergency, food and catering and
cleanliness
n 139 – To enquire about PNR status, arrival,
departure and fare

RAILWAY
SCHEDULE

DEPARTURE TIMINGS
Train no
12426
12425
12445
12446
12903
14682

Destination
Rajdhani (Jammu to New Delhi)
Rajdhani (New Delhi to Jammu)
Sampark Kranti
(New Delhi to Jammu)
Sampark Kranti
(Jammu to New Delhi)
Golden Temple Mail
(Mumbai to Amritsar)
Intercity
(Jalandhar City to New Delhi)

"

Timing
00:15am
01:07am
01:42am
01:35am
02:47am
05:25am

12460
12411
12054
12926
12029
12919
12497
12920
12925
12498
12715
12030
12241
12459
12053
12412
12013
13006
14681
12904

Pollution: Water bodies in and around the city are in a
terrible state with industrial units throwing their waste
into them.

review ranking
HT Correspondent

Howrah Mail (Howrah to Amritsar) 05:50am
Shatabdi (Amritsar to New Delhi) 07:02am
Chandigarh Superfast
(Amritsar to Chandigarh)
07:20am
Sachkhand Express
(Amritsar to Hazur Sahib)
07:55am
Intercity (Amritsar to New Delhi) 08:40am
Intercity (Chandigarh to Amritsar) 09:10am
Jan Shatabdi (Amritsar to Haridwar) 09:03am
Paschim Exp (Amritsar to Bandra) 10:35am
Swarna Shatabdi
(New Delhi to Amritsar)
11:33am
Malwa (Indore to Jammu)
11:15am
Shan-e-Punjab
(New Delhi to Amritsar)
12:07pm
Malwa (Jammu to Indore)
01:50pm
Paschim Ex. (Bandra to Amritsar) 04:52pm
Shan-e-Punjab
(Amritsar to New Delhi)
05:23pm
Sachkhand Express
(Hazur Sahib to Amritsar)
05:55pm
Swarna Shatabdi
(Amritsar to New Delhi)
06:55pm
Chandigarh Superfast
(Chandigarh to Amritsar)
06:57pm
Intercity (New Delhi to Amritsar) 07:20pm
Jan Shatabdi (Haridwar to Amritsar) 07:35pm
Intercity (Amritsar to Chandigarh) 07:55pm
Shatabdi (New Delhi to Amritsar) 08:20pm
Howrah Mail (Amritsar to Howrah) 09:15pm
Intercity
(New Delhi to Jalandhar City)
10:35pm
Golden Temple Mail
(Amritsar to Mumbai)
11:59pm

FLIGHTS
SCHEDULE
Alliance Air Flight from
Sahnewal airport to Delhi
(Only Monday, Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday)
Ludhiana 4:20pm, New Delhi 5:35pm

NIRF REPORT RANKS
PAU 75TH AMONG TOP
100 INSTITUTIONS.
THERE WERE 1,479
PARTICIPANTS THIS
YEAR AS COMPARED
TO 957 IN 2018
preneurship due to which it was
decided that placement and
alumni cells have to be more
active and if need arises, should
be strengthened. It was also
decided that all deans will contact the students who graduated
in 2018 to collect information
related to student placement.
An analyst of scores obtained
under various heads showed
that PAU was above two agricultural universities in ‘research
and professional practices’ and
has comparable performance
for ‘outreach and inclusivity’.
However, these two universities
had performed better than PAU
for graduation outcome. PAU
got a score of 11.2 as compared to
15.1 by GBPUAT, Pantnagar.
Under perception, PAU scored
0.3 as compared to 1.2 of Tamil
Nadu Agricultural University,
Coimbatore.
The university had slipped by
15 ranks as compared to its last
year’s 60th spot.
In the medical category,
Dayanand Medical College and
Hospital has secured 28th rank
this year. In 2018, the college
stood at 14th spot. Meanwhile,
Christian Medical College has
bagged all-India 18th rank.

Corruption: This ‘disease’ seems
to afflict every department. One
cannot get one’s work done in
greasing palms of officials.
Pollution: Some serious steps
need to be taken before this city
gets consumed by
filthy air.
Jobs: Steps
are needed to
create more
jobs for the
educated
youths.

BASIC ISSUES ARE IGNORED

CHECK CRIME STRICTLY

HARNEET, 19, student, Khalsa College

SHIVAM ARORA, 19, student,GNE College

Inflation is also the main concern of the people.
These days inflation seems to be no issue with
the politicians due to which poor people are
suffering a lot.

Politicians should show determination when it comes to
tackling the problems that the city faces rather than just
issuing statements and passing the buck.

Inflation: Inflation seems to
be nobody’s concern these
days.
Pollution: There is urgent
need to keep a tab on rising
level of pollution, which poses
a risk to the health of people.

Drug menace: Ludhiana is badly hit
by criminal activities and the drug
menace. Youth are diverting towards
drugs, which is a matter of serious
concern.
Jobs: People with degrees are
jobless. I would want a decent job
after I pass out.

COMPILED BY ATISH SHARMA AND PRABHJOT SEHGAL

Tour plan of medical mobile
unit for district released
HT Correspondent
n

ludhiana@hindustantimes.com

LUDHIANA: For providing healthcare services to people of far off
areas, the district health department has issued a tour plan for
the “mobile medical unit”
(MMU) for the district.
Under the plan, the MMU will
provide services to people residing in Payal, Sahnewal, Koom
Kalan blocks during April, May
and June.
Giving details of the programme,civilsurgeonDrParvinderpal Singh Sidhu said that the
MMUwillvisit villages ondifferent dates as follows: Jaipura
(April 10), Bulara village (April
11), Daba (April 12), Lohara
(April 13), Jamalpur (April 15),
Kakowal (April 16), Khwajke
(April17),KhasiKalan(April18),
Bhattian (April 19), Noorwala

THE MOBILE UNIT WILL
PROVIDE SERVICES TO
PEOPLE IN PAYAL,
SAHNEWAL, KOOM
KALAN BLOCKS DURING
APRIL, MAY AND JUNE
(April20),Shahpur(May1),Maksoodra (May 2), Payal (May 3),
Gobindpura (May 4), Daumajra
(May 6), Dhamot (May 7), Sihora
(May8),Jandiali(May9),Jargari
(May 10), Mundian Kalan (May
11), Daba (May 12), Jamalpur
(May 14), Jawaddi (May 15),
Lohara (May 16), Khasi Kalan
(May17),Khwajke(May18),Jassian (May 19), Ghudani Kalan
(June1),Ghaloti(June3),Lapran
(June4),Bilaspur(June6),Buani
(June8),Doraha(June10),Khasi

Capt govt stalled all public
welfare schemes: Shwait Malik
HT Correspondent
n
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Creation of more job opportunities and rising pollution remain core issues with the
youth of Ludhiana. Many first-time voters in the city want the leaders not to make
false promises with the people and also suggest them not to forget their electors
after winning the election. They should always try to solve their basic problems .

Deepa Sharma Sood
n

ludhiana
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Kalan (June 11), Khwajke (June
12),Noorwala(June13),Kakowal
(June 14), Bhattian (June 15),
Dhandari (June 17), Jamalpur
(June 18), Daba (June 19) and
Sherpur (June 20).
Dr Sidhu said that the MMU
facility was started by the health
department to provide health
facilitiesinthoseareaswhichare
lacking health facilities. Apart
from health services, the unit
also provides awareness on welfareschemesofthehealthdepartment.
TheMMUcomprisesadoctor,
a medical officer, a laboratory
attendant, an X-Ray technician,
counsellor, and support staff. Dr
Sidhu said whenever the MMU
visitsavillage,anannouncement
regarding its visit is made in
advance so that a maximum
number of people can avail the
service.

Cash seizure:
IG Sinha visits
income-tax office
HT Correspondent

ludhiana@hindustantimes.com

n
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LUDHIANA : President of the state

unit of the Bharatiya Janata
Party (BJP) Shwait Malik
claimed here on Tuesday that
chief minister (CM) Amarinder
Singh has done nothing for the
state and is making false
announcements even after two
years of assuming office. Malik
saidthatthemanifestooftheCongress was a farce.
Malik was addressing the
media after holding a meeting
with party leaders.
“Amarinder Singh has put a
lock on all public welfare
schemes, including free books,
cycles for students, atta dal
scheme and free trains for pilgrims. As many as 800 government dispensaries have been
closed, 1953 jan aushadhi kendras, 800 schools and suvidha
centres have been closed during
the Congress regime,” Malik
stated.
“What the government has
started is sale of drugs in the
state. The government is supportingsandmafia,oilmafiaand
corruption is at its peak in the
state. The state government has

LUDHIANA: Investigating into the

matter of recovery of ₹9.66 crore
unaccounted money from a
Jalandhar-based priest, IG
(crimebranch)PraveenSinhaon
Tuesday visited the income-tax
office and obtained details.
Sinhasaidhewouldsubmitthe
reporttoDGPDinkarGuptaafter
the probe. The DGP had marked
an inquiry to Sinha into allegations of church priest, who had
accused the Khanna police of
embezzlement of ₹6.65 crore.
n

State BJP president Shwait Malik addressing mediapersons in
Ludhiana on Tuesday.
HT PHOTO

notpaiditsshareinthesmartcity
projectand thefreehealth insuranceschemeforpoorfamilieshas
been closed,” he said.
Malik added that the BJP has
freed the Jallianwala Bagh trust
fromtheclutchesoftheCongress.
The historical place was lying
unattended for many decades.
Now, after the BJP has taken
chargeof the trust, it is starting a
soundandlightshowinthreelanguages,includingHindi,Punjabi
and English.

In the first phase, a 4D visitor
gallery will be established and
air-conditioned.
Malik said “Congress is
favouringterroristsandextremists for votes.The party has mentioned in the manifesto that they
willsoftenArmedForces(Special
Powers) Acts (AFSPA). While
Prime Minister Narendra Modi
has brought development in the
entirecountry,itwon’tcomeasa
surpriseiftheCongresssupports
Pakistan for votes.”
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NCERTbooksoptionalinCBSE
bylaws,pvtpublishersmakehay
TECHNICALITY Against Madras high court’s 2018 order that observes a hidden agenda, board
bylaws say schools may prescribe NCERT textbooks, but just caution them on books by private players
Srishti Jaswal
n

srishti.jaswal@htlive.com

CHANDIGARH: Private publishers

are making the most oftheconfusion prevailing in the education
ecosystem of tricity about
whether the National Council of
Educational Research and
Training(NCERT) textbooks are
mandatory in schools or not.
While the academic session
2019-20 has already started in
schools across the region, there
was no clarification issued by the
UT education department or the
Central Board ofSecondary Education (CBSE) on the issue.
According to a judgment by
theMadrashighcourtonMay29,
2018, schools affiliated to the
CBSE were directed to use
NCERT textbooks.
ORDER CONTRADICTED
However, the board, in its
bylaws released on October 18,
2018, contradicted the order
under Section 2.4.7 by saying
that “the school may prescribe
NCERT textbooks in the classes
and subjects in which these have
been published by the NCERT.
Extra care should be taken in the
selection of books of private publishers so that there is no objectionable content that hurts the
feeling of any class, community,
gender or any religious group in
the society.”
The section further reads,
“The school shall put a list of pre-

n

Customers purchasing books at Manchanda books and stationery store at Sector 19, Chandigarh.

scribed books on its website with
the written declaration duly
signed by the manager and the
principal to the effect that they
have gone through the contents
of the books prescribed by the
school, and own the responsibility.”
Manoj Kumar, a parent who is
a Punjab and Haryana high
court advocate, said, “In the
bylaws, the word ‘may’ makes

the entire difference. It makes
NCERT syllabus for schools
optional.”
The high court had passed the
order on a petition filed by one M
Purushothamanfordirectionsto
the CBSE for prescribing
NCERT books. The court’s order
had emphasised that “it has
every reason to believe that
there is a hidden agenda between
CBSE officials and private book

HT FILE

publishers, .... which is why even
a directive to use NCERT books
alone is being appealed by the
CBSE.”
‘CBSE BOUND TO
FOLLOW NCERT ’
The court in its order had said,
“The CBSE is bound to follow the
NCERT syllabus, which has
been prescribed by experts.”
Following the order, district

education officer (DEO) Anujit
Kaur on September 3, 2018, had
written to all the principals and
heads of all government-aided as
well as private recognised
schools in Chandigarh for compliance with the order.
Later on October 5, the Ministry of Human Resource Development (MHRD) department of
school education and literacy
wrote to all the states and UTs
asking the directorates to ensure
compliance with the order.
The MHRD’s letter had also
given the governments of states
and UTs the power to form special squads to inspect the schools
and prevent the use of non-prescribed books.
However, the Chandigarh
education department had never
formed any such squad or
inspection team to visit schools,
said an education department
official requesting anonymity.
UT education secretary BL
Sharma said that the schools
must abide by the instructions
issued by the Ministry of Human
Resource Development in letter
and spirit, or else become liable
for penal action.
CBSE regional director S Dharini Arun said, “I am not aware
of the circular and its contents.
We follow the instructions
that we receive from CBSE
Delhi.”
The CBSE Delhi and the
MHRD did not respond to this
correspondent’s queries.

Zirakpur housing
project promoter,
who is a PO, held

MOHALI CONG
LEADER BOOKED
FOR ATTACK ON
EATERY OWNER
HT Correspondent

Hillary Victor
n

n
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MOHALI :A case was registered on
ZIRAKPUR : Chandigarh Police
on Monday arrested Baldev
Chand Bansal, managing
director of BCL Homes
Limited, who was declared
aproclaimedoffender(PO)bythe
Punjab state consumer commission on March 20 for not paying
thedecreedamounttohomebuyers.
The development comes the
same day Hindustan Times
reported how around 250 buyers
at Chinar Homes, a housing
project promoted by Bansal’s
firminZirakpur,havebeenleftin
the lurch as two of the firm’s
directors were declared
proclaimed offender while
the third has gone incommunicado.
A team of PO and summons
branch of the police, led
by inspector Paramjit Kaur
Sekhon and comprising head
constables Ashok Kumar and
Balwinder Singh, arrested Bansal from Faridabad on Monday.
As many as 29 non-bailable
warrantshadbeenissuedagainst
him in the past two years.
The cases pertain to non-refund of decreed amount to the
tune of around ₹15 crore to 29
home buyers.
Bansal was produced before
the state consumer dispute
redressalcommissioninChandigarh, from where he was sent to
the Burail jail.
When Bansal’s counsel
wanted to move an application
for his bail, commission presi-
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Baldev Chand Bansal

AS MANY AS 29
NON-BAILABLE
WARRANTS HAD BEEN
ISSUED AGAINST HIM IN
THE PAST TWO YEARS
dent justice Jasbir Singh (retd)
directed the realtor to first
refundatleast 50%oftheamount
withinterestortheentireprincipal amount to the 29 home buyers.
The commission president
also directed Chandigarh
Police to arrest the other two
directors—TejinderKumarBansal, alias Gopal Bansal,and
Rajeev Kumar.
While on one hand, Tejinder
Kumar was declared a PO
by a Chandigarh district court
in July 2018, Rajeev on the other
hand, is also untraceable.
Anoop Jethwani, 52, a buyer,
who was present at the commissionofficeinSector19said:“With
this arrest, we are hopeful of getting a full refund of the decreed
amount with interest.”

MondayagainstalocalCongress
leader and eight others two days
after they allegedly attacked the
owner of an eatery, Chef n Spice,
who had objected to their drinking in a public space. Local shopkeepershadalsostagedadharna
to protest against the incident.
ActingonacomplaintbyDalip
Singh Bisht, owner of the eatery
inPhase5,policebooked ParamjeetSinghChauhan,general secretary, district Congress Committeeandeightotherswhowere
unidentified. Bisht alleged that
Chauhan and his friends on Saturday attacked and threatened
him when he and his employees
objected to their drinking in the
open near the eatery.
“The shop owner was beaten
andpolicefailedtoregisteracase
because of the political clout of
the accused. We protested and
evenblockedtheroadinthemarket after which the police were
forced to register a case,” said
Sarbjeet Singh Paras, general
secretary, Beopar Mandal,
Mohali. Chauhandeniedattacking Bisht and said it was he who
hadbeenattackedbytheownerof
the eatery. “It’s a false case and a
political stunt,” he said.

CHAUHAN DENIED
ATTACKING BISHT, SAID
IT WAS HE WHO HAD
BEEN ATTACKED BY THE
OWNER OF THE EATERY

Two booked for
In Chandigarh, urban segment of voters to play key role
THEIR PRESENCE FELT At around 65% of electorate, urban voters played decisive roles in the years 2009 and 2014;
giving fake papers MAKING
colonies and villages had been decisive in city MP polls till 2004; increased voter turnout and wave politics is also a factor
to get ration cards election
THE RISE OF THE URBAN VOTER
HT Correspondent
n

chandigarh@hindustantimes.com

PANCHKULA : Police on Monday

booked two college students for
allegedly submitting fake certificates with stamp of a police post
to get their ration cards made
from a common service centre
(CSC) in Barwala.
Cops said the complainant,
Poonam Soni of Naggal village
in Barwala, who runs the centre, was approached by Ramesh
Kumar Yadav and Sikander
Mehto, both residents of Kurukshetra and students of Swami
Devi Dayal College, Barwala,
last week. She said the boys gave
her a no-objection certificate
(NoC) with the stamp of the
Mauli police post.
However, smelling a rat, she
had asked them how they got the
NoC as they were not local residents, to which they said a man
from Golpura village had taken
₹800 from them to get the certificate made. She had also visited
the police post concerned,
where she came to know about
the forgery of the signatures as
well as the stamp.
Based on the complaint, a
case was registered against the
two under Sections 120B (crimi-

BARWALA COLLEGE
STUDENTS HAD GOT
MADE A NO-OBJECTION
CERTIFICATE WITH
FORGED STAMP OF
MAULI POLICE POST FOR
GETTING RATION CARDS
nal conspiracy), 420 (cheating),
467 (forgery of valuable
security, will, etc), 468
(forgery for purpose of
cheating), 471 (using as genuine
a forged document or electronic
record) and 473 (making or
possessing counterfeit seal,
etc., with intent to commit
forgery punishable otherwise)
of the IPC at the Chandimandir
police station. Investigating
official assistant sub-inspector
Rishi Pal said three officials
from the Mauli police post
had visited the centre, where
the complainant had called
the boys. “The boys were apprehended, but were later released
on assurance of their college
chairman. They will be called
again as they said the man who
created the fake stamp will visit
Barwala on April 17,” he said.

2019

Vivek Gupta

YEAR TURNOUT IN CHANDIGARH (%)
2014

vivek.gupta@htlive.com

CHANDIGARH : Urban voters, one
of the three major segments, in
the Chandigarh Parliamentary
seat, are expected to play a key
role this election, if the trend
that started in 2009 and 2014 continues, data shows.
With almost 65% of the vote
share at 4 lakh electorate of 6.2
lakh enroled voters, the suave
urban middle class did make its
presence felt in the previous two
general elections. Their
increased turnout and a political wave in the country also
made a difference.

SHARP RISE
IN TURNOUT
The increase in turnout in
Chandigarh has been sharp and
is mostly attributed to the rise of
the urban voter.
From 48% in 1999, it increased
to 50% in 2004, rose to 65% in
2009, before clocking 73% in
2014.
Before 2009, voters from
slum-rehabilitated colonies and

50

2004

2014 POLLS*
VOTES IN CITY AREA

VOTES IN COLONIES

2.4 lakh

1.4 lakh

BJP (Kirron Kher)

1.1 lakh

BJP (Kirron Kher)

72,000
51,000

Congress (Pawan Bansal) 58,000
AAP (Gul Panag)
64,000

BJP (Kirron Kher)
33,500
Congress (Pawan Bansal) 46,000 Congress (Pawan Bansal) 17,000
AAP (Gul Panag)
29,000 AAP (Gul Panag)
15,000

1.9 lakh

98,000

2009 ELECTION

*Figures have been rounded off

villages, the other two segments, usually played a major
role in choosing the member of
parliament (MP), as they had a
larger percentage of turnout.
This helped a candidate make
up any votes he might have been

n
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PATIALA: The Shiromani Gurd-

PU clarifies on row over
degrees to SC/ST students
HT Correspondent
n

chandigarh@hindustantimes.com

CHANDIGARH :Students of Panjab
University (PU) staged a protest
on Monday in front of the V-C’s)
office, against the varsity’s decision to withhold the degrees of
hundreds of (SC)/(ST) students
due to non-payment of the requisite amount of post-matric scholarships by the Punjab government. Various associations
including Ambedkar Students
Association (ASA), Students For
Society (SFS), and PSU (Lalkar)
participated in the protest.
Controller of examinations

CONTROVERSY RELATES
TO NON-PAYMENT
OF POST-MATRIC
SCHOLARSHIP FUNDS BY
PUNJAB GOVERNMENT
Parvinder Singh, said “There is
a 50% concession for students
studying in the reserved categories. However, if the payment is
not made, the degree is held
back. This rule is the same for
general as well as reserved categories.” President of the student
council, Kanupriya, and secre-

tary, Vipul Atray, were also
present. Gurdeep Singh of ASA
said the issue is that of the University and the Punjab government, but it was unfortunate that
SC/ST students are bearing the
brunt of it. Kanupriya said they
will scale up the protest if their
demands are not met, and organise a bigger protest with other
like-minded associations of PU.
A memorandum was submitted to the dean students welfare
(DSW) Emanual Nahar, on
behalf of the V-C who assured
students that the university
authorities were not discriminating against them.

57,000

Congress (Pawan Bansal) 1 lakh
Congress (Pawan Bansal) 36,000 Congress (Pawan Bansal) 24,000
BJP (Satya Pal Jain)
65,000 BJP (Satya Pal Jain)
20,000 BJP (Satya Pal Jain)
17,000
BSP (Harmohan Dhawan) 18,000 BSP (Harmohan Dhawan) 32,000 BSP (Harmohan Dhawan) 12,000

HT Correspondent

Students interacting with DWS Emanual Nahar (left) during a protest outside the V-C office at Panjab
University in Chandigarh.
KARUN SHARMA/HT

VOTES IN VILLAGES

Colony votes proved the
decider again in 2004 with 37,500
votes helping Bansal claim victory against BJP’s Satya Pal
Jain. In city areas, Bansal and
Jain ran neck and neck.

65

2009

trailing by, in the city areas.
An instance of this was seen
in 1999, when the Congress’
Pawan Kumar Bansal trailed by
29,000 votes from urban areas to
BJP’s Krishan Lal Sharma.
Yet, a lead of 28,000 from

SGPC member
Nasupur rejoins
Shiromani Akali Dal

n

73

With 65% of the share at 4 lakh electorate of about 6.2 lakh voters enroled this time,
the suave urban middle class can tilt the election anyway it likes. An increased turnout
since 2004 only gives it more power. Here’s a look at Chandigarh’s turnout since 2004
and how the three segments voted in 2009 and 2014.

CHANDIGARH SEAT

n

IN 2014, KIRRON POLLED
ABOUT 1.1 LAKH VOTES
FROM URBAN AREAS,
WITH BANSAL GETTING
50% OF THIS AT
57,000; THIS MARGIN
PROVED TO BE DECISIVE

wara Parbandhak Committee
member Kuldeep Singh Nasupur with senior colleagues
joined the Shiromani Akali Dal
(SAD) on Monday.
SAD president Sukhbir
Singh Badal and Surjit Singh
Rakhra inducted Jathedar
Nasupur.
Nasupur had joined the Congress including his colleagues
as protest of the sacrilege incidents and chief minister Captain Amarinder Singh had
inducted him in the party.
“The home coming of
Jatehdar Nasupur will boost the
party campaign in Patiala and
not only in Samana. He holds
considerable clout in Patran,
Sanaur and other constituencies,” Sukhbir Badal said.
Former chief minister
(CM) Parkash Singh Badal also
met Nasupur and hailed his
rejoining.
Sukhbir Badal said, “Jathedar Nasupur is a member of our
family. He will attain his old
place and same honour in the
party again.”
Nasupur said the Congress
has failed to fulfil a single promise made in manifesto.

HAD JOINED THE
CONGRESS AS A
PROTEST SACRILEGE
INCIDENTS; NOW SAYS
THE PARTY HAS FAILED
TO FULFIL EVEN A
SINGLE PROMISE MADE
IN ITS MANIFESTO
He said that CM Captain
Amarinder Singh didn’t keep
his promises, which was made
to him and his supporters, thus
he left the party.
He said that no person can
meet Captain Amarinder Singh
as he is inaccessible.
“Congress workers are feeling dejected, thus he had again
opted to rejoin the SAD,” he
added.
Party candidate Surjit Singh
Rakhra said Nasupur had left
Congress as he was feeling suffocated.
He said that he was a worker
of grass-roots level, who held a
good rapport with the Panthic
voters.
His re-entry into party will
boost the party prospectus, he
said. Senior Congress leader
Gurdial Singh Randhawa has
also joined the Akali Dal.

slum-rehabilitated colonies and
a little push from villages meant
that he scraped through that
election.
Incidentally, the BJP had
come to power at the Centre that
year.

Punjab Roadways
bus overturns,
three injured
RUPNAGAR: Three passengers

sustained minor injuries when
a Punjab Roadways bus overturned on Rupnagar-Chandigarh road near Rangilpur village, about five kilometre from
here, on Monday.
The accident took place at
around 10am. The Punjab Roadways bus bearing registration
no PB12CR-6906 was going from
Chandigarh to Amritsar. The
mishap took place when the bus
reached near Rangilpur village
as the driver lost control and the
bus overturned injuring the
three passengers. The bus
driver who has been identified
as Jaimal Singh, has been
arrested.
A team of doctors reached the
spot after the accident and
provided first aid to the injured,
following which they were discharged.
The traffic on the road
was affected due to overturning
of the bus.
The bus was removed from
the road with the help of a crane
and other equipment.
Police have registered a case
under Sections 279 (rash driving
or riding on a public way), 337
(causing hurt by act endangering life or personal safety of others),427 (mischief causing
damage to the amount of fifty
rupees) of Indian Penal Code
(IPC) against the bus driver,
Jaimal.

URBAN EDGE
FROM 2009
The tables turned in 2009, but
Bansal was on the right side
again.
With Harmohan Dhawan,
contesting then from the BSP,
eating into his vote share in colonies and villages, it was 35,000
urban votes that helped Bansal
retain his seat.
In 2014, BJP’s Kirron Kher
polled about 1.1 lakh votes from
urban areas, with Bansal getting just over 50% of this at
57,000. This margin proved decisive to Kirron’s victory.
The then AAP candidate Gul
Panag had also eaten into Bansal’s vote share in colonies and
the city.

‘POLITICS USUALLY
HAPPENS IN WAVES’
Panjab University (PU) political
science professor Khalid
Mohammad says, “Bansal, who
often won because of votes from
colonies, had a huge swing from
city areas in the 2009 election
because of the positive image of
the then Prime Minister Manmohan Singh and decent work
that the United Progressive Alliance (UPA-1) had done.”
He adds, “In 2014, it was Modi
wave and corruption allegations in the UPA-II that swayed
the urban middle class towards
the BJP.”
CAMPAIGNING
TILTED TOWARDS CITY
Even as parties pay lip-service
to all three voter segments,
their campaigning has been
urban-centric.
Sanjay Tandon and Kirron,
ticket claimants from the BJP,
have been holding more public
meetings in urban areas.
Bansal has been focusing on
the failure of the saffron party in
addressing concerns of the city
voters and additional tax burden.
He believes urban voters can
be swayed by his backing of the
Metro project and the city’s poor
performance in Swachh Survekshan under the BJP.

Nilambari Jagdale
demands action
against constables
Shub Karman Dhaliwal
n

shubkarman.dhaliwal@htlive.com

CHANDIGARH: A week after two
constables of the Central Industrial Security Force (CISF)
were found to have misbehaved
with a woman in Sector 26 on
March 30 night, UT Senior
Superintendent of Police (SSP)
Nilambari Jagdale has written
to the CISF group commander to
take action.
The duo, Raja Ratnam and
Kimidi Sao Ram, were inebriated at the time of the incident
that happened near a liquor
shop, the SSP’s letter states,
adding that they continue to be
posted in the city. SSP Nilambari told HT, “Two people were
involved, the woman was married and has children. The men
did not man handle or touch the
woman, but passed lewd comments.”
She added, “The woman did
not give a complaint. A
communiqué has been sent to
the CISF officials of the area, to
at least take departmental
action against the men concerned. There should be no
repeat of such misbehaviour.”
Officials privy to the matter
said the incident took place on
March 30, about 9.58pm and the

›

Two people
misbehaved with a
woman. A communiqué
has been sent to the CISF
officials, to at least take
departmental action
against the men involved.
NILAMBARI JAGDALE, SSP, UT

sector police took the constables
for a medical examination after
the incident. This medical
report found that the two men
were drunk.
This is the second incident of
its kind in the city over the past
month. On March 9, Gurdeep
Singh, 32, a Punjab Police constable attached with a deputy
superintendent of police -rank
officer, was booked for harassing a woman and for entering
the women’s toilet at the
Sukhna Lake. Gurdeep was
posted in Ludhiana and had
visited the city on official work.
He had tried to flee after locking
a woman inside the toilet.
A case was registered against
him at the Sector-3 police station.
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LUDHIANA
After #MeToo, now a lot more
people will be alert, says Dino LANGUAGE
NO BAR!
W
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lockwise from top
h Alia Bhatt, Amitabh
ht)
chhchan and SJ Suryah,
Ajay Devgn
A

Shreya Mukherjee

hile many people felt
that the #MeToo
movement was the
need of the hour,
others expressed hope that it
will bring about a positive
change. Model-turned-actor
Dino Morea voices the same
opinion. He expresses his
shock on how some people in
the entertainment industry
had to go through a lot of tough
time when they were
struggling to find a foothold.
“I was shocked when these
stories started coming out one
after the other. Many actors,
and even models, spoke about
things that many of us did not
know about. Good the #MeToo
movement happened, good so
many people showed courage
and got support,” he says.
Dino feels that this will alert
the upcoming actors and
models. “The younger
generation who are also
thinking of making a career in
various fields will now be a
little more alert. They would
know where to draw the line
and how to make sure they are
safe,” adds the actor.
When asked whether he
had to ever face sexual
exploitation, Dino says,
“Thankfully nothing like this
happened to me except for
some indirect indications here
and there, but I made sure that
I do not fall into the trap.”
Apart from being an actor,
Dino also runs his own
business. So how does he make

Dino Morea
feels the
#MeToo
movement will
help industry
newcomers
draw the line to
ensure their
safety

Shahid Kapoor
(left) and
Akshay Kumar
in 2.0 (right)
PHOTO: IANS

The movement of actors and other talent between
the Hindi and south Indian film industries seems to be
a growing trend. Experts call it a ‘healthy’ exchange
sure that his employees feel
safe at work and proper
decorum is maintained?
“Right now we have a small
team but yes we do make sure
that we maintain a healthy
work environment. If there’s

an issue we try and solve it in a
way that it is beneficial for
everyone. Be it at home, on the
go or at work, I feel respecting
each other is very important,”
he adds.
n

shreya.mukherjee@htlive.com

STOP PRESS
CHRIS WOULD ‘LOVE TO’
PLAY JAMES BOND

him a perfect candidate.
He said: “I don’t think you’ll
ever meet anyone who doesn’t
want to have a crack at James
Bond. I’d love to do it. But that’s
up to so many elements and is
way beyond myself. It’s
something that the whole crew
agree on, and it has to be a very
organic decision from them.
There are a lot of brilliant
people who can tackle that one.

hris Hemsworth has
revealed that he would
“love to” play fictional spy
James Bond after actor Daniel
Craig quits. The actor expressed
his interest in the role after a
publication pointed out his
critically acclaimed
performance as British Formula
One driver James Hunt made

C

IANS

Prashant Singh
ollywood has always
shared a special
equation with south
Indian film industries,
and vice versa. But it’s
interesting to see the
frequency with which the
mutual exchange of talents
has been taking place lately. A
fresh case in point being: Alia
Bhatt and Ajay Devgn will be
seen in SS Rajamouli’s RRR
that has Jr NTR and Ram
Charan in lead roles. Apart
from that, Amitabh Bachchan
is currently busy with
Tamilvanan’s Tamil-Hindi
bilingual, Tera Yaar Hoon
Main also starring SJ Suryah
and Ramya Krishnan.

B

GET, SET, GO
Chris Hemsworth
PHOTO: INSTAGRAM/CHRISHEMSWORTH

The list continues. Akshay
Kumar will soon start
shooting for Laxmi, the
remake of a Tamil horror film

Kanchana, which will be
directed by the original
director Raghava Lawrence,
who also played the lead in the
Tamil hit. Shraddha Kapoor
has almost wrapped up Saaho,
a Tamil-Telugu and Hindi
trilingual that’s being written
and directed by Sujeeth. Also,
Shahid Kapoor-starrer Kabir
Singh is a remake of Telugu hit
Arjun Reddy, which has been
helmed by the original
director, Sandeep Reddy
Vanga. Plus, Kangana Ranaut

COMING SOON: THE
BIG REMAKES
The coming days seem packed
with a plethora of Hindi films
being remade in south Indian
languages and vice versa.
Producer Boney Kapoor is busy
with the Tamil remake of Pink

is set to portray former Tamil
Nadu chief minister, J
Jayalalithaa, in director
Vijay’s Tamil and Hindi films,
respectively titled Thalaivi
and Jaya.
“It’s fantastic,” says
Shankar, the director of Robot
and 2.0, whose films starred
Aishwarya Rai Bachchan and
Akshay Kumar respectively.
“I have always roped in
costume designers and hair
stylists besides other technical
crew and actors from Mumbai.
(2016), and will also remake
Badhaai Ho in four south
Indian languages. He will also
collaborate with producer Dil
Raju for the remake of F2 —
Fun and Frustration in Hindi.
Reportedly, Neeraj Pandey is
set to remake the 2016
Malayalam hit, Puthiya
Niyamam, and Madhu

Shraddha Kapoor (top left),
SS Rajamouli (top) and
Shankar (above)
In the coming days, it won’t be
about north, south, India and
even US, UK or Europe. That
also broadens our horizons,”
he adds. Of late, actors such as
Sonakshi Sinha, Vidya Balan
and Radhika Apte have also
worked in south Indian films.

FROM SOUTH,
WITH LOVE
Interestingly, the coming days
will also see South Indian
actor Sudeep starring
alongside Salman Khan in
Prabhudheva-directed
Dabangg 3. Also, Pranitha
Manthena will back the Hindi
remake of SS Rajamouli’s
Magadheera. Suniel Shetty’s
son Ahan will make his
Bollywood debut with the
remake of Telugu hit, RX 100.
Ekta Kapoor, too, has
apparently bagged the
remake rights of the Kannada
film, U Turn.

n

Loveforcricketbeganafterwatching
mybrotherplay:SmritiMandhana

Siblings Taapsee
and Shagun
Pannu constantly
argue, but admit
they can’t live
without each
other

Shreya Mukherjee

PHOTOS: INSTAGRAM/
SHAGUNPANNU

hen ICC ODI batting
ranking announced
Smriti Mandhana as
world number one in women’s
cricket leaving behind
Australians Ellyse Perry and
Meg Lanning, it was definitely
a proud moment. And, the first
thing Smriti did was call her
family. “My parents were
super-excited, but my brother
(Shravan Mandhana) started
pulling my leg. He was like
“arrey tujhe kaise mil gaya
world no 1, nahin ho sakta
yaar….,” laughs the 22-yearold as she narrates the
incident. Such is the kind of
relationship that this sibling
duo share with each other. We
caught up with the cricketer
recently who credits her
brother for her success.
Not many know that
Smriti’s love for cricket began
while watching her brother
play. In fact, she picked up her
batting style from him. They
are both left-handed batsmen.
Though he stopped playing
midway, Smriti continued
chasing her dream and today,
she credits her success to her
brother, Shravan.
“More than anything else,
he is interested in the number
of sixes I have hit. He is
fascinated by sixes… I started
playing at the age of five and I
still remember how I would
watch him bat closely and
would look forward to him
bowling to me. There was a
time when he had a good
number of cricket balls that he
won given his good
performances in various
tournaments, while I did not
have any. And those balls are
really special as they are
signed by seniors and popular

W

cricketers. But he would
happily share those balls with
me so that I could continue
practising,” says the cricketer,
who recently led India in T20
series against England.
Ask how Shravan reacts
when people come up to her for
photos, Smriti says, “He never
gets jealous or awkward when
people ask me for pictures
when we are out. Had the
scenario been opposite, it
wouldn’t have been easy for
me since, since I have always
been a cry baby.”
Coming to the other half
of this duo, Shravan, 26,
too, only has good things
to say about his little
sister. “She always had it
in her to make it big,” he
says, before adding on a
lighter note, “Smriti is
that typical younger
sister who keeps irritating
me. I just wonder when
will she grow up.”
Ask Smriti one quality of
her brother that irks her and
she says, “He bothers me all
the time. If I am watching TV,
then he wants the remote at
that very moment. There are
times when I get back home
after a long tour and if I’m
trying to play the keyboard, he
also wants to play it at that
very moment (laughs).”
Shravan, who runs a cricket
coaching academy in Sangli,
Maharashtra, further shares
how the duo would often head
for long drives and watch
movies. “It’s mandatory that
we spend quality time with
each other. We are best
friends. There can be things
that our parents might not
know about us but there’s
nothing that we don’t know
about each other,” he adds.
n

shreya.mukherjee@htlive.com

bhash will make her Hindi
but with Ajay Devgn in
huj: The Pride Of India that
so stars Rana Daggubati.
kewise, Keerthy Suresh is set
work with Ajay in Amit
w
ha
h
arma’s yet-untitled next.
Kab
K
bir Khan’s ’83 will have R
Bad
dree and Jiiva making their
Bolllywood debuts. Besides, the
ecently-released Milan
e
alkies had Shraddha Srinath
making her Hindi debut.
“It’s a very healthy
henomenon. After all, we are
h
lll from one country and I
ho
onestly feel that lines got
bllurred long back,” says trade
an
nalyst Taran Adarsh, adding.
“A
A genius will be a genius
regardless of the language he is
working in. Technically, such
exchange of talents always
brings in a fresh perspective.”
In the past, a number of big
names from south Indian film
industries such as
Vyjayanthimala, Hema Malini,
Rajinikanth, Kamal Haasan,
Jaya Prada and Sridevi have
made their mark. Even
directors like D Ramanaidu, K
Balachander and LV Prasad
have won over Hindi box office,
in the past.
Actors, on their part, are
“more than enthused” with
north-south partnerships. As
Alia — who plays Sita in RRR
— puts it, “Working with
Rajamouli sir is a big tick off
my bucket list. And working
alongside Ram Charan and Jr
NTR is an absolute honour. I
am also very excited about the
experience of working in the
south for the first time.” On the
other hand, Baahubali star
Prabhas is very impressed with
his “very dedicated” co-star,
Shraddha. “She is the best
choice for the role,” he says.

Smriti Mandhana
and Shravan
Mandhana
PHOTO: INSTAGRAM/
SHRAVAN_MANDHANA

prashant.singh@htlive.com

Taapsee and
Shagun...
Tom and Jerry!

On World Siblings Day, the sisters
reveal they are like any other siblings
— quarrelling but very close
Rishabh Suri
ctor Taapsee Pannu and
her younger sister Shagun
are the quintessential
sister duo. They fight and hurt
each other (quite literally!), get
into arguments often, but can’t
live without each other. We got
in touch with them on World
Siblings Day today, and they
were more than ready to spill
the beans about each other!
Taapsee reveals she made it
a point that her sister stays
with her, whichever city she
decides to settle in for work.
“We are partners in all
decisions, and stick by each
other. We used to stay with our
parents in Delhi, and now we
are together in Mumbai. She
was my partner when I left
Delhi and went to Hyderabad,
and then to Mumbai. We are
always on the same page about
everything. Shagun now runs a
wedding planning company
which I had started with a very
close friend,” she says.
Shagun agrees. “I got a job in
Hyderabad, then when she
shifted to Mumbai we started

A

More than anything else, Shravan is interested in the
number of sixes I have hit. I started playing at the age of
five and I still remember how I would watch him bat
closely and would look forward to him bowling to me.
SMRITI MANDHANA, CRICKETER

the wedding planning thing.
She was always sure she wants
me around, and is the
protective big sister. It’s getting
worse every year!” she jokes.

‘WE STOPPED
FIGHTING AFTER…’
While they argue about things,
the physical fights Taapsee and
Shagun used to have stopped
after an unfortunate incident.
Taapsee reveals, “I remember
that day. We fought physically
with each other too. We were
fighting over a desktop game
that was new in the house. I
banged her head on the desktop
table. The moment I did that, I
realised something was really
wrong. I hugged her... I could
feel she was in pain. There was
a huge cut on her eyebrow. The
shirt I was wearing was full of
blood. I froze seeing that, and
was in that spot till she
returned after getting the
wound stitched.”

ONE KEEPS THE
OTHER GROUNDED
Shagun says, “Once, there was
an annual race in school, and

she’d been preparing for it the
whole year. We were going
back home three days before
the race. I was participating in
a drill for kids. There was this
big ball I would carry to school
everyday. I dropped it from the
auto we were travelling in, and
started crying ‘I won’t be able
to participate’. She rushed on
the road to get it. In the process,
she hurt herself and couldn’t
win the race.”
Shagun adds Taapsee’s a

‘sore loser’! “I heard her
talking about it to someone
recently, saying she lost the
race because of me. If she
doesn’t win, she gets angry
with herself,” she laughs.
But Taapsee feels Shagun
has a big hand in keeping her
grounded. “Shagun’s my
reality check. Whenever I feel I
am on top of the world, she’s
the one who gives me a check,”
Taapsee adds.
n

rishabh.suri@htlive.com
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DAILY HOROSCOPE

Someone may go out of his or her way to do
your bidding. Your professional image may
suffer as seniors may not be happy with
your performance on the work front.
Focussing on investments will help you
strike rich. You will manage to nip a
medical problem in the bud and save
ARIES
yourself
from problems.
(MAR 21 - APR 20)
Lucky Number: 17 Lucky Colour: Orange
You may remain satisfied with the way things
are going personally and professionally. Your
opinions in an important seminar or
meeting may add to your prestige at
work. Some misunderstanding may take
an ugly turn on the love front. You need
to be careful about where you put your
money. Health may cause concern.

SAGITTARIUS

LEO
(JULY 23 - AUG 23)

There is a chance of something getting
cancelled at the last moment. You always
manage to get the wrong end of the stick
and suffer. Differences with lover can
crop up on the romantic front. Your
concern for someone will be touching.
Chance of going on a vacation with
TAURUS
family
is indicated and will be lots of fun.
(APR 21 - MAY 20)
Lucky Number: 11 Colour: Baby Pink

Lucky Number: 22 Lucky Colour: Violet

DIFFICULTY LEVEL

GEMINI
(MAY 21 - JUN 21)

Charlie Hunnam: The actor, known for films such
as King Arthur: Legend of the Sword (2017),
Papillon (2017), Pacific Rim (2013), and the recent
web movie Triple Frontier, turns 39 today.

You are likely to have an enjoyable time at home
in the company of friends and relations.
Someone is out to impress you on the
romantic front. Some of you can plan a
joint family outing. You may need to
think of a workplace problem from a
different angle. Avoid lending money to
anyone as it may not be returned.
Lucky Number: 5 Lucky Colour: Green

Changing equation with a family member may
disturb peace of mind. Your intelligence will
be on display as you tackle complicated
workplace issues. You are neither likely to
indulge in wasteful expenditure
yourself, nor let anyone else do the
same. Make forgive and forget your
motto to gain peace and tranquillity.

VIRGO
(AUG 24 - SEPT 23)

Lucky Number: 8 Lucky Colour: White

Even your best efforts may not be able to
convince seniors at the workplace. You will
manage to bring positive changes in your
mental make-up for better relationship
with others. An initiative taken on the
academic front is likely to favour you.
Encouraging results can be expected by
bringing changes on the health front.

SUDOKU

Astrologer Prem Kumar Sharma can be contacted at: Delhi: 91-11-26449898,
26489899 (Sat to Mon): Panchkula: 91-172-2562832, 2572874 (Tues to Thurs);
Mumbai: 09223376963 (Last week of every month)

This is the time to get all the help you can on
the academic front. You are likely to offend a
family member by you incorrigible ways.
Whining and wallowing in self pity may
not cut ice with the ones you want to
gain sympathy from. Lover’s support
motivates you to take up the challenges
that have been disturbing you.

Lucky Number: 9 Colour: Magenta

(NOV 23 - DEC 21)
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Lucky Number: 3 Lucky Colour: Yellow

Luck finally smiles on you on the personal front
and at work. Your efforts at work come in
from praise. Those trying to switch jobs
can find a lucrative opening. Those in
uniform get a posting of their choice.
Achievements can elate parents and the
family. You will manage to keep the
CAPRICORN
interest alive of the one attracted to you!
(DEC 22 - JAN 21)
Lucky Number: 1 Lucky Colour: Light Red

AQUARIUS
(JAN 22 - FEB 19)

LIBRA
(SEPT 24 - OCT 23)

Things pending for long need to be completed
before they come to the notice of higher
ups. Something said in jest offends lover.
You can gloss over mistakes in your rush
to submit an important assignment.
Don’t lend money to anyone you think is
unreliable. Your guidance on the health
front is likely to benefit someone.
Lucky Number: 18 Lucky Colour: Brown

CALVIN AND HOBBES

This is a good day to ask the boss for a favour.
Someone may help you in getting a new
venture on the tracks. True happiness lies
on the family front, as you will feel loved
and wanted. Someone you never
noticed before may begin to attract you
in
a romantic way! You can find official
CANCER
travelling a bit cumbersome.
(JUNE 22 - JULY 22)
Lucky Number: 2 Lucky Colour: Cream
There is a need to complete all your pending
work urgently. Your tendency to merge in
the background and preferring whispers
to clear speech makes you a suspect. So
you need to be at your convincing best
at home to remove a misunderstanding
in a parent’s mind. Romance is not a
priority right now.

This is an excellent time to put your ideas into
practice. A renewed interest in fitness finds
you in the prime of your health. Good
earning will find you in a comfortable
monetary situation. Expressing romantic
feelings and exchanging sweet nothings
will prove fulfilling. Things move as per
PISCES
plans on the professional front.
(FEB 20 - MAR 20)
Lucky Number: 7 Colour: Silver Grey

Bill Watterson

MOVIES ON TV
HBO
1115 Stuart Little 2
1239 A Quiet Place
1405 Geostorm
1600 The Hangover
1746 Iron Man 2
2000 2012
2258 Inception

MATHDOKU

Fill in all the squares in the grid so that each row, column and
each of the 9X9 squares contains all the digits from 1 to 9.

SONY PIX
1035 Son of The Mask
1238 Batman V Superman:
Dawn of Justice
1527 Final Destination 3
1725 The Final Destination
1900 King Kong
2300 Sully

DID YOU KNOW?
For her acting debut, Sonali Bendre was
cast opposite Arbaaz Khan in a movie
that was to be directed by Sohail Khan.
The project was never made.

STAR MOVIES
1039 Cloudy With A Chance
of Meatballs 2
1227 Avengers: Infinity War
1510 Ice Age: The Meltdown
1652 Charlie’s Angels
1848 Undisputed
2050 War For The Planet of
The Apes

SCRAMBLE - 3051
Solve the four anagrams and move one letter to each square to
form four ordinary words

BDAEO
B G I OT
AE RYLL
IIVYFV

SCRAMBLE SOLUTION: Abode/adobe, bigot, really, vivify
ANSWER: To fail to love is not to exist at all.
- Mark Van Doren

Rishabh Suri

uality, and not quantity,
has been at the focus of
actor Shefali Shah’s
approach to work. She has
done only over a dozen films in
a career spanning 24 years.
However, of late, she’s been
busy — Shefali starred in a
web film and headlined the
acclaimed series Delhi Crime.
Have her considerations
while choosing a project
undergone a change in all these
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years? “It has been the same. If
anything, I am very lucky that I
don’t have a very lengthy
resume. The kind of work I
have on it, I am very proud of it,
whether it was Monsoon
Wedding (2001), Gandhi, My
Father, The Last Lear (2007)…
It’s the story, director and the
role, and I don’t mean just
length — those are my
criteria,” she says.
Has the success of Delhi
Crime meant more offers? “I
did Delhi Crime one and a half
years ago. Since then, I have
been offered stuff, and I kept
looking at it in comparison of
the web series,” she says,
sharing what it was that made
her take the series up.
“I knew about the incident
(the 2012 Delhi gang rape) and
all were traumatised. But I
didn’t know this angle at all
about the cops. I got a chance to
stand in the shoes of the real
woman DCP who cracked the
case. There was no reason to
not even consider not doing it,”
she ends.
n

SOLUTION SUDOKU

‘LuckythatI
don’thavea
lengthyresume’

& PICTURES
1114 Heyy Babyy
1401 Raja Hindustani
1735 Train To Busan
2000 Toilet – Ek Prem Katha
2312 Resident Evil
UTV MOVIES
1120 Jaisi Karni Waisi Bharni
1435 Rowdy Baadshah
1745 Krishnarjuna Yudham
2030 Amar Akbar Anthony
ZEE CINEMA
1213 Shaktishali No.1
1505 Raja Hindustani
1811 International Rowdy
2100 Rowdy Rajkumar 2
2354 Revolver Raja

LOOKBACK

SOLUTION MATHDUKU

To ____ ___ _____ is not to exist at all.
- Mark Van Doren (4,2,4)

PHOTO: SARANG
GUPTA/HT

WB
1220 Drillbit Taylor
1403 Striptease
1543 Killer Elite
1736 Ghosts of Girlfriends
Past
1912 Dunkirk
2100 American Assassin

SHOW BUZZ

Now arrange the letters marked with an asterisk (*) to form the
answer to the riddle or to fill in the missing words as indicated.

Shefali Shah
was seen in
the web series
Delhi Crime

SCORPIO
(OCT 24 - NOV 22)

Lucky Number: 4 Lucky Colour: Blue

Place numbers into the puzzle cells so that each row and column contains each of the digits from 1 to 5. No number is to be repeated in any row or
column. Each bold-outlined cells contain a hint of a number and one of the mathematical symbols + x - /. The number is the result of the operation
represented by the symbol to the digits contained.

‘I WASASKED
SIR AAPKA
HAEMOGLOBIN
KYA HAI?’
Anil
Kapoor
says it’s
‘fun’
when
people
ask him
his age

Sangeeta Yadav

e is 62 but can easily
give all the younger
actors a run for their
money. Think of Anil
Kapoor and the first thing
that comes to your mind is
his enviably youthful good
looks. And naturally, the
recurring question that
people ask him is the reason
behind his reverse ageing, to
which he keeps saying that
“everything in me is
natural.” Until recently,
when a fan’s question left
him in splits.
“Kisi ne achcha sawaal
pucha mujhse ki ‘sir aapka
haemoglobin kya hai?’ I said,
‘yeh sawaal toh aaj tak
mujhse kisi ne nahi kiya,”
laughs Anil, adding, “It’s fun
when people ask me my age,
or the secret to my
youthfulness. But I take
everything as fun. You can’t
take it seriously that I look so

H

young. Obviously, I don’t. I
take it with a pinch of salt.”
Despite receiving
unending love and adulation
from his fans, Kapoor prefers
to stay humble. “People have
been kind and very nice to
me. I enjoy when they
compliment me. [In my head]
I know where I stand. I’m not
delusional. I’ve been simple
and normal, unaffected by all
stardom,” he says.
Ask about his fitness
mantra and the actor says his
children — Sonam K Ahuja,
Rhea Kapoor and Harsh
Varrdhan Kapoor inspire
him. “I observe them — what
they are eating and how they
lead a healthy lifestyle.
Sometimes, they tell me to
try something different in my
diet or workout. There is a
healthy banter that goes on
and we don’t leave an
opportunity to pull each
other’s leg, too,” Anil shares,
laughing.

PHOTO: INSTAGRAM/ NEENA_GUPTA

Back to the beginning
Actor Neena Gupta went down memory lane and shared this
picture. “When I auditioned fr phullan devi for shekhar
kapoor.my heart...” (sic), she wrote.

QUOTE HANGER
I’D LIKE TO DO A
ROMANTIC FILM,
BUT I HAVEN’T
FOUND ANYTHING
THAT WORKS
FOR ME.

WORKING WITH
AKSHAY [KUMAR]
IS ALWAYS FUN.
THE BEST PART IS
THAT HE DOESN’T
WASTE TIME.

JOHNABRAHAM,
ACTOR

KAREENA KAPOOR
KHAN, ACTOR

HAVE YOU HEARD?

RGV to make his acting debut
ilmmaker Ram Gopal
Varma will make his acting
debut in his next bilingual
project Cobra, which he’ll
co-direct with Agasthya
Manju. ”Ahem! On the
occasion of my birthday
today, I am debuting as an
actor for the first time in my
career. I wouldn’t mind if you
don’t bless me. Thanks,” he
tweeted on Sunday, along
with the first look poster of
the film. According to the
poster, the film is a biopic
based on “the most

F

Ram Gopal Varma
dangerous criminal ever”
and will see him play an
intelligence officer.
IANS

rishabh.suri@htlive.com
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SOLANGE
BAILS OUT
FROM
COACHELLA
The organisers say the singer had to
drop out from the music festival
because of ‘production delays’

Singer-songwriter
Solange Knowles
was scheduled to
perform at the
festival on April 13
and April 20

merican singersongwriter Solange
Knowles will not be
performing at this year’s
Coachella Valley Music and
Arts Festival 2019. The music
festival shared the news on
Twitter, citing production
delays as the reason for her
pulling out of the event.
“Due to major production
delays, Solange will,
unfortunately, no longer be
performing at this year’s
festival. She sends her sincerest
apologies and looks forward to
performing at Coachella in the
future,” the tweet read.
Solange was scheduled to
perform at the festival on April
13 and April 20. There is no
confirmation as to who will
replace her, reported E! News.
Her Coachella performance
would have taken place just
over a month after the release of
her fourth studio album, When I
Get Home, which dropped on
March 1.
The Cranes In The Sky artist

A

PHOTO: SHUTTERSTOCK

had joined her sister Beyonce
onstage last year, during her
performance. The sister duo
took the stage by fire as they
sang Get Me Bodied.
Despite Solange’s absence
from the festival, which will
definitely come as a piece of bad
news to many of her fans,
Coachella 2019 will still see a ton
of great artists.
Rapper Kanye West revealed
on March 31 that he was
bringing his social mediafamous and star-studded
Sunday Service to the festival.
Musicians Childish Gambino,
Tame Impala, and Ariana
Grande were announced as
headliners, while other
performers include Kid Cudi,
Kacey Musgraves, Janelle
Monae, The 1975, Khalid, J
Balvin, Zedd, Dillon Francis,
among many others.
Coachella will take place over
the next two weekends, April 12
to 14 and April 19 to 21, in Indio,
California.

ANI

Tim raises doubt on
Beetlejuice sequel
eteran filmmaker Tim
Burton has said he has no
clue about the status of
any Beetlejuice sequel,
featuring actor Michael
Keaton. The filmmaker, who
recently directed Keaton in the
reboot of Dumbo, said he is
doubtful if the sequel to the
1988 fantasy-horror will ever
be made.
Burton was asked by USA
Today about the status of the
sequel, to which he replied,
“Nothing, nothing.” Then,
asked if it’s definitely
happening, he said, “I don’t

V

Director Tim Burton PHOTO:
MARIO ANZUONI/REUTERS

Actor Felicity Huffman faces up to 20 years in prison

know. I doubt it.”
Rumours of a Beetlejuice
sequel have been doing the
rounds for years now, but
nothing has been finalised yet.
Beetlejuice Goes Hawaiian,
was green-lit after the big
success of the original film, but
never went into production.
In 2015, actor Winona Ryder
had confirmed that a second
film was in the pipeline. There
were also reports of Mike
Vukadinovich being roped in
to write the movie. However,
since 2017, there has been no
PTI
update on the project.
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Can’t wait to play
Black Adam:
Dwayne
roducer-actor Dwayne
Johnson, also known as
The Rock, recently posted
a four-minute video on his
Instagram handle, and
thanked his fans for showing
love towards Shazam!.
“Our SHAZAM! Is the #1
movie in the world. THANK
YOU!” Dwayne captioned it.
He started the video by
saying how he wanted to
deliver his gratitude towards
his fans who made Shazam! a
really big success around the
world. He also said he was
overjoyed to see how the
movie was getting rave
reviews from all quarters.
Dwayne said, “For those
who know about comic books
and who know the mythology
of Shazam know that Shazam
is connected to Black Adam.”
He further went on to add, “I
can’t wait to play Black Adam
because they’re all getting
their a***s kicked when I play
Black Adam. That day of
reckoning is coming for
ANI
everyone.”

P

AS A MOM, CARRIE
IS STILL FIGURING
OUT HER GROOVE

Actor Dwayne Johnson (top) was set to portray Black Adam in
Shazam! (inset), but later, left the project to pursue a Black Adam
PHOTO: KEVIN WINTER/GETTY IMAGES/AFP
solo film
Singer Carrie
Underwood
welcomed her
second child in
January
PHOTO:
ALBERTO E.
RODRIGUEZ/AFP

rammy winner Carrie
Underwood, who is proud
mother to two children,
recently opened up about the
challenges of parenting.
Underwood admits that she’s
“still figuring things out”.
Underwood and husband
Mike Fisher welcomed their
son, Jacob Bryan Fisher, on
January 21 and now the family
of four is trying to adjust with
the newborn. They also have a
4-year-old named Isaiah
Michael Fisher.
The singer said, “He loves it.
He calls Jacob ‘My baby.’
Isaiah apparently goes around
asking, “Where’s my baby?
How’s my baby? I wanna kiss
my baby’.” The American Idol
winner continued about how
Isaiah changed in her eyes
when she came home with
their newborn. She said he
“just seemed like a big boy.”
Although Jacob isn’t
Underwood and Fisher’s first
child, she admits that life
with two kids has been a big
adjustment. “We’re still
figuring out our groove, to be
honest,” she explained, adding,
“I don’t know if we’ll ever
ANI
figure it out.”

G

FELICITY HUFFMAN
FACES UP TO 20
YEARS IN PRISON.
HUFFMAN’S HUSBAND,
WILLIAM H. MACY, IS
NOT CHARGED IN
THE CASE

PHOTO:GRETCHEN ERTL/REUTERS

Huffman pleadsguiltyin
collegeadmissionsscandal
ollywood actor Felicity
Huffman has pleaded
guilty to using bribery
and other forms of fraud as
part of the college admissions
scandal, federal prosecutors
in Boston said. On Monday,
Huffman, the Desperate
Housewives star, pleaded
guilty to paying $15,000 to a
fake charity associated with
Rick Singer, who ran a college
prep business and
masterminded what
prosecutors called the largest
college admissions cheating
scheme in the US, to facilitate
cheating for her daughter on
the SATs, CNN quoted the
complaint as saying.
Huffman’s husband, the
actor William H. Macy, is not
charged in the case. Huffman

H

I am in full acceptance
of my guilt, and with
deep regret and shame
over what I have done,
I accept responsibility
for my actions.
FELICITY HUFFMAN
ACTOR
and the other accused — 12
other wealthy parents and a
coach — were all charged
with one count of conspiracy
to commit mail fraud and
honest services mail fraud
and have agreed to plead
guilty, the prosecutors said.

Huffman faces up to 20
years in prison. In exchange
for her plea, federal
prosecutors will recommend
incarceration
at the “low end” of the
sentencing range, a $20,000
fine and 12 months of
supervised release. They will
not bring further charges. A
federal judge will have the
final say on the outcome for
Huffman and the other
defendants.
“I am in full acceptance of
my guilt, and with deep regret
and shame over what I have
done, I accept full
responsibility for my actions
and will accept the
consequences that stem from
those actions,” Huffman said.

IANS
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BUCKWHEAT PANCAKE WITH
LEBANESE COLESLAW
INGREDIENTS
For the pancakes
n Buckwheat flour (250gm)
n Baking powder (3gm)
n Paprika (5gm)
n Yeast (3gm)
n Unsweetened almond milk

(50ml)
n Apple cider vinegar (5ml)

For the Lebanese coleslaw
n Peeled and grated carrot (70gm)
n Chopped cucumber (75gm)
n Chopped red cabbage (50gm)
n Ripe, cubed avocado (75gm)
n Tahini (10gm)
n Sesame seeds (5gm)
n Pink Himalayan salt and black

pepper (2gm)

yeast, almond milk and apple
cider vinegar to a blender or
food processor. Blend until
smooth and set it aside for 5
minutes.
n Prepare the Lebanese coleslaw

by mixing the carrot, cucumber,
red cabbage, avocado, tahini
and sesame seeds. Season the
mix with pink Himalayan salt
and black pepper.
n Heat a non-stick frying pan on a

medium-high flame. Use
around 2-3 tablespoon batter
per pancake and cook for
around 2 minutes (until you see
bubbles forming on its surface)
before flipping. Cook for
another minute before setting
aside on a plate.
n Serve the pancakes by filling

coleslaw in between them.
Recipe by Naresh Chinni,
executive chef, The Drunken
botanist, Gurugram

INSTRUCTIONS
n Add the pancake ingredients,

buckwheat flour, baking
powder, paprika,
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NAVRATRIRECIPES:
ANIMAGINATIVE
TAKEON
BUCKWHEAT
From buckwheat
waffles to upma, here’s
how you can make the
age-old ‘kuttu ka atta’
more delectable

Buckwheat
pancakes are
tasty as well as
easy to make

Akshay Kaushal

e all know that ‘kuttu
ke atta’ or buckwheat
flour is synonymous
to the religious
festival of Navratri, but have
you ever tried buckwheat upma
or waffles? The fruit seed comes
from the plant fagopyrum
esculentum and was originated
in Southeast Asia around six

W

thousand years ago. It is also
used in making a huge range of
delicacies that will satiate your
taste buds. Buckwheat flour
also has several health benefits.
It is rich in protein, fibre, antioxidants and is also gluten-free.
Here are some unique
buckwheat recipes by
professional chefs that will
make you drool for sure!
n

akshay.kaushal@htlive.com

Kuttu ka upma
is perfect for a
light breakfast

KUTTU KA UPMA
add cumin seeds and sauté till
it changes colour.

INGREDIENTS
n Buckwheat flour (1 cup)
n Ghee (1 tablespoon)
n Cumin seeds (1/2 teaspoon)
n Finely chopped green chilli (1)
n Finely chopped ginger (½

inch)
n Potatoes peeled and cut into

small cubes (2 medium-sized)
n Roasted and crushed peanuts

(2 tablespoons)
n Sugar (1 teaspoon)
n Salt to taste
n Chopped fresh coriander

leaves (1 tablespoon)
n Lemon juice (1 teaspoon)
n Lemon wedges to serve

METHOD

n Add green chilli and ginger

and mix, sauté it for a few
seconds. Add potatoes and
sauté for 2-3 minutes or till
the edges of the potatoes
turn crispy.
n Add peanuts and sauté for

about 30 seconds. Add
buckwheat and mix it well,
and then sauté it for 1-2
minutes.
n Add 2 cups of water, sugar

and salt. Mix it well, cover and
cook on a low flame till it’s
fully done.
n Add coriander leaves, lemon

juice and mix it well.
n Serve hot with a lemon

wedge.
From ParaFit Delivers by
Paraj Primlani

n Heat ghee in a non-stick pan,

KUTTU ATTA TART, SAMAK RICE KHEER AND WATERMELON SORBET
INGREDIENTS
n Full cream milk (100ml)
n Samak rice or barnyard millet

(50gm)
n White butter (50gm)
n Sugar (80gm)
n Buckwheat flour (50gm)
n Diced watermelon (150gm)
n Around 20 fresh mint leaves

it like an ice, take it out, add mint
leaves, churn it to make a sorbet
and then freeze it again.
n Mix kuttu atta, sugar, white

butter to form a tart dough.
Allow it to sit for 10 minutes, roll
it and shape it into tart mould.
Preheat the oven at 160 degrees
and then bake at 160 degrees for
8-10 minutes. Allow it to cool and
then demould it.
n Take the non-stick pan, add the

n Orange juice (100ml)
n Mixed dry fruit (almond, cashew,

pista) (30gm)

METHOD
n Take a non-stick pan and heat it

up. Add orange juice, reduce it to
a thick sauce consistency and
then allow it to cool.
n Wash and soak the samak rice for

10-15 minutes.
n Take the watermelon and freeze

milk and allow it to cook till it’s
reduced to half. Add soaked
samak rice to it & cook until done.
Now add the nuts, mix well and
allow it to cool down.
Take the tart, fill it with kheer,
scoop out the watermelon sorbet
and apply orange sauce on the
bottom of the plate. Place the tart
and sorbet to serve.
Parth Bharti, executive chef at
Pikkle

Kuttu atta
tart, samak
rice kheer and
watermelon
sorbet

KUTTU WAFFLE SANDWICH
INGREDIENTS
n Buckwheat flour (1 cup)
n Sugar (1 tablespoon, coconut

sugar can be used as well)
n Sendha namak (½ teaspoon)
n Cinnamon (¼ teaspoon)
n Buttermilk, beaten (see notes

to learn how to make your
own with any kind of milk) (1
¼ cups)
n

Melted butter or coconut oil
(4 tablespoons)

n Boiled potato (100gm)
n Chilli powder (1gm)

METHOD
n Preheat your waffle iron. If

desired, preheat oven to 200
degrees Fahrenheit to keep
waffles warm until you’re
ready to serve.
n In a medium-sized mixing

bowl, whisk together the
buckwheat flour, sugar,
sendha namak, and
cinnamon.

Actor Pooja Hegde
says that she loves
traditional
ensembles,
especially
Kanjivaram

n In a liquid measuring cup or

another bowl, whisk the
buttermilk and melted butter.
Pour the wet mixture into the
dry mixture and stir them
together until there are only a
few small lumps left. Give it a
few more stirs, if you see any
liquid that hasn’t fully
incorporated.

BUCKWHEAT AND FRUIT
GATEAUX SLICE

n Pour batter over the hot

waffle iron plates, close the
iron and cook until the
waffles are barely letting off
steam and are lightly crispy.
Carefully lift the waffle out of
the waffle iron and serve
immediately, or place in the
oven to keep warm. Take a
boiled potato cut into small
pieces and put sendha namak
along with chilli powder over
it.

INGREDIENTS

For garnishing
n Dried slice of Pineapple (1)

n Buckwheat flour (500gm)

n Slices of fruits (50gm)

n Refined oil (10ml)

METHOD

n Sugar (30gm)
n Baking powder (3gm)
n Baking soda (3gm)
n Milkmaid (50ml)

n Make a waffle sandwich and

serve with microgreen and
edible flowers.
Chef Ramesh Rana,
corporate chef, Decode Air
Bar

Kuttu waffle
sandwich is
your way to
crispy breads

IwanttoraidGigi
Hadid’scloset:
PoojaHegde
Supermodel Gigi Hadid
is actor Pooja Hegde’s
favourite when it
comes to fashion PHOTO:
INSTAGRAM/GIGIHADID

n Castor sugar (20gm)
n Butter (80gms)
n Muskmelon (25gm)
n Pineapple (25gm)
n Apple kinnor (25gm)
n Cooking cream (50ml)

Prerna Gauba Sibbal
f you have the passion to turn
your dreams into reality, then
they definitely come true.
Actor Pooja Hegde, who has
bagged many Tollywood films
along with making a mark in
Bollywood, exemplifies this.
The actor, who was the second
runner-up at the Miss Universe
India 2010 competition talks to
us about her love for
Kanjivaram, obsession with
high-waisted pants and her
secret desire of raiding Gigi
Hadid’s closet. Here’s all you
need to know about Pooja
Hegde’s fashion inspirations:

I

Your favourite fashion piece...

buckwheat flour, sugar, oil,
baking powder. Layer it with
reduced milk and milkmaid.
n Add diced fruits and sugar

n Milk (50ml)

Buckwheat and
fruit gateaux
slice is a perfect
dessert to fulfil
your dessert
craving

n Make a sponge cake with

My mother’s Kanjivaram saris
are my favourite. When we are
growing up, we like to
experiment, however, after a
point, we want to go back to our
roots and traditional fabrics.
So, I have evolved, and love
those traditional ensembles
that are inherited pieces. I also
like fusion wear because they
give a younger vibe to a
traditional garment making it
wearable for the younger
generation. For me, the best
fusion wear would be a sari
gown. It gives you a nice shape
and are versatile.

On a casual day what will you been
seen wearing?
I would be wearing shorts and a

Actor Pooja Hegde
says it’s important
to enjoy your
workout
PHOTO: INSTAGRAM/
HEGDEPOOJA

syrup. Dry a slice of pineapple
in oven by sprinkling castor
sugar.
n Bake at 180 degrees for 45

minutes.
By Diwas Wadhera,
executive chef, Crowne
Plaza, Mayur Vihar, Delhi

T-shirt!

A fashion trend you are obsessed
with…
I’m obsessed with high-waisted
pants. These pants give an
illusion of height and longer
legs. I generally love the ’70s
fashion trend and this one is
one of them. You can wear
these pants with a knotted
crop top, a basic shirt tucked in
or even with a basic cropped
top.
Your fashion icon…
Gigi Hadid is my fashion fav! I
would love to raid her closet as
she wears quirky and edgy
clothes, she carries it with
confidence, which I think is the
most important thing.
Is following a diet a crucial part of
your fitness? How do you follow?
I love food too much to go on a
diet. I believe the right diet is
the one that you can follow all
your life because if you leave it
all the fat comes back with
vengeance. I would
recommend going for a
workout that you enjoy doing.
If someone likes dancing, that’s
the right workout for them.
Anything that keeps you
moving and your heart rate
high works according to me.
For me, it’s Pilates. It works on
the entire body and not just one
part. It strengthens the core
and is not hard on the knees so
I love that.
n

prerna.gauba@htlive.com
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EDUCATION
EDUCATION

EDUCATION

ENGLISH by Gupta Sir. Home/
Group
Coaching
Class-IX
Onwards.Complete-SYLLABUS
During Summer Vacation.Contact
9872655377/9888615377

RESULT oriented home tutors
available all classes subjects
Reasonable Fee Contact Anand
Tutorials
7307203050,
9888407884.

CHEMISTRY Home Tuitions +1,+2
Competitions (NEET, IIT), basics
(NCERT) and institute doubts
clearance. Highly experienced
Teacher. 9876444333.

EXCELLENT Home Tuition of
Mathematics 8th, 9th, 10th, +1, +2
by RajSir, 15 Years Experience.
8286100004.

DO BA, B.Com, Law, Pharmacy,
Ph.D, M.Phil Engineering, BCA,
MCA, MBA, MA. UGC/ PCI/ BCI
Approved 8557071135

HOME/ Group Tuition Accountancy, Economics, Operation research. Tax from +1 to B.Com/ BBA/
MBA Sudheer Kumaar 9780462691
ICSE, CBSE upto 10th Mathematics, Science, 20 years experienced. M.Sc. Home Tutor. Students
getting 98%, Printed Notes.
9815929292.
SODHI coaching center Sec 80
Mohali near Kendriya Vidyalaya.
Provides coaching for:- UGC NET in
paper 1 for all subjects and for paper
2 only EDU, CTET, PTET, HTET.
Coaching from sixth to tenth all
subjects, PCM for 11th 12th CBSE
Syllabus. Provides counseling, and
personality development by expert
counselor.
9888335952,
9872834918.

EDUCATION

EDUCATION

EDUCATION

EDUCATION

CONCEPTUAL
PHYSICS,
Mathematics
(JEE-MAINS,
Advanced) by Holistically Freaking
Experts (Teachers by Choice),
Physics:- Pawan Kumar (P.K. Sir),
(Ex-Sr. Faculty-Bansal Classes).
Mathematics:- Vineet Upadhyay
(V.P. Sir) (Ex-Faculty- Career Point
Aakash Institute) 99156-69385,
89686-65229

PHYSICS/ Chemistry, NCERT, IIT,
AIPMT Experienced Doctorate
faculty of IIT Delhi, Pay after
satisfaction. 98551-11219.

+1, +2, B.Com Coaching Sector41D,
Accounts,
Economics,
Business by (CA, CS Vidushi, Shri
Ram College of Commerce, London
School of Economics UK Passout)
Produced AIR-5 in 12th CBSE 2017,
Contact:
Vidushi
Commerce
Classes. 9988457457.

EXPERT Coaching in Economics
for 11th and 12th at Grammar Smart
School, Dhakoli, 9530902938,
9877702163.

HOME Tuitions for all Classes/
Subjects by Experienced Teachers
Contact Shine Tutorial 8146239769
Tutor Welcome.
HOME Tuition Maths/ Science 7th
to 10th Class by B.Sc, B.Ed,
experienced Teacher Contact:
7696232454
MIGLANI Commerce home tuition
Accounts, Economics, Business
Study, Maths for +1, +2. Mob:
98729-73319.
CHEMISTRY Group & Home
Tuitions for +1, +2, JEE/ NEET
Panchkula, Chandigarh, Mohali.
Contact: 9855420328.
CBSE/ICSE Tuitions for 6th-10th
Class (Maths/Science), Sec-24D,
Chandigarh. Experienced lady tutor.
9465225660.
HOME Tutors Available for All
Classes/ Subjects in Panchkula/
Chandigarh/ Mohali 73476-53830
(Tutors Welcome) Vigour Education.

COMMERCE
Home/
Group
Tuition +1, +2, (CBSE/ICSE/NIOS)
Accounts,
Economics,
Maths,
Business.
9855042535,
9876390450
ACCOUNTS Economics +1, +2,
B.Com, Home Tuition Chandigarh,
Mohali. Guaranteed Satisfaction,
(13
years),
Pushpender.
8427273894.
EXCELLENT
Coaching
for
Mathematics, +1, +2, Science,
Maths , 9th, 10th, in Phase-3A,
Mohali. 99151-01921.

MATHEMATICS and Physics 6th
to 12th CBSE/ ICSE BBA, BCA,
MCA, engineering maths. Sector53, (9876818283).
PHYSICS (9896701044), Chemistry (9041256907) Mathematics
(7009701574)
(CBSE/
ICSE/)
Home/ Group Tuitions (10th- 12th,
JEE, NEET) SEC-34.
EXPERT tuitions for all subjects
+1, +2, B.Com, BBA, BA, MBA,
M.Com in small batches, sector-15A
Chandigarh. 9872991185

CHEMISTRY (NCERT/ JEE/ NEET)
Sector 21 Chandigarh & Phase 11
Mohali, Excellent results 2018
boards (5 students scored above
90%) 9417185881.

HOME Tuitions 9th, 10th, +1, +2,
NIOS, BBA, B.Com, BA, MBA,
Accounts.
Reasonable
fees,
9592011001.

HOME TUITIONS / tutors available
(female/ male) all classes / subjects
Chandigarh/ Mohali/ Panchkula.
Impact Creators: 87290-15647
(tutors welcome)

HOME/ Group Tuitions and Tutors are available for all classes/
subjects. Devikas tutorials since
1995 call:-9872438079, Tutors Welcome.

PHYSICS Home/ Group Classes
for JEE (Main/ Advanced), NEET,
AIIMS preparing Students. Ranvijay
Sir. 7814997347

HOME Tuition 9, 10 (Maths,
Science) 11, 12 Maths (NCERT) 22
Years
Experience
Professor
9872662386.

HOME Tuitions upto 10 (Maths,
Science, Olympiads) +1, +2
(Chemistry, Biology) Qualified
Female Tutor 9815891571.
RESULT oriented home Tutors
available all classes subjects
Reasonable Fee contact Anand
Tutorials
7307203050,
9888407884.

ENGLISH SPEAKING
IELTS MBA coaching English
speaking grammar, personality development academics +1, +2, special batches on Saturday. Sunday
3036/44-D, Chandigarh. 9876440363, 0172-2663036 www.ritaenglishacademy.com
WEAK In English Speaking and
Grammar. Don't Worry, Join
Hpsa,SCO 653, Sector 70, Mohali.
Call:7087867050
SPEAK English fluently like
foreigner.
accent
training,
pronunciation improvement, public
speaking. Home tuition only. 8427812846.
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EDUCATION
TUITION & TUTORIALS
GANPATI Tutorials Excellent
home tutors for all Classes/
Subjects/ Areas. 9815504171 Mrs.
Kakkar (Tutors Welcome).
HOME tuition available for all
classes/ subjects, Chandigarh, mohali, Panchkula. Udit Education
88473-59112 (tutors welcome).
CHEMISTRY Home Tuition by
Anil Sir 7 yr experience, +1, +2,
CBSE/JEE/PMT. 9780192054.
RESULT oriented Female/Male
Home Tutor Available any Subject/
Class/Board,
Graduate,
Post
Gradaute. Chandigarh, Mohali,
Kharar. 81949-15252.
HOME tuitions for 9th, 10th Maths, Science. 11th, 12th Maths,
Physics. Experienced. Contact:
8360754669, Tutor Welcome.
HOME
tuitions
9th,
10th,
Mathematics, Science experienced
Sanjeev Sir. 8558972896, +1, +2,
IIT, B.Tech, Result 95% Professor
Tyagi. 9501243740.
PHYSICS (Home Tuitions) For XI,
XII (CBSE/ ICSE). 18 Yrs. Experience. Only Chandigarh, Mohali Parents May Call. Fee: 8000/- Monthly.
Contact: 7347552553.
MATHEMATICS
Home-Tuition
10th, +1, +2, JEE MAIN Advance
B.Sc, Well Experience M.Sc (Maths)
7973351740, 9888931974
EXCELLENT
Home/
Group
Tuitions. All Classes/ Subjects,
Spoken English, French, Hobbies,
Tricity
7986747767.
Tutors
Welcome

ADMISSIONS
PHD, LLB, LLM, Pharmacy,
B.Tech., M.Tech., Engineering
Diploma, BA, MA, B.Com., M.Com.,
BBA, MBA, BCA, MCA, B.Lib, M.Lib,
BP.Ed., MP.Ed., 10th, +2, Late
Evening/Holiday
classes
for
Government/private
employees.
Other University Dropouts can
continue. Call: Kumar Associates:
9915755221, 9779855221.
10TH, 12th, BA, MA, Electrical,
Plumber, Welder, Mechnical, Cooking, Nannycare, fee 700 gap students contact Softech Mohali
9988237136

COACHING
PHYSICS Helpline XI, XII. Small
batches or Individual tuitions free
trials Phase 10, Mohali. Home
Tuition Mohali, Chandigarh nearby
Sectors only. 97804-45478.

ON WEDNESDAY htclassifieds
ASTROLOGY

ALUMINIUM FABRICATION

TOUR & TRAVEL

FIBRE GLASS

SEEMAA Singh, a prominent face
on T.V. Offers accurate remedies.
www.seemaaastrologer.com.
Appointments:
7696134636;
7696267152

ALUMINIUM Glazing, Doors,
Window, Partitions, False ceiling,
Vertical Blind etc. Sharma Decor,
9872867613

GOA Trip Rs. 11999/- 7 Days, Boat
Trip 4 Hours, 16 Activities, North/
South / Old Goa, Accommodation,
Fair, 450 Old Mummy Body. Punia's
79730-59762, 79730-51853.

TICKETING/RESERVATIONS

SINCE 1983 manufacturers of
Fibreglass, polycarbonate Domes,
Sheets, Canopy, Awning, Doors,
Dustbins, Play Equipment, Tank Lining, Poly Process Engineers, 131,
Industrial Area- I, Chandigarh.
5075291/ 98140-87932.

THAKURAL
Travels:
Best
Discounted Airtickets, Package
Tours Contact: 38-39, Sector 17A,
Chandigarh.
0172-5007863/
5007864.

MANUFACTURERS of Car Shed,
Polycarbonate,
Fiber
Domes,
Cannopies, khaprail, FRP Rooms
Contact 98725-29096.

MANISHA Astrologer (Post Graduate) Expert Solving Infertility Issues by God Grace. Marriage
Health, Child Education, Legal and
Others Issuee. 94174-04054.

JCB 4DX/ 4WD Nov. 2016 Model,
good condition for sale. Kindly
contact: 9316007807, 8427706348.

PEST CONTROL

IMMIGRATION
AUSTRALIA Schooling Visa, after
10th send your child for schooling at
Australia, NO-IELTS, for details
contact G3 Overseas Consultant
8427008602

SUNSHINE Pest Control Excellent Work, Reasonable Rates, Shop
No. 189 Sector -70, Mohali. 01724011364, 9914617766.
DEEMAK, Cockroaches, Mosquitoes control with Bayer India-smelless chemicals at reasonable rate. 35
years experience. All clean pest
control.
93161-34897,
9872501485.

MATHEMATICS +1, +2 (Non-Medical & Commerce) in Simplified way
in Sector-35, Chandigarh, One
Week Free Demo. 9814711682.

COOKERY CLASS

INTERIOR DECORATION

LEARN cooking and Baking,
party snacks, salads, chinese,
tandoori, South Indian, Italian,
Continental, Cakes 9417684502

UNIQUE Interiors and Renovation
Work Specialist: Modular kitchen,
Cupboard, Wooden, Paint, POP,
Plumbing, Electrical, Civil works,
Labour job with Material. 9872572926, 81463-68430.

FOREIGN LANGUAGES

MACHINERY /
TOOLS & PLANTS

DEEMAK,
Cockroaches,
Mosquitos, Rats, Lizards control
with
Bayer
India,
Smelless
Chemicals at reasonable rate.
99880-93138.

J.S Pest Control Pvt. Ltd.
(member IPCA Since 1986) Bayer
Products. 393/37-D, Chandigarh
0172-4637099, 4636088, 9876051133, 9915551155.

REGULAR
and
customized
classes for Spanish, Italian, Dutch,
Portuguese, French, Norwegian,
Japanese and other language. Epitome
language
services
9876002020, 01724043122
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ALUMINIUM FABRICATION
SETHI Aluminium fabricator, Partition, wall paper, ceiling blinds,
sheds, cupboards, curtains, multiple
flooring, renovation 9815716824

STUDY/ Tourist visa for Australia,
Canada, Germany, Finland, New
Zealand,
Serbia,
Singapore,
Hungry, Malta, Denmark, Norway,
Italy, Latvia, South Korea, USA, UK
etc,
contact
G3
Overseas
Consultant 8427008602.
SERBIA STUDY VISA without
IELTS, minimum 10th pass, gap
excepted, maximum age 35 years
contact : G3 Overseas Consultant
8427008602
BEAUTIFUL Dubai Visa Rs. 6200,
Singapore 3200, Malaysia 2800,
Thailand
Free,
Saiglobal
Consultancy
Chandigarh.
9041068379
EXPRESS Entry 2019 - over
20,000 invitations to apply for
CANADA.
Call
8284882225,
9464436679.

TOUR & TRAVEL
THAKURAL
Travels:
Best
Discounted Airtickets, Package
Tours, Tourist Visa Guidance
Contact:
66-67,
Sector
8C,
Chandigarh.
0172-5007860/
5007861/ 5007862, 9988998050.

CONVEYANCE &
CAR ON HIRE
REHMAT Travels ChandigarhDelhi 2199/ Delhi-Chandigarh 1999/
Innova 3499/ Tour Package available. 8699951267, 9463651267.
ALL kinds of rental cabs and experience Drivers are available
contact Devikas:- 9872438079

CAR FOR SALE
OFFERS are invited by 13.04.19
for Skoda Superb Petrol Model
2011, Tata Sumo Grand Diesel
Model 2010, Tata Sumo Diesel
Model 2012, and Chevrolet Tavera
Diesel Model 2010 in as where is
condition Available for inspection at
House No. 1131, Sector 33-C,
Chandigarh.
2012 Toyota Fortuner, 4X4
Manual, top Model, total all original,
new tyre, full insurance, 7009045042,

FOR SALE

MEDICAL
ACCUPRESSURE Highly effective treatment for cervical, migrane,
slip disc, scatica pain, house
visit.8847275105, 9779092009.
CONTACT for Massage and
Physiotherapy at Home service.
8054816684.

HEALTH & PHYSICAL FITNESS
WEIGHT LOSS By Fat Loss. 15
Year Old Successful Program. Over
15000 Satisfied Clients. Trusted by
Bollywood Celebrities. No Gym/
Surgery/
Supplements.
Unbelievable Results. Panchkula
9814013579
WORLD Class Yoga Stretching
Just 1000 Rs per Session from Gold
Medalist Yog Guru. 9855555619
YOGA
SPECIALIST,
Stress
Management,
Weight
loose,
Backache, Kneepaine, diseases
management. Vishal 9780025020
(B.Ed, MA Yoga).

PRIMARY School winding up
operations selling school furniture.
255-A, Dashmesh Nagar (near post
office)
Naya
Gaon.
Ph:
9814009610.

BUSINESS
BUSINESS

LOAN / FINANCE

FRANCHISE Opportunity. Start
Diet based Weight Loss Centre in All
Major Cities of North India. 10-15
Lacs
Investment.
Handsome
Earnings. Contact Zonal Franchisor
9814013579.

CONTACT for all Kind of Loan,
Life Insurance, Vehicle Insurance.
Health Insurance, and investment.
7814395797.

PACKERS & MOVERS
SUNRISE
Packers
MoversHousehold goods, office industrial,
Packing,
Loading,
Unloading,
Transportation, Local Shifting. All
India. 98154-02243, 98156-02242

ACCOUNTING SERVICES
PART/ Pending Accounts, GST
registration & Returns ITR Filling &
Investments,
office
Zirakpur
9501431716, 9501644194.

EX Serviceman Packers & Movers
Household Tricity All India shifting
uploading
Transport.
Call
9914224303, 9779844825.

ACCOUNTING
SERVICE-For
IncomeTax, TDS, GST Return &
Compliance, VAT Assessment,
Part/Pending Accounting work.
9877467025

HEMKUNT Packers & Movers,
Local shifting services & all over
India services Chandigarh: 9465588772, 98724-20061

GST Registration, GST returns,
all types of Business Accounting,
ITR's, Tally/ Accounts Training with
9888389367

ADVTG. & MKTG.

DETECTIVE & SECURITY
SERVICES

AUTHORISED
Advertisement
booking Agency: all Newspaper/
Radio/ TV. Parizwing: Showroom65, Sector 20-C, Chandigarh.
98885-16234
FOR Advertisement in all newspapers call Atul Arora 98150-43655
Doorstep service. No extra charges.

COMPUTER SOFTWARE
CUSTOMIZED offline/ online/
Cloud based Software/ Mobile app,
web app. Pharma, Manufacturing,
Schools, Hospitals, Hotel, Restaurants and all types of shops, Real Estates,(Tally, Busy, Marg & Logics
software integration), Expertise in
Multi location. 20+ years experience. 99880-80555, 97805-53149

AUTHENTIC Private investigations and detective services.
Chanakya SCO-409, Sector-35C,
Chandigarh.
+91-98147-10789,
0172-5014789.

ASTROLOGY
ASTROLOGY provides peace of
mind, prosperity besides solving
your problems, for your Astrological
Problems Consult- Rajiv at "The
Destiny" 9815599555 by appointment only please.
KUBERJI
SHASTRI
Lovemarriage, Vasikaran, Grehklesh,
Sotan-Dushman, Children, Solution
for All Problem. Kothi 206 Phase 3BI
Mohali. 7340794938
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SU
UBSI
IDY
SOLAR POWER PLANT

PYRAMID POWER ELECTRONICS

Since 1998

477, INDL. AREA, PHASE - I, PANCHKULA

M: 9814666909, 9041084909, 9814446909
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AMRITSAR
After #MeToo, now a lot more
people will be alert, says Dino LANGUAGE
NO BAR!
W

PHOTO:
AALOK
SONI/HT

PHOTO:
SARANG
GUPTA/HT

lockwise from top
h Alia Bhatt, Amitabh
ht)
chhchan and SJ Suryah,
Ajay Devgn
A

Shreya Mukherjee

hile many people felt
that the #MeToo
movement was the
need of the hour,
others expressed hope that it
will bring about a positive
change. Model-turned-actor
Dino Morea voices the same
opinion. He expresses his
shock on how some people in
the entertainment industry
had to go through a lot of tough
time when they were
struggling to find a foothold.
“I was shocked when these
stories started coming out one
after the other. Many actors,
and even models, spoke about
things that many of us did not
know about. Good the #MeToo
movement happened, good so
many people showed courage
and got support,” he says.
Dino feels that this will alert
the upcoming actors and
models. “The younger
generation who are also
thinking of making a career in
various fields will now be a
little more alert. They would
know where to draw the line
and how to make sure they are
safe,” adds the actor.
When asked whether he
had to ever face sexual
exploitation, Dino says,
“Thankfully nothing like this
happened to me except for
some indirect indications here
and there, but I made sure that
I do not fall into the trap.”
Apart from being an actor,
Dino also runs his own
business. So how does he make

Dino Morea
feels the
#MeToo
movement will
help industry
newcomers
draw the line to
ensure their
safety

Shahid Kapoor
(left) and
Akshay Kumar
in 2.0 (right)
PHOTO: IANS

The movement of actors and other talent between
the Hindi and south Indian film industries seems to be
a growing trend. Experts call it a ‘healthy’ exchange
sure that his employees feel
safe at work and proper
decorum is maintained?
“Right now we have a small
team but yes we do make sure
that we maintain a healthy
work environment. If there’s

an issue we try and solve it in a
way that it is beneficial for
everyone. Be it at home, on the
go or at work, I feel respecting
each other is very important,”
he adds.
n

shreya.mukherjee@htlive.com

STOP PRESS
CHRIS WOULD ‘LOVE TO’
PLAY JAMES BOND

him a perfect candidate.
He said: “I don’t think you’ll
ever meet anyone who doesn’t
want to have a crack at James
Bond. I’d love to do it. But that’s
up to so many elements and is
way beyond myself. It’s
something that the whole crew
agree on, and it has to be a very
organic decision from them.
There are a lot of brilliant
people who can tackle that one.

hris Hemsworth has
revealed that he would
“love to” play fictional spy
James Bond after actor Daniel
Craig quits. The actor expressed
his interest in the role after a
publication pointed out his
critically acclaimed
performance as British Formula
One driver James Hunt made

C

IANS

Prashant Singh
ollywood has always
shared a special
equation with south
Indian film industries,
and vice versa. But it’s
interesting to see the
frequency with which the
mutual exchange of talents
has been taking place lately. A
fresh case in point being: Alia
Bhatt and Ajay Devgn will be
seen in SS Rajamouli’s RRR
that has Jr NTR and Ram
Charan in lead roles. Apart
from that, Amitabh Bachchan
is currently busy with
Tamilvanan’s Tamil-Hindi
bilingual, Tera Yaar Hoon
Main also starring SJ Suryah
and Ramya Krishnan.

B

GET, SET, GO
Chris Hemsworth
PHOTO: INSTAGRAM/CHRISHEMSWORTH

The list continues. Akshay
Kumar will soon start
shooting for Laxmi, the
remake of a Tamil horror film

Kanchana, which will be
directed by the original
director Raghava Lawrence,
who also played the lead in the
Tamil hit. Shraddha Kapoor
has almost wrapped up Saaho,
a Tamil-Telugu and Hindi
trilingual that’s being written
and directed by Sujeeth. Also,
Shahid Kapoor-starrer Kabir
Singh is a remake of Telugu hit
Arjun Reddy, which has been
helmed by the original
director, Sandeep Reddy
Vanga. Plus, Kangana Ranaut

COMING SOON: THE
BIG REMAKES
The coming days seem packed
with a plethora of Hindi films
being remade in south Indian
languages and vice versa.
Producer Boney Kapoor is busy
with the Tamil remake of Pink

is set to portray former Tamil
Nadu chief minister, J
Jayalalithaa, in director
Vijay’s Tamil and Hindi films,
respectively titled Thalaivi
and Jaya.
“It’s fantastic,” says
Shankar, the director of Robot
and 2.0, whose films starred
Aishwarya Rai Bachchan and
Akshay Kumar respectively.
“I have always roped in
costume designers and hair
stylists besides other technical
crew and actors from Mumbai.
(2016), and will also remake
Badhaai Ho in four south
Indian languages. He will also
collaborate with producer Dil
Raju for the remake of F2 —
Fun and Frustration in Hindi.
Reportedly, Neeraj Pandey is
set to remake the 2016
Malayalam hit, Puthiya
Niyamam, and Madhu

Shraddha Kapoor (top left),
SS Rajamouli (top) and
Shankar (above)
In the coming days, it won’t be
about north, south, India and
even US, UK or Europe. That
also broadens our horizons,”
he adds. Of late, actors such as
Sonakshi Sinha, Vidya Balan
and Radhika Apte have also
worked in south Indian films.

FROM SOUTH,
WITH LOVE
Interestingly, the coming days
will also see South Indian
actor Sudeep starring
alongside Salman Khan in
Prabhudheva-directed
Dabangg 3. Also, Pranitha
Manthena will back the Hindi
remake of SS Rajamouli’s
Magadheera. Suniel Shetty’s
son Ahan will make his
Bollywood debut with the
remake of Telugu hit, RX 100.
Ekta Kapoor, too, has
apparently bagged the
remake rights of the Kannada
film, U Turn.

n

Loveforcricketbeganafterwatching
mybrotherplay:SmritiMandhana

Siblings Taapsee
and Shagun
Pannu constantly
argue, but admit
they can’t live
without each
other

Shreya Mukherjee

PHOTOS: INSTAGRAM/
SHAGUNPANNU

hen ICC ODI batting
ranking announced
Smriti Mandhana as
world number one in women’s
cricket leaving behind
Australians Ellyse Perry and
Meg Lanning, it was definitely
a proud moment. And, the first
thing Smriti did was call her
family. “My parents were
super-excited, but my brother
(Shravan Mandhana) started
pulling my leg. He was like
“arrey tujhe kaise mil gaya
world no 1, nahin ho sakta
yaar….,” laughs the 22-yearold as she narrates the
incident. Such is the kind of
relationship that this sibling
duo share with each other. We
caught up with the cricketer
recently who credits her
brother for her success.
Not many know that
Smriti’s love for cricket began
while watching her brother
play. In fact, she picked up her
batting style from him. They
are both left-handed batsmen.
Though he stopped playing
midway, Smriti continued
chasing her dream and today,
she credits her success to her
brother, Shravan.
“More than anything else,
he is interested in the number
of sixes I have hit. He is
fascinated by sixes… I started
playing at the age of five and I
still remember how I would
watch him bat closely and
would look forward to him
bowling to me. There was a
time when he had a good
number of cricket balls that he
won given his good
performances in various
tournaments, while I did not
have any. And those balls are
really special as they are
signed by seniors and popular

W

cricketers. But he would
happily share those balls with
me so that I could continue
practising,” says the cricketer,
who recently led India in T20
series against England.
Ask how Shravan reacts
when people come up to her for
photos, Smriti says, “He never
gets jealous or awkward when
people ask me for pictures
when we are out. Had the
scenario been opposite, it
wouldn’t have been easy for
me since, since I have always
been a cry baby.”
Coming to the other half
of this duo, Shravan, 26,
too, only has good things
to say about his little
sister. “She always had it
in her to make it big,” he
says, before adding on a
lighter note, “Smriti is
that typical younger
sister who keeps irritating
me. I just wonder when
will she grow up.”
Ask Smriti one quality of
her brother that irks her and
she says, “He bothers me all
the time. If I am watching TV,
then he wants the remote at
that very moment. There are
times when I get back home
after a long tour and if I’m
trying to play the keyboard, he
also wants to play it at that
very moment (laughs).”
Shravan, who runs a cricket
coaching academy in Sangli,
Maharashtra, further shares
how the duo would often head
for long drives and watch
movies. “It’s mandatory that
we spend quality time with
each other. We are best
friends. There can be things
that our parents might not
know about us but there’s
nothing that we don’t know
about each other,” he adds.
n

shreya.mukherjee@htlive.com

bhash will make her Hindi
but with Ajay Devgn in
huj: The Pride Of India that
so stars Rana Daggubati.
kewise, Keerthy Suresh is set
work with Ajay in Amit
w
ha
h
arma’s yet-untitled next.
Kab
K
bir Khan’s ’83 will have R
Bad
dree and Jiiva making their
Bolllywood debuts. Besides, the
ecently-released Milan
e
alkies had Shraddha Srinath
making her Hindi debut.
“It’s a very healthy
henomenon. After all, we are
h
lll from one country and I
ho
onestly feel that lines got
bllurred long back,” says trade
an
nalyst Taran Adarsh, adding.
“A
A genius will be a genius
regardless of the language he is
working in. Technically, such
exchange of talents always
brings in a fresh perspective.”
In the past, a number of big
names from south Indian film
industries such as
Vyjayanthimala, Hema Malini,
Rajinikanth, Kamal Haasan,
Jaya Prada and Sridevi have
made their mark. Even
directors like D Ramanaidu, K
Balachander and LV Prasad
have won over Hindi box office,
in the past.
Actors, on their part, are
“more than enthused” with
north-south partnerships. As
Alia — who plays Sita in RRR
— puts it, “Working with
Rajamouli sir is a big tick off
my bucket list. And working
alongside Ram Charan and Jr
NTR is an absolute honour. I
am also very excited about the
experience of working in the
south for the first time.” On the
other hand, Baahubali star
Prabhas is very impressed with
his “very dedicated” co-star,
Shraddha. “She is the best
choice for the role,” he says.

Smriti Mandhana
and Shravan
Mandhana
PHOTO: INSTAGRAM/
SHRAVAN_MANDHANA

prashant.singh@htlive.com

Taapsee and
Shagun...
Tom and Jerry!

On World Siblings Day, the sisters
reveal they are like any other siblings
— quarrelling but very close
Rishabh Suri
ctor Taapsee Pannu and
her younger sister Shagun
are the quintessential
sister duo. They fight and hurt
each other (quite literally!), get
into arguments often, but can’t
live without each other. We got
in touch with them on World
Siblings Day today, and they
were more than ready to spill
the beans about each other!
Taapsee reveals she made it
a point that her sister stays
with her, whichever city she
decides to settle in for work.
“We are partners in all
decisions, and stick by each
other. We used to stay with our
parents in Delhi, and now we
are together in Mumbai. She
was my partner when I left
Delhi and went to Hyderabad,
and then to Mumbai. We are
always on the same page about
everything. Shagun now runs a
wedding planning company
which I had started with a very
close friend,” she says.
Shagun agrees. “I got a job in
Hyderabad, then when she
shifted to Mumbai we started

A

More than anything else, Shravan is interested in the
number of sixes I have hit. I started playing at the age of
five and I still remember how I would watch him bat
closely and would look forward to him bowling to me.
SMRITI MANDHANA, CRICKETER

the wedding planning thing.
She was always sure she wants
me around, and is the
protective big sister. It’s getting
worse every year!” she jokes.

‘WE STOPPED
FIGHTING AFTER…’
While they argue about things,
the physical fights Taapsee and
Shagun used to have stopped
after an unfortunate incident.
Taapsee reveals, “I remember
that day. We fought physically
with each other too. We were
fighting over a desktop game
that was new in the house. I
banged her head on the desktop
table. The moment I did that, I
realised something was really
wrong. I hugged her... I could
feel she was in pain. There was
a huge cut on her eyebrow. The
shirt I was wearing was full of
blood. I froze seeing that, and
was in that spot till she
returned after getting the
wound stitched.”

ONE KEEPS THE
OTHER GROUNDED
Shagun says, “Once, there was
an annual race in school, and

she’d been preparing for it the
whole year. We were going
back home three days before
the race. I was participating in
a drill for kids. There was this
big ball I would carry to school
everyday. I dropped it from the
auto we were travelling in, and
started crying ‘I won’t be able
to participate’. She rushed on
the road to get it. In the process,
she hurt herself and couldn’t
win the race.”
Shagun adds Taapsee’s a

‘sore loser’! “I heard her
talking about it to someone
recently, saying she lost the
race because of me. If she
doesn’t win, she gets angry
with herself,” she laughs.
But Taapsee feels Shagun
has a big hand in keeping her
grounded. “Shagun’s my
reality check. Whenever I feel I
am on top of the world, she’s
the one who gives me a check,”
Taapsee adds.
n

rishabh.suri@htlive.com
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DAILY HOROSCOPE

Someone may go out of his or her way to do
your bidding. Your professional image may
suffer as seniors may not be happy with
your performance on the work front.
Focussing on investments will help you
strike rich. You will manage to nip a
medical problem in the bud and save
ARIES
yourself
from problems.
(MAR 21 - APR 20)
Lucky Number: 17 Lucky Colour: Orange
You may remain satisfied with the way things
are going personally and professionally. Your
opinions in an important seminar or
meeting may add to your prestige at
work. Some misunderstanding may take
an ugly turn on the love front. You need
to be careful about where you put your
money. Health may cause concern.

SAGITTARIUS

LEO
(JULY 23 - AUG 23)

There is a chance of something getting
cancelled at the last moment. You always
manage to get the wrong end of the stick
and suffer. Differences with lover can
crop up on the romantic front. Your
concern for someone will be touching.
Chance of going on a vacation with
TAURUS
family
is indicated and will be lots of fun.
(APR 21 - MAY 20)
Lucky Number: 11 Colour: Baby Pink

Lucky Number: 22 Lucky Colour: Violet

DIFFICULTY LEVEL

GEMINI
(MAY 21 - JUN 21)

Charlie Hunnam: The actor, known for films such
as King Arthur: Legend of the Sword (2017),
Papillon (2017), Pacific Rim (2013), and the recent
web movie Triple Frontier, turns 39 today.

You are likely to have an enjoyable time at home
in the company of friends and relations.
Someone is out to impress you on the
romantic front. Some of you can plan a
joint family outing. You may need to
think of a workplace problem from a
different angle. Avoid lending money to
anyone as it may not be returned.
Lucky Number: 5 Lucky Colour: Green

Changing equation with a family member may
disturb peace of mind. Your intelligence will
be on display as you tackle complicated
workplace issues. You are neither likely to
indulge in wasteful expenditure
yourself, nor let anyone else do the
same. Make forgive and forget your
motto to gain peace and tranquillity.

VIRGO
(AUG 24 - SEPT 23)

Lucky Number: 8 Lucky Colour: White

Even your best efforts may not be able to
convince seniors at the workplace. You will
manage to bring positive changes in your
mental make-up for better relationship
with others. An initiative taken on the
academic front is likely to favour you.
Encouraging results can be expected by
bringing changes on the health front.

SUDOKU

Astrologer Prem Kumar Sharma can be contacted at: Delhi: 91-11-26449898,
26489899 (Sat to Mon): Panchkula: 91-172-2562832, 2572874 (Tues to Thurs);
Mumbai: 09223376963 (Last week of every month)

This is the time to get all the help you can on
the academic front. You are likely to offend a
family member by you incorrigible ways.
Whining and wallowing in self pity may
not cut ice with the ones you want to
gain sympathy from. Lover’s support
motivates you to take up the challenges
that have been disturbing you.

Lucky Number: 9 Colour: Magenta

(NOV 23 - DEC 21)
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Lucky Number: 3 Lucky Colour: Yellow

Luck finally smiles on you on the personal front
and at work. Your efforts at work come in
from praise. Those trying to switch jobs
can find a lucrative opening. Those in
uniform get a posting of their choice.
Achievements can elate parents and the
family. You will manage to keep the
CAPRICORN
interest alive of the one attracted to you!
(DEC 22 - JAN 21)
Lucky Number: 1 Lucky Colour: Light Red

AQUARIUS
(JAN 22 - FEB 19)

LIBRA
(SEPT 24 - OCT 23)

Things pending for long need to be completed
before they come to the notice of higher
ups. Something said in jest offends lover.
You can gloss over mistakes in your rush
to submit an important assignment.
Don’t lend money to anyone you think is
unreliable. Your guidance on the health
front is likely to benefit someone.
Lucky Number: 18 Lucky Colour: Brown

CALVIN AND HOBBES

This is a good day to ask the boss for a favour.
Someone may help you in getting a new
venture on the tracks. True happiness lies
on the family front, as you will feel loved
and wanted. Someone you never
noticed before may begin to attract you
in
a romantic way! You can find official
CANCER
travelling a bit cumbersome.
(JUNE 22 - JULY 22)
Lucky Number: 2 Lucky Colour: Cream
There is a need to complete all your pending
work urgently. Your tendency to merge in
the background and preferring whispers
to clear speech makes you a suspect. So
you need to be at your convincing best
at home to remove a misunderstanding
in a parent’s mind. Romance is not a
priority right now.

This is an excellent time to put your ideas into
practice. A renewed interest in fitness finds
you in the prime of your health. Good
earning will find you in a comfortable
monetary situation. Expressing romantic
feelings and exchanging sweet nothings
will prove fulfilling. Things move as per
PISCES
plans on the professional front.
(FEB 20 - MAR 20)
Lucky Number: 7 Colour: Silver Grey

Bill Watterson

MOVIES ON TV
HBO
1115 Stuart Little 2
1239 A Quiet Place
1405 Geostorm
1600 The Hangover
1746 Iron Man 2
2000 2012
2258 Inception

MATHDOKU

Fill in all the squares in the grid so that each row, column and
each of the 9X9 squares contains all the digits from 1 to 9.

SONY PIX
1035 Son of The Mask
1238 Batman V Superman:
Dawn of Justice
1527 Final Destination 3
1725 The Final Destination
1900 King Kong
2300 Sully

DID YOU KNOW?
For her acting debut, Sonali Bendre was
cast opposite Arbaaz Khan in a movie
that was to be directed by Sohail Khan.
The project was never made.

STAR MOVIES
1039 Cloudy With A Chance
of Meatballs 2
1227 Avengers: Infinity War
1510 Ice Age: The Meltdown
1652 Charlie’s Angels
1848 Undisputed
2050 War For The Planet of
The Apes

SCRAMBLE - 3051
Solve the four anagrams and move one letter to each square to
form four ordinary words

BDAEO
B G I OT
AE RYLL
IIVYFV

SCRAMBLE SOLUTION: Abode/adobe, bigot, really, vivify
ANSWER: To fail to love is not to exist at all.
- Mark Van Doren

Rishabh Suri

uality, and not quantity,
has been at the focus of
actor Shefali Shah’s
approach to work. She has
done only over a dozen films in
a career spanning 24 years.
However, of late, she’s been
busy — Shefali starred in a
web film and headlined the
acclaimed series Delhi Crime.
Have her considerations
while choosing a project
undergone a change in all these
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years? “It has been the same. If
anything, I am very lucky that I
don’t have a very lengthy
resume. The kind of work I
have on it, I am very proud of it,
whether it was Monsoon
Wedding (2001), Gandhi, My
Father, The Last Lear (2007)…
It’s the story, director and the
role, and I don’t mean just
length — those are my
criteria,” she says.
Has the success of Delhi
Crime meant more offers? “I
did Delhi Crime one and a half
years ago. Since then, I have
been offered stuff, and I kept
looking at it in comparison of
the web series,” she says,
sharing what it was that made
her take the series up.
“I knew about the incident
(the 2012 Delhi gang rape) and
all were traumatised. But I
didn’t know this angle at all
about the cops. I got a chance to
stand in the shoes of the real
woman DCP who cracked the
case. There was no reason to
not even consider not doing it,”
she ends.
n

SOLUTION SUDOKU

‘LuckythatI
don’thavea
lengthyresume’

& PICTURES
1114 Heyy Babyy
1401 Raja Hindustani
1735 Train To Busan
2000 Toilet – Ek Prem Katha
2312 Resident Evil
UTV MOVIES
1120 Jaisi Karni Waisi Bharni
1435 Rowdy Baadshah
1745 Krishnarjuna Yudham
2030 Amar Akbar Anthony
ZEE CINEMA
1213 Shaktishali No.1
1505 Raja Hindustani
1811 International Rowdy
2100 Rowdy Rajkumar 2
2354 Revolver Raja

LOOKBACK

SOLUTION MATHDUKU

To ____ ___ _____ is not to exist at all.
- Mark Van Doren (4,2,4)

PHOTO: SARANG
GUPTA/HT

WB
1220 Drillbit Taylor
1403 Striptease
1543 Killer Elite
1736 Ghosts of Girlfriends
Past
1912 Dunkirk
2100 American Assassin

SHOW BUZZ

Now arrange the letters marked with an asterisk (*) to form the
answer to the riddle or to fill in the missing words as indicated.

Shefali Shah
was seen in
the web series
Delhi Crime

SCORPIO
(OCT 24 - NOV 22)

Lucky Number: 4 Lucky Colour: Blue

Place numbers into the puzzle cells so that each row and column contains each of the digits from 1 to 5. No number is to be repeated in any row or
column. Each bold-outlined cells contain a hint of a number and one of the mathematical symbols + x - /. The number is the result of the operation
represented by the symbol to the digits contained.

‘I WASASKED
SIR AAPKA
HAEMOGLOBIN
KYA HAI?’
Anil
Kapoor
says it’s
‘fun’
when
people
ask him
his age

Sangeeta Yadav

e is 62 but can easily
give all the younger
actors a run for their
money. Think of Anil
Kapoor and the first thing
that comes to your mind is
his enviably youthful good
looks. And naturally, the
recurring question that
people ask him is the reason
behind his reverse ageing, to
which he keeps saying that
“everything in me is
natural.” Until recently,
when a fan’s question left
him in splits.
“Kisi ne achcha sawaal
pucha mujhse ki ‘sir aapka
haemoglobin kya hai?’ I said,
‘yeh sawaal toh aaj tak
mujhse kisi ne nahi kiya,”
laughs Anil, adding, “It’s fun
when people ask me my age,
or the secret to my
youthfulness. But I take
everything as fun. You can’t
take it seriously that I look so

H

young. Obviously, I don’t. I
take it with a pinch of salt.”
Despite receiving
unending love and adulation
from his fans, Kapoor prefers
to stay humble. “People have
been kind and very nice to
me. I enjoy when they
compliment me. [In my head]
I know where I stand. I’m not
delusional. I’ve been simple
and normal, unaffected by all
stardom,” he says.
Ask about his fitness
mantra and the actor says his
children — Sonam K Ahuja,
Rhea Kapoor and Harsh
Varrdhan Kapoor inspire
him. “I observe them — what
they are eating and how they
lead a healthy lifestyle.
Sometimes, they tell me to
try something different in my
diet or workout. There is a
healthy banter that goes on
and we don’t leave an
opportunity to pull each
other’s leg, too,” Anil shares,
laughing.

PHOTO: INSTAGRAM/ NEENA_GUPTA

Back to the beginning
Actor Neena Gupta went down memory lane and shared this
picture. “When I auditioned fr phullan devi for shekhar
kapoor.my heart...” (sic), she wrote.

QUOTE HANGER
I’D LIKE TO DO A
ROMANTIC FILM,
BUT I HAVEN’T
FOUND ANYTHING
THAT WORKS
FOR ME.

WORKING WITH
AKSHAY [KUMAR]
IS ALWAYS FUN.
THE BEST PART IS
THAT HE DOESN’T
WASTE TIME.

JOHNABRAHAM,
ACTOR

KAREENA KAPOOR
KHAN, ACTOR

HAVE YOU HEARD?

RGV to make his acting debut
ilmmaker Ram Gopal
Varma will make his acting
debut in his next bilingual
project Cobra, which he’ll
co-direct with Agasthya
Manju. ”Ahem! On the
occasion of my birthday
today, I am debuting as an
actor for the first time in my
career. I wouldn’t mind if you
don’t bless me. Thanks,” he
tweeted on Sunday, along
with the first look poster of
the film. According to the
poster, the film is a biopic
based on “the most

F

Ram Gopal Varma
dangerous criminal ever”
and will see him play an
intelligence officer.
IANS

rishabh.suri@htlive.com
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SOLANGE
BAILS OUT
FROM
COACHELLA
The organisers say the singer had to
drop out from the music festival
because of ‘production delays’

Singer-songwriter
Solange Knowles
was scheduled to
perform at the
festival on April 13
and April 20

merican singersongwriter Solange
Knowles will not be
performing at this year’s
Coachella Valley Music and
Arts Festival 2019. The music
festival shared the news on
Twitter, citing production
delays as the reason for her
pulling out of the event.
“Due to major production
delays, Solange will,
unfortunately, no longer be
performing at this year’s
festival. She sends her sincerest
apologies and looks forward to
performing at Coachella in the
future,” the tweet read.
Solange was scheduled to
perform at the festival on April
13 and April 20. There is no
confirmation as to who will
replace her, reported E! News.
Her Coachella performance
would have taken place just
over a month after the release of
her fourth studio album, When I
Get Home, which dropped on
March 1.
The Cranes In The Sky artist

A

PHOTO: SHUTTERSTOCK

had joined her sister Beyonce
onstage last year, during her
performance. The sister duo
took the stage by fire as they
sang Get Me Bodied.
Despite Solange’s absence
from the festival, which will
definitely come as a piece of bad
news to many of her fans,
Coachella 2019 will still see a ton
of great artists.
Rapper Kanye West revealed
on March 31 that he was
bringing his social mediafamous and star-studded
Sunday Service to the festival.
Musicians Childish Gambino,
Tame Impala, and Ariana
Grande were announced as
headliners, while other
performers include Kid Cudi,
Kacey Musgraves, Janelle
Monae, The 1975, Khalid, J
Balvin, Zedd, Dillon Francis,
among many others.
Coachella will take place over
the next two weekends, April 12
to 14 and April 19 to 21, in Indio,
California.

V

Director Tim Burton PHOTO:
MARIO ANZUONI/REUTERS

Actor Felicity Huffman faces up to 20 years in prison

FELICITY HUFFMAN
FACES UP TO 20
YEARS IN PRISON.
HUFFMAN’S HUSBAND,
WILLIAM H. MACY, IS
NOT CHARGED IN
THE CASE

Can’t wait to play
Black Adam:
Dwayne
roducer-actor Dwayne
Johnson, also known as
The Rock, recently posted
a four-minute video on his
Instagram handle, and
thanked his fans for showing
love towards Shazam!.
“Our SHAZAM! Is the #1
movie in the world. THANK
YOU!” Dwayne captioned it.
He started the video by
saying how he wanted to
deliver his gratitude towards
his fans who made Shazam! a
really big success around the
world. He also said he was
overjoyed to see how the
movie was getting rave
reviews from all quarters.
Dwayne said, “For those
who know about comic books
and who know the mythology
of Shazam know that Shazam
is connected to Black Adam.”
He further went on to add, “I
can’t wait to play Black Adam
because they’re all getting
their a***s kicked when I play
Black Adam. That day of
reckoning is coming for
ANI
everyone.”

P

AS A MOM, CARRIE
IS STILL FIGURING
OUT HER GROOVE

Actor Dwayne Johnson (top) was set to portray Black Adam in
Shazam! (inset), but later, left the project to pursue a Black Adam
PHOTO: KEVIN WINTER/GETTY IMAGES/AFP
solo film
Singer Carrie
Underwood
welcomed her
second child in
January
PHOTO:
ALBERTO E.
RODRIGUEZ/AFP

rammy winner Carrie
Underwood, who is proud
mother to two children,
recently opened up about the
challenges of parenting.
Underwood admits that she’s
“still figuring things out”.
Underwood and husband
Mike Fisher welcomed their
son, Jacob Bryan Fisher, on
January 21 and now the family
of four is trying to adjust with
the newborn. They also have a
4-year-old named Isaiah
Michael Fisher.
The singer said, “He loves it.
He calls Jacob ‘My baby.’
Isaiah apparently goes around
asking, “Where’s my baby?
How’s my baby? I wanna kiss
my baby’.” The American Idol
winner continued about how
Isaiah changed in her eyes
when she came home with
their newborn. She said he
“just seemed like a big boy.”
Although Jacob isn’t
Underwood and Fisher’s first
child, she admits that life
with two kids has been a big
adjustment. “We’re still
figuring out our groove, to be
honest,” she explained, adding,
“I don’t know if we’ll ever
ANI
figure it out.”

G
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Tim raises doubt on
Beetlejuice sequel
eteran filmmaker Tim
Burton has said he has no
clue about the status of
any Beetlejuice sequel,
featuring actor Michael
Keaton. The filmmaker, who
recently directed Keaton in the
reboot of Dumbo, said he is
doubtful if the sequel to the
1988 fantasy-horror will ever
be made.
Burton was asked by USA
Today about the status of the
sequel, to which he replied,
“Nothing, nothing.” Then,
asked if it’s definitely
happening, he said, “I don’t

03

know. I doubt it.”
Rumours of a Beetlejuice
sequel have been doing the
rounds for years now, but
nothing has been finalised yet.
Beetlejuice Goes Hawaiian,
was green-lit after the big
success of the original film, but
never went into production.
In 2015, actor Winona Ryder
had confirmed that a second
film was in the pipeline. There
were also reports of Mike
Vukadinovich being roped in
to write the movie. However,
since 2017, there has been no
PTI
update on the project.

Parineeti gears up
to play Saina Nehwal

PHOTO:GRETCHEN ERTL/REUTERS

Huffman pleadsguiltyin
collegeadmissionsscandal
ollywood actor Felicity
Huffman has pleaded
guilty to using bribery
and other forms of fraud as
part of the college admissions
scandal, federal prosecutors
in Boston said. On Monday,
Huffman, the Desperate
Housewives star, pleaded
guilty to paying $15,000 to a
fake charity associated with
Rick Singer, who ran a college
prep business and
masterminded what
prosecutors called the largest
college admissions cheating
scheme in the US, to facilitate
cheating for her daughter on
the SATs, CNN quoted the
complaint as saying.
Huffman’s husband, the
actor William H. Macy, is not
charged in the case. Huffman

H

I am in full acceptance
of my guilt, and with
deep regret and shame
over what I have done,
I accept responsibility
for my actions.
FELICITY HUFFMAN
ACTOR
and the other accused — 12
other wealthy parents and a
coach — were all charged
with one count of conspiracy
to commit mail fraud and
honest services mail fraud
and have agreed to plead
guilty, the prosecutors said.

Huffman faces up to 20
years in prison. In exchange
for her plea, federal
prosecutors will recommend
incarceration
at the “low end” of the
sentencing range, a $20,000
fine and 12 months of
supervised release. They will
not bring further charges. A
federal judge will have the
final say on the outcome for
Huffman and the other
defendants.
“I am in full acceptance of
my guilt, and with deep regret
and shame over what I have
done, I accept full
responsibility for my actions
and will accept the
consequences that stem from
those actions,” Huffman said.

IANS

arineeti Chopra has been
devoting two hours daily
to watch public
appearance and match footage
videos of Saina Nehwal to get
into the mind of the ace
badminton player.
“I am a visual learner,” says
Parineeti who’ll be portraying
Saina Nehwal in her biopic.
“The most important advice
that I got from my entire
training team, Amole Gupte
sir and everybody was that I

P

must watch Saina’s matches. I
haven’t watched that many
badminton matches and I
really want to play exactly the
way she plays,” she added.
“So, watching her matches
how she drops her foot, how
she uses her hand, how she
uses her racket, her
aggression on the court that is
something that I really want to
imbibe as a part of my
personality,” she said.

IANS
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BUCKWHEAT PANCAKE WITH
LEBANESE COLESLAW
INGREDIENTS
For the pancakes
n Buckwheat flour (250gm)
n Baking powder (3gm)
n Paprika (5gm)
n Yeast (3gm)
n Unsweetened almond milk

(50ml)
n Apple cider vinegar (5ml)

For the Lebanese coleslaw
n Peeled and grated carrot (70gm)
n Chopped cucumber (75gm)
n Chopped red cabbage (50gm)
n Ripe, cubed avocado (75gm)
n Tahini (10gm)
n Sesame seeds (5gm)
n Pink Himalayan salt and black

pepper (2gm)

yeast, almond milk and apple
cider vinegar to a blender or
food processor. Blend until
smooth and set it aside for 5
minutes.
n Prepare the Lebanese coleslaw

by mixing the carrot, cucumber,
red cabbage, avocado, tahini
and sesame seeds. Season the
mix with pink Himalayan salt
and black pepper.
n Heat a non-stick frying pan on a

medium-high flame. Use
around 2-3 tablespoon batter
per pancake and cook for
around 2 minutes (until you see
bubbles forming on its surface)
before flipping. Cook for
another minute before setting
aside on a plate.
n Serve the pancakes by filling

coleslaw in between them.
Recipe by Naresh Chinni,
executive chef, The Drunken
botanist, Gurugram

INSTRUCTIONS
n Add the pancake ingredients,

buckwheat flour, baking
powder, paprika,
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NAVRATRIRECIPES:
ANIMAGINATIVE
TAKEON
BUCKWHEAT
From buckwheat
waffles to upma, here’s
how you can make the
age-old ‘kuttu ka atta’
more delectable

Buckwheat
pancakes are
tasty as well as
easy to make

Akshay Kaushal

e all know that ‘kuttu
ke atta’ or buckwheat
flour is synonymous
to the religious
festival of Navratri, but have
you ever tried buckwheat upma
or waffles? The fruit seed comes
from the plant fagopyrum
esculentum and was originated
in Southeast Asia around six

W

thousand years ago. It is also
used in making a huge range of
delicacies that will satiate your
taste buds. Buckwheat flour
also has several health benefits.
It is rich in protein, fibre, antioxidants and is also gluten-free.
Here are some unique
buckwheat recipes by
professional chefs that will
make you drool for sure!
n

akshay.kaushal@htlive.com

Kuttu ka upma
is perfect for a
light breakfast

KUTTU KA UPMA
add cumin seeds and sauté till
it changes colour.

INGREDIENTS
n Buckwheat flour (1 cup)
n Ghee (1 tablespoon)
n Cumin seeds (1/2 teaspoon)
n Finely chopped green chilli (1)
n Finely chopped ginger (½

inch)
n Potatoes peeled and cut into

small cubes (2 medium-sized)
n Roasted and crushed peanuts

(2 tablespoons)
n Sugar (1 teaspoon)
n Salt to taste
n Chopped fresh coriander

leaves (1 tablespoon)
n Lemon juice (1 teaspoon)
n Lemon wedges to serve

METHOD

n Add green chilli and ginger

and mix, sauté it for a few
seconds. Add potatoes and
sauté for 2-3 minutes or till
the edges of the potatoes
turn crispy.
n Add peanuts and sauté for

about 30 seconds. Add
buckwheat and mix it well,
and then sauté it for 1-2
minutes.
n Add 2 cups of water, sugar

and salt. Mix it well, cover and
cook on a low flame till it’s
fully done.
n Add coriander leaves, lemon

juice and mix it well.
n Serve hot with a lemon

wedge.
From ParaFit Delivers by
Paraj Primlani

n Heat ghee in a non-stick pan,

KUTTU ATTA TART, SAMAK RICE KHEER AND WATERMELON SORBET
INGREDIENTS
n Full cream milk (100ml)
n Samak rice or barnyard millet

(50gm)
n White butter (50gm)
n Sugar (80gm)
n Buckwheat flour (50gm)
n Diced watermelon (150gm)
n Around 20 fresh mint leaves

it like an ice, take it out, add mint
leaves, churn it to make a sorbet
and then freeze it again.
n Mix kuttu atta, sugar, white

butter to form a tart dough.
Allow it to sit for 10 minutes, roll
it and shape it into tart mould.
Preheat the oven at 160 degrees
and then bake at 160 degrees for
8-10 minutes. Allow it to cool and
then demould it.
n Take the non-stick pan, add the

n Orange juice (100ml)
n Mixed dry fruit (almond, cashew,

pista) (30gm)

METHOD
n Take a non-stick pan and heat it

up. Add orange juice, reduce it to
a thick sauce consistency and
then allow it to cool.
n Wash and soak the samak rice for

10-15 minutes.
n Take the watermelon and freeze

milk and allow it to cook till it’s
reduced to half. Add soaked
samak rice to it & cook until done.
Now add the nuts, mix well and
allow it to cool down.
Take the tart, fill it with kheer,
scoop out the watermelon sorbet
and apply orange sauce on the
bottom of the plate. Place the tart
and sorbet to serve.
Parth Bharti, executive chef at
Pikkle

Kuttu atta
tart, samak
rice kheer and
watermelon
sorbet

KUTTU WAFFLE SANDWICH
INGREDIENTS
n Buckwheat flour (1 cup)
n Sugar (1 tablespoon, coconut

sugar can be used as well)
n Sendha namak (½ teaspoon)
n Cinnamon (¼ teaspoon)
n Buttermilk, beaten (see notes

to learn how to make your
own with any kind of milk) (1
¼ cups)
n

Melted butter or coconut oil
(4 tablespoons)

n Boiled potato (100gm)
n Chilli powder (1gm)

METHOD
n Preheat your waffle iron. If

desired, preheat oven to 200
degrees Fahrenheit to keep
waffles warm until you’re
ready to serve.
n In a medium-sized mixing

bowl, whisk together the
buckwheat flour, sugar,
sendha namak, and
cinnamon.

Actor Pooja Hegde
says that she loves
traditional
ensembles,
especially
Kanjivaram

n In a liquid measuring cup or

another bowl, whisk the
buttermilk and melted butter.
Pour the wet mixture into the
dry mixture and stir them
together until there are only a
few small lumps left. Give it a
few more stirs, if you see any
liquid that hasn’t fully
incorporated.

BUCKWHEAT AND FRUIT
GATEAUX SLICE

n Pour batter over the hot

waffle iron plates, close the
iron and cook until the
waffles are barely letting off
steam and are lightly crispy.
Carefully lift the waffle out of
the waffle iron and serve
immediately, or place in the
oven to keep warm. Take a
boiled potato cut into small
pieces and put sendha namak
along with chilli powder over
it.

INGREDIENTS

For garnishing
n Dried slice of Pineapple (1)

n Buckwheat flour (500gm)

n Slices of fruits (50gm)

n Refined oil (10ml)

METHOD

n Sugar (30gm)
n Baking powder (3gm)
n Baking soda (3gm)
n Milkmaid (50ml)

n Make a waffle sandwich and

serve with microgreen and
edible flowers.
Chef Ramesh Rana,
corporate chef, Decode Air
Bar

Kuttu waffle
sandwich is
your way to
crispy breads

IwanttoraidGigi
Hadid’scloset:
PoojaHegde
Supermodel Gigi Hadid
is actor Pooja Hegde’s
favourite when it
comes to fashion PHOTO:
INSTAGRAM/GIGIHADID

n Castor sugar (20gm)
n Butter (80gms)
n Muskmelon (25gm)
n Pineapple (25gm)
n Apple kinnor (25gm)
n Cooking cream (50ml)

Prerna Gauba Sibbal
f you have the passion to turn
your dreams into reality, then
they definitely come true.
Actor Pooja Hegde, who has
bagged many Tollywood films
along with making a mark in
Bollywood, exemplifies this.
The actor, who was the second
runner-up at the Miss Universe
India 2010 competition talks to
us about her love for
Kanjivaram, obsession with
high-waisted pants and her
secret desire of raiding Gigi
Hadid’s closet. Here’s all you
need to know about Pooja
Hegde’s fashion inspirations:

I

Your favourite fashion piece...

buckwheat flour, sugar, oil,
baking powder. Layer it with
reduced milk and milkmaid.
n Add diced fruits and sugar

n Milk (50ml)

Buckwheat and
fruit gateaux
slice is a perfect
dessert to fulfil
your dessert
craving

n Make a sponge cake with

My mother’s Kanjivaram saris
are my favourite. When we are
growing up, we like to
experiment, however, after a
point, we want to go back to our
roots and traditional fabrics.
So, I have evolved, and love
those traditional ensembles
that are inherited pieces. I also
like fusion wear because they
give a younger vibe to a
traditional garment making it
wearable for the younger
generation. For me, the best
fusion wear would be a sari
gown. It gives you a nice shape
and are versatile.

On a casual day what will you been
seen wearing?
I would be wearing shorts and a

Actor Pooja Hegde
says it’s important
to enjoy your
workout
PHOTO: INSTAGRAM/
HEGDEPOOJA

syrup. Dry a slice of pineapple
in oven by sprinkling castor
sugar.
n Bake at 180 degrees for 45

minutes.
By Diwas Wadhera,
executive chef, Crowne
Plaza, Mayur Vihar, Delhi

T-shirt!

A fashion trend you are obsessed
with…
I’m obsessed with high-waisted
pants. These pants give an
illusion of height and longer
legs. I generally love the ’70s
fashion trend and this one is
one of them. You can wear
these pants with a knotted
crop top, a basic shirt tucked in
or even with a basic cropped
top.
Your fashion icon…
Gigi Hadid is my fashion fav! I
would love to raid her closet as
she wears quirky and edgy
clothes, she carries it with
confidence, which I think is the
most important thing.
Is following a diet a crucial part of
your fitness? How do you follow?
I love food too much to go on a
diet. I believe the right diet is
the one that you can follow all
your life because if you leave it
all the fat comes back with
vengeance. I would
recommend going for a
workout that you enjoy doing.
If someone likes dancing, that’s
the right workout for them.
Anything that keeps you
moving and your heart rate
high works according to me.
For me, it’s Pilates. It works on
the entire body and not just one
part. It strengthens the core
and is not hard on the knees so
I love that.
n

prerna.gauba@htlive.com
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After #MeToo, now a lot more
people will be alert, says Dino LANGUAGE
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lockwise from top
h Alia Bhatt, Amitabh
ht)
chhchan and SJ Suryah,
Ajay Devgn
A

Shreya Mukherjee

hile many people felt
that the #MeToo
movement was the
need of the hour,
others expressed hope that it
will bring about a positive
change. Model-turned-actor
Dino Morea voices the same
opinion. He expresses his
shock on how some people in
the entertainment industry
had to go through a lot of tough
time when they were
struggling to find a foothold.
“I was shocked when these
stories started coming out one
after the other. Many actors,
and even models, spoke about
things that many of us did not
know about. Good the #MeToo
movement happened, good so
many people showed courage
and got support,” he says.
Dino feels that this will alert
the upcoming actors and
models. “The younger
generation who are also
thinking of making a career in
various fields will now be a
little more alert. They would
know where to draw the line
and how to make sure they are
safe,” adds the actor.
When asked whether he
had to ever face sexual
exploitation, Dino says,
“Thankfully nothing like this
happened to me except for
some indirect indications here
and there, but I made sure that
I do not fall into the trap.”
Apart from being an actor,
Dino also runs his own
business. So how does he make

Dino Morea
feels the
#MeToo
movement will
help industry
newcomers
draw the line to
ensure their
safety

Shahid Kapoor
(left) and
Akshay Kumar
in 2.0 (right)
PHOTO: IANS

The movement of actors and other talent between
the Hindi and south Indian film industries seems to be
a growing trend. Experts call it a ‘healthy’ exchange
sure that his employees feel
safe at work and proper
decorum is maintained?
“Right now we have a small
team but yes we do make sure
that we maintain a healthy
work environment. If there’s

an issue we try and solve it in a
way that it is beneficial for
everyone. Be it at home, on the
go or at work, I feel respecting
each other is very important,”
he adds.
n

shreya.mukherjee@htlive.com

STOP PRESS
CHRIS WOULD ‘LOVE TO’
PLAY JAMES BOND

him a perfect candidate.
He said: “I don’t think you’ll
ever meet anyone who doesn’t
want to have a crack at James
Bond. I’d love to do it. But that’s
up to so many elements and is
way beyond myself. It’s
something that the whole crew
agree on, and it has to be a very
organic decision from them.
There are a lot of brilliant
people who can tackle that one.

hris Hemsworth has
revealed that he would
“love to” play fictional spy
James Bond after actor Daniel
Craig quits. The actor expressed
his interest in the role after a
publication pointed out his
critically acclaimed
performance as British Formula
One driver James Hunt made

C

IANS

Prashant Singh
ollywood has always
shared a special
equation with south
Indian film industries,
and vice versa. But it’s
interesting to see the
frequency with which the
mutual exchange of talents
has been taking place lately. A
fresh case in point being: Alia
Bhatt and Ajay Devgn will be
seen in SS Rajamouli’s RRR
that has Jr NTR and Ram
Charan in lead roles. Apart
from that, Amitabh Bachchan
is currently busy with
Tamilvanan’s Tamil-Hindi
bilingual, Tera Yaar Hoon
Main also starring SJ Suryah
and Ramya Krishnan.

B

GET, SET, GO
Chris Hemsworth
PHOTO: INSTAGRAM/CHRISHEMSWORTH

The list continues. Akshay
Kumar will soon start
shooting for Laxmi, the
remake of a Tamil horror film

Kanchana, which will be
directed by the original
director Raghava Lawrence,
who also played the lead in the
Tamil hit. Shraddha Kapoor
has almost wrapped up Saaho,
a Tamil-Telugu and Hindi
trilingual that’s being written
and directed by Sujeeth. Also,
Shahid Kapoor-starrer Kabir
Singh is a remake of Telugu hit
Arjun Reddy, which has been
helmed by the original
director, Sandeep Reddy
Vanga. Plus, Kangana Ranaut

COMING SOON: THE
BIG REMAKES
The coming days seem packed
with a plethora of Hindi films
being remade in south Indian
languages and vice versa.
Producer Boney Kapoor is busy
with the Tamil remake of Pink

is set to portray former Tamil
Nadu chief minister, J
Jayalalithaa, in director
Vijay’s Tamil and Hindi films,
respectively titled Thalaivi
and Jaya.
“It’s fantastic,” says
Shankar, the director of Robot
and 2.0, whose films starred
Aishwarya Rai Bachchan and
Akshay Kumar respectively.
“I have always roped in
costume designers and hair
stylists besides other technical
crew and actors from Mumbai.
(2016), and will also remake
Badhaai Ho in four south
Indian languages. He will also
collaborate with producer Dil
Raju for the remake of F2 —
Fun and Frustration in Hindi.
Reportedly, Neeraj Pandey is
set to remake the 2016
Malayalam hit, Puthiya
Niyamam, and Madhu

Shraddha Kapoor (top left),
SS Rajamouli (top) and
Shankar (above)
In the coming days, it won’t be
about north, south, India and
even US, UK or Europe. That
also broadens our horizons,”
he adds. Of late, actors such as
Sonakshi Sinha, Vidya Balan
and Radhika Apte have also
worked in south Indian films.

FROM SOUTH,
WITH LOVE
Interestingly, the coming days
will also see South Indian
actor Sudeep starring
alongside Salman Khan in
Prabhudheva-directed
Dabangg 3. Also, Pranitha
Manthena will back the Hindi
remake of SS Rajamouli’s
Magadheera. Suniel Shetty’s
son Ahan will make his
Bollywood debut with the
remake of Telugu hit, RX 100.
Ekta Kapoor, too, has
apparently bagged the
remake rights of the Kannada
film, U Turn.

n

Loveforcricketbeganafterwatching
mybrotherplay:SmritiMandhana

Siblings Taapsee
and Shagun
Pannu constantly
argue, but admit
they can’t live
without each
other

Shreya Mukherjee

PHOTOS: INSTAGRAM/
SHAGUNPANNU

hen ICC ODI batting
ranking announced
Smriti Mandhana as
world number one in women’s
cricket leaving behind
Australians Ellyse Perry and
Meg Lanning, it was definitely
a proud moment. And, the first
thing Smriti did was call her
family. “My parents were
super-excited, but my brother
(Shravan Mandhana) started
pulling my leg. He was like
“arrey tujhe kaise mil gaya
world no 1, nahin ho sakta
yaar….,” laughs the 22-yearold as she narrates the
incident. Such is the kind of
relationship that this sibling
duo share with each other. We
caught up with the cricketer
recently who credits her
brother for her success.
Not many know that
Smriti’s love for cricket began
while watching her brother
play. In fact, she picked up her
batting style from him. They
are both left-handed batsmen.
Though he stopped playing
midway, Smriti continued
chasing her dream and today,
she credits her success to her
brother, Shravan.
“More than anything else,
he is interested in the number
of sixes I have hit. He is
fascinated by sixes… I started
playing at the age of five and I
still remember how I would
watch him bat closely and
would look forward to him
bowling to me. There was a
time when he had a good
number of cricket balls that he
won given his good
performances in various
tournaments, while I did not
have any. And those balls are
really special as they are
signed by seniors and popular

W

cricketers. But he would
happily share those balls with
me so that I could continue
practising,” says the cricketer,
who recently led India in T20
series against England.
Ask how Shravan reacts
when people come up to her for
photos, Smriti says, “He never
gets jealous or awkward when
people ask me for pictures
when we are out. Had the
scenario been opposite, it
wouldn’t have been easy for
me since, since I have always
been a cry baby.”
Coming to the other half
of this duo, Shravan, 26,
too, only has good things
to say about his little
sister. “She always had it
in her to make it big,” he
says, before adding on a
lighter note, “Smriti is
that typical younger
sister who keeps irritating
me. I just wonder when
will she grow up.”
Ask Smriti one quality of
her brother that irks her and
she says, “He bothers me all
the time. If I am watching TV,
then he wants the remote at
that very moment. There are
times when I get back home
after a long tour and if I’m
trying to play the keyboard, he
also wants to play it at that
very moment (laughs).”
Shravan, who runs a cricket
coaching academy in Sangli,
Maharashtra, further shares
how the duo would often head
for long drives and watch
movies. “It’s mandatory that
we spend quality time with
each other. We are best
friends. There can be things
that our parents might not
know about us but there’s
nothing that we don’t know
about each other,” he adds.
n

shreya.mukherjee@htlive.com

bhash will make her Hindi
but with Ajay Devgn in
huj: The Pride Of India that
so stars Rana Daggubati.
kewise, Keerthy Suresh is set
work with Ajay in Amit
w
ha
h
arma’s yet-untitled next.
Kab
K
bir Khan’s ’83 will have R
Bad
dree and Jiiva making their
Bolllywood debuts. Besides, the
ecently-released Milan
e
alkies had Shraddha Srinath
making her Hindi debut.
“It’s a very healthy
henomenon. After all, we are
h
lll from one country and I
ho
onestly feel that lines got
bllurred long back,” says trade
an
nalyst Taran Adarsh, adding.
“A
A genius will be a genius
regardless of the language he is
working in. Technically, such
exchange of talents always
brings in a fresh perspective.”
In the past, a number of big
names from south Indian film
industries such as
Vyjayanthimala, Hema Malini,
Rajinikanth, Kamal Haasan,
Jaya Prada and Sridevi have
made their mark. Even
directors like D Ramanaidu, K
Balachander and LV Prasad
have won over Hindi box office,
in the past.
Actors, on their part, are
“more than enthused” with
north-south partnerships. As
Alia — who plays Sita in RRR
— puts it, “Working with
Rajamouli sir is a big tick off
my bucket list. And working
alongside Ram Charan and Jr
NTR is an absolute honour. I
am also very excited about the
experience of working in the
south for the first time.” On the
other hand, Baahubali star
Prabhas is very impressed with
his “very dedicated” co-star,
Shraddha. “She is the best
choice for the role,” he says.

Smriti Mandhana
and Shravan
Mandhana
PHOTO: INSTAGRAM/
SHRAVAN_MANDHANA

prashant.singh@htlive.com

Taapsee and
Shagun...
Tom and Jerry!

On World Siblings Day, the sisters
reveal they are like any other siblings
— quarrelling but very close
Rishabh Suri
ctor Taapsee Pannu and
her younger sister Shagun
are the quintessential
sister duo. They fight and hurt
each other (quite literally!), get
into arguments often, but can’t
live without each other. We got
in touch with them on World
Siblings Day today, and they
were more than ready to spill
the beans about each other!
Taapsee reveals she made it
a point that her sister stays
with her, whichever city she
decides to settle in for work.
“We are partners in all
decisions, and stick by each
other. We used to stay with our
parents in Delhi, and now we
are together in Mumbai. She
was my partner when I left
Delhi and went to Hyderabad,
and then to Mumbai. We are
always on the same page about
everything. Shagun now runs a
wedding planning company
which I had started with a very
close friend,” she says.
Shagun agrees. “I got a job in
Hyderabad, then when she
shifted to Mumbai we started

A

More than anything else, Shravan is interested in the
number of sixes I have hit. I started playing at the age of
five and I still remember how I would watch him bat
closely and would look forward to him bowling to me.
SMRITI MANDHANA, CRICKETER

the wedding planning thing.
She was always sure she wants
me around, and is the
protective big sister. It’s getting
worse every year!” she jokes.

‘WE STOPPED
FIGHTING AFTER…’
While they argue about things,
the physical fights Taapsee and
Shagun used to have stopped
after an unfortunate incident.
Taapsee reveals, “I remember
that day. We fought physically
with each other too. We were
fighting over a desktop game
that was new in the house. I
banged her head on the desktop
table. The moment I did that, I
realised something was really
wrong. I hugged her... I could
feel she was in pain. There was
a huge cut on her eyebrow. The
shirt I was wearing was full of
blood. I froze seeing that, and
was in that spot till she
returned after getting the
wound stitched.”

ONE KEEPS THE
OTHER GROUNDED
Shagun says, “Once, there was
an annual race in school, and

she’d been preparing for it the
whole year. We were going
back home three days before
the race. I was participating in
a drill for kids. There was this
big ball I would carry to school
everyday. I dropped it from the
auto we were travelling in, and
started crying ‘I won’t be able
to participate’. She rushed on
the road to get it. In the process,
she hurt herself and couldn’t
win the race.”
Shagun adds Taapsee’s a

‘sore loser’! “I heard her
talking about it to someone
recently, saying she lost the
race because of me. If she
doesn’t win, she gets angry
with herself,” she laughs.
But Taapsee feels Shagun
has a big hand in keeping her
grounded. “Shagun’s my
reality check. Whenever I feel I
am on top of the world, she’s
the one who gives me a check,”
Taapsee adds.
n

rishabh.suri@htlive.com
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DAILY HOROSCOPE

Someone may go out of his or her way to do
your bidding. Your professional image may
suffer as seniors may not be happy with
your performance on the work front.
Focussing on investments will help you
strike rich. You will manage to nip a
medical problem in the bud and save
ARIES
yourself
from problems.
(MAR 21 - APR 20)
Lucky Number: 17 Lucky Colour: Orange
You may remain satisfied with the way things
are going personally and professionally. Your
opinions in an important seminar or
meeting may add to your prestige at
work. Some misunderstanding may take
an ugly turn on the love front. You need
to be careful about where you put your
money. Health may cause concern.

SAGITTARIUS

LEO
(JULY 23 - AUG 23)

There is a chance of something getting
cancelled at the last moment. You always
manage to get the wrong end of the stick
and suffer. Differences with lover can
crop up on the romantic front. Your
concern for someone will be touching.
Chance of going on a vacation with
TAURUS
family
is indicated and will be lots of fun.
(APR 21 - MAY 20)
Lucky Number: 11 Colour: Baby Pink

Lucky Number: 22 Lucky Colour: Violet

DIFFICULTY LEVEL

GEMINI
(MAY 21 - JUN 21)

Charlie Hunnam: The actor, known for films such
as King Arthur: Legend of the Sword (2017),
Papillon (2017), Pacific Rim (2013), and the recent
web movie Triple Frontier, turns 39 today.

You are likely to have an enjoyable time at home
in the company of friends and relations.
Someone is out to impress you on the
romantic front. Some of you can plan a
joint family outing. You may need to
think of a workplace problem from a
different angle. Avoid lending money to
anyone as it may not be returned.
Lucky Number: 5 Lucky Colour: Green

Changing equation with a family member may
disturb peace of mind. Your intelligence will
be on display as you tackle complicated
workplace issues. You are neither likely to
indulge in wasteful expenditure
yourself, nor let anyone else do the
same. Make forgive and forget your
motto to gain peace and tranquillity.

VIRGO
(AUG 24 - SEPT 23)

Lucky Number: 8 Lucky Colour: White

Even your best efforts may not be able to
convince seniors at the workplace. You will
manage to bring positive changes in your
mental make-up for better relationship
with others. An initiative taken on the
academic front is likely to favour you.
Encouraging results can be expected by
bringing changes on the health front.

SUDOKU

Astrologer Prem Kumar Sharma can be contacted at: Delhi: 91-11-26449898,
26489899 (Sat to Mon): Panchkula: 91-172-2562832, 2572874 (Tues to Thurs);
Mumbai: 09223376963 (Last week of every month)

This is the time to get all the help you can on
the academic front. You are likely to offend a
family member by you incorrigible ways.
Whining and wallowing in self pity may
not cut ice with the ones you want to
gain sympathy from. Lover’s support
motivates you to take up the challenges
that have been disturbing you.

Lucky Number: 9 Colour: Magenta

(NOV 23 - DEC 21)

HINDUSTA N TIMES, JALANDHAR
WEDNESDAY, A PRIL 10, 2019

Lucky Number: 3 Lucky Colour: Yellow

Luck finally smiles on you on the personal front
and at work. Your efforts at work come in
from praise. Those trying to switch jobs
can find a lucrative opening. Those in
uniform get a posting of their choice.
Achievements can elate parents and the
family. You will manage to keep the
CAPRICORN
interest alive of the one attracted to you!
(DEC 22 - JAN 21)
Lucky Number: 1 Lucky Colour: Light Red

AQUARIUS
(JAN 22 - FEB 19)

LIBRA
(SEPT 24 - OCT 23)

Things pending for long need to be completed
before they come to the notice of higher
ups. Something said in jest offends lover.
You can gloss over mistakes in your rush
to submit an important assignment.
Don’t lend money to anyone you think is
unreliable. Your guidance on the health
front is likely to benefit someone.
Lucky Number: 18 Lucky Colour: Brown

CALVIN AND HOBBES

This is a good day to ask the boss for a favour.
Someone may help you in getting a new
venture on the tracks. True happiness lies
on the family front, as you will feel loved
and wanted. Someone you never
noticed before may begin to attract you
in
a romantic way! You can find official
CANCER
travelling a bit cumbersome.
(JUNE 22 - JULY 22)
Lucky Number: 2 Lucky Colour: Cream
There is a need to complete all your pending
work urgently. Your tendency to merge in
the background and preferring whispers
to clear speech makes you a suspect. So
you need to be at your convincing best
at home to remove a misunderstanding
in a parent’s mind. Romance is not a
priority right now.

This is an excellent time to put your ideas into
practice. A renewed interest in fitness finds
you in the prime of your health. Good
earning will find you in a comfortable
monetary situation. Expressing romantic
feelings and exchanging sweet nothings
will prove fulfilling. Things move as per
PISCES
plans on the professional front.
(FEB 20 - MAR 20)
Lucky Number: 7 Colour: Silver Grey

Bill Watterson

MOVIES ON TV
HBO
1115 Stuart Little 2
1239 A Quiet Place
1405 Geostorm
1600 The Hangover
1746 Iron Man 2
2000 2012
2258 Inception

MATHDOKU

Fill in all the squares in the grid so that each row, column and
each of the 9X9 squares contains all the digits from 1 to 9.

SONY PIX
1035 Son of The Mask
1238 Batman V Superman:
Dawn of Justice
1527 Final Destination 3
1725 The Final Destination
1900 King Kong
2300 Sully

DID YOU KNOW?
For her acting debut, Sonali Bendre was
cast opposite Arbaaz Khan in a movie
that was to be directed by Sohail Khan.
The project was never made.

STAR MOVIES
1039 Cloudy With A Chance
of Meatballs 2
1227 Avengers: Infinity War
1510 Ice Age: The Meltdown
1652 Charlie’s Angels
1848 Undisputed
2050 War For The Planet of
The Apes

SCRAMBLE - 3051
Solve the four anagrams and move one letter to each square to
form four ordinary words

BDAEO
B G I OT
AE RYLL
IIVYFV

SCRAMBLE SOLUTION: Abode/adobe, bigot, really, vivify
ANSWER: To fail to love is not to exist at all.
- Mark Van Doren

Rishabh Suri

uality, and not quantity,
has been at the focus of
actor Shefali Shah’s
approach to work. She has
done only over a dozen films in
a career spanning 24 years.
However, of late, she’s been
busy — Shefali starred in a
web film and headlined the
acclaimed series Delhi Crime.
Have her considerations
while choosing a project
undergone a change in all these

Q

years? “It has been the same. If
anything, I am very lucky that I
don’t have a very lengthy
resume. The kind of work I
have on it, I am very proud of it,
whether it was Monsoon
Wedding (2001), Gandhi, My
Father, The Last Lear (2007)…
It’s the story, director and the
role, and I don’t mean just
length — those are my
criteria,” she says.
Has the success of Delhi
Crime meant more offers? “I
did Delhi Crime one and a half
years ago. Since then, I have
been offered stuff, and I kept
looking at it in comparison of
the web series,” she says,
sharing what it was that made
her take the series up.
“I knew about the incident
(the 2012 Delhi gang rape) and
all were traumatised. But I
didn’t know this angle at all
about the cops. I got a chance to
stand in the shoes of the real
woman DCP who cracked the
case. There was no reason to
not even consider not doing it,”
she ends.
n

SOLUTION SUDOKU

‘LuckythatI
don’thavea
lengthyresume’

& PICTURES
1114 Heyy Babyy
1401 Raja Hindustani
1735 Train To Busan
2000 Toilet – Ek Prem Katha
2312 Resident Evil
UTV MOVIES
1120 Jaisi Karni Waisi Bharni
1435 Rowdy Baadshah
1745 Krishnarjuna Yudham
2030 Amar Akbar Anthony
ZEE CINEMA
1213 Shaktishali No.1
1505 Raja Hindustani
1811 International Rowdy
2100 Rowdy Rajkumar 2
2354 Revolver Raja

LOOKBACK

SOLUTION MATHDUKU

To ____ ___ _____ is not to exist at all.
- Mark Van Doren (4,2,4)

PHOTO: SARANG
GUPTA/HT

WB
1220 Drillbit Taylor
1403 Striptease
1543 Killer Elite
1736 Ghosts of Girlfriends
Past
1912 Dunkirk
2100 American Assassin

SHOW BUZZ

Now arrange the letters marked with an asterisk (*) to form the
answer to the riddle or to fill in the missing words as indicated.

Shefali Shah
was seen in
the web series
Delhi Crime

SCORPIO
(OCT 24 - NOV 22)

Lucky Number: 4 Lucky Colour: Blue

Place numbers into the puzzle cells so that each row and column contains each of the digits from 1 to 5. No number is to be repeated in any row or
column. Each bold-outlined cells contain a hint of a number and one of the mathematical symbols + x - /. The number is the result of the operation
represented by the symbol to the digits contained.

‘I WASASKED
SIR AAPKA
HAEMOGLOBIN
KYA HAI?’
Anil
Kapoor
says it’s
‘fun’
when
people
ask him
his age

Sangeeta Yadav

e is 62 but can easily
give all the younger
actors a run for their
money. Think of Anil
Kapoor and the first thing
that comes to your mind is
his enviably youthful good
looks. And naturally, the
recurring question that
people ask him is the reason
behind his reverse ageing, to
which he keeps saying that
“everything in me is
natural.” Until recently,
when a fan’s question left
him in splits.
“Kisi ne achcha sawaal
pucha mujhse ki ‘sir aapka
haemoglobin kya hai?’ I said,
‘yeh sawaal toh aaj tak
mujhse kisi ne nahi kiya,”
laughs Anil, adding, “It’s fun
when people ask me my age,
or the secret to my
youthfulness. But I take
everything as fun. You can’t
take it seriously that I look so

H

young. Obviously, I don’t. I
take it with a pinch of salt.”
Despite receiving
unending love and adulation
from his fans, Kapoor prefers
to stay humble. “People have
been kind and very nice to
me. I enjoy when they
compliment me. [In my head]
I know where I stand. I’m not
delusional. I’ve been simple
and normal, unaffected by all
stardom,” he says.
Ask about his fitness
mantra and the actor says his
children — Sonam K Ahuja,
Rhea Kapoor and Harsh
Varrdhan Kapoor inspire
him. “I observe them — what
they are eating and how they
lead a healthy lifestyle.
Sometimes, they tell me to
try something different in my
diet or workout. There is a
healthy banter that goes on
and we don’t leave an
opportunity to pull each
other’s leg, too,” Anil shares,
laughing.

PHOTO: INSTAGRAM/ NEENA_GUPTA

Back to the beginning
Actor Neena Gupta went down memory lane and shared this
picture. “When I auditioned fr phullan devi for shekhar
kapoor.my heart...” (sic), she wrote.

QUOTE HANGER
I’D LIKE TO DO A
ROMANTIC FILM,
BUT I HAVEN’T
FOUND ANYTHING
THAT WORKS
FOR ME.

WORKING WITH
AKSHAY [KUMAR]
IS ALWAYS FUN.
THE BEST PART IS
THAT HE DOESN’T
WASTE TIME.

JOHNABRAHAM,
ACTOR

KAREENA KAPOOR
KHAN, ACTOR

HAVE YOU HEARD?

RGV to make his acting debut
ilmmaker Ram Gopal
Varma will make his acting
debut in his next bilingual
project Cobra, which he’ll
co-direct with Agasthya
Manju. ”Ahem! On the
occasion of my birthday
today, I am debuting as an
actor for the first time in my
career. I wouldn’t mind if you
don’t bless me. Thanks,” he
tweeted on Sunday, along
with the first look poster of
the film. According to the
poster, the film is a biopic
based on “the most

F

Ram Gopal Varma
dangerous criminal ever”
and will see him play an
intelligence officer.
IANS

rishabh.suri@htlive.com
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SOLANGE
BAILS OUT
FROM
COACHELLA
The organisers say the singer had to
drop out from the music festival
because of ‘production delays’

Singer-songwriter
Solange Knowles
was scheduled to
perform at the
festival on April 13
and April 20

merican singersongwriter Solange
Knowles will not be
performing at this year’s
Coachella Valley Music and
Arts Festival 2019. The music
festival shared the news on
Twitter, citing production
delays as the reason for her
pulling out of the event.
“Due to major production
delays, Solange will,
unfortunately, no longer be
performing at this year’s
festival. She sends her sincerest
apologies and looks forward to
performing at Coachella in the
future,” the tweet read.
Solange was scheduled to
perform at the festival on April
13 and April 20. There is no
confirmation as to who will
replace her, reported E! News.
Her Coachella performance
would have taken place just
over a month after the release of
her fourth studio album, When I
Get Home, which dropped on
March 1.
The Cranes In The Sky artist

A

PHOTO: SHUTTERSTOCK

had joined her sister Beyonce
onstage last year, during her
performance. The sister duo
took the stage by fire as they
sang Get Me Bodied.
Despite Solange’s absence
from the festival, which will
definitely come as a piece of bad
news to many of her fans,
Coachella 2019 will still see a ton
of great artists.
Rapper Kanye West revealed
on March 31 that he was
bringing his social mediafamous and star-studded
Sunday Service to the festival.
Musicians Childish Gambino,
Tame Impala, and Ariana
Grande were announced as
headliners, while other
performers include Kid Cudi,
Kacey Musgraves, Janelle
Monae, The 1975, Khalid, J
Balvin, Zedd, Dillon Francis,
among many others.
Coachella will take place over
the next two weekends, April 12
to 14 and April 19 to 21, in Indio,
California.

V

Director Tim Burton PHOTO:
MARIO ANZUONI/REUTERS

Actor Felicity Huffman faces up to 20 years in prison

FELICITY HUFFMAN
FACES UP TO 20
YEARS IN PRISON.
HUFFMAN’S HUSBAND,
WILLIAM H. MACY, IS
NOT CHARGED IN
THE CASE

Can’t wait to play
Black Adam:
Dwayne
roducer-actor Dwayne
Johnson, also known as
The Rock, recently posted
a four-minute video on his
Instagram handle, and
thanked his fans for showing
love towards Shazam!.
“Our SHAZAM! Is the #1
movie in the world. THANK
YOU!” Dwayne captioned it.
He started the video by
saying how he wanted to
deliver his gratitude towards
his fans who made Shazam! a
really big success around the
world. He also said he was
overjoyed to see how the
movie was getting rave
reviews from all quarters.
Dwayne said, “For those
who know about comic books
and who know the mythology
of Shazam know that Shazam
is connected to Black Adam.”
He further went on to add, “I
can’t wait to play Black Adam
because they’re all getting
their a***s kicked when I play
Black Adam. That day of
reckoning is coming for
ANI
everyone.”

P

AS A MOM, CARRIE
IS STILL FIGURING
OUT HER GROOVE

Actor Dwayne Johnson (top) was set to portray Black Adam in
Shazam! (inset), but later, left the project to pursue a Black Adam
PHOTO: KEVIN WINTER/GETTY IMAGES/AFP
solo film
Singer Carrie
Underwood
welcomed her
second child in
January
PHOTO:
ALBERTO E.
RODRIGUEZ/AFP

rammy winner Carrie
Underwood, who is proud
mother to two children,
recently opened up about the
challenges of parenting.
Underwood admits that she’s
“still figuring things out”.
Underwood and husband
Mike Fisher welcomed their
son, Jacob Bryan Fisher, on
January 21 and now the family
of four is trying to adjust with
the newborn. They also have a
4-year-old named Isaiah
Michael Fisher.
The singer said, “He loves it.
He calls Jacob ‘My baby.’
Isaiah apparently goes around
asking, “Where’s my baby?
How’s my baby? I wanna kiss
my baby’.” The American Idol
winner continued about how
Isaiah changed in her eyes
when she came home with
their newborn. She said he
“just seemed like a big boy.”
Although Jacob isn’t
Underwood and Fisher’s first
child, she admits that life
with two kids has been a big
adjustment. “We’re still
figuring out our groove, to be
honest,” she explained, adding,
“I don’t know if we’ll ever
ANI
figure it out.”

G

ANI

Tim raises doubt on
Beetlejuice sequel
eteran filmmaker Tim
Burton has said he has no
clue about the status of
any Beetlejuice sequel,
featuring actor Michael
Keaton. The filmmaker, who
recently directed Keaton in the
reboot of Dumbo, said he is
doubtful if the sequel to the
1988 fantasy-horror will ever
be made.
Burton was asked by USA
Today about the status of the
sequel, to which he replied,
“Nothing, nothing.” Then,
asked if it’s definitely
happening, he said, “I don’t

03

know. I doubt it.”
Rumours of a Beetlejuice
sequel have been doing the
rounds for years now, but
nothing has been finalised yet.
Beetlejuice Goes Hawaiian,
was green-lit after the big
success of the original film, but
never went into production.
In 2015, actor Winona Ryder
had confirmed that a second
film was in the pipeline. There
were also reports of Mike
Vukadinovich being roped in
to write the movie. However,
since 2017, there has been no
PTI
update on the project.

Parineeti gears up
to play Saina Nehwal

PHOTO:GRETCHEN ERTL/REUTERS

Huffman pleadsguiltyin
collegeadmissionsscandal
ollywood actor Felicity
Huffman has pleaded
guilty to using bribery
and other forms of fraud as
part of the college admissions
scandal, federal prosecutors
in Boston said. On Monday,
Huffman, the Desperate
Housewives star, pleaded
guilty to paying $15,000 to a
fake charity associated with
Rick Singer, who ran a college
prep business and
masterminded what
prosecutors called the largest
college admissions cheating
scheme in the US, to facilitate
cheating for her daughter on
the SATs, CNN quoted the
complaint as saying.
Huffman’s husband, the
actor William H. Macy, is not
charged in the case. Huffman

H

I am in full acceptance
of my guilt, and with
deep regret and shame
over what I have done,
I accept responsibility
for my actions.
FELICITY HUFFMAN
ACTOR
and the other accused — 12
other wealthy parents and a
coach — were all charged
with one count of conspiracy
to commit mail fraud and
honest services mail fraud
and have agreed to plead
guilty, the prosecutors said.

Huffman faces up to 20
years in prison. In exchange
for her plea, federal
prosecutors will recommend
incarceration
at the “low end” of the
sentencing range, a $20,000
fine and 12 months of
supervised release. They will
not bring further charges. A
federal judge will have the
final say on the outcome for
Huffman and the other
defendants.
“I am in full acceptance of
my guilt, and with deep regret
and shame over what I have
done, I accept full
responsibility for my actions
and will accept the
consequences that stem from
those actions,” Huffman said.

IANS

arineeti Chopra has been
devoting two hours daily
to watch public
appearance and match footage
videos of Saina Nehwal to get
into the mind of the ace
badminton player.
“I am a visual learner,” says
Parineeti who’ll be portraying
Saina Nehwal in her biopic.
“The most important advice
that I got from my entire
training team, Amole Gupte
sir and everybody was that I

P

must watch Saina’s matches. I
haven’t watched that many
badminton matches and I
really want to play exactly the
way she plays,” she added.
“So, watching her matches
how she drops her foot, how
she uses her hand, how she
uses her racket, her
aggression on the court that is
something that I really want to
imbibe as a part of my
personality,” she said.

IANS
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BUCKWHEAT PANCAKE WITH
LEBANESE COLESLAW
INGREDIENTS
For the pancakes
n Buckwheat flour (250gm)
n Baking powder (3gm)
n Paprika (5gm)
n Yeast (3gm)
n Unsweetened almond milk

(50ml)
n Apple cider vinegar (5ml)

For the Lebanese coleslaw
n Peeled and grated carrot (70gm)
n Chopped cucumber (75gm)
n Chopped red cabbage (50gm)
n Ripe, cubed avocado (75gm)
n Tahini (10gm)
n Sesame seeds (5gm)
n Pink Himalayan salt and black

pepper (2gm)

yeast, almond milk and apple
cider vinegar to a blender or
food processor. Blend until
smooth and set it aside for 5
minutes.
n Prepare the Lebanese coleslaw

by mixing the carrot, cucumber,
red cabbage, avocado, tahini
and sesame seeds. Season the
mix with pink Himalayan salt
and black pepper.
n Heat a non-stick frying pan on a

medium-high flame. Use
around 2-3 tablespoon batter
per pancake and cook for
around 2 minutes (until you see
bubbles forming on its surface)
before flipping. Cook for
another minute before setting
aside on a plate.
n Serve the pancakes by filling

coleslaw in between them.
Recipe by Naresh Chinni,
executive chef, The Drunken
botanist, Gurugram

INSTRUCTIONS
n Add the pancake ingredients,

buckwheat flour, baking
powder, paprika,
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NAVRATRIRECIPES:
ANIMAGINATIVE
TAKEON
BUCKWHEAT
From buckwheat
waffles to upma, here’s
how you can make the
age-old ‘kuttu ka atta’
more delectable

Buckwheat
pancakes are
tasty as well as
easy to make

Akshay Kaushal

e all know that ‘kuttu
ke atta’ or buckwheat
flour is synonymous
to the religious
festival of Navratri, but have
you ever tried buckwheat upma
or waffles? The fruit seed comes
from the plant fagopyrum
esculentum and was originated
in Southeast Asia around six

W

thousand years ago. It is also
used in making a huge range of
delicacies that will satiate your
taste buds. Buckwheat flour
also has several health benefits.
It is rich in protein, fibre, antioxidants and is also gluten-free.
Here are some unique
buckwheat recipes by
professional chefs that will
make you drool for sure!
n

akshay.kaushal@htlive.com

Kuttu ka upma
is perfect for a
light breakfast

KUTTU KA UPMA
add cumin seeds and sauté till
it changes colour.

INGREDIENTS
n Buckwheat flour (1 cup)
n Ghee (1 tablespoon)
n Cumin seeds (1/2 teaspoon)
n Finely chopped green chilli (1)
n Finely chopped ginger (½

inch)
n Potatoes peeled and cut into

small cubes (2 medium-sized)
n Roasted and crushed peanuts

(2 tablespoons)
n Sugar (1 teaspoon)
n Salt to taste
n Chopped fresh coriander

leaves (1 tablespoon)
n Lemon juice (1 teaspoon)
n Lemon wedges to serve

METHOD

n Add green chilli and ginger

and mix, sauté it for a few
seconds. Add potatoes and
sauté for 2-3 minutes or till
the edges of the potatoes
turn crispy.
n Add peanuts and sauté for

about 30 seconds. Add
buckwheat and mix it well,
and then sauté it for 1-2
minutes.
n Add 2 cups of water, sugar

and salt. Mix it well, cover and
cook on a low flame till it’s
fully done.
n Add coriander leaves, lemon

juice and mix it well.
n Serve hot with a lemon

wedge.
From ParaFit Delivers by
Paraj Primlani

n Heat ghee in a non-stick pan,

KUTTU ATTA TART, SAMAK RICE KHEER AND WATERMELON SORBET
INGREDIENTS
n Full cream milk (100ml)
n Samak rice or barnyard millet

(50gm)
n White butter (50gm)
n Sugar (80gm)
n Buckwheat flour (50gm)
n Diced watermelon (150gm)
n Around 20 fresh mint leaves

it like an ice, take it out, add mint
leaves, churn it to make a sorbet
and then freeze it again.
n Mix kuttu atta, sugar, white

butter to form a tart dough.
Allow it to sit for 10 minutes, roll
it and shape it into tart mould.
Preheat the oven at 160 degrees
and then bake at 160 degrees for
8-10 minutes. Allow it to cool and
then demould it.
n Take the non-stick pan, add the

n Orange juice (100ml)
n Mixed dry fruit (almond, cashew,

pista) (30gm)

METHOD
n Take a non-stick pan and heat it

up. Add orange juice, reduce it to
a thick sauce consistency and
then allow it to cool.
n Wash and soak the samak rice for

10-15 minutes.
n Take the watermelon and freeze

milk and allow it to cook till it’s
reduced to half. Add soaked
samak rice to it & cook until done.
Now add the nuts, mix well and
allow it to cool down.
Take the tart, fill it with kheer,
scoop out the watermelon sorbet
and apply orange sauce on the
bottom of the plate. Place the tart
and sorbet to serve.
Parth Bharti, executive chef at
Pikkle

Kuttu atta
tart, samak
rice kheer and
watermelon
sorbet

KUTTU WAFFLE SANDWICH
INGREDIENTS
n Buckwheat flour (1 cup)
n Sugar (1 tablespoon, coconut

sugar can be used as well)
n Sendha namak (½ teaspoon)
n Cinnamon (¼ teaspoon)
n Buttermilk, beaten (see notes

to learn how to make your
own with any kind of milk) (1
¼ cups)
n

Melted butter or coconut oil
(4 tablespoons)

n Boiled potato (100gm)
n Chilli powder (1gm)

METHOD
n Preheat your waffle iron. If

desired, preheat oven to 200
degrees Fahrenheit to keep
waffles warm until you’re
ready to serve.
n In a medium-sized mixing

bowl, whisk together the
buckwheat flour, sugar,
sendha namak, and
cinnamon.

Actor Pooja Hegde
says that she loves
traditional
ensembles,
especially
Kanjivaram

n In a liquid measuring cup or

another bowl, whisk the
buttermilk and melted butter.
Pour the wet mixture into the
dry mixture and stir them
together until there are only a
few small lumps left. Give it a
few more stirs, if you see any
liquid that hasn’t fully
incorporated.

BUCKWHEAT AND FRUIT
GATEAUX SLICE

n Pour batter over the hot

waffle iron plates, close the
iron and cook until the
waffles are barely letting off
steam and are lightly crispy.
Carefully lift the waffle out of
the waffle iron and serve
immediately, or place in the
oven to keep warm. Take a
boiled potato cut into small
pieces and put sendha namak
along with chilli powder over
it.

INGREDIENTS

For garnishing
n Dried slice of Pineapple (1)

n Buckwheat flour (500gm)

n Slices of fruits (50gm)

n Refined oil (10ml)

METHOD

n Sugar (30gm)
n Baking powder (3gm)
n Baking soda (3gm)
n Milkmaid (50ml)

n Make a waffle sandwich and

serve with microgreen and
edible flowers.
Chef Ramesh Rana,
corporate chef, Decode Air
Bar

Kuttu waffle
sandwich is
your way to
crispy breads

IwanttoraidGigi
Hadid’scloset:
PoojaHegde
Supermodel Gigi Hadid
is actor Pooja Hegde’s
favourite when it
comes to fashion PHOTO:
INSTAGRAM/GIGIHADID

n Castor sugar (20gm)
n Butter (80gms)
n Muskmelon (25gm)
n Pineapple (25gm)
n Apple kinnor (25gm)
n Cooking cream (50ml)

Prerna Gauba Sibbal
f you have the passion to turn
your dreams into reality, then
they definitely come true.
Actor Pooja Hegde, who has
bagged many Tollywood films
along with making a mark in
Bollywood, exemplifies this.
The actor, who was the second
runner-up at the Miss Universe
India 2010 competition talks to
us about her love for
Kanjivaram, obsession with
high-waisted pants and her
secret desire of raiding Gigi
Hadid’s closet. Here’s all you
need to know about Pooja
Hegde’s fashion inspirations:

I

Your favourite fashion piece...

buckwheat flour, sugar, oil,
baking powder. Layer it with
reduced milk and milkmaid.
n Add diced fruits and sugar

n Milk (50ml)

Buckwheat and
fruit gateaux
slice is a perfect
dessert to fulfil
your dessert
craving

n Make a sponge cake with

My mother’s Kanjivaram saris
are my favourite. When we are
growing up, we like to
experiment, however, after a
point, we want to go back to our
roots and traditional fabrics.
So, I have evolved, and love
those traditional ensembles
that are inherited pieces. I also
like fusion wear because they
give a younger vibe to a
traditional garment making it
wearable for the younger
generation. For me, the best
fusion wear would be a sari
gown. It gives you a nice shape
and are versatile.

On a casual day what will you been
seen wearing?
I would be wearing shorts and a

Actor Pooja Hegde
says it’s important
to enjoy your
workout
PHOTO: INSTAGRAM/
HEGDEPOOJA

syrup. Dry a slice of pineapple
in oven by sprinkling castor
sugar.
n Bake at 180 degrees for 45

minutes.
By Diwas Wadhera,
executive chef, Crowne
Plaza, Mayur Vihar, Delhi

T-shirt!

A fashion trend you are obsessed
with…
I’m obsessed with high-waisted
pants. These pants give an
illusion of height and longer
legs. I generally love the ’70s
fashion trend and this one is
one of them. You can wear
these pants with a knotted
crop top, a basic shirt tucked in
or even with a basic cropped
top.
Your fashion icon…
Gigi Hadid is my fashion fav! I
would love to raid her closet as
she wears quirky and edgy
clothes, she carries it with
confidence, which I think is the
most important thing.
Is following a diet a crucial part of
your fitness? How do you follow?
I love food too much to go on a
diet. I believe the right diet is
the one that you can follow all
your life because if you leave it
all the fat comes back with
vengeance. I would
recommend going for a
workout that you enjoy doing.
If someone likes dancing, that’s
the right workout for them.
Anything that keeps you
moving and your heart rate
high works according to me.
For me, it’s Pilates. It works on
the entire body and not just one
part. It strengthens the core
and is not hard on the knees so
I love that.
n

prerna.gauba@htlive.com
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JALANDHAR
After #MeToo, now a lot more
people will be alert, says Dino LANGUAGE
NO BAR!
W

PHOTO:
AALOK
SONI/HT

PHOTO:
SARANG
GUPTA/HT

lockwise from top
h Alia Bhatt, Amitabh
ht)
chhchan and SJ Suryah,
Ajay Devgn
A

Shreya Mukherjee

hile many people felt
that the #MeToo
movement was the
need of the hour,
others expressed hope that it
will bring about a positive
change. Model-turned-actor
Dino Morea voices the same
opinion. He expresses his
shock on how some people in
the entertainment industry
had to go through a lot of tough
time when they were
struggling to find a foothold.
“I was shocked when these
stories started coming out one
after the other. Many actors,
and even models, spoke about
things that many of us did not
know about. Good the #MeToo
movement happened, good so
many people showed courage
and got support,” he says.
Dino feels that this will alert
the upcoming actors and
models. “The younger
generation who are also
thinking of making a career in
various fields will now be a
little more alert. They would
know where to draw the line
and how to make sure they are
safe,” adds the actor.
When asked whether he
had to ever face sexual
exploitation, Dino says,
“Thankfully nothing like this
happened to me except for
some indirect indications here
and there, but I made sure that
I do not fall into the trap.”
Apart from being an actor,
Dino also runs his own
business. So how does he make

Dino Morea
feels the
#MeToo
movement will
help industry
newcomers
draw the line to
ensure their
safety

Shahid Kapoor
(left) and
Akshay Kumar
in 2.0 (right)
PHOTO: IANS

The movement of actors and other talent between
the Hindi and south Indian film industries seems to be
a growing trend. Experts call it a ‘healthy’ exchange
sure that his employees feel
safe at work and proper
decorum is maintained?
“Right now we have a small
team but yes we do make sure
that we maintain a healthy
work environment. If there’s

an issue we try and solve it in a
way that it is beneficial for
everyone. Be it at home, on the
go or at work, I feel respecting
each other is very important,”
he adds.
n

shreya.mukherjee@htlive.com

STOP PRESS
CHRIS WOULD ‘LOVE TO’
PLAY JAMES BOND

him a perfect candidate.
He said: “I don’t think you’ll
ever meet anyone who doesn’t
want to have a crack at James
Bond. I’d love to do it. But that’s
up to so many elements and is
way beyond myself. It’s
something that the whole crew
agree on, and it has to be a very
organic decision from them.
There are a lot of brilliant
people who can tackle that one.

hris Hemsworth has
revealed that he would
“love to” play fictional spy
James Bond after actor Daniel
Craig quits. The actor expressed
his interest in the role after a
publication pointed out his
critically acclaimed
performance as British Formula
One driver James Hunt made

C

IANS

Prashant Singh
ollywood has always
shared a special
equation with south
Indian film industries,
and vice versa. But it’s
interesting to see the
frequency with which the
mutual exchange of talents
has been taking place lately. A
fresh case in point being: Alia
Bhatt and Ajay Devgn will be
seen in SS Rajamouli’s RRR
that has Jr NTR and Ram
Charan in lead roles. Apart
from that, Amitabh Bachchan
is currently busy with
Tamilvanan’s Tamil-Hindi
bilingual, Tera Yaar Hoon
Main also starring SJ Suryah
and Ramya Krishnan.

B

GET, SET, GO
Chris Hemsworth
PHOTO: INSTAGRAM/CHRISHEMSWORTH

The list continues. Akshay
Kumar will soon start
shooting for Laxmi, the
remake of a Tamil horror film

Kanchana, which will be
directed by the original
director Raghava Lawrence,
who also played the lead in the
Tamil hit. Shraddha Kapoor
has almost wrapped up Saaho,
a Tamil-Telugu and Hindi
trilingual that’s being written
and directed by Sujeeth. Also,
Shahid Kapoor-starrer Kabir
Singh is a remake of Telugu hit
Arjun Reddy, which has been
helmed by the original
director, Sandeep Reddy
Vanga. Plus, Kangana Ranaut

COMING SOON: THE
BIG REMAKES
The coming days seem packed
with a plethora of Hindi films
being remade in south Indian
languages and vice versa.
Producer Boney Kapoor is busy
with the Tamil remake of Pink

is set to portray former Tamil
Nadu chief minister, J
Jayalalithaa, in director
Vijay’s Tamil and Hindi films,
respectively titled Thalaivi
and Jaya.
“It’s fantastic,” says
Shankar, the director of Robot
and 2.0, whose films starred
Aishwarya Rai Bachchan and
Akshay Kumar respectively.
“I have always roped in
costume designers and hair
stylists besides other technical
crew and actors from Mumbai.
(2016), and will also remake
Badhaai Ho in four south
Indian languages. He will also
collaborate with producer Dil
Raju for the remake of F2 —
Fun and Frustration in Hindi.
Reportedly, Neeraj Pandey is
set to remake the 2016
Malayalam hit, Puthiya
Niyamam, and Madhu

Shraddha Kapoor (top left),
SS Rajamouli (top) and
Shankar (above)
In the coming days, it won’t be
about north, south, India and
even US, UK or Europe. That
also broadens our horizons,”
he adds. Of late, actors such as
Sonakshi Sinha, Vidya Balan
and Radhika Apte have also
worked in south Indian films.

FROM SOUTH,
WITH LOVE
Interestingly, the coming days
will also see South Indian
actor Sudeep starring
alongside Salman Khan in
Prabhudheva-directed
Dabangg 3. Also, Pranitha
Manthena will back the Hindi
remake of SS Rajamouli’s
Magadheera. Suniel Shetty’s
son Ahan will make his
Bollywood debut with the
remake of Telugu hit, RX 100.
Ekta Kapoor, too, has
apparently bagged the
remake rights of the Kannada
film, U Turn.

n

Loveforcricketbeganafterwatching
mybrotherplay:SmritiMandhana

Siblings Taapsee
and Shagun
Pannu constantly
argue, but admit
they can’t live
without each
other

Shreya Mukherjee

PHOTOS: INSTAGRAM/
SHAGUNPANNU

hen ICC ODI batting
ranking announced
Smriti Mandhana as
world number one in women’s
cricket leaving behind
Australians Ellyse Perry and
Meg Lanning, it was definitely
a proud moment. And, the first
thing Smriti did was call her
family. “My parents were
super-excited, but my brother
(Shravan Mandhana) started
pulling my leg. He was like
“arrey tujhe kaise mil gaya
world no 1, nahin ho sakta
yaar….,” laughs the 22-yearold as she narrates the
incident. Such is the kind of
relationship that this sibling
duo share with each other. We
caught up with the cricketer
recently who credits her
brother for her success.
Not many know that
Smriti’s love for cricket began
while watching her brother
play. In fact, she picked up her
batting style from him. They
are both left-handed batsmen.
Though he stopped playing
midway, Smriti continued
chasing her dream and today,
she credits her success to her
brother, Shravan.
“More than anything else,
he is interested in the number
of sixes I have hit. He is
fascinated by sixes… I started
playing at the age of five and I
still remember how I would
watch him bat closely and
would look forward to him
bowling to me. There was a
time when he had a good
number of cricket balls that he
won given his good
performances in various
tournaments, while I did not
have any. And those balls are
really special as they are
signed by seniors and popular

W

cricketers. But he would
happily share those balls with
me so that I could continue
practising,” says the cricketer,
who recently led India in T20
series against England.
Ask how Shravan reacts
when people come up to her for
photos, Smriti says, “He never
gets jealous or awkward when
people ask me for pictures
when we are out. Had the
scenario been opposite, it
wouldn’t have been easy for
me since, since I have always
been a cry baby.”
Coming to the other half
of this duo, Shravan, 26,
too, only has good things
to say about his little
sister. “She always had it
in her to make it big,” he
says, before adding on a
lighter note, “Smriti is
that typical younger
sister who keeps irritating
me. I just wonder when
will she grow up.”
Ask Smriti one quality of
her brother that irks her and
she says, “He bothers me all
the time. If I am watching TV,
then he wants the remote at
that very moment. There are
times when I get back home
after a long tour and if I’m
trying to play the keyboard, he
also wants to play it at that
very moment (laughs).”
Shravan, who runs a cricket
coaching academy in Sangli,
Maharashtra, further shares
how the duo would often head
for long drives and watch
movies. “It’s mandatory that
we spend quality time with
each other. We are best
friends. There can be things
that our parents might not
know about us but there’s
nothing that we don’t know
about each other,” he adds.
n

shreya.mukherjee@htlive.com

bhash will make her Hindi
but with Ajay Devgn in
huj: The Pride Of India that
so stars Rana Daggubati.
kewise, Keerthy Suresh is set
work with Ajay in Amit
w
ha
h
arma’s yet-untitled next.
Kab
K
bir Khan’s ’83 will have R
Bad
dree and Jiiva making their
Bolllywood debuts. Besides, the
ecently-released Milan
e
alkies had Shraddha Srinath
making her Hindi debut.
“It’s a very healthy
henomenon. After all, we are
h
lll from one country and I
ho
onestly feel that lines got
bllurred long back,” says trade
an
nalyst Taran Adarsh, adding.
“A
A genius will be a genius
regardless of the language he is
working in. Technically, such
exchange of talents always
brings in a fresh perspective.”
In the past, a number of big
names from south Indian film
industries such as
Vyjayanthimala, Hema Malini,
Rajinikanth, Kamal Haasan,
Jaya Prada and Sridevi have
made their mark. Even
directors like D Ramanaidu, K
Balachander and LV Prasad
have won over Hindi box office,
in the past.
Actors, on their part, are
“more than enthused” with
north-south partnerships. As
Alia — who plays Sita in RRR
— puts it, “Working with
Rajamouli sir is a big tick off
my bucket list. And working
alongside Ram Charan and Jr
NTR is an absolute honour. I
am also very excited about the
experience of working in the
south for the first time.” On the
other hand, Baahubali star
Prabhas is very impressed with
his “very dedicated” co-star,
Shraddha. “She is the best
choice for the role,” he says.

Smriti Mandhana
and Shravan
Mandhana
PHOTO: INSTAGRAM/
SHRAVAN_MANDHANA

prashant.singh@htlive.com

Taapsee and
Shagun...
Tom and Jerry!

On World Siblings Day, the sisters
reveal they are like any other siblings
— quarrelling but very close
Rishabh Suri
ctor Taapsee Pannu and
her younger sister Shagun
are the quintessential
sister duo. They fight and hurt
each other (quite literally!), get
into arguments often, but can’t
live without each other. We got
in touch with them on World
Siblings Day today, and they
were more than ready to spill
the beans about each other!
Taapsee reveals she made it
a point that her sister stays
with her, whichever city she
decides to settle in for work.
“We are partners in all
decisions, and stick by each
other. We used to stay with our
parents in Delhi, and now we
are together in Mumbai. She
was my partner when I left
Delhi and went to Hyderabad,
and then to Mumbai. We are
always on the same page about
everything. Shagun now runs a
wedding planning company
which I had started with a very
close friend,” she says.
Shagun agrees. “I got a job in
Hyderabad, then when she
shifted to Mumbai we started

A

More than anything else, Shravan is interested in the
number of sixes I have hit. I started playing at the age of
five and I still remember how I would watch him bat
closely and would look forward to him bowling to me.
SMRITI MANDHANA, CRICKETER

the wedding planning thing.
She was always sure she wants
me around, and is the
protective big sister. It’s getting
worse every year!” she jokes.

‘WE STOPPED
FIGHTING AFTER…’
While they argue about things,
the physical fights Taapsee and
Shagun used to have stopped
after an unfortunate incident.
Taapsee reveals, “I remember
that day. We fought physically
with each other too. We were
fighting over a desktop game
that was new in the house. I
banged her head on the desktop
table. The moment I did that, I
realised something was really
wrong. I hugged her... I could
feel she was in pain. There was
a huge cut on her eyebrow. The
shirt I was wearing was full of
blood. I froze seeing that, and
was in that spot till she
returned after getting the
wound stitched.”

ONE KEEPS THE
OTHER GROUNDED
Shagun says, “Once, there was
an annual race in school, and

she’d been preparing for it the
whole year. We were going
back home three days before
the race. I was participating in
a drill for kids. There was this
big ball I would carry to school
everyday. I dropped it from the
auto we were travelling in, and
started crying ‘I won’t be able
to participate’. She rushed on
the road to get it. In the process,
she hurt herself and couldn’t
win the race.”
Shagun adds Taapsee’s a

‘sore loser’! “I heard her
talking about it to someone
recently, saying she lost the
race because of me. If she
doesn’t win, she gets angry
with herself,” she laughs.
But Taapsee feels Shagun
has a big hand in keeping her
grounded. “Shagun’s my
reality check. Whenever I feel I
am on top of the world, she’s
the one who gives me a check,”
Taapsee adds.
n

rishabh.suri@htlive.com
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DAILY HOROSCOPE

Someone may go out of his or her way to do
your bidding. Your professional image may
suffer as seniors may not be happy with
your performance on the work front.
Focussing on investments will help you
strike rich. You will manage to nip a
medical problem in the bud and save
ARIES
yourself
from problems.
(MAR 21 - APR 20)
Lucky Number: 17 Lucky Colour: Orange
You may remain satisfied with the way things
are going personally and professionally. Your
opinions in an important seminar or
meeting may add to your prestige at
work. Some misunderstanding may take
an ugly turn on the love front. You need
to be careful about where you put your
money. Health may cause concern.

SAGITTARIUS

LEO
(JULY 23 - AUG 23)

There is a chance of something getting
cancelled at the last moment. You always
manage to get the wrong end of the stick
and suffer. Differences with lover can
crop up on the romantic front. Your
concern for someone will be touching.
Chance of going on a vacation with
TAURUS
family
is indicated and will be lots of fun.
(APR 21 - MAY 20)
Lucky Number: 11 Colour: Baby Pink

Lucky Number: 22 Lucky Colour: Violet

DIFFICULTY LEVEL

GEMINI
(MAY 21 - JUN 21)

Charlie Hunnam: The actor, known for films such
as King Arthur: Legend of the Sword (2017),
Papillon (2017), Pacific Rim (2013), and the recent
web movie Triple Frontier, turns 39 today.

You are likely to have an enjoyable time at home
in the company of friends and relations.
Someone is out to impress you on the
romantic front. Some of you can plan a
joint family outing. You may need to
think of a workplace problem from a
different angle. Avoid lending money to
anyone as it may not be returned.
Lucky Number: 5 Lucky Colour: Green

Changing equation with a family member may
disturb peace of mind. Your intelligence will
be on display as you tackle complicated
workplace issues. You are neither likely to
indulge in wasteful expenditure
yourself, nor let anyone else do the
same. Make forgive and forget your
motto to gain peace and tranquillity.

VIRGO
(AUG 24 - SEPT 23)

Lucky Number: 8 Lucky Colour: White

Even your best efforts may not be able to
convince seniors at the workplace. You will
manage to bring positive changes in your
mental make-up for better relationship
with others. An initiative taken on the
academic front is likely to favour you.
Encouraging results can be expected by
bringing changes on the health front.

SUDOKU

Astrologer Prem Kumar Sharma can be contacted at: Delhi: 91-11-26449898,
26489899 (Sat to Mon): Panchkula: 91-172-2562832, 2572874 (Tues to Thurs);
Mumbai: 09223376963 (Last week of every month)

This is the time to get all the help you can on
the academic front. You are likely to offend a
family member by you incorrigible ways.
Whining and wallowing in self pity may
not cut ice with the ones you want to
gain sympathy from. Lover’s support
motivates you to take up the challenges
that have been disturbing you.

Lucky Number: 9 Colour: Magenta

(NOV 23 - DEC 21)
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Lucky Number: 3 Lucky Colour: Yellow

Luck finally smiles on you on the personal front
and at work. Your efforts at work come in
from praise. Those trying to switch jobs
can find a lucrative opening. Those in
uniform get a posting of their choice.
Achievements can elate parents and the
family. You will manage to keep the
CAPRICORN
interest alive of the one attracted to you!
(DEC 22 - JAN 21)
Lucky Number: 1 Lucky Colour: Light Red

AQUARIUS
(JAN 22 - FEB 19)

LIBRA
(SEPT 24 - OCT 23)

Things pending for long need to be completed
before they come to the notice of higher
ups. Something said in jest offends lover.
You can gloss over mistakes in your rush
to submit an important assignment.
Don’t lend money to anyone you think is
unreliable. Your guidance on the health
front is likely to benefit someone.
Lucky Number: 18 Lucky Colour: Brown

CALVIN AND HOBBES

This is a good day to ask the boss for a favour.
Someone may help you in getting a new
venture on the tracks. True happiness lies
on the family front, as you will feel loved
and wanted. Someone you never
noticed before may begin to attract you
in
a romantic way! You can find official
CANCER
travelling a bit cumbersome.
(JUNE 22 - JULY 22)
Lucky Number: 2 Lucky Colour: Cream
There is a need to complete all your pending
work urgently. Your tendency to merge in
the background and preferring whispers
to clear speech makes you a suspect. So
you need to be at your convincing best
at home to remove a misunderstanding
in a parent’s mind. Romance is not a
priority right now.

This is an excellent time to put your ideas into
practice. A renewed interest in fitness finds
you in the prime of your health. Good
earning will find you in a comfortable
monetary situation. Expressing romantic
feelings and exchanging sweet nothings
will prove fulfilling. Things move as per
PISCES
plans on the professional front.
(FEB 20 - MAR 20)
Lucky Number: 7 Colour: Silver Grey

Bill Watterson

MOVIES ON TV
HBO
1115 Stuart Little 2
1239 A Quiet Place
1405 Geostorm
1600 The Hangover
1746 Iron Man 2
2000 2012
2258 Inception

MATHDOKU

Fill in all the squares in the grid so that each row, column and
each of the 9X9 squares contains all the digits from 1 to 9.

SONY PIX
1035 Son of The Mask
1238 Batman V Superman:
Dawn of Justice
1527 Final Destination 3
1725 The Final Destination
1900 King Kong
2300 Sully

DID YOU KNOW?
For her acting debut, Sonali Bendre was
cast opposite Arbaaz Khan in a movie
that was to be directed by Sohail Khan.
The project was never made.

STAR MOVIES
1039 Cloudy With A Chance
of Meatballs 2
1227 Avengers: Infinity War
1510 Ice Age: The Meltdown
1652 Charlie’s Angels
1848 Undisputed
2050 War For The Planet of
The Apes

SCRAMBLE - 3051
Solve the four anagrams and move one letter to each square to
form four ordinary words

BDAEO
B G I OT
AE RYLL
IIVYFV

SCRAMBLE SOLUTION: Abode/adobe, bigot, really, vivify
ANSWER: To fail to love is not to exist at all.
- Mark Van Doren

Rishabh Suri

uality, and not quantity,
has been at the focus of
actor Shefali Shah’s
approach to work. She has
done only over a dozen films in
a career spanning 24 years.
However, of late, she’s been
busy — Shefali starred in a
web film and headlined the
acclaimed series Delhi Crime.
Have her considerations
while choosing a project
undergone a change in all these
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years? “It has been the same. If
anything, I am very lucky that I
don’t have a very lengthy
resume. The kind of work I
have on it, I am very proud of it,
whether it was Monsoon
Wedding (2001), Gandhi, My
Father, The Last Lear (2007)…
It’s the story, director and the
role, and I don’t mean just
length — those are my
criteria,” she says.
Has the success of Delhi
Crime meant more offers? “I
did Delhi Crime one and a half
years ago. Since then, I have
been offered stuff, and I kept
looking at it in comparison of
the web series,” she says,
sharing what it was that made
her take the series up.
“I knew about the incident
(the 2012 Delhi gang rape) and
all were traumatised. But I
didn’t know this angle at all
about the cops. I got a chance to
stand in the shoes of the real
woman DCP who cracked the
case. There was no reason to
not even consider not doing it,”
she ends.
n

SOLUTION SUDOKU

‘LuckythatI
don’thavea
lengthyresume’

& PICTURES
1114 Heyy Babyy
1401 Raja Hindustani
1735 Train To Busan
2000 Toilet – Ek Prem Katha
2312 Resident Evil
UTV MOVIES
1120 Jaisi Karni Waisi Bharni
1435 Rowdy Baadshah
1745 Krishnarjuna Yudham
2030 Amar Akbar Anthony
ZEE CINEMA
1213 Shaktishali No.1
1505 Raja Hindustani
1811 International Rowdy
2100 Rowdy Rajkumar 2
2354 Revolver Raja

LOOKBACK

SOLUTION MATHDUKU

To ____ ___ _____ is not to exist at all.
- Mark Van Doren (4,2,4)

PHOTO: SARANG
GUPTA/HT

WB
1220 Drillbit Taylor
1403 Striptease
1543 Killer Elite
1736 Ghosts of Girlfriends
Past
1912 Dunkirk
2100 American Assassin

SHOW BUZZ

Now arrange the letters marked with an asterisk (*) to form the
answer to the riddle or to fill in the missing words as indicated.

Shefali Shah
was seen in
the web series
Delhi Crime

SCORPIO
(OCT 24 - NOV 22)

Lucky Number: 4 Lucky Colour: Blue

Place numbers into the puzzle cells so that each row and column contains each of the digits from 1 to 5. No number is to be repeated in any row or
column. Each bold-outlined cells contain a hint of a number and one of the mathematical symbols + x - /. The number is the result of the operation
represented by the symbol to the digits contained.

‘I WASASKED
SIR AAPKA
HAEMOGLOBIN
KYA HAI?’
Anil
Kapoor
says it’s
‘fun’
when
people
ask him
his age

Sangeeta Yadav

e is 62 but can easily
give all the younger
actors a run for their
money. Think of Anil
Kapoor and the first thing
that comes to your mind is
his enviably youthful good
looks. And naturally, the
recurring question that
people ask him is the reason
behind his reverse ageing, to
which he keeps saying that
“everything in me is
natural.” Until recently,
when a fan’s question left
him in splits.
“Kisi ne achcha sawaal
pucha mujhse ki ‘sir aapka
haemoglobin kya hai?’ I said,
‘yeh sawaal toh aaj tak
mujhse kisi ne nahi kiya,”
laughs Anil, adding, “It’s fun
when people ask me my age,
or the secret to my
youthfulness. But I take
everything as fun. You can’t
take it seriously that I look so

H

young. Obviously, I don’t. I
take it with a pinch of salt.”
Despite receiving
unending love and adulation
from his fans, Kapoor prefers
to stay humble. “People have
been kind and very nice to
me. I enjoy when they
compliment me. [In my head]
I know where I stand. I’m not
delusional. I’ve been simple
and normal, unaffected by all
stardom,” he says.
Ask about his fitness
mantra and the actor says his
children — Sonam K Ahuja,
Rhea Kapoor and Harsh
Varrdhan Kapoor inspire
him. “I observe them — what
they are eating and how they
lead a healthy lifestyle.
Sometimes, they tell me to
try something different in my
diet or workout. There is a
healthy banter that goes on
and we don’t leave an
opportunity to pull each
other’s leg, too,” Anil shares,
laughing.

PHOTO: INSTAGRAM/ NEENA_GUPTA

Back to the beginning
Actor Neena Gupta went down memory lane and shared this
picture. “When I auditioned fr phullan devi for shekhar
kapoor.my heart...” (sic), she wrote.

QUOTE HANGER
I’D LIKE TO DO A
ROMANTIC FILM,
BUT I HAVEN’T
FOUND ANYTHING
THAT WORKS
FOR ME.

WORKING WITH
AKSHAY [KUMAR]
IS ALWAYS FUN.
THE BEST PART IS
THAT HE DOESN’T
WASTE TIME.

JOHNABRAHAM,
ACTOR

KAREENA KAPOOR
KHAN, ACTOR

HAVE YOU HEARD?

RGV to make his acting debut
ilmmaker Ram Gopal
Varma will make his acting
debut in his next bilingual
project Cobra, which he’ll
co-direct with Agasthya
Manju. ”Ahem! On the
occasion of my birthday
today, I am debuting as an
actor for the first time in my
career. I wouldn’t mind if you
don’t bless me. Thanks,” he
tweeted on Sunday, along
with the first look poster of
the film. According to the
poster, the film is a biopic
based on “the most

F

Ram Gopal Varma
dangerous criminal ever”
and will see him play an
intelligence officer.
IANS

rishabh.suri@htlive.com
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SOLANGE
BAILS OUT
FROM
COACHELLA
The organisers say the singer had to
drop out from the music festival
because of ‘production delays’

Singer-songwriter
Solange Knowles
was scheduled to
perform at the
festival on April 13
and April 20

merican singersongwriter Solange
Knowles will not be
performing at this year’s
Coachella Valley Music and
Arts Festival 2019. The music
festival shared the news on
Twitter, citing production
delays as the reason for her
pulling out of the event.
“Due to major production
delays, Solange will,
unfortunately, no longer be
performing at this year’s
festival. She sends her sincerest
apologies and looks forward to
performing at Coachella in the
future,” the tweet read.
Solange was scheduled to
perform at the festival on April
13 and April 20. There is no
confirmation as to who will
replace her, reported E! News.
Her Coachella performance
would have taken place just
over a month after the release of
her fourth studio album, When I
Get Home, which dropped on
March 1.
The Cranes In The Sky artist

A

PHOTO: SHUTTERSTOCK

had joined her sister Beyonce
onstage last year, during her
performance. The sister duo
took the stage by fire as they
sang Get Me Bodied.
Despite Solange’s absence
from the festival, which will
definitely come as a piece of bad
news to many of her fans,
Coachella 2019 will still see a ton
of great artists.
Rapper Kanye West revealed
on March 31 that he was
bringing his social mediafamous and star-studded
Sunday Service to the festival.
Musicians Childish Gambino,
Tame Impala, and Ariana
Grande were announced as
headliners, while other
performers include Kid Cudi,
Kacey Musgraves, Janelle
Monae, The 1975, Khalid, J
Balvin, Zedd, Dillon Francis,
among many others.
Coachella will take place over
the next two weekends, April 12
to 14 and April 19 to 21, in Indio,
California.

V

Director Tim Burton PHOTO:
MARIO ANZUONI/REUTERS

Actor Felicity Huffman faces up to 20 years in prison

FELICITY HUFFMAN
FACES UP TO 20
YEARS IN PRISON.
HUFFMAN’S HUSBAND,
WILLIAM H. MACY, IS
NOT CHARGED IN
THE CASE

Can’t wait to play
Black Adam:
Dwayne
roducer-actor Dwayne
Johnson, also known as
The Rock, recently posted
a four-minute video on his
Instagram handle, and
thanked his fans for showing
love towards Shazam!.
“Our SHAZAM! Is the #1
movie in the world. THANK
YOU!” Dwayne captioned it.
He started the video by
saying how he wanted to
deliver his gratitude towards
his fans who made Shazam! a
really big success around the
world. He also said he was
overjoyed to see how the
movie was getting rave
reviews from all quarters.
Dwayne said, “For those
who know about comic books
and who know the mythology
of Shazam know that Shazam
is connected to Black Adam.”
He further went on to add, “I
can’t wait to play Black Adam
because they’re all getting
their a***s kicked when I play
Black Adam. That day of
reckoning is coming for
ANI
everyone.”
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AS A MOM, CARRIE
IS STILL FIGURING
OUT HER GROOVE

Actor Dwayne Johnson (top) was set to portray Black Adam in
Shazam! (inset), but later, left the project to pursue a Black Adam
PHOTO: KEVIN WINTER/GETTY IMAGES/AFP
solo film
Singer Carrie
Underwood
welcomed her
second child in
January
PHOTO:
ALBERTO E.
RODRIGUEZ/AFP

rammy winner Carrie
Underwood, who is proud
mother to two children,
recently opened up about the
challenges of parenting.
Underwood admits that she’s
“still figuring things out”.
Underwood and husband
Mike Fisher welcomed their
son, Jacob Bryan Fisher, on
January 21 and now the family
of four is trying to adjust with
the newborn. They also have a
4-year-old named Isaiah
Michael Fisher.
The singer said, “He loves it.
He calls Jacob ‘My baby.’
Isaiah apparently goes around
asking, “Where’s my baby?
How’s my baby? I wanna kiss
my baby’.” The American Idol
winner continued about how
Isaiah changed in her eyes
when she came home with
their newborn. She said he
“just seemed like a big boy.”
Although Jacob isn’t
Underwood and Fisher’s first
child, she admits that life
with two kids has been a big
adjustment. “We’re still
figuring out our groove, to be
honest,” she explained, adding,
“I don’t know if we’ll ever
ANI
figure it out.”
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Tim raises doubt on
Beetlejuice sequel
eteran filmmaker Tim
Burton has said he has no
clue about the status of
any Beetlejuice sequel,
featuring actor Michael
Keaton. The filmmaker, who
recently directed Keaton in the
reboot of Dumbo, said he is
doubtful if the sequel to the
1988 fantasy-horror will ever
be made.
Burton was asked by USA
Today about the status of the
sequel, to which he replied,
“Nothing, nothing.” Then,
asked if it’s definitely
happening, he said, “I don’t

03

know. I doubt it.”
Rumours of a Beetlejuice
sequel have been doing the
rounds for years now, but
nothing has been finalised yet.
Beetlejuice Goes Hawaiian,
was green-lit after the big
success of the original film, but
never went into production.
In 2015, actor Winona Ryder
had confirmed that a second
film was in the pipeline. There
were also reports of Mike
Vukadinovich being roped in
to write the movie. However,
since 2017, there has been no
PTI
update on the project.

Parineeti gears up
to play Saina Nehwal

PHOTO:GRETCHEN ERTL/REUTERS

Huffman pleadsguiltyin
collegeadmissionsscandal
ollywood actor Felicity
Huffman has pleaded
guilty to using bribery
and other forms of fraud as
part of the college admissions
scandal, federal prosecutors
in Boston said. On Monday,
Huffman, the Desperate
Housewives star, pleaded
guilty to paying $15,000 to a
fake charity associated with
Rick Singer, who ran a college
prep business and
masterminded what
prosecutors called the largest
college admissions cheating
scheme in the US, to facilitate
cheating for her daughter on
the SATs, CNN quoted the
complaint as saying.
Huffman’s husband, the
actor William H. Macy, is not
charged in the case. Huffman

H

I am in full acceptance
of my guilt, and with
deep regret and shame
over what I have done,
I accept responsibility
for my actions.
FELICITY HUFFMAN
ACTOR
and the other accused — 12
other wealthy parents and a
coach — were all charged
with one count of conspiracy
to commit mail fraud and
honest services mail fraud
and have agreed to plead
guilty, the prosecutors said.

Huffman faces up to 20
years in prison. In exchange
for her plea, federal
prosecutors will recommend
incarceration
at the “low end” of the
sentencing range, a $20,000
fine and 12 months of
supervised release. They will
not bring further charges. A
federal judge will have the
final say on the outcome for
Huffman and the other
defendants.
“I am in full acceptance of
my guilt, and with deep regret
and shame over what I have
done, I accept full
responsibility for my actions
and will accept the
consequences that stem from
those actions,” Huffman said.

IANS

arineeti Chopra has been
devoting two hours daily
to watch public
appearance and match footage
videos of Saina Nehwal to get
into the mind of the ace
badminton player.
“I am a visual learner,” says
Parineeti who’ll be portraying
Saina Nehwal in her biopic.
“The most important advice
that I got from my entire
training team, Amole Gupte
sir and everybody was that I

P

must watch Saina’s matches. I
haven’t watched that many
badminton matches and I
really want to play exactly the
way she plays,” she added.
“So, watching her matches
how she drops her foot, how
she uses her hand, how she
uses her racket, her
aggression on the court that is
something that I really want to
imbibe as a part of my
personality,” she said.

IANS
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BUCKWHEAT PANCAKE WITH
LEBANESE COLESLAW
INGREDIENTS
For the pancakes
n Buckwheat flour (250gm)
n Baking powder (3gm)
n Paprika (5gm)
n Yeast (3gm)
n Unsweetened almond milk

(50ml)
n Apple cider vinegar (5ml)

For the Lebanese coleslaw
n Peeled and grated carrot (70gm)
n Chopped cucumber (75gm)
n Chopped red cabbage (50gm)
n Ripe, cubed avocado (75gm)
n Tahini (10gm)
n Sesame seeds (5gm)
n Pink Himalayan salt and black

pepper (2gm)

yeast, almond milk and apple
cider vinegar to a blender or
food processor. Blend until
smooth and set it aside for 5
minutes.
n Prepare the Lebanese coleslaw

by mixing the carrot, cucumber,
red cabbage, avocado, tahini
and sesame seeds. Season the
mix with pink Himalayan salt
and black pepper.
n Heat a non-stick frying pan on a

medium-high flame. Use
around 2-3 tablespoon batter
per pancake and cook for
around 2 minutes (until you see
bubbles forming on its surface)
before flipping. Cook for
another minute before setting
aside on a plate.
n Serve the pancakes by filling

coleslaw in between them.
Recipe by Naresh Chinni,
executive chef, The Drunken
botanist, Gurugram

INSTRUCTIONS
n Add the pancake ingredients,

buckwheat flour, baking
powder, paprika,
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NAVRATRIRECIPES:
ANIMAGINATIVE
TAKEON
BUCKWHEAT
From buckwheat
waffles to upma, here’s
how you can make the
age-old ‘kuttu ka atta’
more delectable

Buckwheat
pancakes are
tasty as well as
easy to make

Akshay Kaushal

e all know that ‘kuttu
ke atta’ or buckwheat
flour is synonymous
to the religious
festival of Navratri, but have
you ever tried buckwheat upma
or waffles? The fruit seed comes
from the plant fagopyrum
esculentum and was originated
in Southeast Asia around six

W

thousand years ago. It is also
used in making a huge range of
delicacies that will satiate your
taste buds. Buckwheat flour
also has several health benefits.
It is rich in protein, fibre, antioxidants and is also gluten-free.
Here are some unique
buckwheat recipes by
professional chefs that will
make you drool for sure!
n

akshay.kaushal@htlive.com

Kuttu ka upma
is perfect for a
light breakfast

KUTTU KA UPMA
add cumin seeds and sauté till
it changes colour.

INGREDIENTS
n Buckwheat flour (1 cup)
n Ghee (1 tablespoon)
n Cumin seeds (1/2 teaspoon)
n Finely chopped green chilli (1)
n Finely chopped ginger (½

inch)
n Potatoes peeled and cut into

small cubes (2 medium-sized)
n Roasted and crushed peanuts

(2 tablespoons)
n Sugar (1 teaspoon)
n Salt to taste
n Chopped fresh coriander

leaves (1 tablespoon)
n Lemon juice (1 teaspoon)
n Lemon wedges to serve

METHOD

n Add green chilli and ginger

and mix, sauté it for a few
seconds. Add potatoes and
sauté for 2-3 minutes or till
the edges of the potatoes
turn crispy.
n Add peanuts and sauté for

about 30 seconds. Add
buckwheat and mix it well,
and then sauté it for 1-2
minutes.
n Add 2 cups of water, sugar

and salt. Mix it well, cover and
cook on a low flame till it’s
fully done.
n Add coriander leaves, lemon

juice and mix it well.
n Serve hot with a lemon

wedge.
From ParaFit Delivers by
Paraj Primlani

n Heat ghee in a non-stick pan,

KUTTU ATTA TART, SAMAK RICE KHEER AND WATERMELON SORBET
INGREDIENTS
n Full cream milk (100ml)
n Samak rice or barnyard millet

(50gm)
n White butter (50gm)
n Sugar (80gm)
n Buckwheat flour (50gm)
n Diced watermelon (150gm)
n Around 20 fresh mint leaves

it like an ice, take it out, add mint
leaves, churn it to make a sorbet
and then freeze it again.
n Mix kuttu atta, sugar, white

butter to form a tart dough.
Allow it to sit for 10 minutes, roll
it and shape it into tart mould.
Preheat the oven at 160 degrees
and then bake at 160 degrees for
8-10 minutes. Allow it to cool and
then demould it.
n Take the non-stick pan, add the

n Orange juice (100ml)
n Mixed dry fruit (almond, cashew,

pista) (30gm)

METHOD
n Take a non-stick pan and heat it

up. Add orange juice, reduce it to
a thick sauce consistency and
then allow it to cool.
n Wash and soak the samak rice for

10-15 minutes.
n Take the watermelon and freeze

milk and allow it to cook till it’s
reduced to half. Add soaked
samak rice to it & cook until done.
Now add the nuts, mix well and
allow it to cool down.
Take the tart, fill it with kheer,
scoop out the watermelon sorbet
and apply orange sauce on the
bottom of the plate. Place the tart
and sorbet to serve.
Parth Bharti, executive chef at
Pikkle

Kuttu atta
tart, samak
rice kheer and
watermelon
sorbet

KUTTU WAFFLE SANDWICH
INGREDIENTS
n Buckwheat flour (1 cup)
n Sugar (1 tablespoon, coconut

sugar can be used as well)
n Sendha namak (½ teaspoon)
n Cinnamon (¼ teaspoon)
n Buttermilk, beaten (see notes

to learn how to make your
own with any kind of milk) (1
¼ cups)
n

Melted butter or coconut oil
(4 tablespoons)

n Boiled potato (100gm)
n Chilli powder (1gm)

METHOD
n Preheat your waffle iron. If

desired, preheat oven to 200
degrees Fahrenheit to keep
waffles warm until you’re
ready to serve.
n In a medium-sized mixing

bowl, whisk together the
buckwheat flour, sugar,
sendha namak, and
cinnamon.

Actor Pooja Hegde
says that she loves
traditional
ensembles,
especially
Kanjivaram

n In a liquid measuring cup or

another bowl, whisk the
buttermilk and melted butter.
Pour the wet mixture into the
dry mixture and stir them
together until there are only a
few small lumps left. Give it a
few more stirs, if you see any
liquid that hasn’t fully
incorporated.

BUCKWHEAT AND FRUIT
GATEAUX SLICE

n Pour batter over the hot

waffle iron plates, close the
iron and cook until the
waffles are barely letting off
steam and are lightly crispy.
Carefully lift the waffle out of
the waffle iron and serve
immediately, or place in the
oven to keep warm. Take a
boiled potato cut into small
pieces and put sendha namak
along with chilli powder over
it.

INGREDIENTS

For garnishing
n Dried slice of Pineapple (1)

n Buckwheat flour (500gm)

n Slices of fruits (50gm)

n Refined oil (10ml)

METHOD

n Sugar (30gm)
n Baking powder (3gm)
n Baking soda (3gm)
n Milkmaid (50ml)

n Make a waffle sandwich and

serve with microgreen and
edible flowers.
Chef Ramesh Rana,
corporate chef, Decode Air
Bar

Kuttu waffle
sandwich is
your way to
crispy breads

IwanttoraidGigi
Hadid’scloset:
PoojaHegde
Supermodel Gigi Hadid
is actor Pooja Hegde’s
favourite when it
comes to fashion PHOTO:
INSTAGRAM/GIGIHADID

n Castor sugar (20gm)
n Butter (80gms)
n Muskmelon (25gm)
n Pineapple (25gm)
n Apple kinnor (25gm)
n Cooking cream (50ml)

Prerna Gauba Sibbal
f you have the passion to turn
your dreams into reality, then
they definitely come true.
Actor Pooja Hegde, who has
bagged many Tollywood films
along with making a mark in
Bollywood, exemplifies this.
The actor, who was the second
runner-up at the Miss Universe
India 2010 competition talks to
us about her love for
Kanjivaram, obsession with
high-waisted pants and her
secret desire of raiding Gigi
Hadid’s closet. Here’s all you
need to know about Pooja
Hegde’s fashion inspirations:

I

Your favourite fashion piece...

buckwheat flour, sugar, oil,
baking powder. Layer it with
reduced milk and milkmaid.
n Add diced fruits and sugar

n Milk (50ml)

Buckwheat and
fruit gateaux
slice is a perfect
dessert to fulfil
your dessert
craving

n Make a sponge cake with

My mother’s Kanjivaram saris
are my favourite. When we are
growing up, we like to
experiment, however, after a
point, we want to go back to our
roots and traditional fabrics.
So, I have evolved, and love
those traditional ensembles
that are inherited pieces. I also
like fusion wear because they
give a younger vibe to a
traditional garment making it
wearable for the younger
generation. For me, the best
fusion wear would be a sari
gown. It gives you a nice shape
and are versatile.

On a casual day what will you been
seen wearing?
I would be wearing shorts and a

Actor Pooja Hegde
says it’s important
to enjoy your
workout
PHOTO: INSTAGRAM/
HEGDEPOOJA

syrup. Dry a slice of pineapple
in oven by sprinkling castor
sugar.
n Bake at 180 degrees for 45

minutes.
By Diwas Wadhera,
executive chef, Crowne
Plaza, Mayur Vihar, Delhi

T-shirt!

A fashion trend you are obsessed
with…
I’m obsessed with high-waisted
pants. These pants give an
illusion of height and longer
legs. I generally love the ’70s
fashion trend and this one is
one of them. You can wear
these pants with a knotted
crop top, a basic shirt tucked in
or even with a basic cropped
top.
Your fashion icon…
Gigi Hadid is my fashion fav! I
would love to raid her closet as
she wears quirky and edgy
clothes, she carries it with
confidence, which I think is the
most important thing.
Is following a diet a crucial part of
your fitness? How do you follow?
I love food too much to go on a
diet. I believe the right diet is
the one that you can follow all
your life because if you leave it
all the fat comes back with
vengeance. I would
recommend going for a
workout that you enjoy doing.
If someone likes dancing, that’s
the right workout for them.
Anything that keeps you
moving and your heart rate
high works according to me.
For me, it’s Pilates. It works on
the entire body and not just one
part. It strengthens the core
and is not hard on the knees so
I love that.
n

prerna.gauba@htlive.com
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shortstories
TRAINING ON
INNOVATION
BEGINS AT UIPS
CHANDIGARH: A seven-day
training on ‘innovation and
entrepreneurship’ began at
University Institute of Pharmaceutical Sciences (UIPS), Panjab
University, on Tuesday, for
pharma faculty participants
under the initiative of UGC
Networking Resource Centre. The
training is being organised to
train human resource to acquire
the key skills for being a successful entrepreneur, such as critical
thinking, problem solving,
negotiation, collaboration,
flexibility, teamwork, communication, and leadership. Course
coordinator Indu Pal Kaur briefed
the participants about the course
content. The function was
inaugurated by Hirendra N Ghosh,
director, Institute of Nano Science
HTC
and Technology, Mohali.

Foundation day celebrated
at Panjab University
CHANDIGARH: The Indian Council
for Culture Relations (ICCR) in
collaboration with the office of
Dean International Students (DIS)
organised its foundation day on
Tuesday. Registrar KaramjitSingh
was the chief guest on the
occasion. Priyatosh Sharma from
the department of history
delivered a talk on ‘Myths and
legends are a key to understand
Indian society and culture’.
Regional director Nalini Singhal
also spoke on the occasion. HTC

Two-day conference starts
CHANDIGARH: A two-day
national conference on the theme
‘Sharing best practices: Leadership, ethics and values,’ was
inaugurated at Panjab University
on Tuesday. It was organised
under the Centre for Academic
Leadership and Educational
Management under Pandit
Madan Mohan Malaviya National
Mission for Teachers Training.
Conference coordinator Nandita
Singh said the aim of the conference was to provide a training
programme to educational
administrators and managers. The
guests of honour for the inaugural session were former UPSC
chairman Deepak Gupta and
Major General GG Dwivedi. HTC

AG team at Pbi varsity to audit Court allows application
₹80 lakh fire gear purchase to get forensic expert
SMELLING A ‘SCAM’ The team has asked for purchase records, officials of fire-fighting
dept, former registrar, complainants to appear before them and record statements
Navrajdeep Singh
n

navrajdeep.singh@htlive.com

PATIALA: With the Punjabi Uni-

versity, Patiala, allegedly sitting on a purported scam in the
purchase of fire extinguishers
and other equipment worth ₹80
lakh, a three-member team from
the accountant general (AG) of
Punjab is camping on
campus to carry a detailed audit
into the matter.
The Punjab AG has started
audit after Prime Minister’s
office (PMO), acting on a complaint filed six months back,
had forwarded it to state AG
and asked them to carry out a
minute audit.
The complaint was originally
filed by senior professor of the
varsity, Pushpinder Singh Gill,
to the then officiating vice-chancellor (V-C) Anurag Verma,
who had ordered an inquiry and
directed senior professors
Sukhwinder Singh and Amita
Kaushal to submit a report.
As per the report, a purported
scam in the purchase of 550 fire
extinguishers at ₹58.4 lakh, and
smoke-detection alarm systems
at ₹21.4 lakh, for over three
years, had come to light, but the
university did not take action or
fix responsibility of officials
involved in it.
The AG team, led by senior
audit officer RK Vashisht, have
summoned the record and asked
the officials concerned, including the former registrar, an
ex-finance officer and the complainants to appear before them
and record statement. The team
has also asked the university to
provide addresses of the firms
from where the purchase was
made so that physical verification can be carried out.
Vashisht refused to divulge

REVIVE STUDENT UNION POLLS,
DEMAND VARSITY STUDENTS
HT Correspondent
n

patiala@hindustantimes.com

PATIALA: The Punjabi Uni-

versity students, under
the banner of Nav Punjab
Students’ Sabha, Democratic Students’ Organisations and Punjab Radical
Students’ Union, sat on a
symbolic protest outside
the Punjabi University
over their demands for
revival of student polls
in education institutions
on Tuesday.
Student organisations
have decided to hold a
peaceful protest march
towards chief minister
Captain Amarinder
Singh’s residence in
Patiala on Wednesday.
Yadwinder Singh Goldy,

details of the inquiry being carried out. “The matter is confidential and as per protocol,
nothing can be disclosed.
The report will be sent to officials concerned for further
action,” he said.
Confirming the development, registrar Manjit Singh
Nijjar said that the audit team is
verifying facts related to complaints regarding an alleged
scam in purchase of fire fighting
equipment, from 2014-2016.
“We are not interfering in
working of the audit team. The
university’s finance officer has
been asked to provide all files
related to purchases,” the registrar said. Though the university
had tabled 13 of total 14 inquiry

president of Nav Punjab
Students’ Sabha, said
that the Congress government had promised the
youth of Punjab that
they will revive student
elections.
The student leaders
said that in March 2018,
Captain Amarinder Singh
had announced to hold student union elections in universities and colleges
across state, at the Punjab
state assembly.
But his promise has
turned out to be futile as
nothing has been done so
far, they said.
The student body
elections were banned
in 1984 due to turmoil
caused by militancy in
the state.

reports in its Syndicate meeting
held on March 15, it had not presented a vital inquiry report
pertaining to this purported
scam in purchase of fire fighting
equipment.
An internal inquiry report,
states that purchase of the fire
extinguishers between April,
2014 and October, 2016 was made
from a ‘ghost company’ (which
did not exist on ground), and its
address in Patiala was also
found to be wrong.
Despite having a budget allocation of ₹2.5 lakh each, for the
three financial years stated, the
university’s fire fighting wing
had purchased the fire extinguishers on three different occasions at ₹23.67 lakh, ₹27.3 lakh

›

The matter is
confidential and as
per protocol, nothing can
be disclosed. A report
will be sent to officials.
Further action will be
taken by them.
RK VASHISHT, senior audit officer

and ₹28.65 lakh, respectively.
The report has further mentioned instances where a 4kg
fire extinguisher was bought for
₹8,229 per piece, though the Punjab common schedule of rates
says that it is available for just
₹2,415 per piece.
The report stated that even
the bills were cleared without
cross checking or audit.
During his tenure as the officiating V-C, the then secretary
higher education Anurag
Verma had received complaints
of alleged irregularities in
the university’s functioning,
from 2007 to 2017. These
included allegations of nepotism, corruption, and bungling
of funds in the examination
branch, among other issues.
On the basis of these complaints, Verma had ordered 14
internal inquiries in April,
2017. The sealed reports of
these were handed over to
incumbent V-C Prof BS Ghuman in December, 2017.
The V-C had formed a twomember committee, comprising
of former IAS officer Jagjit Puri
and former IPS officer VK
Kapoor, to further investigate
the internal inquiry reports.
The panel had submitted its
sealed findings to the university in July, 2018.

26-yr-old ‘strangulated’;
husband, in-laws booked

‘Marital discord’:
Man commits suicide
by hanging self

HT Correspondent

HT Correspondent

‘ D O W R Y D E AT H ’

n

patiala@hindustantimes.com

PATIALA: A 26-year-old woman
was allegedly strangulated by
her in-laws at Arno village in
Patran, 50-km from Patiala,
on Tuesday.
The deceased has been identified as Ram Rakhi, who was
married to a Bhim Singh, since
past four years.
On complaint of her father,
Fauji Ram, police have registered a case under Sections
304-B (dowry death, where the
death of a woman is
caused by any burns or bodily
injury) and 120B (criminal
conspiracy) of the Indian
Penal Code (IPC) against

THE ACCUSED HAD
HARASSED THE VICTIM
IN THE PAST AS WELL;
THE MATTER WAS
RESOLVED THROUGH
INTERVENTION OF KIN
OF BOTH PARTIES
Bhim, his parents, brother and
sister-in-law.
The deceased’s father has
alleged that his daughter’s
in-laws were constantly
demanding
dowry
and used to torture her, mentally and physically.
“The accused family had

physically harassed the victim
in the past as wel. Back then, the
matter was resolved following
the intervention of relatives of
both sides,” police said.
Police added that the complainant has also alleged that he
had received a phone call from
Bhim, who informed him that
Rakhi fell ill on Sunday evening
and her condition is critical.
However, when he reached
the hospital, he found that
Rakhi had died. It is suspected
that accused had thrashed her
and strangulated her.
Patran station house officer
(SHO) Ranbir Singh said that
they have arrested four accused
including the victim’s husband
Bhim Singh in the matter.

n

letterschd@hindustantimes.com

CHANDIGARH: A 46-year-old
interior designer committed
suicide by hanging himself
from the ceiling at his house in
Sector 29 on Tuesday.
Identified as Narinder, alias
Nonni, he took the extreme step
because of marital issues,
said police.
Police officials privy to the
matter said Narinder has two
children, both minors, from his
marriage.
His wife, who works as a
beautician, would remain away
from the house for months on
foreign assignments.
Meanwhile, Narinder was

bmw
murder
AKANSH SEN CASE
HT Correspondent
n

letterschd@hindustantimes.com

CHANDIGARH: The application filed

by the defence counsel for summoning a forensic expert and
allowing the expert to inspect the
police files in Akansh Sen murder case, relative of former Himachal Pradesh chief minister
Virbhadra Singh, was allowed
by the court. The case was listed
in the court of additional district
and sessions judge.
Defence counsel Manjit Singh

BODY OF A
TWO-YEAR-OLD
FISHED OUT OF
BHAKRA CANAL
PATIALA: Divers have fished out the
body of a two-and-half-year-old
boy from Kakrala bridge of the
Bhakra canal, falling under the
jurisdiction of Pasiana police station, here on Tuesday.
Police said that the divers stationed near the bridge saw a
bloated body of the boy.
The boy was in blue shorts and
a checkered shirt. The divers
fished out the body.
Following this, they immediately reported the matter to the
Pasiana police station, which circulated the information and
sounded an alert at the police stations across Punjab. Police said
that their counterparts from
Khanna informed that four persons — including a woman and
three children.
A missing complaint had been
registered at the Khanna Sadar
police station and the body’s
description matched one of the
kids. Police said that they have
called kin of the missing persons
to identify the body for further
HTC
action to be taken.

argued that there are certain
documents in which police had
made changes and has defects
like overwriting of timings and
other details which need to be
examined by an expert.
The defence counsel on behalf
of accused Harmehtab Singh
wanted to summon a forensic
expert for the “just decision of
the case.”
The party prayed that an
application should be allowed
and the forensic expert be summoned as defence witness.The
next date for hearing is April 22.
In the previous hearing,
accused Harmehtab Singh
Rarewala had recorded his
statement, wherein he
claimed of being falsely implicated by his schoolmate Gagan-

deep Shergil alias Shera.

THE CASE
On February 9, 2017, Akansh Sen
was allegedly run over thrice by
a BMW car following a brawl
that allegedly occurred after a
group of friends went for a party
at Boombox Café in Sector 9.
Harmehtab Singh Rarewala,
grandson of the erstwhile
PEPSU chief minister, Gian
Singh Rarewala and Balraj
Singh Randhawa, son of a former
sarpanch of Fatehgarh Sahib,
are accused of murdering Sen.
The main accused Randhawa
was declared a proclaimed
offender by the court in April
last year, and the reward money
on him was increased from
₹50,000 to ₹1 lakh.

Experts reinterpret
Jallianwala Bagh
massacre at seminar
HT Correspondent
n

patiala@hindustantimes.com

PATIALA : The department of history, Punjabi University in
Patiala, organised a nationallevel seminar on ‘reinterpreting
the Jallianwala Bagh massacre in
the contemporary context’ here
on Tuesday.
The seminar commenced with
a two-minute silence to pay tribute to the martyrs of this massacre of April 13, 1919.
Presiding over the event, vicechancellor (V-C) professor BS
Ghuman said that there is a need
to understand the incident in a
modern context as it was a
gruesome and brutal attack
by the British on innocent people
of Punjab.
“Whenever there is discussion
about violation of human rights,
the Jallianwala Bagh tragedy is
mentioned in detail,” Ghuman
said. Keynote speaker Sukhdev
Singh Sohal, of Guru Nanak
Dev University, Amritsar, said
that the massacre was a multidimensional phenomenon in the

Indian history.
“To understand the situation
before or after this tragedy, we
need to reinterpret the incident.
The modern perception is
required to be rebuilt for understanding imperial structures and
fallouts on humanities,” Sohal
said. Gurbhej Singh Goraya, secretary at the Punjabi Academy in
Delhi, said reinterpretation of the
Jallianwala Bagh massacre can
never be complete without talking about Shaheed Udham Singh.
Dean (research) Jaspal Kaur
Dhanju laid stress on the need for
reinterpretation of the whole
incident.
Meanwhile,
Mohammad Idris, head and
director of the seminar, conducted the inaugural session and
presented his views.
On the occasion, a book named
‘Jallianwala Bagh and the Raj’
edited by the former head of the
department of history, professor
Shiv Kumar Gupta, was released.
Besides, the special edition of
Punjabi Academy’s magazine
on Shaheed Udham Singh was
also released.

unable to cope with the pressure
of handling the kids and his job,
police said on the basis of information gathered from people
known to the family.
Narinder’s children were the
ones to raise the alarm on seeing
his body.
After police were called, he
was rushed to Government
Medical College and
Hospital, Sector 32, where
doctors declared him “brought
dead”.
The Industrial Area police
have initiated inquest
proceedings under Section
174 (police to inquire and
report on suicide, etc) of
the Criminal Procedure Code
(CrPC).

‘Mrig trishna’: A tale of materialism, relations
HT Correspondent
n

patiala@hindustantimes.com

PATIALA: A play ‘Mrig trishna’ was

n

Artistes performing the play ‘Mrig trishna’ on 16th day of the ongoing Natya Mahotsav at Kalidas Auditorium, Virsa Vihar Kendra, in Patiala
BHARAT BHUSHAN/HT
on Tuesday.

staged at the Kalidasa Auditorium at Virsa Vihar Kendra in
Patiala on Tuesday.
The performance was as part
of the of the Natya Mahotsav that
is being organised by the North
Zone Cultural Centre (NZCC)
since the past 16 days.
The play was staged by artistes
under the banner of Ankur Arts.
It was directed by renowned
theatre artiste RP Gulati. The
theme of the play was “materialism and social relationships —
the lust for riches even at the
stake of killing one’s own child”.
The drama began with the
story of a poverty-ridden family
living in a jungle. The central
character of the play is an aged
father, a role that was portrayed
by RP Gulati himself.
Other characters in the play
included daughter Pammi played
by Dimple Rajput and wife played
by Rajinder Walia. Also, Rupinderjit Walia acted as a contractor
and villagers were played by Harmeet Bajwa, Chander Prakash
and Harish.
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NIRF rankings: PGIMER
is second again this year

It’s win some, lose some
for PU in central rankings
ARIIA Varsity comes 9th in first-ever ranking of
govt institutions on innovation achievements

n

NIRF Drops from 33rd to 34th place in fourth
National Institutional Ranking Framework results

Arshdeep Arshi
n

arshdeep.arshi@htlive.com

CHANDIGARH : Panjab University

grabbed the ninth spot, featuring
among Indian Institutes of Technology (IITs), in the first-ever
Atal Ranking of Institutions on
Innovation
Achievements
(ARIIA) announced on Monday.
However, dampening this
good news, the fourth National
Institutional Ranking Framework (NIRF) results announced
at the same event in the presence
of President Ram Nath Kovind at
New Delhi saw the varsity dropping a spot, from 33rd in 2018 to
34th in 2019.
The NIRF was launched by the
ministry of human resource
development (MHRD) on September 19, 2015. This framework
outlines a methodology to rank
institutions across the country
(see box). The first list was
released in April 2016.
Meanwhile, ARIIA has been
announced for the first time,
ranking institutions on innovation, entrepreneurship development and other related parameters (see box).
PU vice-chancellor Raj
Kumar, who received the award,
congratulated the PU faculty and
urged both teachers and students to keep striving towards
excellence.
Ashish Jain, director, Internal Quality Assurance Cell
(IQAC), PU, said: “ARIIA is
based on the innovation culture.
Panjab University started incubation and startup culture long
ago, which helped it perform so
well in the rankings. It is the only
institute among the top 10 that is
not centrally funded.”
On the NIRF results, Jain said:
“We have pretty much maintained the same place. A slip of
one rank is negligible. But we
really do need to improve in
terms of perception as well as
teaching and learning resources.
We have identified the gaps and
will work towards improving

ATAL RANKING OF INSTITUTIONS ON INNOVATION ACHIEVEMENTS
MHRD has ranked 10 government-funded institutions. However, individual scores have not been released
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Indian Institute of Technology, Madras

Parameters and their weightage

Indian Institute of Technology, Delhi
Indian Institute of Science, Bengaluru
Indian Institute of Technology, Kharagpur
Institute of Chemical Technology, Mumbai
Indian Institute of Technology, Kanpur
Indian Institute of Technology, Roorkee
Panjab University, Chandigarh
Indian Institute of Technology, Hyderabad

WHAT PU SCORED ON VARIOUS PARAMETERS

National Institutional
Ranking Framework

Parameter

Scoring 51, PU was overall 33rd and
20th among varsities in 2018. It
slipped a rank in both categories

them.”
PU was ranked overall 33 and
20 among universities in 2018.
This year, it slipped by one place
in both categories.
Though the varsity’s overall
score increased marginally from
50.94 to 51.25 (out of 100) this year,
it has seen a drop in some parameters. In outreach and inclusivity, the score has dropped to 47.52
(out of 100) from 52.89 in 2018.
However, it has fared better in
terms of perception, scoring
27.09 as compared to 23.58.
But what is concerning is the
fact that PU has not been able to
repeat its performance of 2016.
In the first ranking, PU came

Budget expenses and revenue generated
through innovation and entrepreneurship
development (20)
Facilitating access to advance
centres/facilities and entrepreneurial
support system (10)
Idea to entrepreneurship (54)
Development of innovation ecosystems
supported through teaching and learning
(10)
Best innovative solutions developed
in-house for improving governance of your
institution (6)

Indian Institute of Technology, Bombay

INSTITUTE

SCORE

1
2
3
34

IIT, Madras

83.9

IISc, Bengaluru

82.3

IIT, Delhi

78.7

Outreach and
inclusivity

Panjab University

51.3

Perception

THE WAY FORWARD
“The NIRF ranking has not
improved because we have not
implemented the required
changes in teaching and learning,” said former V-C Arun K
Grover. “The student-teacher
ratio has become worse. We need
to improve employability of students and income. Unless we
recruit new teachers and get
funding, we won’t be able to

(OUT OF

100)
51
52.6
44.8
44.8

Research and
professional practice

RANK

12th among universities with
overall score of 76.02 (The overall
rank was not declared). In 2017,
the score came down to 43.13,
bringing down the overall rank
to 54.

2018

2019

Teaching, learning
and resources

Graduation
outcomes

attract better students.”
On the ARIIA ranking, he
said, “The Chandigarh Region
Innovation and Knowledge Cluster (CRIKC)’s technology enabling centre (TEC) has helped
PU. Credit also goes to the
present vice-chancellor for
opening the central instrumentation laboratory for two shifts
for research scholars.”
Meanwhile, IQAC former
director M Rajivlochan said:
“We should do better in outreach
and inclusivity. The varsity’s
perception is not very good,
which affects the ranking. Our
score in teaching, learning and
resources is poor as we cannot

72.5
73.2
52.9
47.5
27
23.6

recruit faculty and spend on
infrastructure.”
THERE’S ANOTHER
FEATHER IN CAP
Also, the University Institute of
Pharmaceutical Sciences has
come second among pharmaceutical institutions, missing the top
spot by just 0.33 points. Jamia
Hamdard, New Delhi, came first
with 78.43 score.
UIPS chairperson Kanwaljit
Chopra said: “For the past two
years, we were ranked third. We
have improved the ranking
thanks to our research and
placements.”

M U R D E R AT PA U

Case solved as two
relatives arrested
HT Correspondent
n

n

Students interacting with DWS Emanual Nahar during a protest outside the V-C office at Panjab
KARUN SHARMA/HT
University in Chandigarh on Monday.

Panjab varsity clarifies on row
over degrees to SC/ST students
HT Correspondent
n

letterschd@hindustantimes.com

CHANDIGARH : Students of Panjab
University (PU) staged a protest
on Monday in front of the vicechancellor’s (V-C’s) office,
against the varsity’s decision to
withhold the degrees of hundreds of scheduled caste (SC)/
scheduled tribes (ST) students
due to non-payment of the requisite amount of post-matric scholarships by the Punjab government. Various associations
including Ambedkar Students

Association (ASA), Students For
Society (SFS), and PSU (Lalkar)
participated in the protest.
Controller of the examinations Parvinder Singh, said
“There is a 50% concession for
students studying in the
reserved categories. However, if
the payment is not made, the
degree is held back. This rule is
the same for general as well as
reserved categories,” he said.
President of the student council,
Kanupriya, and secretary, Vipul
Atray, were also present.
Gurdeep Singh of ASA said

the issue is that of the University
and the Punjab government, but
it was unfortunate that SC/ST
students are bearing the brunt of
it. Kanupriya said they will scale
up the protest if their demands
are not met, and organise a bigger protest with other likeminded associations of PU.
A memorandum was submitted to the dean students welfare
(DSW) Emanual Nahar, on
behalf of the V-C who assured
students that the university
authorities were not discriminating against them.

Ludhiana ASI caught Bus overturns,
accepting ₹4.5K bribe three injured

RUPNAGAR: Three passengers

LUDHIANA : The vigilance bureau
on Monday caught an assistant
sub-inspector (ASI) accepting a
bribe of ₹4,500, which he had
reportedly demanded from the
complainant in connection to
filing of the chargesheet in a
two-year-old assault case.
ASI Gurmeet Singh was
deputed at Jeevan Nagar police
post. SSP (vigilance) Paramjit
Singh Virk said, “One Jimmy
Paul of Sector 32 had
approached us to complain
against the ASI. He said the ASI
had lodged an FIR against some
persons accused of assault and
other crimes. The police had
arrested the accused, who were
later released on bail. However,

no chargesheet was filed in the
court.”
“The complainant told us that
when he contacted the ASI and
requested him for file the chargesheet, the latter demanded
₹5,000 from him. The deal was
later settled at ₹4,500,” he added.
A case under section 7 of the
Prevention of Corruption Act
has been registered against ASI
Gurmeet Singh.
In a similar case on January
29, the vigilance bureau had
arrested an ASI for accepting
bribe of ₹20,000 from a hosiery
unit owner. ASI Mahinder
Singh was deputed at the economic offences wing of the Ludhiana police.
HTC

sustained minor injuries when
a Punjab Roadways bus overturned on Rupnagar-Chandigarh road on Monday.
The bus was going from
Chandigarh to Amritsar. The
mishap took place when the bus
reached near Rangilpur village
as the driver lost control and the
bus overturned.
The driver who has been
identified as Jaimal Singh, has
been arrested.
A team of doctors reached the
spot and provided first aid to the
injured, following which they
were discharged.
Police have registered a case
under Sections 279, 337, 427 of
Indian Penal Code (IPC) against
the bus driver, Jaimal.
HTC

letterschd@hindustantimes.com

LUDHIANA: Police claimed to have
solved the murder case of
26-year-old labourer Santosh
Kumar, who was found dead on
PAU campus on April 5, with
the arrest of his two relatives on
Monday. The accused, Babu
Lal, 42, Sanjay Ahirwar, 27,
killed Santosh over money.
The accused are sons-in-law
of Achhe Lal, maternal uncle of
the victim, who is the complainant in this case.
Santosh, along with his wife
and mother, had been living
with him at PAU.
DCP Gaganajit Singh said
Santosh was found murdered on
April 5.
“The family had initially suspected it to be a handiwork of
some robbers. However, as our
investigation progressed, we
started zeroing on Babu Lal and

›

It is a matter of pride
that PGIMER has
bagged second position
in NIRF. But we have to
work hard to score the
first position next year.

HT Correspondent

Sanjay and on Monday, they
were arrested,” he added.
“The accused told us that
they had an old rivalry with
Santosh over monetary issues.
On April 5, when Santosh left
his house to go to a market, they
followed him”, he said.
“They later caught hold of
Santosh and had an argument
with him. In the meantime, Santosh flashed a knife, which he
used to carry, but the accused
overpowered him and stabbed
him to death with his own
knife,” the DCP said. After
killing him, the accused took
his mobile phone and came back
home.
“Babu Lal and Sanjay did not
come for the last rites of the
victim, which raised the police’s
suspicion on them,” the
DCP added. The mobile phone
of Santosh and weapon used in
the crime are yet to be recovered, he said.

letterschd@hindustantimes.com

CHANDIGARH: For the second time
in a row, the Postgraduate Institute of Medical Education and
Research (PGIMER), Chandigarh, with a score of 77.88 % has
bagged second position in the
medical category under the
National Institutional Ranking
Framework (NIRF) 2019.
President Ram Nath Kovind
announced the NIRF awards at
Vigyan Bhawan, New Delhi on
Monday. The ranking was
issued by the Union ministry of
human resources and development. “It is a matter of pride that
PGIMER has bagged second
position in NIRF. But we have to
work hard to score the first position next year,” said Dr Jagat
Ram, director, PGIMER.

MEDICAL CATEGORY
In 2018, for the first time, medical category was introduced by
the ministry of human resource
development. The PGIMER had
bagged second position then by
scoring 78.73% marks. This year
the PGIMER’s score dipped a little to 77.88%.
Among other premier institutes, score of AIIMS (Delhi)
also dipped by a huge margin,
but yet it continues to hold the
top position. In 2018, it scored
90.71 marks and in 2019 it got
87.52%.There were 100 entries in
the category.
EVALUATED ON
The institutes were evaluated
on five factors including teaching, learning and resources
(TLR), research and professional practice (RP),graduation
outcome (GO), outreach and
inclusivity (OI) and perception.
Compared to the last year’s
TLR, that was 85.52%, the percentage this year is 78.6 %,
showing a dip. In RP category,
the ranking of PGIMER
improved from 81.76% in 2018 to
84.47%this year.
Again the score declined in
graduation outcome (GO) from
83.05% to 76.99% and in outreach
and inclusivity (OI) it has
declined from 72.15% to 70.74%
in 2019.
In perception category,
PGIMER has scored the worst.
It’s 64.87%, which is slightly better than the last year, when it
scored 56.19%.
“We have scored poorly in
public perception. We will work

DESTITUTE HOME’S
MINOR INMATE
DELIVERS BABY
HT Correspondent
n

letterschd@hindustantimes.com

MOHALI : The police registered a

rape case after a 12-year-old
inmate of a destitute home in
Kurali delivered a baby at Government Medical College and
Hospital, Chandigarh, on Monday. Initial investigation
revealed that girl was raped
repeatedly. The crime came to
light after she was taken to hospital. A case was registered
under the Protection of Children Against Sexual Offences
(POCSO) Act. Mohali DC Gurpreet Kaur Sapra said she
directed district child protection officer Navpreet Kaur to
take care of the victim. “We are
providing all possible assistance to the child and the newborn,” said Navpreet.

DR JAGAT RAM, director, PGIMER

Result board
The Union ministry of human resource development
had introduced the medical category last year
Rank Institute
1
AIIMS, Delhi
2
3
66

Score
87.52

PGIMER, Chandigarh

77.88

Christian Medical College, Vellore
IISER, Mohali

70.32
45.43

PERFORMANCE OF OTHER INSTITUTES
Educational institute

Rank band

UIPS, Panjab University
NIPER, Mohali
IIT Ropar

Category

2
3
29

Pharmacy
Pharmacy
Engineering

Punjab Engg College
78
Government Home
Science College, Sector 10
72
GGDSD College-32
99
PGGCG - Sector 11
101-150

Engineering

PGGCG- Sector 42

College

151-200

on that and faculty will be
encouraged to do more innovations and gets more patents,”
said the PGI director.
TOP SPOT
Just like last year, AIIMS Delhi
grabbed the top position and
scored more marks in all categories except GO category. It has
scored 100% in perception, 96.18
% in RPC, 91.81% in TLR and
66.91% GO, and 77.43% OI.
Deputy director (administration) Amitabh Avasthi said that
AIIMS is scoring more in teaching, learning and resources .
“We need to have a more
focused approach and are going
to involve head of departments
for strengthening of teacherstudent relationship,” he said.
Meanwhile, the Indian Institute of Science Education &
Research (IISER),Mohali has
scored 66th position in the NIRF
ranking by scoring 45.43%. It
has scored 17.38% in perception,
25.27% in RPC, 45.39% in GO,
66.43% in TLR and 70.98% in OI.

College
College
College

PEC SLIPS FIVE
NOTCHES
One of the premier institutions
in the city, Punjab Engineering
College (PEC) has slipped five
notches in the NIRF rankings in
the engineering category.
Compared to last year’s 73rd
rank, the college was ranked 78
this year.
Though it has bettered in perception, the score in graduate
outcomes (GO) and teaching,
learning and resources (TLR)
and outreach and inclusivity
(OI) remained low as compared
to last year.
GGDSD college slipped in the
ranking from 82nd in 2018 to
99th rank in 2019 despite the colleges scoring 47.12 % in 2018 as
compared to 2019’s 49.13 %.
Post Graduate Government
College for Girls, Sector 11
failed to bag a slot in the top 100.
Last year the college scored
68th rank with 48.57% score
while this year it managed to get
a space in the rank band from
101 to 150.

Mohali Cong leader
booked for attack
on eatery owner
HT Correspondent
n

letterschd@hindustantimes.com

MOHALI :A case was registered on
Monday against a local Congress leader and eight others
two days after they allegedly
attacked the owner of an eatery,
Chef n Spice, who had objected
to their drinking in a public
space.
Local shopkeepers had also
staged a dharna to protest
against the incident.
Acting on a complaint by
Dalip Singh Bisht, owner of the
eatery in Phase 5, police booked
Paramjeet Singh Chauhan, general secretary, district Congress
Committee and eight others
who were unidentified.

Bisht alleged that Chauhan
and his friends on Saturday
attacked and threatened him
when he and his employees
objected to their drinking in the
open near the eatery.
“The shop owner was beaten
and police failed to register a
case because of the political
clout of the accused. We protested and even blocked the road
in the market after which the
police were forced to register a
case,” said Sarbjeet Singh
Paras, general secretary,
Beopar Mandal, Mohali.
Chauhan denied attacking
Bisht and said it was he who had
been attacked by the owner of
the eatery. “It’s a false case and
a political stunt,” he said.

Fire breaks out in knitting unit in Ludhiana,
machinery worth ₹25L gutted, no casualty
HT Correspondent
n

letterschd@hindustantimes.com

LUDHIANA: A major fire broke out

at a knitting factory on the
Chandigarh Road near Fortis
Hospital here on Monday morning wherein machinery worth
₹25 lakh was gutted.
However, no casualty was
reported.
As soon as the blaze was
reported, at least 20 fire tenders
were rushed to the spot, which
took around three hours to
douse the fire.
Factory owner Sajan Kumar
said there were three workers
inside the factory when the fire
broke out around 9.30am.
“The workers alerted me and
I immediately called up the fire
station. I asked my employees to
rush out of the factory immediately. There were fire extinguishers in the unit, but
due to panic, no one used them,”
he said.

NO CASUALTY
REPORTED; 20
TENDERS DOUSED
THE FLAMES IN
THREE HOURS WITH
THE HELP OF A
CENTRAL RESERVE
POLICE FORCE TEAM
A team of Central Reserve
Police Force (CRPF)
deployed at a check point on the
Chandigarh Road near
the factory also reached the
spot and helped in controlling
the fire.
One of the workers said
there was a power cut in the
morning. “Around 9.30am,
when supply was restored,
there was a spark that
resulted in the fire which later
engulfed the entire unit,”
he added.

n

The factory damaged in fire on Chandigarh Road in Ludhiana Monday.
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After #MeToo, now a lot more
people will be alert, says Dino
Shreya Mukherjee
hile many people felt
that the #MeToo
movement was the
need of the hour,
others expressed hope that it
will bring about a positive
change. Model-turned-actor
Dino Morea voices the same
opinion. He expresses his
shock on how some people in
the entertainment industry
had to go through a lot of tough
time when they were
struggling to find a foothold.
“I was shocked when these
stories started coming out one
after the other. Many actors,
and even models, spoke about
things that many of us did not
know about. Good the #MeToo
movement happened, good so
many people showed courage
and got support,” he says.
Dino feels that this will alert
the upcoming actors and
models. “The younger
generation who are also
thinking of making a career in
various fields will now be a
little more alert. They would
know where to draw the line
and how to make sure they are
safe,” adds the actor.
When asked whether he
had to ever face sexual
exploitation, Dino says,
“Thankfully nothing like this
happened to me except for
some indirect indications here
and there, but I made sure that
I do not fall into the trap.”
Apart from being an actor,
Dino also runs his own
business. So how does he make

W

Dino Morea
feels the
#MeToo
movement will
help industry
newcomers
draw the line to
ensure their
safety

hris Hemsworth has
revealed that he would
“love to” play fictional spy
James Bond after actor Daniel
Craig quits. The actor expressed
his interest in the role after a
publication pointed out his
critically acclaimed
performance as British Formula
One driver James Hunt made

C

twitter.com/htshowbiz

www.facebook.com/HTcity

instagram.com/htcity

LANGUAGE
G E
NO BAR!
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The movement of actors and other talent between the Hindi
and south Indian film industries seems to be a growing trend.
Experts call it a ‘healthy’ exchange
an issue we try and solve it in a
way that it is beneficial for
everyone. Be it at home, on the
go or at work, I feel respecting
each other is very important,”
he adds.
n

shreya.mukherjee@htlive.com

him a perfect candidate.
He said: “I don’t think you’ll
ever meet anyone who doesn’t
want to have a crack at James
Bond. I’d love to do it. But that’s
up to so many elements and is
way beyond myself. It’s
something that the whole crew
agree on, and it has to be a very
organic decision from them.
There are a lot of brilliant
people who can tackle that one.

IANS

Prashant Singh
ollywood has always
shared a special
equation with south
Indian film industries,
and vice versa. But it’s
interesting to see the
frequency with which the
mutual exchange of talents
has been taking place lately. A
fresh case in point being: Alia
Bhatt and Ajay Devgn will be
seen in SS Rajamouli’s RRR
that has Jr NTR and Ram
Charan in lead roles. Apart
from that, Amitabh Bachchan
is currently busy with
Tamilvanan’s Tamil-Hindi
bilingual, Tera Yaar Hoon
Main also starring SJ Suryah
and Ramya Krishnan.

B

GET, SET, GO
Chris Hemsworth
PHOTO: INSTAGRAM/CHRISHEMSWORTH

The list continues. Akshay
Kumar will soon start
shooting for Laxmi, the
remake of a Tamil horror film

Kanchana, which will be
directed by the original
director Raghava Lawrence,
who also played the lead in the
Tamil hit. Shraddha Kapoor
has almost wrapped up Saaho,
a Tamil-Telugu and Hindi
trilingual that’s being written
and directed by Sujeeth. Also,
Shahid Kapoor-starrer Kabir
Singh is a remake of Telugu hit
Arjun Reddy, which has been
helmed by the original
director, Sandeep Reddy
Vanga. Plus, Kangana Ranaut

COMING SOON: THE
BIG REMAKES
The coming days seem packed
with a plethora of Hindi films
being remade in south Indian
languages and vice versa.
Producer Boney Kapoor is busy
with the Tamil remake of Pink

is set to portray former Tamil
Nadu chief minister, J
Jayalalithaa, in director
Vijay’s Tamil and Hindi films,
respectively titled Thalaivi
and Jaya.
“It’s fantastic,” says
Shankar, the director of Robot
and 2.0, whose films starred
Aishwarya Rai Bachchan and
Akshay Kumar respectively.
“I have always roped in
costume designers and hair
stylists besides other technical
crew and actors from Mumbai.
(2016), and will also remake
Badhaai Ho in four south
Indian languages. He will also
collaborate with producer Dil
Raju for the remake of F2 —
Fun and Frustration in Hindi.
Reportedly, Neeraj Pandey is
set to remake the 2016
Malayalam hit, Puthiya
Niyamam, and Madhu

PHOTO:
AALOK
SONI/HT

l
lockwise
from top right)
ia Bhatt, Amitabh
achchan and SJ Suryah,
nd Ajay Devgn

PHOTO: IANS

sure that his employees feel
safe at work and proper
decorum is maintained?
“Right now we have a small
team but yes we do make sure
that we maintain a healthy
work environment. If there’s

www.youtube.com/user/ht

L-R: Shraddha
Kapoor,
SS Rajamouli
and Shankar

Shahid Kapoor
(right) and
Akshay Kumar
in 2.0 (left)

STOP PRESS
CHRIS WOULD ‘LOVE TO’
PLAY JAMES BOND

www.hindustantimes.com

In the coming days, it won’t be
about north, south, India and
even US, UK or Europe. That
also broadens our horizons,”
he adds. Of late, actors such as
Sonakshi Sinha, Vidya Balan
and Radhika Apte have also
worked in south Indian films.

FROM SOUTH,
WITH LOVE
Interestingly, the coming days
will also see South Indian
actor Sudeep starring
alongside Salman Khan in
Prabhudheva-directed
Dabangg 3. Also, Pranitha
Manthena will back the Hindi
remake of SS Rajamouli’s
Magadheera. Suniel Shetty’s
son Ahan will make his
Bollywood debut with the
remake of Telugu hit, RX 100.
Ekta Kapoor, too, has
apparently bagged the
remake rights of the Kannada
film, U Turn.

Subhash will make her Hindi
debut with Ajay Devgn in Bhuj:
The Pride Of India that also
stars Rana Daggubati.
Likewise, Keerthy Suresh is set
to work with Ajay in Amit
Sharma’s yet-untitled next.
Kabir Khan’s ’83 will have R
Badree and Jiiva making their
Bollywood debuts. Besides, the
recently-released Milan
Talkies had Shraddha Srinath
making her Hindi debut.
“It’s a very healthy
phenomenon. After all, we are
all from one country and I
honestly feel that lines got
blurred long back,” says trade
analyst Taran Adarsh, adding.
“A genius will be a genius
regardless of the language he is
working in. Technically, such
exchange of talents always
brings in a fresh perspective.”
In the past, a number of big
names from south Indian film
industries such as
Vyjayanthimala, Hema Malini,
Rajinikanth, Kamal Haasan,
Jaya Prada and Sridevi have
made their mark. Even
directors like D Ramanaidu, K
Balachander and LV Prasad
have won over Hindi box office,
in the past.
Actors, on their part, are
“more than enthused” with
north-south partnerships. As
Alia — who plays Sita in RRR
— puts it, “Working with
Rajamouli sir is a big tick off
my bucket list. And working
alongside Ram Charan and Jr
NTR is an absolute honour. I
am also very excited about the
experience of working in the
south for the first time.” On the
other hand, Baahubali star
Prabhas is very impressed with
his “very dedicated” co-star,
Shraddha. “She is the best
choice for the role,” he says.
n

prashant.singh@htlive.com

TaapseeShagun...
Tomand
Jerry!
Siblings Taapsee and Shagun
Pannu constantly argue, but
admit they can’t live without
each other
PHOTOS: INSTAGRAM/SHAGUNPANNU

Rishabh Suri
ctor Taapsee Pannu and
her younger sister
Shagun are the
quintessential sister duo. They
fight and hurt each other
(quite literally!), get into
arguments often, but can’t live
without each other. We got in
touch with them on World
Siblings Day today, and they
were more than ready to spill
the beans about each other!
Taapsee reveals she made it
a point that her sister stays
with her, whichever city she
decides to settle in for work.
“We are partners in all
decisions, and stick by each
other. We used to stay with our
parents in Delhi, and now we
are together in Mumbai. She
was my partner when I left
Delhi and went to Hyderabad,
and then to Mumbai. We are
always on the same page about
everything. Shagun now runs
a wedding planning company
which I had started with a very
close friend,” she says.
Shagun agrees. “I got a job

A

in Hyderabad, then when she
shifted to Mumbai we started
the wedding planning thing.
She was always sure she wants
me around, and is the
protective big sister. It’s
getting worse every year!” she
jokes.

‘WE STOPPED
FIGHTING AFTER…’
While they argue about things,
the physical fights Taapsee
and Shagun used to have
stopped after an unfortunate
incident. Taapsee reveals, “I
remember that day. We fought
physically with each other too.
We were fighting over a
desktop game that was new in
the house. I banged her head
on the desktop table. The
moment I did that, I realised
something was really wrong.
I hugged her... I could feel
she was in pain. There was a
huge cut on her eyebrow. The
shirt I was wearing was full of
blood. I froze seeing that, and
was in that spot till she
returned after getting the
wound stitched.”

ONE KEEPS THE
OTHER GROUNDED

On World Siblings Day, the sisters
reveal they are like any other siblings
— quarrelling but very close

Shagun says, “Once, there was
an annual race in school, and
she’d been preparing for it the
whole year. We were going
back home three days before
the race. I was participating in
a drill for kids. There was this
big ball I would carry to school
everyday. I dropped it from the
auto we were travelling in, and
started crying ‘I won’t be able
to participate’. She rushed on
the road to get it. In the
process, she hurt herself and
couldn’t win the race.”
Shagun adds Taapsee’s a
‘sore loser’! “I heard her
talking about it to someone
recently, saying she lost the
race because of me. If she
doesn’t win, she gets angry
with herself,” she laughs.
But Taapsee feels Shagun
has a big hand in keeping her
grounded. “Shagun’s my
reality check. Whenever I feel
I am on top of the world, she’s
the one who gives me a check,”
Taapsee adds.

NOTE TO READERS: Some of the coverage that appears on our pages is paid for by the concerned brands. No
sponsored content does or shall appear in any part of HT without it being declared as such to our valued readers.
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DAILY HOROSCOPE

Someone may go out of his or her way to do
your bidding. Your professional image may
suffer as seniors may not be happy with
your performance on the work front.
Focussing on investments will help you
strike rich. You will manage to nip a
medical problem in the bud and save
ARIES
yourself
from problems.
(MAR 21 - APR 20)
Lucky Number: 17 Lucky Colour: Orange
You may remain satisfied with the way things
are going personally and professionally. Your
opinions in an important seminar or
meeting may add to your prestige at
work. Some misunderstanding may take
an ugly turn on the love front. You need
to be careful about where you put your
money. Health may cause concern.

SAGITTARIUS

LEO
(JULY 23 - AUG 23)

There is a chance of something getting
cancelled at the last moment. You always
manage to get the wrong end of the stick
and suffer. Differences with lover can
crop up on the romantic front. Your
concern for someone will be touching.
Chance of going on a vacation with
TAURUS
family
is indicated and will be lots of fun.
(APR 21 - MAY 20)
Lucky Number: 11 Colour: Baby Pink

Lucky Number: 22 Lucky Colour: Violet

DIFFICULTY LEVEL

GEMINI
(MAY 21 - JUN 21)

Charlie Hunnam: The actor, known for films such
as King Arthur: Legend of the Sword (2017),
Papillon (2017), Pacific Rim (2013), and the recent
web movie Triple Frontier, turns 39 today.

You are likely to have an enjoyable time at home
in the company of friends and relations.
Someone is out to impress you on the
romantic front. Some of you can plan a
joint family outing. You may need to
think of a workplace problem from a
different angle. Avoid lending money to
anyone as it may not be returned.

VIRGO
(AUG 24 - SEPT 23)

Lucky Number: 3 Lucky Colour: Yellow

Luck finally smiles on you on the personal front
and at work. Your efforts at work come in
from praise. Those trying to switch jobs
can find a lucrative opening. Those in
uniform get a posting of their choice.
Achievements can elate parents and the
family. You will manage to keep the
CAPRICORN
interest alive of the one attracted to you!
(DEC 22 - JAN 21)
Lucky Number: 1 Lucky Colour: Light Red

AQUARIUS
(JAN 22 - FEB 19)

This is a good day to ask the boss for a favour.
Someone may help you in getting a new
venture on the tracks. True happiness lies
on the family front, as you will feel loved
and wanted. Someone you never
noticed before may begin to attract you
in
a romantic way! You can find official
CANCER
travelling a bit cumbersome.
(JUNE 22 - JULY 22)
Lucky Number: 2 Lucky Colour: Cream

Lucky Number: 5 Lucky Colour: Green

Changing equation with a family member may
disturb peace of mind. Your intelligence will
be on display as you tackle complicated
workplace issues. You are neither likely to
indulge in wasteful expenditure
yourself, nor let anyone else do the
same. Make forgive and forget your
motto to gain peace and tranquillity.

Lucky Number: 8 Lucky Colour: White

Even your best efforts may not be able to
convince seniors at the workplace. You will
manage to bring positive changes in your
mental make-up for better relationship
with others. An initiative taken on the
academic front is likely to favour you.
Encouraging results can be expected by
bringing changes on the health front.

SUDOKU

Astrologer Prem Kumar Sharma can be contacted at: Delhi: 91-11-26449898,
26489899 (Sat to Mon): Panchkula: 91-172-2562832, 2572874 (Tues to Thurs);
Mumbai: 09223376963 (Last week of every month)

This is the time to get all the help you can on
the academic front. You are likely to offend a
family member by you incorrigible ways.
Whining and wallowing in self pity may
not cut ice with the ones you want to
gain sympathy from. Lover’s support
motivates you to take up the challenges
that have been disturbing you.

Lucky Number: 9 Colour: Magenta

(NOV 23 - DEC 21)

HINDUSTA N TIMES, CHANDIGARH
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LIBRA
(SEPT 24 - OCT 23)

There is a need to complete all your pending
work urgently. Your tendency to merge in
the background and preferring whispers
to clear speech makes you a suspect. So
you need to be at your convincing best
at home to remove a misunderstanding
in a parent’s mind. Romance is not a
priority right now.

Things pending for long need to be completed
before they come to the notice of higher
ups. Something said in jest offends lover.
You can gloss over mistakes in your rush
to submit an important assignment.
Don’t lend money to anyone you think is
unreliable. Your guidance on the health
front is likely to benefit someone.

This is an excellent time to put your ideas into
practice. A renewed interest in fitness finds
you in the prime of your health. Good
earning will find you in a comfortable
monetary situation. Expressing romantic
feelings and exchanging sweet nothings
will prove fulfilling. Things move as per
PISCES
plans on the professional front.
(FEB 20 - MAR 20)
Lucky Number: 7 Colour: Silver Grey

Lucky Number: 18 Lucky Colour: Brown

CALVIN AND HOBBES

Bill Watterson

MOVIES ON TV
HBO
1115 Stuart Little 2
1239 A Quiet Place
1405 Geostorm
1600 The Hangover
1746 Iron Man 2
2000 2012
2258 Inception

MATHDOKU

Fill in all the squares in the grid so that each row, column and
each of the 9X9 squares contains all the digits from 1 to 9.

SONY PIX
1035 Son of The Mask
1238 Batman V Superman:
Dawn of Justice
1527 Final Destination 3
1725 The Final Destination
1900 King Kong
2300 Sully

DID YOU KNOW?
For her acting debut, Sonali Bendre was
cast opposite Arbaaz Khan in a movie
that was to be directed by Sohail Khan.
The project was never made.

STAR MOVIES
1039 Cloudy With A Chance
of Meatballs 2
1227 Avengers: Infinity War
1510 Ice Age: The Meltdown
1652 Charlie’s Angels
1848 Undisputed
2050 War For The Planet of
The Apes

SCRAMBLE - 3051
Solve the four anagrams and move one letter to each square to
form four ordinary words

BDAEO
B G I OT
AE RYLL
IIVYFV
Now arrange the letters marked with an asterisk (*) to form the
answer to the riddle or to fill in the missing words as indicated.

SCRAMBLE SOLUTION: Abode/adobe, bigot, really, vivify
ANSWER: To fail to love is not to exist at all.
- Mark Van Doren
PHOTO: SARANG
GUPTA/HT

‘LuckythatI
don’thavea
lengthyresume’
Rishabh Suri

uality, and not quantity,
has been at the focus of
actor Shefali Shah’s
approach to work. She has
done only over a dozen films in
a career spanning 24 years.
However, of late, she’s been
busy — Shefali starred in a
web film and headlined the
acclaimed series Delhi Crime.
Have her considerations
while choosing a project
undergone a change in all these
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years? “It has been the same. If
anything, I am very lucky that I
don’t have a very lengthy
resume. The kind of work I
have on it, I am very proud of it,
whether it was Monsoon
Wedding (2001), Gandhi, My
Father, The Last Lear (2007)…
It’s the story, director and the
role, and I don’t mean just
length — those are my
criteria,” she says.
Has the success of Delhi
Crime meant more offers? “I
did Delhi Crime one and a half
years ago. Since then, I have
been offered stuff, and I kept
looking at it in comparison of
the web series,” she says,
sharing what it was that made
her take the series up.
“I knew about the incident
(the 2012 Delhi gang rape) and
all were traumatised. But I
didn’t know this angle at all
about the cops. I got a chance to
stand in the shoes of the real
woman DCP who cracked the
case. There was no reason to
not even consider not doing it,”
she ends.
n

SOLUTION SUDOKU

Shefali Shah
was seen in
the web series
Delhi Crime

SOLUTION MATHDUKU

To ____ ___ _____ is not to exist at all.
- Mark Van Doren (4,2,4)

Place numbers into the puzzle cells so that each row and column contains each of the digits from 1 to 5. No number is to be repeated in any row or
column. Each bold-outlined cells contain a hint of a number and one of the mathematical symbols + x - /. The number is the result of the operation
represented by the symbol to the digits contained.

‘I WASASKED
SIR AAPKA
HAEMOGLOBIN
KYA HAI?’
Anil
Kapoor
says it’s
‘fun’
when
people
ask him
his age

Sangeeta Yadav

e is 62 but can easily
give all the younger
actors a run for their
money. Think of Anil
Kapoor and the first thing
that comes to your mind is
his enviably youthful good
looks. And naturally, the
recurring question that
people ask him is the reason
behind his reverse ageing, to
which he keeps saying that
“everything in me is
natural.” Until recently,
when a fan’s question left
him in splits.
“Kisi ne achcha sawaal
pucha mujhse ki ‘sir aapka
haemoglobin kya hai?’ I said,
‘yeh sawaal toh aaj tak
mujhse kisi ne nahi kiya,”
laughs Anil, adding, “It’s fun
when people ask me my age,
or the secret to my
youthfulness. But I take
everything as fun. You can’t
take it seriously that I look so
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young. Obviously, I don’t. I
take it with a pinch of salt.”
Despite receiving
unending love and adulation
from his fans, Kapoor prefers
to stay humble. “People have
been kind and very nice to
me. I enjoy when they
compliment me. [In my head]
I know where I stand. I’m not
delusional. I’ve been simple
and normal, unaffected by all
stardom,” he says.
Ask about his fitness
mantra and the actor says his
children — Sonam K Ahuja,
Rhea Kapoor and Harsh
Varrdhan Kapoor inspire
him. “I observe them — what
they are eating and how they
lead a healthy lifestyle.
Sometimes, they tell me to
try something different in my
diet or workout. There is a
healthy banter that goes on
and we don’t leave an
opportunity to pull each
other’s leg, too,” Anil shares,
laughing.

SCORPIO
(OCT 24 - NOV 22)

Lucky Number: 4 Lucky Colour: Blue

WB
1220 Drillbit Taylor
1403 Striptease
1543 Killer Elite
1736 Ghosts of Girlfriends
Past
1912 Dunkirk
2100 American Assassin
& PICTURES
1114 Heyy Babyy
1401 Raja Hindustani
1735 Train To Busan
2000 Toilet – Ek Prem Katha
2312 Resident Evil
UTV MOVIES
1120 Jaisi Karni Waisi Bharni
1435 Rowdy Baadshah
1745 Krishnarjuna Yudham
2030 Amar Akbar Anthony
ZEE CINEMA
1213 Shaktishali No.1
1505 Raja Hindustani
1811 International Rowdy
2100 Rowdy Rajkumar 2
2354 Revolver Raja

Actor Felicity Huffman
pleads guilty in college
admissions scandal
ollywood actor Felicity
Huffman has pleaded
guilty to using bribery and
other forms of fraud as part of
the college admissions scandal,
federal prosecutors in Boston
said. On Monday, Huffman, the
Desperate Housewives star,
pleaded guilty to paying $15,000
to a fake charity associated
with Rick Singer, who ran a
college prep business and
masterminded what
prosecutors called the largest
college admissions cheating
scheme in the US, to facilitate
cheating for her daughter on
the SATs, CNN quoted the
complaint as saying.
Huffman’s husband, the
actor William H. Macy, is not
charged in the case. Huffman
and the other accused — 12
other wealthy parents and a
coach — were all charged with
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one count of conspiracy to
commit mail fraud and honest
services mail fraud and have
agreed to plead guilty, the
prosecutors said. Huffman
faces up to 20 years in prison. In
exchange for her plea, federal
prosecutors will recommend
incarceration at the “low end”
of the sentencing range, a
$20,000 fine and 12 months of
supervised release. They will
not bring further charges. A
federal judge will have the
final say on the outcome for
Huffman and the other
defendants. “I am in full
acceptance of my guilt, and
with deep regret and shame
over what I have done, I accept
full responsibility for my
actions and will accept the
consequences that stem from
those actions,” Huffman said.

IANS

Actor Felicity
Huffman faces
up to 20 years in
prison
PHOTO:GRETCHEN
ERTL/REUTERS

rishabh.suri@htlive.com
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